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A study is made of the ap-thcation of a tingle-particle Impact damper to a highly re;or•ant rndar antenna qtructure. A prototype damper unit was test"d with a
smaller structurp. which was designed to dynamically simulate the fundamental
mode of the antenna, to verilfy the damper design a.-W response characteristics.
The correlation of empirical testirfg and theoretical analysis is emrnhasized. Rdesults show that the first mode maximum amplitude of a 1200 pound cantilever typeo
structure can be reduced by a factor of 80 to 90 percent with the addition of 27
pound damper particle. Variations in governing parameters are shown to indicate
the range el performance characteristics obtainable. The noise level which accornpa.nies an impact device of this type is also discussed.

NOMENCLATURE:

y

= relative displacement of particle with
respect

to M

A

Amplification factor of damped structure

A

Amplification factor of primary system in
the absence of the impact damper

W

c

damping constant

W

natural frequency,

d

clearance in which the particle is free to
oscillate

0

forcing frequency

S=

velocity of M

e

coefficient of restitution
y

relative velocity of particle

%

k

*

M

= masb of primary system
mass of particle

ratio of critical damping
z mass ratio, rn/M

*

k/1

spring constant
INTRODUCTION
The concept of reducing the vibration amplitudes of a mechanical system by attaching
to It a container in which a solid particle Is
constrained to oscillate is not a new one. Anal-

t

time
displacement of M. double amplitude

base displacement,

double amplitude

Th ispaper not presented at Symposium.

ytical studies of the steady-state response of
the impact damper to sinusoidal excitations
have been made by Lieber and Jensen [l],
G-ubln [2). Arnold [31 Warburton L4]. and
In addition, the feasMasri and Caughey [5).
ibility of using impact damping to reduce the
vibration of diverse systems as ships hulls.

The anterna unit at shown in Fig. I weighs
approximately 31M0 pounds and the design msdification was anticipated to be additional 800
pourds located on the upper part of the structure. Previous ainusoidal vibration qualificatlon tests indicated a fundamental structural
resonance at 13 }lz with the bearing (X roller
t)pe) at the array-pedestal interface being the
predominant spring and the array structure itself oscillating as a rigid body. "lhe rr.cmde
shapes varied slightly according to the direc-

cantilever beams, sirgle-degree-of-freedom
systems, turbine buckets, and tall flexible
structures have been inve.tigated empirically
by MrGoldrick L63. Lieber and TrippL7),
Sankey[8], Duckwald (9], and Reed 11O0. respectively.
Recently, an existing radar antenna (see
Fig. 1) which had pre.viously been qualified to

tion of the base input, as would be expected.
In general, strong coupling existing among all
three orthogonal directions for the first mode
regardless of the input direction. For a base
input in the X direction, the array structure
responded with Point A (see Fig. 2) moving inan

Responsme

FIG.

in

1

MIL-E-164X00 for shock and vibration, was

FIG.

2

changed substantially and scheduled to be re-,tested to verify its structural capability. B3ecause this design change incorporated a large

elliptical path with the larger component of res-

in strength, great concertn was expressed as
to the antenna's capability of sustaining a vibration eduraance test at resonance.
Tonmntrnize the cost and time required to perform a
substantial structural redesign anteedrefurbs
mentr
the development of a separate single-

tion input the major portion of the response was
in the Y direction
the winds movingWith
primarily vertically and withra 180-phase difference
between them. A vertical bass excitation produc
a fundamenwtal displacement mode sireilar to that resulting from the Y directional in-

particle impact damper package was undertaken,
Previous work by the above-referenced investigators has shown the desirability of such an
application, However, few
r act al applications
are reported in the literature, i.e.,
other than
laboratory models, and the physical size of the
particle in this case was quite large. Therefore.
a prototype model was constructed an tested

put.

on a resonant structure to verify the theoretical predictions and investigate design problems.

ture. Point A. Maximum amplification factors
(response at Point A/base input) were between

increase In mass, but essertially no increase

ponsebeing in the Xdirection.

With a Y direc-

The application of the impact damper was
to reduce both tae wiand Y response compd nents of the fundamental mode, regardless of
the IYput direction, by aligning two impact
damper units with the I and Y directions. respactit.ly, at the top center portion of the struco

2.

16 and 20 during the structural vibration quali.
Iication tests. The. d#'sigr. goal sr-t for tbo impact danmp.rs wao to redluce thete maiximum am.
plification factors by a factor of two. P-causae
the antenna str~ucture was not availatile for any
donrontal
estir, a potoyp dao~r u~tThe
was teste'd on a siTTru2Atiofl structure to verify
the performa~nce characteintitico. #to Fig. 5.

where the Origin of the time axils t cow
s
it-jb
the oCCUrrsne'1
Of any given IrIAet se-A
~'
a. b. and I are Parnctions of the parameotwrrs cl t'to
system &Anare given in lRef (5].
construction of a qalvtifr'q
to the motiol of A typical snIst9rn is
i.4
i

o~i-''
'llur'?X1-

THEOR~ETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
With the reatonaýle assumptions that (a)
the auxiliary mans in an impact damper troves
frictionlesgly in its container and (I.) the collision between the particle and the primary Atystern is idealized to be a discontinutous process
in which the displacements of the two manasst
remain stationary while their velocitie~o chiange
discontinuously in accordance with the momon-

ocn
F~ta
2,

V1Ct

turn equation, the motion of the highly nonlirepz\,
two-degree-of-freodom system can be treated
as a piece-wise linear proceiii. If It is further
assume-i that in steady-state motion two symmetric Impacts occur per cycle of the sinusoidal excitation at t-quAl time inc rements and at
opposite sides of the container, then an exact
steady-state solvtion can be obtained L5]. Moreover. this type of motion has been shown LI I]
to be predominant in e~qperimental situdies.
Under the stated assumptions, the motion
of the primary system (see Fig. 3) between

d/9

(

F

C
CSA
L

matrix is lees

than one, Lbs systemn's motion will be stabl#.:
~otherwise, steady-state motion with two vyi-nmetric impacts. per cycle is not possible.

Y Y,

X.

Whenever steady-state motion is "-osible. the*
theory furnishes two pono~ble solu.tirins. To
determine which of the two po-ssib~e otos
is stable, if any. a stability analysis of the
solution must be performed.
Nlsrl and
Caughey [5) have sho-wn that a'iyn'ýototic otability of the motion depend upon the modulus
of the eigenvalues of a matrix which rel it** to
the condition@ of the system after two consecivtive impact*. If the modulus, of each of the

oelgenivaluev of this conditionial

YJ

''

G

The theoretical solutions use4 in the following section for com-parison with experimental results were obtained usinil the theory as
described above and identical to that found in
~~refs. [5. 11 ) with a bast- excitation : -nacing
the force excitation,

t XEXPER~IMENTAL

FIG. 3

impacts is given by an expression of the form
[4, 5):
(a sin ril~t + coo 71,)
Sa0
(I)+
+siA
+ 0
i
Ct+1

RESULTS

Experiments with a prototype damper model
were conducted on a resonant structure simulating the antennla to gain some knowledge about
the correlation of theoretical and ernpirical rcsults and the design problems t.a be encouivtered
in building and employing the actual unit durinqj
qualification testing. Figure 5 shows the dzirnper unit mounted on the test structure. The
cantilever type test structure was%designed
with a first mode natural frequency of 11. 4 Ha

which matched that predicted for the fmdied
anterna structure. The active weigh, of the
structure. i.e.. 31/140 of the vertical mer,bet's weight plus the weight of the top %rixon-

tal member. was 950 pou"09.

Provision. %as

1!-M
2.'•:•,FIG

F

Isought

Th main performance charac- eriatic,

during testin were the apiueat-

tenuation obtainable st the structure's rena-

fant freqoency. the renion of atable two im-

pact@/cycle mo~tion, amplitude response an a

FIG. S
made for controlling the coupling motion at the
top center point of the structure by changing
the balance between the weights at the ends of
the top horizontal member. However, Only unilateral motion in the fore and aft direction with
a single damper unit was: used during the study.
The structural damping of the primary test
structure. alone, was found to be about 0. 57
percent by measuring the maximum amuplification factor-obtainaMe with small sinusoidal
base input excitations.
i
Figure 6 shows the two damper particles
used in conjunction with a steel cylindrical
container. Three particle weights (56, 40, and
27 pounds) were used to obtain performance
characteristics for mass ratios of 5.9. 4. 2,
and 2.65 percent, respectively. The majority
of the work was done with the 27 pound slug.
however, as it closely approximated the design goal for the antenna damper unit. To provide variation in the coefficient of restitution,
the cylindrical damper porticles were used
with or without bonded rubber pads on the end
surfaces. Shim plates (see Fig. 6) were used
between the container body and the end plates
to vary the clearance, d.

function of frequency over a + 10% frequency
bandwidth about the structures resonance, and
a quantitative measurement of the maximum
noise level during op•eration.
The coefficient of restitution was not physically measured for a typical impact as the required LlliIntegrating electronics were not
readily available. However, the experimental
amplitude attenuation results were compared to
those analytically obtained for various coefflcients of restitution values. Figure 7 shows
the experimental results obtained at a frequency
ratio of one with and without the rubber bonded
pads on the particle end surfaces as compared
to the predicted values representative of
e = 0.5 and e = 0.2. respectively. Of the various analytical curves used, these two for the
specific coefficients given most closely matched
the experimental results. Figure 8 shows how
well the analytical predictions for these two
coefficients are matched by the experimental
results over a freqoiency range. Figure 7 and
8 depict the results for a mass ratio of 2. 84%.
i.e. . the 27 pound slug. Note that the solid
points in bese figures represent stable two symmetric impact per cycle motion and the other
points the unstable motion.
Figures 9 and 10 indicate the comparison
of the frequency response characteristics for
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the 40 and 56 pound particles. It can be seen in
Fig. 10 that with the 56 pound slug the results
are nearly independent of whether or not the rubber pads were used. The probable reason for
this behavior is the fact that the 56 pound slug
had a solid rubber pad bonded over the entire
end surface, whereas the 27 and 40 pound slugs
used rubber pads in the shape of annular rings,
see Fig. 6. Because Possion's ratio for rubber
in approximately 0. 5. rubber is essentially irA
compressible; thus, it cannot be deflected in
compression unless it is permitted to expard
laterally. Therefore, with the entire end surface covered with rubber, one could expect the
impact characteristics to be nearly the same
as those for no rubber. Moreover. in the other
two cases, the rubber annular ring allows substantial edge bulging upon compression. Because rubber is not a large energy dissipater in
compression and tension, this condition provides
better impact conditions and provides a higher
coefficient of restitution. It is interesting to
note, therefore, that the thickness and shape of
the rubber pad can be utilized to obtain a vpriation in the coefficient of restitution.
To determine whether the performance characteristics were invariant under changes of d
and ;which gave constant d/Z ratios, different
clearance and excitation inputs were used.
Most of the points plotted in Figs. 7 through 10
represent average responses obtained for any
given dfix ratio by using three different d and i
values which together provide the same ratio.
In general, these variations resulted in slightly
different response measurements with no noticeable consistent trend for specific changes. The
difference in these response values in most case,
was less than 15%. Figure9 shows one particular case, however, which gave a large difference in results. For this case, a d/Z ratio of
Z3 was investigated using clearance values of
.75, 1.0. and 1. 25 inches for points (as shown)
a,b, and c, respectively. Note that this occurred at a frequency ratio corresponding to
the point of maximum amplification while the
same three values gave equal results at a frequency ratio of one. The difference in response
values was always the largest in this frequency
region where the amplitude of response peaks.
The behavior of the impact damper, in
general, followed that depicted in the figures.
The behavior for the larger coefficients of restitution under steady-state sinusoidal excitation shows an increase in the amplification factor at a frequency ratio less than one and a decrease in level near one. To obtain more
nearly optimum system response characteristics over the frequency band which includes

the prim?.'ry structure's resonance, a lower
coefficient of restitution is required as evidenced by the figures. This process also decreases the region, I.e. , the frequency band.
over which the stable two impact/cycle motion
exists. In general, a broadband of stable two
impact/cycle motion is not required, however.
as the damper is still very effective under what
is mathematically termed unstable behavior. In
fact, the amplitude in the unstable region is
never larger than that which would occur without the impact damper.
Based upon the general agreement of the
experimental and theoretical results for the
test structure and prototype damper, the basic
damper parameters can be chosen for application to the antenna structure. Figure lIlshows
the predicted response characteristics for the
antenna based upon its inherent critical damping ratio of 2. 5% and a mass ratio of Z%. These
curves represent the response of stable two Impact/cycle motion.
Fxarnination of the curves in Fig. II indicates that the most optimum solution is that
of d/7 = 33 with a coefficient of restitution
equal to 0.4. These parameters provide a response curve that is almost constant with frequency and equal to an amplification factor of
9 which would decrease the structure's response
from that found previously by about two.
The noise level surrounding the structure
during tetsting was measured to be about 102 dB
at a ten foot radius from the unit on a General
Radio broadband noise meter. The noise level
was also several dB lower when using the rubber
pads as compared to bare steel. Several attempts were made to lower the noise level. One
approach used was to enclose the damper unit
in an acoustic box which when completely sealed
attenuated a 100 dB enclosed speaker source to
68 dB. This same box was modified to enclose
the unit with only eight one-inch diameter studs
extending through its base for mounting the damper to the beam structure. The noise level was
lowered only 5 dB through this approAch. Use
of lead sheet and foam shrouds around the unit
also provided small attenuations in noise level.
From the experiments conducted it becomes obvious that the majority of the impact energy is
propagated though the damper attachments to
the support structure and radiated from this
larger surface area. It is apparent that any application of the impact damper at low noise level
must provide good attenuation in the damptr attachment without deteriorating the over-all coefficient of restitution. Recent experiments with
multiple particles replacing a single particle

have also shor.r •ignificant reduction in the
noise level.
CONCLU7SIONS
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the experimental results ob-

tained with the lightly damped test structure
and the imrpact damper particles compared favorably with those response characc. eristics
analytically drfined. The analytical solution
usually predictod larger amplitudes than those
fouud empirically for frequency ratios less
than one.

2. The frequency range predicted Analytically
for stable two impact per cycle damper motion
was always larger than that determired experimentally. However, the responses termed unqtable were still very effective and did not limit
the parameter selection for nearly optimum
damping.
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The concepts behind a test method for Quickly deternining the
properties of viscoelastic materials over a broad range of
frv.uercies is developed. A siIle-degree-of-freedom model consisting
of the viscoelastic test mater 4 als and a mass suhjectod to a sinusoidal
excitation force is examined for the best physical test condition for
accurately measurii the material properties. It was found that
resovance was the desired condition since a ninety-degree phase shift
always occurs regardless of th-e &unt of damping present. The cornept
of using a cconhined force-accelaration feedback on the vibration
shptknr was addexd so that any desired resonant frequency coulJ be
obtained by electronically changing the mass of tile
original system.
The resulting test system gives the necessary flexibility to
quickly test for the material properties without heat build-ujo while
the sane system can a'so be used to determine the change in properties
due to heat bulld-up. Only four readily available quantities are
needed for each test in order to compute the material properties.
The error analysis shows that under the most severe conditions, an
error in measuring the phase angle of 0.50 degrees results in a
maxcirhu error In the material properties of less than 1.0 per cent,
due to the test technique. This error drops to about 0.2 per cent
when the phase angle is measure-d to within 0.10 deare,!s. The prposed
test method appears to have a great degree of flexibility; the limits
of which need to be deternined In the laboratory.
peak during which the specimen p-optrties
can change due to heating a-, well as the
inabi!Ity to be used with highly damqed
materials where the resonant peak is not well
defined due to the flatness of the response
curve.

INTRODUCTION
Several methods have been used to measu-e
the camplex stiffness of viscoelastic
materials when subjected to an envirornent
of sinusoidal oscillations.
Each method
appears to be lInited by either the useable
frequency range or the material proeerties.
Fcr example,
.r]el the
and KJaer (1) cantilever beam technique requires relatively
stiff materials to be effective while the
Fitzgerald technique Is limited to low
frequencies,

The proposed method uses the forceacceleration feedback concept to control the
input forces and accelerations to the test
speci•eIn thereby simulating any desired mass
to produce any desired test frequency within
the caoability of the equipment. A ninetydegree phase shift i1 used to accuratelv
determirt resona.-rce of the test specime'n.

A recent tuned d,--per technlcue [2) *as
used which gave result. comparable *itth the
Braiol and Kjaer methcd. However. the tuned
damper method has certain inherent
disadvantages such as requiring the acquisition of sufficient data to define a resonant

The advantages of using this proposed
technique are: (a) the test data can te
obtained quickly since only four observations
are needed to calculate the material properties,

11

(b)the test freoriory can he "~sily cliteged
by chsi rr the I"n.4t
(c)s
the
P"'roerties of hPiqhly esr,:-"ý raterials can t*
7-~Itu.red,
(J1)
t"-vaý'itadce of rwmmtion can be
f~ily adjusted, arid
fir~llv' (e)an
~rinovdemt czrek 0A mat'?ial corocte~ties cam
be
te'ýmpd tyvIcd~
daýýed oscillatio"
0dta. The 'malor d
v'a of this
rsdtý'st sy-tV!' is the 1a-le I~not of
tolt
11"tetr:n.
hs naf~r i%
devotod~ to deylcc"tle tomcetts tbeind the
or-,oNeM test
V'tx1wIch
Oollow- dir"otly
from a Yloi~ficalio of the tuned dairer teth.fli~UC
(2).re

*kerv F is tjý' raite
of t"e fx-itation
fot OJ
s h s custat
fr.ýqsey,
atrd
t is tirkl. The tsr.Imsn isof lrqtNv I
an
ssci~1area S. An oqjivalelt
s lee., rcdmsystene Is 0wtm in
Fi
(h).

~

For Purosts of an~alysis, t" estrs s train
ro1atioh~ilo for tse viscoelastic material Is
ass;rrd t! be
(J e
+ 'c)

o Is the, nornii stress. E the modulus of
elasticity. ft the loss factor of t;-,,
VISCOPIattlC MA*Prial, and e thp longitudin-al
strain. Thus, th~e axial force devoloped in
the test m~aterial is given by

ANALYSI
Tho analysis Is divided Into two na,-ts.
First. th#. tasic res,-frse of a sned~re
of freordam &ystcn "it'i a 'viscoefagtic strinng
material subjectpd to a sirnjsaidal force
exictation will be stt'ditd. S-econd, the
taker s stern will te fornulated %ti*ictg~yes many~ test advantaies over previous

the material stm-cimen is bonded to

VISCOELASTIC

k
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wltre x is tNe disolactm-tnt of the mass 0.
Fr-om Eq. (3), It Is easily senthat the
spritq constant k and the dI'rping coefficient
C are given by

RSPOISE OF BASIC TEST SYSTEM4 schem~atic
Of the vmmrsed test ret"bcd is shown in Fig.
whiere
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Thoe basic 109heme is to fieeýdback a
i~d(F) to t"e
c''tinatiom o the force tr
mai
a !y the shke? head and the* resnondi.n
acctleratio'n Wi of t4 mass. The vol tage Ef
r?1enft1 t" feedback~ 0171131 and is Sufltat~
ted
fro- the excitation volt~aq'! 1(t" W~Ic is

(6)

~~~~
~
where
2
1- r

tan

related to the excitation force F00 by

(7)

E(t) - G•fSfo e•F t - £0 ej't

and
r2

m :.2
rs

(8ere

~-',

Eq. 6 that the tIitkde
Fl
A .ESn

transducer between the shi':n"r P.td and the mars
(7 )is th'e
m. The resulting error si--rmA1
input to the rcwer aVolifi"r and ha',er which
is renreseimtM- by the transO"r functiun G~).
The forte exet+ed by the s$akir on mass m
thrtuI thVefor•e transducer is give" by

nrmrewt a-.d
fr-nA
of roticn A Ncor.-is

F - r,(s)
[E(t) - Cf]

(9)

Eamation 9 co-tains týoth rmterial o rnertipe
of E and n. A second indererdent eiumtion can
he obtained from Eq~. B for r -1.0 which qiv,!s
E - n11,*
S

(12)
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which Is reduced by the sveciren force
see
Eq. 3) Acting on the mass m (the dashed
feedback). lhe net force (F n) oroduces an
accelkration (i) which qeeeates the feedback
signal

(10)

ex

frm. which the roul.lijs of elasticity E Is
obtaim4ed dirrctlv fr(kn ,owir.l the mass m, the
th e se ,•en I.vth 1 .md area S, and the
resonant Iemey
,(since r
)
Eq. 9 gives
into
10
E,?.
of
Substitution
Fo
-0
(I)

I

(14)

rmxS, i

where G is the acceleration ff-dback gai" and
I s, the sensitivity of the accelerometer.
F
Finally. the feedback Signal voltale if. see
to be
ex

ZE)
from which the loss factor n can be ohtaimred
by direct .eaturr-entof the quantities F0 9 A,
M, and
m .

eff-Gx S XV) + rfSf F

(15)

The force transmitted to .mass m throtyg4 the
force transducer can be obtained frn Eq. 13
with Eqs. 12 and 15 substituted to obtain

The key to being able to use the simnole
and direct measurpvents of th" varioujs
external quantities m, 1, S, Fo, A, and w in

F -

order to dettrinie the witerial prcaýrties E
and n fran Ens. 10 aMd 11 Is the nirety-10jree
phase shift at th. resonant cnnditicn so that r
Is unity. This phase-shift m su.
nt can be
done accurately by -,adcrn electrcmio instruments
when the phase anle is in the range of ninetydelres. Since this is the case, it t.uld be
desirable to eeveloo means to easily change

(s) [G
- G
I

13

S k]

f F0 e

-

f

(10)
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Equation 17 reduces to
F

[F~ eJ

-

KG

which is exactly the s&,e as Ea. S e~crpt that
th~e Apparen1t or eff'ective mass M b=crdss
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H
(19),
GfSf

f

(22)

G

the tet

rqunc

ch is also t"e

the gain on t." Acceleration feedback (GX)
since this tens arpsars as wiss in Zhv e.,--oticm
of =tlen. This qalet cAn be eith,-. ;osit1ire or
necative so that the efmtive rnoss m.ay be
changed quickly by elec-tronic ",-ins frem near
zero to many times is If the %hikerpssse
the required caoabllity.
')',S
W~eviously deterined expressions for
the meaterial pro~ertles; i,e. Eqs. 10 a 11,
way be updated to w-r-k
with the servo cofltrolle-d
test siturotion by replacing the 1ow-w case m by
M as wall as replacimg F. frrca Eq. 12. The

if it is assumwd that the transfer function
G(S) Gf

*K

1. + 0.o(0
1~~~~h*

for the frexruency Mrane of interest.
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ni nety-deqrme.
KiSIM4 TEST TtCM174ES
Three are severa1 nosilhle toit
tiSt
'l~
that can be used with thesoro
Sshow in Fig. 2 Wien V?', r',S-p
Hwas of Meso amd Keller f 4) rri4
px,,
Inclvdd. These Vfe~1hack ideas r-*' uwvd to
nlice t*se test tec"ninues hy Slitcr:tirý t".
I'rozess and thus save tiel..

~ ~

It sho~uld be polntp.i out that E0and e~0 may
be eitheýr Pta tr YSvalu;N of~ the ecitation
foce and
tse riciation
r~tI~t~
~uti ~test

rosr,ý-ctlvel t. All of the nji~ntitics In E.Is.
23 ard 24 can Ni ~ijit rasily
by~.ir~
ste.Mard rn~aurvr-ent tecl~nioves of knodlao
accuecy.the

015SCZETE FRVE!4Y - The first and
t ut-ilvas
t;,t techn1ien is to use discr-ote 9vc'
wc

ERROR AKX!.YS!S
The accuracy of [as. 23 and 24 Is
devewnient on the systrA bairlq in reser.4-ce at
u
.0.The
ctdlion S ~resonance.
r esont
~rooasp relationshi:)
by the ninety-J!j-ý
bitw.en the excit~itlon fcrce Ai-d the resulting
motion as givent by Ecqs. 6 aM. 7.
~the
~
The&~eunt~
r boinmg other than umtity can he otaln,ý- fr-'e
solvimq
7. DlfferýýYtiatlon of Eq. 7 amvi
Eil.
he sene
~or
ivosThe

~

(25)

when r I s unity wrere %r end u are the
variations froo the asstxý;^ valuts. By
ton"M-1rn Ens 6, 8, 10 and 12 when r a 1*ar,
the error can t-a shcwm to be the deviation
of
Eectu~nl

______

E (2 *n~o)

2

t1N
TbleI

one-half degrtp. 'W","
Is Nettz'f VOR~t
rftmnsetretrs cap- easily
to tsit accuracy %?)efl the thki-ý Is t,,-a

00Y1Ax0S"w2

ar flo
2

ty.

of A4. It is s.Wn that e~rrps c-f"!'l
'
less than oft Dtertet can be PasiTy

Isther~t~~ ~elfctrcmie
si~,e Aacokatin
2rdC.-I bi3anios
Aw2is
acelcatio
t,ý
sinrrak
representond bv

v~1t~e

due to q

mcu wte -%is"r

~~~rstt*

P)

0

unity 11 tns. 23 and 24 Whp~ 4.. a

________-_(27)_

E- 1.0

(27)

~n

oio

excitatimn voltage E~t) In FiP;. 2. T14
amolitude Of this voltaqe, EO* will cont".7 thl
final &M0l1tude Of motioni whdil eV',-1? ~
nc-vcy
of this voltage will be the resomi~nt f
vhen the acceleration gain G. is adjustod1 f:r
at th-e
Onice the gain GA Is s~et
-c~ioey
pry-er valves, it is ne-cessary to r
the frequency w. the excit~at1inm volt,30 F.
acceleration voltage 909 ard V--o tair; G int
n
order to obtain the material propfrties E Ia-d
given In Eqs. 23 and 24.
validity of theese results can then
checked by recording a duamed Oscillatio~n
trace. This trace can bo obtu3irqd by roithe excitation voltage E~t) wtiotvrr It pns-,v2s
throu-1h temo. The resultiml test syit.", theýn
Iith
ee-f~cc-r
be~om~es one of a siw
Initial conditions of a dIDlacra"*t with ro
velocity. Tiw excitation vol tie n'jst he zero
at reazoval so that the transients due to plates
fr~m the shaker will be a minimum.
This test method can be efthriced by
the gain G . Thne schee' issi
the p~a ?nottr ceernr-es thei
in Fig. 3 Ou,
excitation signal E(t) and the accalftr~etor
siqnail **. The resulting outmrt voltz;7, of the
rphascreter is Oten used to activat*e a servo
which adjusts Gzuntil resonance is achiev'!d.

POW RER
AMeLFISR AND

r L

FUNCTION

+

a

PHASE Ik TER

..
(Ii1+--1

rl

SHAKER TPANSFER

Fn

-

I

ei

[

:

l

GAIN
'-)AUTOMATED
CONTROL SERVO
BLOCX

Figure 3 - Block diagr•m of servo controlled test system
with automated gain control
Since acceleration is being used as the signal
reressenting displocent, the chase angle is
plus ninty rather than minus ninety, but this
Is a minrr censideration since the phmse
relationship Is still ninety-dngrees.

PROPERTY-TEPIPERAl•ME TESTS - A third possibility
would be to obtain pronerty variations due to
heat build-up at a given frequency and
aPlitLde of Motion. By usirg the gain control
servo in Fig. 3, It is x•ossible to obtain a
contifuous record of the material properties
at constant input frequency as the temperature
changes. The a litude of motion could also
be controlled by an &dditionLL servo control
or the input force could remin constant.

CONTIMJOUS FEPCMEXCY SUEEP TESTS - This type
of test is basically one Ovre the srýcf~n
proptrtles would be obtaimpd at ell frequrn•ies
over a given range. There are basically two
m.thods of mechanization which can ba used

here.

In this section several possible test
me.thods were explored which indicate the
versatility of the proposed test schsme. Of
these test methods, the discrete frenuency and
property-temperature tests would probably be
most useful.

The first method muld bo to slowly change
the excitation fre•m.ncy w•hle the qain control
servo In Fig. 3 wuld maintain te phase at
niety-degres. The secod m-ethod wvuld be to
cha•ge the gain control at a slow rate while the
outpt of the whasemeter would be used to
control a sweep oscillator so that the ninetyd4gree relationship would be maintained.

WIMARY
This paper Is devoted to developing the
concepts behind a priposed test techniqut
for
viscoelastic mate-,als which alloas for a
quick and accurate neasurenent of the complex
modulus of the material urnew a dynemic
environment without significant heating of the
test speci1en.
In addition, the saee technique
can be used to measure the change of these
material properties as a function of ta.parature.

This test method Is the most difficult In
that errors dua to ivmeping at too high a rate
will severely distort the results while
swming at an extrnmely low rate will lead to
heatinq of the test sp-ecimn. In addition,
there Is a possibility that Instability of the
two servos m'ay result from unforeseen coupling.
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Whil1e tho technI1-ui rc-ruitrs a lario, a.-t'unt of

Otts, J.T. *Fort e-Cortro I Ied Vibratlori

3.

available andi is fzý:nd in, nay vl1ritlcn
sflnýM
laboratories. 11iie ~irroý ý-Oysls hNIs
the test techntmiv vs:,ilu k, t'ittpir t'~an ore
per ten~t *ofen tho -%Aase aqglt d&v1ites by less
than one-half d~rv~e.
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DISCUSS1ION
Mr._Th.zfrka: I have not worried about
wave effects yet Even at a low frcq-uenc7 reaonance it you have any sinifl"cant degree of
damping, say a q less than eight, I think you
can readily show that the mass -spring-elashpot
system will not be a very accurate model for
rubber-lke or viscoelaztic material. Gme must
go to many mare elements In the matkhematical
modeling, and once you go to these zd-t~.onzi1
elements the phase angle Is no longtr SO degrees at resonance.

Mr. Mm~icka (i~arrv Controls): Your entire
approach seems to be b.%scd up;;n_ the massspring-dashpot mathematical model, especially
If you find a resonance by seeking out 90 degree
phase. If this Is a go-od model, which It probably is for very low damping, I think this would
work. But if you havL, any s!Fnificant degree of
damping I think there is sflclnnt evidence
that this is not a veýry gzcod model for viscoelastic material.
Mr. McConnell: I realized that this ".,estion would come un when I chose the simple
model. One of the limitations of the systern is
that the length of the specimen and the highest
frequency you can use are limited when you
approach the reqgten of wave prclpno'ntlon. To
satisfy first the simple ntrain mo&Žl yo)u must
have a large I over d (lemgth over diameter),
for as you start to chop the length donwn the
Poisson effects, the edg;e effects, certanly come
into play. As the danirig goes up then you get
into problems if you want the Poisson effect,
the radial. motton. Your q'.ýestlon is a lit-I
mate ore and that Is one of the problems of
proposing something. I have not done it and I
kniow that other people who have, and will raise
questions like this.

Mr. McConnell: Even at resonance?
Mr. Riizlic: Yes sir, the phase angle goes
all over the place.
Mr. McConnefll. This may be a Ilgitimale
point. For tie others it may be worthwhile to
investigate this as a quick method for testing It.
Mr. liendoerson (AD' Materiala Lab): Perhaps I misunderstood part of your ;aper but did
understand you correctly when you FaId that
you thought that part of tlhe experimsntal portion could be conducted by cutting the force off
and watching It decay? I wond:sred if you have
considered In your model the fact that your
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Impedance head hrma a sttas.This
Jim not the
sunme as hnav 4 -,4a
sxzteaý c on a spring,
becanee yo- iar~"--c ?,ad in still there,
and you. &) not really hre ero, force fromi your
impetdarace h!ad, yea still ha.ve the Stiffness of
the inume il:cr lh-'d ImxŽkd tmtck to grotand and
that wnittt prce9,n ;coe ta
Mr.

~%~rlV1

restponsc of thz,ý sysVtem I is611 ftat of th2 Systen wh-en It wrvn cut off. All you2 are saying, Is
that tht, tmclIatilon ~Ep is
&ulri
et to zero.
P3ut you still have tex foec'týAck 0f thte EF., so
that th0 shaker' 1SIIsstill acti
w
W~ly
rj withrin
the vyitem. The f;act a tMalt ym%are wuft,, both
force and acrelerattan feeCbaclk, so) th"at ye,-A
ne-od the imapecance hcad. You have net really
chane-d the t7.; tern encrt that you now take
away the excitzaton portion. You still have the
force and the accrleration feedback.

cnatdisred that when, the

force wrs skir off. the sh-aker Is aLctully still
In the picture. It has to be to mnake sure that the
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DAJIPING OF BLAfE-LI•t STRUCT.URZS
David I. G. Jones
Air Force Materials Leborator',
Ohio 45433
Wright-Patterson AF?,
and
Ahid D. Na3hif
University of Dayton
Dayton, Ohio 45409
A resonant beam tunerl d•rping device, comprising a flexible beam
joined via viscoelastic links at the ends, to a vibrating structure, in deacribed.
This device has the advantage of relying on
the interaction betveen the beam stiffness and the link stiffness
for tuning, rather than on the link stiffness alone as for the
conventicnal tuned d•.mper,
so that a weight saving possibility
exists.
An analysin is developed and preliminary experimental
investigations are described which sUPPOrt the analysis and show
that significant da.roing of a typical fan blade can be achieved
by use of such dampers.

INTRODUCTION

viscoelastic links at the two ends which
will be the subject of this paper.

Vibrational problems in copressor,
fan and turbine blades and in helicopter
rotors appear to be receiving more attention as engine performance continues
to increase.
The vibrational characteristics
of these long, thin, blade-like
str-ctures are such that a large number
of bending and torsional modes can occur
at frequencies lcw enough for excitation
to be potentially significant.
These
vibrations are often undesirable, as in
fan blade flutter, and means are being
sought to eliminate or reduce them.
One
of the tost promising techniques for reducing thene unwanted resonances i
damping.
hlowever, a peculiar characteristic of these thin structures is that
strains are usually cnall even though
amplitudes of vibration may be large, so
that most layered da ping techniques are
likely to be ineffective.
In fact, one
of the faw well knoun damping techniques
potentially usable is the tuned viscoelaatic danper, which depends on vibration amplitude rather than strain for
effective energy dissipation.
Clearly,
the narrow dimAnsions and the high contrifugal loads involved will usually
preclude the use of bulky conventional
tuned dampers and nore useful geomotrical configuraticna must be sought.
One
of these is shown in Figure 1. Shown
is a remonant beam tuned damzer ccmiarising a flexible beam supported by

In this paper, an analysis is developed for the energy dissipated per
cycle by a resonant beam tuned damper at
a point in a vibrating structure.
A new
parameter is defined, namely the ratio
of the link stiffness to the stiffness
of the resonant beam, and is
hh;,n to
affect the performance of the daz'er,
along with the better known paramstere
of damper mass, loss factor and resonant
frequency.
The effects of centrifugal
forces are also considered.
In the experimental investigation,
effects of centrifugal loading are
measured along with the effects of the
d&mpers on the response of a typical fan
blade in the first
torsional mode.
SYMBOLS
D
D5

Energy dissipated per cycle in
damper

E'

Real part of Young's Modulus of
link material

V
%bs
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Diameter of experimental link

Observed real part of Young's
Modulus of link material

Young's Modulus of resonant beam

E

Weight per unit volut. of beam

Ow

material

material
Static shear modulus of link

G

material

a

Shear stress in link material

0m

Maximum shear stress in link
material

Length of link

h

C1

i
I
k
t

Thickness of beAm

t

Second moment of area of beam
cross section
Real part of link stiffness
(k/2 each end)

4 Shear strain in link material
$m Maximumn shear strain
M

Length of beam

wD" Fundamental freqcaency of damper

w Frequency

m Isolated mass at center of beam
(for tuning)

ANKLYSIS

M Net mass on conventional tuned
damper

Analysis of Dampers

Q

Consider the damper shown in
Figure 1.

1/na (Quality factor)

R Radius of link
Time

t

Displacement amplitude at
station x of damper

WD
W

Structure .isplacement amplitude
at damper location

I_

I,

Distance along beam (measured
from center) or distance along

x

NAM

Rto"

0

7

link in'direction of shear
deformation

Distance along link transverse

y

"P

S

to shear deformation
kt 3 /2 El - Stiffness parameter

r'
Aft)
n
n

Figure 1. Idealized Damper

See Equation (13)
Lose factor of link material

Coposite loss factor
a Centrifugal loading factor (g's)
(UWap.,) 1/4
beam
SMass per unit length of beaBernoulli

Clearly, the conventional tuned damper
[1-31 will be a svecial case in which
the beam length L becomes zero and the
two viscoelastic links of stiffness
k(l+in)/2 combine in parallel to produce
Let W be the
a single link k(l+in).
response at a point x of the Ramper,
be
center, and
the vibration
from of
measured
point
at let
the W
the amplitude
of attachment of the damper. The Eulerequation

1/ 4 -Frequency
S(UWiLh/EI)
(Uwt/I14

parameter
D / 4 -Values of & at
damper resonance frequency

p

Density of beam material

0D

Density of link material

0WD

dkWD
EI--dx"

Ui 2W = 0

l)

has the general solution
WD - A Cos(Ax) + B Ch(Ax)

Weight per unit volume of link

where

material
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-

Uaw,/EX

(2)
(3)

where the antiasy-rtric terms have been
rejected.
The boundary condition at
X - + t/2 are that
2

d-W /dx
D
3
E1(d W /dx3)

. 0
(4)

k(l+in)(WD-W)

-

or
as would be expected in the limiting
cnse of a conventional tuned da:reier.
Other interesting results fron eq-uation
(4) shcw that:
WD(0)res - ((W/2)

and the aolution subject to these conditions is readily shown to be:

Ch(C /2)
D

- (-r'W(l+in)(Ch(U/2)Cos(Dx/t)
D
~cos(ý
+ Cos(&/2)Ch(ýx/t)])

WD(x)

k/u)

2

(1+in)/in)

+ Cos(Q /2)

i
/ )Ch(& /2 )

(9)

2

and
*(C3[Sin(t/2)Ch(•/2)+Sh(&/2)cos(r/2)]
-

r'

t kt

3

-iL

W

(10)

in

2r'(l+in)Cos(E/2)Ch(E/2))

where E - At and

WD (1/2) r

(5)

/2EI

(6)

For values of n less than 0.2 or so,
resonance occurs when:

and giaphs of
/wI a/2
and
2
WD(0)res/WI against r'/4,
, are illustrated in Figures 3 and 4 respectively.

"D [Sin(CD/2)Ch(&D/2)
+ Sh(

D/2)Cos(

Zr'
2

D/2))

Cos(C D/2)Ch(tD/2)

(7)

Graphs of t versus r'/4'r2, representing
the numeric~l solution of the transcendental equation (7), are shown in
Figure 2.

|L

TTI
TI
tj

_

_

I.

Figure 2.

Figure 3.

_

.and

Graph of Experimental

Theoretical Values of
WIWD(/2)re//WI Against r'/4v2

Graph of Experimental

and Theoretical Values of &2

--------

Against r'/4* 2
When r'

is

very largo

that D rl: 2 as r'
small
E4

•D

2r'

I
CoS(

and,
3
kt /EI

0 so

for *very

.

Figure 4.

.

-

..

Graph of Experimental

and Theoretical Values of
IWD (0)res/W -Against r'/41
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2

i

in order to determine the energy dissipated per cycle in these links, we require the values of Wn(1/2)-w

{-QW

-

.
i

.i-

jSin(c/2,.7h(&/2)

*

'

+ Sh(t/2)Cos(t/2}] }.j{&3jSin(C/2)Ch(&/!.)

.j42)'.

+ Sh(E/2)Cos(t/2)1
(Ii)

2r'(l+in)Cos(c/2)Ch(E/2))

.

The energy dissipated per cycle in
two links is:

Ds

.

-

-,

i...i

the
Si

-

-jknjWo(t/2)-W72

tkW2

.
(12)

n[a()+2r'Coz(&/2)Ch(C/2)1
2
[ A() ] +[2r'nCos (&/2)Ch(ý/2) ] •

where

-

3
(C(•)[Sin(,/2)Ch(&/2)
+ S/
4+ Sh(•/2)Cos((/2)]

2r'co~s(C/2)Ch(C/2)

-

o,

2

Graphs of D /wkW

•against

Graphs of Energy
Figure 5.
Dissipation Parameter Against
Frequency Ratio

(13)

(E/& )2 or

Figure 5 for two
r' - 0, we have
to take the limiting case as r* - 0.
in
if

w/ n) are plotted
values of r'/4,2.

/.-,•sNT

SA

seen that the peak D occurs near
r' but
1 and is the same f~r all
tha• the bandwidth over which significant amounts of energy is dissipated
The
becomes narrower as r' increases.
2
parameter r'/4R has been used instead
of r, for convenience and fox correlation with the approximate analysis of
It

is

-

-

Effects of Centrifugal Loading

r

Consi-der the forces acting on an
element of a viscoelastic link under a
centrifugal load of 0 g's as in Figure 6.
The equation of equilibrium of this element is:
R2 a

G

d x
"d2X +
2

dY
since

*

a

-

w.R2

D8(14)
0
- G0

STROCTUf

Sketch of Link Under
Figure 6.
Centrifugal Loading

y

The boundary conditions which the
solution of this equation must satisfy
are that x - 0 at y - 0 and the balance
of forces at y - 0 gives:
2
+ pwDIR he (15)
@'I
I
wR2 G (4)

(14)

0

dx/dy.
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YO

7

x -

S •0

(2yh-y1)

-

+

*

0

S

+ ON
20OR
0

(18)

+ 0wbTt/2rR

e

Also:

2

/2h

2

)

(24)

- b it/2,R2+o
wD t/ow

(19)

Eq'uations (22),
(23),
(24) and (25) can
be used to design a damper to meet a
we shall
specific set of conditions.

(20)

not attempt to develop a specific design
procedure here but will lock only at the
calculations for a specific geometry.
EExarrle

a)
wbI
- h
am

2

(PwD /2)(2h-2y)

-

0

/h) (1l÷R

Finally, the maximum stress a
in
Is
the viscoelastic material must not be
exceeded under the imposed centrifugal
field so that equation (21) must be
taken into account.
We now write this
in the form:

2G TR

the maximum shear strain.

SGo

(17)

wDOh +wb•0

--

('y-0

m

2

baGgation.

(2h-2y)

2G~

dy

is

(16)

dxo

-

-2

(WR

where E' is the real part of the Young's
I!odulus of the viscoelastic naterial at
the dauepr frequency w and the ter-q
l÷IR2 /2h 2 represents t0 shape effect a3
discussed in the experimental invoiti-

owbIL(c
2GowR 2
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k -

since

these con-

-he only solution to meest all
ditions is:

(a)y-0

"WDoh

+
2,R'

Consider the damper for which

The values
is the maximum shear stress.
of
_ and a should not exceed the
lin ts relevant to the viscoelastic material being used.
Equation (20) may be
rewritten:
b1)
-

--

OP 2,,R

+ 0 -- h

2

2.5 ins.

-

T

0.04 ins.

h - 0.20 ins.

(2
(21)

:

0.15 ins.

0R-

D - 0.30 ins.
Design Considerations
In a specific damper design, one
would wish to select the controllable
parameters, nunely k, t and EI in such
a way as to obtain the desired fLequency
for as low a value of r, as possible.
Now
DW

E'

650 lb/in

am .

253 lb/in

2

b - 2R - D - 0..30 ins.
0.101 lb/in3
107 lb/in

E
D

EI
and
is
Figure 2.

D •D -€

D

•

pE

3

Tj

rom equations

tobhT 3

(22)

A

2

0.C505 lb/in

OwD

a function of rF as in

"'"

2

(23) and (24):

36.2xl04

15.5 (0.3)42
0.3xO.2x(4)lxl0"
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Also:

-6s

r'(E___')(_

E

bh

kt3/2Ei

)i
3

From equation (22)

+ h2h~
2

2

9.

1~/I•

0

and Figure 2

x3-00- 3540

0.101

(2.5)2

'

23
62

and D - 1/4 inch. S/16 inch" 3/9 Inch

red/sec i.e. 562 cps.

and 7/16 inch and

32

Then, from eq'jation (25,:
2

2tx(0l5) 2

______

Finally,

0 1

=

""7••. 5tuning
0.1d01c

8•meanured

the total weight of the d zer

and,

if

w

18

and

accordance with classical spring theory).
Typical "eaourement3 are shirrn in Table
1. The re.sults show that there is a
distinct variation of E'
with the R/b

. 2.03 grams

obs

ratio, but little or no variation of t.

2

175 lb/in :

Go

0, 7.5;

aded mars for tuning, the r0ss of the
accelero7ýPer and one third (1/3) the
nass of the vls-oelistic material in

0.101

V ftb + 2iRlh

-

a shaker table arA the res.onant frequency and snilification factor at resonance
for various input levels and
vasTes N 1which Prist include the
nagses. the rigid up'per mass, the

is:
W

*

The s,,ecinens were thnn bonded to

*

with

or Z'

J4) shows a

Reference

.

distinct shape effect i.*. relationship
and the actual

between the observed E',

El and R/h ratio.
approximately:

% M0
-

This relationship is,

1.45

2)

+ r•s)

9
,*bs

This is rather high in view of the
as
possibility of de-tuning the damper,
discussed in the ex:arm.ental invemtiwill probegation. For this rse.son.,

)2
1
(F) and plot
by I +
If we divid- E ,
E, versus .. we should eliminate the

the
A.
so
the

bly have to be restricted to 3000 g's
or below, so that 4 s 0.55.

Figures 8 to 10 show
shape effects.
effects of * on the values of E' and
It is setn that the effects of # are
namll as to be unneasurable and that

EXPERIM7UTAL IN'VTSTCIATION

shape factor given in equation (26) does
indeed reduce the data to a sinole line,

Materials Prcperties

R/h

Various

Ratios

and

within the limits of experimental ccatter.

4essurenents for
Static

Shear

Strains
In

order

to deterrine the effects

of shear strain and sp*tinen shape on
the observed complex Young's Modulus,

-

-......

•

%

specimena were made zp as shown in
Figure 7 using GE-RV-530 made in a
1:10 catalyst to material ratio at roj

r

tempcersture.

2

-

-

,:

I

Figure 8.

Graphs of Z' versus w

E-.;prlmental Links
Figure 7.
for Simulated Centrifuqal
Leading

_______

Figure 9.

Specimens were made up with h - 0.32 ins
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Graphs of El versus

!
I

TA!•Z 1
Typical MJpaur-ed Frt--rtios of 1. E. PWV-)30 at 75?F
(input - 1 g, h - 0.12 in)

d
0

D
ins

N

7/16

14.1
33.0
180.0
9.8
24.2
46.2
17.7
72.5
104.6
9.9
33.4
72.3
17.7

5.5
5.4
5.4
5.7
5.7
5.8
5.2
5.0
5.2
5.2
5.6
5.4
5.6

473
295
120
391
222
163
427
198
163
387
199
129
451

.I•
,iPQ
.qq8
.171
.179
.175
.197
.204
.197
.197
.182
.IC9
.181

652

45.4

5.4

267

.190

F67

120.1
9.9
25.1
45.2

5.3
5.9
5.6
5.6

158
400
231
170

.192
.176
.102
.182

C22
69)
531
570

5/16
13

7/16
5/16

32

7/16
5/16

Figure 10.

Graphs of V

Output
A

Freq.
cps

psi

5
612
5!9
515
"13
5s;
562
642
573
525
741

versus

Msurem'ont of Effect of Resonant -am
Dampers on nevponse of Typical Pan Blade
The fan blade illustrated in Figure
11 is typical of xoany designs. A fixture wasz &!sirnod to rigidly clanrp the
blade at the root anrd this fixture wasN

attached to a shaker table (M13-C1O
shaker)e.Ree0cn.
G e easuro
entsu were
takmen at various points of the blade,
for 1 g rmog input level at the zhaker
table, uaing a niniature accelercmater
(rdivoo 2222A).
Several nodes were
readily idintified, including the firat
and econd ternding modes and the first

In order to make a preliminary surv-y of the effect of tuned dazero on
the blade response, danpers of the gacznatrie2 shown in Figure 12 wore riade,

torsional m

with the 0.31 in high by 1/4 in di-a-ter

Figure 11.

Typical Fan Blade

links interchanged between da&-ers so as

25

Each dApper in turn was then placed
on the fan blade and the tip resonant

to eliminate possitle variations in
viscoelattic raterial prc-portips.

response messured for various tuning

passes, and hence dau"r frequencies,
and dwrtper position. Figure 14 shows
typical respon9s spectra for the dar,"d
and undar.%pedd blade.

b.AO

4E'r

a. hw
Typical~~~,A 2eut

inFigure 12.
srevaing th

n

al

n

.
for&._o

to ponDe a/ theicenteand

WD (0)/I re:• with rl/4,2 agree wasll with
the analyzi , an shown in Figures• 3 fund
4 respectively.

Typial
esuls

ea

shwn

n

Tale

nlade
Figure 13. Damper Resonant
Frequencies

•

,

Ext im en tat Tunedpit
n

ame

,
aes(,g2

,'
/

.-

an

e5. Graphs of Amplificatdon
Fiiurr
Tip, versus
Factor A, at
Dundar Frequency

T~r-LE 2
Typical Me auren'rwts on PesOnAnt Pea;-. Uraomrs Und.r Shaker Excitation
(input - 1 g.
h - 0.32 ini,
D * 1/4 in)

t

o.

irs

Ou,t p•t
p%I
(center)

in

2.8

2.3

3.4

2.9

----

21:5

6.1

----

174

1

CCNCLLDI?!G

,i

'

428

1.0

6.25

2.0

7.77

YREA.XS

An analysis has beon deve1op•4,
and
exp-e..r....na!ly verifieA in part, for the
1e3j=.,ýna characteristics of a ressnint
link tuned d•er.
bea-n - vis-elastic
B~y prc•=•r choice of the stiffness of t-he
two viscoelastic links and of the be•s
material aMr dimensions, this darTper
configuration can be tuned to any giLvsn
fr4_quency of cperation for a lozar
weight penalty than in the case of the
conventional rigid mass/viscoelastic
link tuned danper.
However, sore sacrifica of freq'uency bandwidth of effective
operation is involved and the heam cannot be made too light if this loss of

S
I

performaince
is not beam
to be
too great.
The resonant
tuned
da.-er is a
variation of the conventional tuned viacoalastic da•ner which appears to have
of
vibration problems
variety
considerable
potential infora wide
the reduction

.

-.•

"of
structures, ranging from cc-praseor
blades in jet engines to multi-span

/,

"z

r'

cps

14.0
13.2
14.5
14.7
16.5
5.0
5.3

5.4
5.2
5.1
4.9
4.5
3.7
4.0
5.3
4.1
4.1
4.2
3.9
3.9
....

----

\m •

;&v

Fr $%q,

344
287
i14
168
137
333
287
256
217
160
125
512
279

*"

' \.

)

....
8.6
9.1
9.1
9.8
9.0
9.2

0*

4-\

{v

0
0.5
1.0
2.0
4.5
8.5
12.5
0
0.5
1.0
2.0
4.5
8.5
6.1

Figure 15 rh•vi the variation of arplification factor A with d.-.-per frequency,
WD' and for varioum d-,pr
prs•tions for
r - 0 and Flqure 16 Prhcws the variation
of a-,plification factor A with davrier
.nd with r' for a fixed
a,
frequency,
dw.per pnait'cn.

.e'

C,.,-1
t T,1-.

•

"[•%•

skin-strinqer panels.
In each z=,Icific
problem area, new geomietrical confiqurations and viscoelastic material choices
will doubtless have to be made in order
take full engineering advantage of
the basic concept.

i
I

"to

Figure 16.
Typical Graphs of
Amplification Factor, at Blade
Tip, versus D&-.per Frequency
for Various Values of r,

For the future, work is needed to
better define, measure, and mike available to engineers ccop1ex modulus data,
as a function of frequency and tearr>sratufa, for a wide variety of viscoelatic
m.terials possessing other useful engineering properties such as high strength.
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Work is presently in hand at the AFrm in
this area.
Further work msust alqo be
carried out to verify the effectivenesa
of the rescnant beam dampý%r concept
under test ccnditions more closely appreaching actual operational conditions.

are dut to Mr. Do-Marey of the University
of Dayton for his efforts in preparation
of the illustrationa.
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DMCUSSION
Mr. Bouche (Endeveo Corp): I have the

given required temperature range you have to

Impression that your tuned damper was tumed to
the fundamental resonance of the blade. VWhat

select the proper viscoelstIc material. The
one we used was a good material up to about

about second mode resonance of the blade, does
the damper attenuate the vibration at that

500 degrees Fahrenheit, similar to most sillcone materials. For the second question, those

resonance ?

dampers we built In the laboratory were only an
experimental kind. We have not yet started
worling on practical dampers, how•ever, we
shall be looklng Into ther; soon. Those dampers
were put on a lathe in a slot by means of epoay.

Mr. Nashif: We did limit the nvesti.,atIon
to the first torsional mode. However this
damper can be made to operate at the second
bending mode and the first bending mode.

Mr. DiTaranto (PMC Colle,.es):

Mr. Un2r_ (rDolt
Beranek

Could you

and Newman): D)Ad
you consider dainping of the beam itself? In
other words using a beam made of a damping

give %physicil explanation of the effect of the

material?

mass?

Mr. Nashif: We did consider this point,
however, no work has been done so far.

Mx. Na-shif: Having the extra beam dimenslons and material properties In the equation
for the natural frequency of this device, all
these parameters enter in and will aid ua In
selectnlg a wide range of flexibility 2a far as
tuning goes. However, in the conventional
tuned viscoelastic damper you have only the
mass and the length to vary.

flexibility of the beam? Why did the flexibility
of the beam improve the damping over a rIgid

Mr. Ludhtig (Pratt and Whtrne.y Aircraft):
Was there any conside ration given to the tenperature of the structure for damping? Also,
I wovld like to know a little more about how the
beam is attached to this ;articular blade or
specimen.

Mr. Jones. {Air Force Materitls Lab.); I

Mr.Nshif: The temperature range d2pends on the material property itself.

Just have a comment on that last questlnn. The

For a

damping was tiot improved-we never claimed
28

this. 7There ito a lc-vi o fr
ybr±iT
of
etfertive operation~, '
Is~1 thn' pr~ youi py
for the extra flrx!!)11ty.
r~~tr'~~~'I
rnrmn."-'

material. Ilene* ll!'e er~err,-f In
Tvty beca,.:*e we mme 2w~ng Mr rmz';>r:'
drat~rmatlon Ln t!',e h1;I%
~
~

yn

tIt

are gmtWL cfc,1-.tvn rl~:aic-:
flcxi!X'hty of tbrzm. An
rn?,
t>.a
CI,1
wore flexilrop, in c'ffcct y!,vi 1r(i
j7, in
Me beam, for a Ilven W v
pa7
'Ct hA yovi

isho~Id be KOM, a WqLN~r b"n
therp Is 2
r iorgy in Mhe bWan

Mr. Vmr,'r: I t1i
a

In:~!ýi:
at
to to dinsla<d.

Mr~!:Act'vffy whon yoli r~nne the
beam vcr7v f1,,,xbls or soft. all t,,- ck-rorrnation
occurs in tOe t:ani and rnce In the vlzrcclaatic
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kn energy analysis is developed for the prediction of the effect
of a rulti-laynr alternately anchored da;:ping treatment on the
resoonse and dazping of a typical skin-strir.,er structural elemzent.
Z:perirnents are described which eurport the analysis and
shiov that it is possible to obtain significant ew-ping in this
class of structure by proper use and optinization of the multilayer anchored treatment.
More sepcificalli, it is shovn that
increases in the effective structure loss factor of the order of
0.04 can be achieved by use of boron-reinforced aluminun constraining bands for a weight penalty of only 1.5 percent of the
weight of the skin.
INTRODUCTION
The use of layered viscoelastic
damping treatments has been the subject
of a great nur.ber of re-orts in the last
decade, and many possible configurations
and materials have been discusred,.
However, most of these analyses have been
confined to relatively simple structural
systems such as beams and single bay
plates and a need has arisen f r extension of analysis to the prediction of
the effect of these damping treatments
on the response and damping of more cor-ll.-vae,*
plex structures such as the skin-stringer
class of structure
used on aircraft and
spaceraft.The
spacecraft.
The alternately anchored version of
the constrained layer treatment proposed
by Lazan a foei years ago appe4rs to
offer the hope of considerable anounts
of damnping for
moderate
weight additions
and,•orover
ca
be eprsentd
uderIn
and, moreover, can be- reoresentced und~er
certain conditions in terns of an ecraivalent free-layer treat-ent, thereby
greatly simplifying analysis.
In

the present paper,

analysis is used, along with strain
energy calculations, to predict the
effect of the Lazan treatment, taken As
an equivalent free layer, on the rodal
da.ping of a typical skin-strinqer
structural elei~nt.
The analysis shceem
how optina= configurations may be designed and an experimental verification
is described.
ALYI
Renresentation of Multi-Layer TAt-eZ
Free Layer
T
damping treatment considered in
this paper is illustrated in Figure 1.
The detailed analysis has been carried
Ilbe
resutsala will
M
and only the main
utilized hereis.
nh cases where the surface strain
in the vibrating structure or -mc;rSrin
reasonably unitorn over the ler'gth of
the daoaping configuration (vibration
uara brackets indicate refexences
lited
at the end of this paper.

a normal mode
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wave length larger than treatment
length), the behavior of the configuration may be represented with so-me
accuracy by an equivalent layer of homogeneous daziping material having (i) the
same cross sectional area and length L
and (ii)
attached to the structure oter
the distance L a* in Figure 1.

.

S.

are functions of the viscoelastic material loss factor t and a parameter B
defined by
•
2- G(l+•l)/

....

-

.of

S

40ls,,&

(,2/a~t)

(4)

being a measure of the ratio of the viacoelastlc layer stiffness to the constraining band stiffness. The other
symbols are defined in the nomenclature.
will be noted that in this analysis
ED and n do not depend on the number of
layers in the treatment since they are
derived from a summation of properties
typical layers.
It is recognized
that the first
and last layers are not
typical elewents of the treatment and
this makes equations (2) and (3) somewhat approximate for three layers or
less; however the accuracy improves as
the number of layers increases.
The problem has therefore been re-

.It

.

2

o

cý,N"O*

duced to that of systematically varying
the parameters V, t, E, G, a, b and n.
In order to make the problem more tractable the values of G and n were taken to
be those appropriate to the specific
viscoelastic material used in the tests,
namely 3M-428" produced by Minnesota
Mining and Manufacturing Company, at
room temperature and over only a narrow
frequency range from about 200 to 300
cps. For this case G - 52.2 psi and

11.1T

S,,

•,

A major question which arises is
how to determine the "effective length*
L' in terms of length of viscoelastic
material
and the
anchor
V as
shown in V
Figure
1.
Involvedlength
in this

Figure 1. Multi-layer alternately
anchored da~mping treatment

question is the relative stiffness of
the constraining layer and structural
adhesive used in the anchoring area.

The effect of the treatment can then be
considered in terms of equivalent complex Young's Modulus ED(l+inD) and the
proolem of predicting
the
effect of
the damping treatment on the response is
thereby greatly simplified.
The exgiven in Ill are
pressions for E and
oD
ED - ki

IL'/b(a+t)]

kEtlt

"V

•

L1_ 3MT I R1V]
b(a+t) T2 + Vz

t J I2

• "=

analysis corresponds to the case discussed by Lazan et al (11 in which the
constraining layers in the anchored ends
are considered to be rigid and the structural adhesive is allowed to deform in
shear as the structure-is strained.
This assumption puts the point of effective anchoring (the plane section
which remains plane after deformation)
in the center of the anchored end, as
shown in Figure 2.
Therefo-e,

(i)

T2 + V"2
31M-428A, 428B. and 428C are commercially
available damping tapes consisting of an alurninurn foil constraining layer and a pressure sensitive adhesive damping layer, manufactured by
the Industrial Tape Division. Minnesota Mining
and Manufacturing Company. Some of the damping treatments used in this investigation had nonstandard boron-aluminum or steel constraining
layers and 3M-428 dampi- g layer.

and
k

"A. a .J
Ski

RT -V
T
14T + RV

(3)

where 14, R, T and V are functions of two
parameters a and b alone as defined in
the list
of symbols.
a and b in turn
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treatment,

~

\

1-.

. .. . .

~

~io$',1•DTVWAL
9~ri'
~higher
A'-P SvT/•

and that b.rylliuiz

gives even.

dwroing.

. ..
*Colo 'I

Figure 2. Shear defornation of
struLctural a-;hesive with a rigid
anchor

I.

Soc.mx typical graphs of E ani n
yia
n
for V
1SC.•
inch are rpso
plotted D0
eg inot
a meAsure_
in Figures 3 to 5 nd of E
of the gross darping capacity of the
treatnent, in Figure 6.

-

°'

0-•

.-

,_
I
,<
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.Figure

Equivalert

free

layer

properties for 311-423 with varivous
thickresses of alumminum backing

' ..

0

maeil(76

V

F)

I

F,2'..
-----,°,

Figure 3. Equivalent free layer
properties for 3M-428 With various
backing materials (760F)
It is seen that,

for a particular selec-

tion of damping and constraining layers,
an optimun= length V' exists for which
In addition, it is
5 .n is a maximu.
ointerest to note that boron-reinforced aluminuzaO* constraining layer
gives considarable increase in damping
with no increase in the weight of the
B~oroicTh
Alum~in'.'m Tape, HamiltonStandard, E
3 x 10 psi

"r

Figure 5.
Eq/ivalent free layer
properties for 3M-428 at various
temi'eratures
a
h
r
c 4
j
ja
This particular investigation is
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concerned witC the use of a multi-layer
alternatily anchored da-ping treatment
to damp resonant vibrations of a typical
element of a skin-stringer structure.
A wide variety of such structural configurationb is utilized in the aerostace
industry.
The structure shown in Figures 7 and 8 is representative of the
five bay test specimens used in this

stringers mainly bend,
stringer bending mode.

-

'

\

'--

j\

--

investigation..

-.-

-

,

-

Figure 8.
Detail geometry of
structural specimen

I

•_

_

I

known as the

I

I!
,

1

the assumption is made that the
edge conditions along the f:ame rivet
lines are simple supports, then these
normal modes can be represented as:

•When

I

_•'

W-

•n(W

sin

In
the particular geometry tested, the
ratio of the distance between frames to
the distance between stringers was about
2.2, so that the lowest band of modes

Wcharacterized
(m - 1, n -

,.-

-i-.

.

1, 2, 3,4, 5),generally
by the absence of nodal
lines within any of the bays of the
structure, is reasonably well separated
in frequency from the other bands (e.g.
the m - 2, n - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 band having
one nodal line down the structure centerline parallel to the frames and the
m - I, n - 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 band having
nodal lines parallel to the stringers
along the center of each bay).
This is
not always the case, as it is possible
with higher ratios of frame spacing to
stringer spacing to have frequency bands,
such as the m - 1, n - 1-5 band and the
- 2, n - 1-5 band, which overlap.

.

Fiqure 6.
Values of nDED for 3M-428
wiýh various barking
materials

,l ;,m

___1

The subsequent analysis and expezimental investigation wa confined to

damping of the symsetric modes in the
first
frequency band and no attempt was
made to consider damping of the higher
"modal bands. It is certain, however,
that these higher modal banda could also
be damped by proper placing of the damping treatment.

Figure 7.
Overall geometry of
structural speiimen
It has been shown [2, 31 that the normal
modes of this type of structur3 fall in
frequency bands, each of which is bounded on the low side by a mode in whica
the stringers predominantly twist, known

The structure considered in the
analysis was idealized a3 one having end
conditions identical to the other stringera even though the actual structure was
somewhat different. The m - 1, n - 1,
3, 5 nodes and their partial derivatives,

as the stringer twisting mode, and on

as calculated by the Transfer Matrix

the high side by a mode in which the

technique are shown in
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Figures 9 to 11,

II
along with the calculated rt'sonant
frequencies (4].

n{

-.~....
(a)1
0

shpe

* I

0

Figure 9.
Theoretical
shapes *¢n(•)

Figure 11.
of
n)

node

Theoretical values

Elastic Strain Energy in
Strirncer St!ructuk

.

.

'

Let the structure vibrate in a node
W - 0 (a) Sin(.5) where A - x/L end
• - yyt and the function Sin(ifl represents the mode shape in the y-direction
and is assr.'ed not to vary with mode
number n.
As a concrete example, let
the structure consist of five idr'ntical
bays with six equally spaced stringera,
which are all assumed to be of identical
geometry.
The frames are assumed to be
rigid and the transverse displacements
at the frames are taken to be zero.
Pinned edge conditions are assurmed at
the fraites, althcugh the experimental
end conditions appear to lie scomewhere
between the pinned and cla~ned end conditions.
Figures 7 and 8 show the panel
dimensions and structural details.
The
total strain energy in the dao-ped structure is:

"

A

.

__

,,

_
A

Damped Skin-

*

6

'-N

i:UU

+0

(5

where Un Is the strain energy stored in
____________________pn

the panel skin, U
is the strain energy
stored in the j t"Jstringer
and U
REG 11
the danpin
stored
is the strain energy
of
part
a
inq treatment, which occupies

A

Figure 10.
of #ý(6)

Theoretical values
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the surface of the panol.

71h. strain,
energy in thq, frxra IA,
~
to b,9
zero. A viscoe1Siastio
r
trpar-t
Is added to a central arra of each LA
(R2rG 11) and the rerainkspi of the, p'ar
iP~ 1) to left uncovere,:.
t';vAtivn (5I
includes the elastic strcn tnrroY
stotod in tho dwaýpir,, *tslmn.
7tý,

,his par
the ar*A Tof'rrrd to At11i.A will 1:'ePr~ll In
wi~"~
th
the total zurfacoe Are* Cf t.he r~ntel arýd
viii be locti~
at t'e co'ter oft
IbAy. !he location and slit' of )UJa 1
is W~t eassntial, to the analyvis of the
*train onergies~ provide~d that it ir
sall1 in relation to the totAl panel

area so that the analysis will be

-

4

Energy V

pn

r

.

*112.OZs{hfl 2) d)
a]1
evaluation oft

j

drdyAppendix

~a

and .It -

A,

and

Strain Ser'm' in t!VP Strin-:jerz

The strain ener;y in a *trirnqer hAs
been evaluated by Lin 16)

r~

2 + -AW 2

-t

pa 2J

~~~~LL
;~

(i77) 2dy]

(7)
t

'

+Ir

Since W -*(a)
Sin(vO) for the particular panel uhder inve 17ýiqation, equation
(7) yields-

rwhere
pr

(W)
4&
X

dy

.

the suiscript j refers to 'the

th

operations on W and simplifying yieldsu:

.L1

+q L

(A)1

2

2LL
U2

nj

)dza

I
-

(WXY7) 2 dy

Ws

h

W, 21 dldý,

ntegrala

involved in Tquation (10) in given in
A.
(b)

+

1~Zl

-,T~

4 3272 1* f(,)I2

yyocal
V

a
xx

~

'I

fill

in Panol, Slin

a a

substituting x/L
simplifying:

(l.d

rv1latin~j the ccnr'tants in equ~itiot (9)
iiin-l-e vnlts givvv

'An epretselon fcr the strain oenor-,y
storod in a panel ham
4.n
iv~an by

0

~

..

It

Strin

in F;- ,%

11

O

arpli-

cable.
(a)

ine~
i
fof.~*
t?~
Vte
tivn (Q1 tby parts viit

+

2w2 L2 v

3

4I
Eljnvd t4(
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(8)i

2v-

4.
+LL

'j

J0

n*C

I

'(aj)I 2cos~~~

1138

I2

i~

4L'

treal-nont may be considiprd to b,? tht
an'l
sa-.0 d~starnze from the n"eUtrAl b*R,
is tht~rf~r* Sb4*Cted t, the svi,,j 3r'giTher, will be r
rum total stza~n.
f'
e
In the difl•t-,o
asr,
axitr
for four laytra cr IrnV%1
r!
tofl
-42A
uuxd
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ip. foc~t ray tsp roticesle? f:r f"r
1d sn lt
saix
onytrs but the-
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-
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t

aaa

t.
{4)

forcr

~

are
v
~only In :-,
of primary 3'rain
in
'I-L
lar t-) t!ý4 str1r;1nvs fo- the ýrrn
Invost'7ition) and the
:]j valcrn In
.ý
*z
ietoV
to thI
cthr
direction, par1
Stri,-~ra.
will be several ori.'rs of
nainit- e less.
Since the flexire is
also S'All in the transverae directicn

(12) lt

,4tdircrticrn
For thei pi~nnl uso'1 in this Jrv'etticaticri,
dAto w~as tvailaý)e (4) for the- nurtrical
Va..e*1
7
10lb/in3
L -

32.5 in

h -

O. in

for the modes in question, there is
little
1
osf accuracy in iqnorin; t:
e-rPr'y dissiprated cr stored due to Utrndi.-niinal
flexure in the d4.npr,;g trr--tTherefore:

r-nt.

-a1/3

U

D(Ug

)2

d):

C - 1.42 x 10"4 in',
7

CWs - 1.3825 x 10"2 in;
1

][ D

-

- 3.953 x 102 in'

(W)

2

6
0 - 3.76 x 10 lb/in

Evaluating the constants,
for U
becc=0aes:
snJ
U n
1.387(o (a )]2
an
S3912.5(¢n(a
in

U
Strain Energy
-1- Z
•iva:on-

dx dy

(14)

REG I1
is the flexural rigidity of
whera D
the pLate/darpinq layer coambir.ation
allowing for the shift of the neutral
axis and D is the flexural rigidity of
the undarped panel about the center of
the skin thickness.
(d)
Total Strain Energy in the_ D.r-nvA

the e-'vntion

))2

(13)

Structure

in-lb-sec units.

(c)

2

--1

If an equivalent frw. layer treatrit
is added to the structure, Euation
(5) ray now be wrAtten:

in the

}'rc-'.. £,'*r

Consider a free layer damping treatRZG II of the
panel.
Any other type of darning treatment which can be ".presented in terms
of an equivalent free layer treatnent
can be analyzed in the same manner. The+
actual treatment considered in this
paper is the alternately anchored riultiole-band treatment proponed by Iazan
This
and discussed in the analysis.
particular analysis ann.umes that the
surface strain in the me7mber is reasonably uniform over the treatment area and
that the treatment thickness is small
The
compared to the panel thickn,7sa.
assumption should be ret as long
first
as REG II is &nallin ccmoari.on with
the panel dirensions in the direction
of prinary strain. The second asurption is used for the sake of simplicity
so that each layer of the damping

DXH
an

6

+

U

ment covering an area

U
sni

4L)

o
2
REG II
W 2dxdy
xx

j

(15)

REC II
where
EDID

I
T
i
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v

2

+

(16)
.?()

and

f+4L)
ja{.~I

H

d (~A-2)

K
t
REG II

M 2 sin2%d~d~
(1

tr
+

BED

[BLn.a)1(

+41"3

If W - n (a) Sin(,v)
as before, the ex.pression for U
can be rewritten as:

_4L 33
4L
U

Usnj

I

j

I1

Consider a beam section of unstretched length !L/J (where J in the
number of spans and ý is the ratio of
equivalent free layer treatment length
to span length in the x direction) and
the radius of curvature in the

nassume

x direction is

REG 11

+I f

(23)

Enrq. issipl'ted in the F~lv~jlent
rrPe ayer~~

_

20
2I

[*nlW)]sin 2-ndAdS

R

!"n
U

H

1-

J

constant over the treat-

ment area (See Fig. 12).
Consider a
fiber within the viscoelastic material
some distance z from the neutral axis.

(18)

REG 1!1Air~

An expression for Oil which includes the
effect of the shift of the neutral axis
panel due to the 4daning treatof
Mentthehas
been developed in Rtference 7]):
AX1S

3
3
ED h B
Eh A
24(1-v2) + 24(1-v2)

D11

19

where
e-=

/E

(20)

and
A-

(l-N~e),

B-

2
(;N+l+N
e)3

2

+
(I+N e) 3

(l-N

-

2

)e]

e)3

(21(2N)N
)

(22)

Figure 12.

(1+N e)W

Deforration of element

of free layer treatment

where N - ratio of the equivalent damping layer thickness to panal thickness
(h).

The elongation of this fiber is readily
shown by elementary bending theory to be:
z3L

So that:

x = •
Eh•tH

-n

mn. 48L 3 (lV

2

+
)

6
I
+
j1 Usnj

(24)

W

Considering the fiber as a stretched
spring, the spring stiffness is given
by
k

ED
k

area
--

length

ED%(8)8z
=(25)

AL/J
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Sincen the curvature in the y directicn
and the treatvnt width in t•he y lirection are both small, the above snalysis
is valid for a panel, particul*rly in
view of the low stiffness of tha treitrent in the y direction cempare1 wit-h
that in the x direction.

whote 4t in an increnental vnl.4o of z
and I is the ratio of the width of týe
treatment to the width of t.•e snn in
the y dirscticn.
The extensional vrck
donoe pr
cycle which qoalls the rnrry
di.aipated p,-r cycle in a sprinq of
stif•ncss k. lca factor .D, and diefplace-ent X in 17):
e)

,Xk
Snd-Ping

I.•ffect

where Dn is the portion of the enorgy
diosipatvd per cycle for one fie-r.
Substituting rq (24) and (25) into E
(2C) and further assuming th-at the
curvature varies slowly the treatoent
length L' we have
1.

h~I
2

2
2W)% , ) (2 j
*
ED jJ
0;1

6Dnj

f-4 lxsem
i~ Factors

A qaraTieter generally con icereA- in
analysis Is the system losa
factor
defined as:

(26)

9

en
'an

an
where D is the total energy dissipated
n
within the structure per cycle arnd 1?
an
is the total energy stored I8$. The
energy dissi"ated within the structure
can be represented as

(27)

where

S2

WX

Da " Dn 4, Do
on3?
an *Dn

+J

dxdy

W
xX

isteaerg
'xx 2 i-n RG IIi 'n•,n
the poris the
average W
tion of REG 11 in span i.
Integrating
both sides of the equation over the
thickness and letting J - 5 results in

,ED

LD

'

W

where
n

(MN~h
z 2 dz (28)

5
-•

(33)

-

2,5U

evriting Eq

(31) as

C on XXD

r'an
where the symbol

•

is

used to indicate

Recognizing

It is
by

5

lu n

D----on
--n

now seen that n'sis related to nan

nan

non(Ucn/Usn} + n;.

(35)

where n
can be determined using experimental data as described later.
The theoretical value of n'n can be
calculated by substituting Eq (30) and
Eq (23) into (Eq (33).

vEDASLtnD)

-

i-1 JL 4 (1-v D)2
(M+N) h

[*A)~snZdlIz

2

dz

'.29)
-

The integral in the above equation has
been evaluated 17] so that:
5 WE h 3 XZn B[t;n(A)]
I
D
D
Dn
i-I
24L 3 (l-V 2 )j

0

(34)

2 U
2 an

that

W .
(a)sinrS in the a th mode, Eq (28),
in the case of panels, reduces to

Do

tJ

on sn.

that the value of Dnmust be determined
for each span and added to give the
total energy dinsipated and Mh is the
distance of the neutral axis from the
common surface.

(32)

It is frequently difficult to deterr•ne
D , the energy discipated in the noninaanly undamped structure, so it is ccnvenient to define a new daizping parameter

d

PM•G 11

D

(31)

2U

2

5S Dh]XgtnOBto;(A)12Siflw
3
2
48L (l-v

w
where
Y is defined as:

sin 2 lýS
(30)
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)jy

to evaluate E4 (401 for several confiqpurations
are plotted
orf in pin;
reaults
riguretapes.
13 -14 Scm for
Xel.

+ 4L3(
V++• (A-2)

Eh3tH

n

j

A

4831Dh6

j

where,
-.

,

Z

.
it

t~n( ) ]Zsin2 ,+d~ad

I ! +a

rW 3l

.

.

..

.

(3

(37)

REG 11
and H is given by Eq (17). Dividing
numeatoranddt-ncrinator by
nuEhtor
D(l,2
and simplifying,
2
](A)I
[sin 2 ,Sj

S[
i.,

'n .

I

4

,

.

*

B

8(-vl)

VID+

',

6

+ I

tB+

(A-2)[n3(

Figure 13. Theoretical and exporimental variation of n' with V for
3M-428 tape (3 layeeren

.

where x -((l-v,)/(l--. 2 ) and e
Now, recognizing that

.

(#; (A)I 2 sin 2 T8

Cn

(39)

and dividing both numerator and denominator by the numerator, Eq (38) reduces
Co
Onn.

where

SJHn-Fhlt

0

. (• +A-2)+l
+ 48L3J(l-v2) I1 Usn

5I

-n
3

Eh t

(40)

-

I

,

v.

•.'

...

(41)
j4*(A)]

2

sin1i

-

The parameter C has been evaluated in
Appendix.B.
tt is seen that C is nearly
independent of the mode but does depend
on the coverage as in Figure 20.
nTp
will therefore be approximately thenpp
same for every o-de provided n and E
are independent of frequency. DMinorD
variations will occur in practice as a
result of n and En changing with frequency. A Dccoputbr program was written

IIl

I,

*

Figure 14.
Theoretical and experimental variation of n with V for
3M-428 with Bo/AL backing (6 layers)
sents the actual damping factor only if
the structure has no inherent damping.
It could be used as a first order approximation to the damping factor in
structures where the inherent structural

40

eamping wa3 known to be low, for exa.-ple
in the vacuum of outer space, or it
could be u•'ed in coniunction with Eq
(35) to determine the actual dAplng
factor as dpfined by Lazan.
The ratio
of V
to U
has b'teen evaliated in
on
an
Appendix C a%:)d is fcund to bn v-'ry close
u 0.95 to
to unity, varying frcm
0.99.
EXPERWIXNTI.L

along the frames.
Panel response was
measured using a 0.5 gran micro-miniature plezoelectric accolercmeter placed
in vario-s positions on the vibrating
panel.
The 0.5 graa accelerome.tor was
considered to bo- ai-ut the heaviest
which could be used on this pano1 amd
loinq
have re.liqible ný, .
still
>ez and
effects on the ap-i:nn nr.,7
Signal c,:jndilcnir.;-.q
frequencies 14,.
of the accelerc-neter cu,•.ut zxr ,nal. was
accomplished by using an acceisro'Teter
arplifier wit-h a rmetprod oiitput cvC1brated to read acceleration directly in
g's.
The re-sponse of the parnel was
measured at various p<)5itions, both undarped and with various da-maing configu-

ITIO&

The ex.=erinental portion of this
investigation was conducted with the
equipment shown in Figure 15.
I

It

consisting of alternate

.rations

j4..elastic

:----o

'"
•••[

•=~~~
..........

aConfiguratious
__

1.25, and 2.0 inches of viaco-._lAti;
material V' and both alumnin;m (E-10'pai)
and boron-a tu-in.
(Bo/At) or steel

"
,

" {

.*

,,

.

.

.

..

,"

Z

..

', *"at

.j

.

......

.

'-to

r

psi)

backing.

Arcboring

Since most viscmelastic materials
are temperature dependent and the dempmechanism utilized was one nf energy
dissipation as heat, a therm-cocunle was
installed

.

within the

viscoelastic

ms-

terial and the temperature monitored in
all
three modes.
Tencerature variations
with frequency were negligible with respect to the room temperature variations
of 3-5 F. To all intents and purposes,
was constant throughout this

/temperature

.'

. 3 x 10

the ends was effected with
tara
910 adhesive.
The treatment was A-olied
with the longer dimension perpendicular
the stringers.

.ing
S

-"

(E

e

"..:"c":•
Q

.

layers

of metallic backing material and viscodamoing material one inch wide.
tested had half inch or
one inch anchored ends3 V and 0.5, 0.75,

"investigation.
Initially, acceleration amplitude
.:... ..

~

measurements were taken in

Overall view of
Figure 15.
experimental apparatus
A skin-stringer-frame

spencimýen,

hoth the

transverse (y) and longitudinal (x) directions and the mode shapes so determined are shown in Figure 16 and 17.
such as

shown in Figures 7 and 8, was attached
to a fixture which consisted of two
aluminum I-Deans connected at their
flanges with 1/2 inch aluminum plates.A
Although the fixture was assumned to be
rigid, it was carefully tested to insure that no fixture resonances existed
in the frequency rangte of interest for
the panel (200-300 cps).
The specimenfixture combination was mounted on the
table of a 1200 force pound electro-

~

A -

.

.

a
-

"

magnetic shaker.K
Input acceleration was

controlled

..

with an accelerometer mounted on top of
one of the frames.
Control accelerometer location was selected to minimize
variations in tha input acceleration

.

Figure 16.
Measured transverse
mode shapes for undau.ped panel
41

%...

It was determined that the mode shApe
in the transverse direction remained
constant within the limits of exFe~rimental error, for all five bays. and all
mode shapes. both damped and unda;pped.

to predict "Isn from energy calculations
based on the theoretical mode shapes.

The transverse normAl mnode shape was
approximately a half sine wave as shown
in Figure 16.
The transverse mode shape
did tend to flatten near the frames (at
y - 0 and y - 0), but it did not depart
greatly from the asgu=ied sine form.
Measured longitudinal mode shapes of the

-,

panel damnped with three alter-nately

anchored layers of 34-420A tape are
shown in Figure 18, and mode shapes for
the panel da-ped with a similar ccnfigu-

£

ration of six layers of boron reinforced
aluminum uonstraining layers and 3M-428
adhesive are shown in Figure 19.

C

S

-

It

4

4

8

Typical measured mode
Figure 18.
shapes
for
darped
panel with 3M4
28A tape (3 layers), t' = 0.75"
can be seen that the theoretical and

measured undamped mode shapes

___ _

.*

,

•(Do/At)

Figure 17.
Measured longitudinal
mode shapes for undamped panel

theoretical predictions in Figure 13 and
14.
These values of n
are calculated
In
from the relationship, derived from
equations (35) and (DIS),

There was appreciable scatter, about
+10%, in the measurements for the undamped panel and similar scatter in the
damped panel measurements.
One source
of the observed scatter was probably
the micro-miniature accelerometer.
Observcd
acceleration
showed a dependence
on the exactvalues
position of the

~shwe
a~ e
and the lo-

accelerometer on the panel
cation of the accelerometer lead.

agree

reasonably well, the largest variation
occurring in the second and fourth spans
for mode 3.
In addition, the measured
mode shapes for the panel damped with
three layers of 3M-428A tape are in
reasonable agreement with the undamped
measurements.
However, the influence
of the heavier and stiffer
six layer
configuration on the mode shapes
can be seen in Figure 19.
Typical experimentally determined
values of n
are compared with the

-

serv ~ ~vaue

8

5

aUon]
#n (a)
A nn
(

sn

~ndaceerto
where

A comparison of the theoretical
mode shapes in Figure 9 with the measured
mode shapes for the undamped and damped
panels in Figure 17-19 gives an indication of the accuracy of the analysis used

a

(42)

-

Uon
n
and # (.i) are calculated fromk

n
n
measured mode shapes of the undamped
structure based on the response measuremeuts presented in Figure 17 with the
assumption that the mode shape in the

42

closely with the theoretical rode V.a't.
In n
3, wherO the variation betwr.,.
theory and measurement was tho, greatet,.
the theory contistently predictexd hliher
values of n'; than were o-served exporiThis tears reasonable, sirc i
,,entally.
if the ax;'erir%-ntal noeo chnx in rorraal-in the fVrst eni
izod, tI.e curvatner
fifth spans is lcvr!r than pr7-lictad
Thus the darping tatz'nt
'¶eris
in Vie
lc.A strain than cc niried
theozy.
Deviation batw,ýon thrzr-y rnd
.experiment
for th4 six layer YY./AZ cnfig-uratio:i can be explained, in part,
by tha fact that the mode VshaPPeS change~d
due to the adaition of the dampi.n
tr eazte~n t.

transvorro dirvction is a helf sine
the observed einlifictwnvo.
A (A) i
n
tion factor for the dampeul panel as
plotted against a in Figuret 18 and 19.

£

0*
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0*

02.

kas previovuly discussed, the thcor-;
in this paper is based on tho an•a"tk•pic
that L' - 4' + V, or that t•he conatrainin7 lay.r in rigid in the anctor area
and that bhear deformation occurs in the
tzuctural adhesive, as shovn in Filqrr i
Actunlly this is one of the limitinq

A

cases consideredi by Lazan at al Ill.
Th•e other limiting Cale is when t~he

•,•..

*,

in shear and t~he constraining layin the anchor, strain the same &as
In this later case
structure.
L' V-V.
Experiimental measure:P.ents ri]
indicate that L' - V + V/2 might be a
more valid ass'umtion (i.e. the point of
effective anchoring, or undistorted
normal plane, is midway between the inside edge of the anchor and the center
of the anchor).
The effect of miking
this assumption on the sig layer So/At
data is shown by the dashed line in
Figure 14, with a resulting increase of
correlation between theory and experiment.

fthe

o,

,*.

!

~rigid

'

S,•era,
°o

T.

0*

,•

£

Figure 19.
Mleasured mode shape%
for daeed panel with 3A-428
adhesive and Bo/AJ backing (6
layers)
It should be noted that differences in
the mode shapes caused by the damping
treatment were neglected and A (0.5) was
non was calculated
used in each case.
from equation (D14) u•ing the messured
values of A.10.5) for the undam-ped
U /U
was taken to be
structure.
on en
unity since the error introduced by this
assumption (based on theoretical values

SU1KKARY AND CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that effective
analysis of a multi-layer alternately
anchored damping treatment. applied to
a skin-stringer structural element, can
be accomrplished using the concept of an

of
ton/Uan in Appendix C) is small compared to experimental
scatter.
Table I
shows the values of parameters
used for determination of n'

in Eq

equivalent
free layer damping
and energy calculations
based treatment
on mode
shares generated by a transfer matrix
analysis.
Numerical results have been
presented demonstrating the effects of
changes in constraining layer stiffness,
adhesive thickness, temperature, and
length for a damping treatment utilizing
a commercially available damping adhesive.

(42)

DISCUSSION
Comparison between the theoretical
predictions and the experimentally dethe
termined values of n'n shows that
theory was generally successful in predicting the anmount of damping that could
be expected from the application of a
multi-layer alternately anchored damping
It
treatment on this type of structure.
is noted that the thsoretical analysis
was more accurate for the cases in whizh
the measured mode shapes agreed fairly

Further.ore,

,

properly optimized and

appropriately located on the structure,
type of damping treatment can give
this
significant dam•ping for very arrall
r
in
case conIn the
weight.
of the
addition for
six layer
boron/sluruintua
sidered
configuration, structural loss factors
were increased by about 0.04 with 3
grams of damping treatment per span or
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.

.

about 1.5% increase in the weight of
the skin.
This means that resonant
Amplification factors for the lightly
damped modes in the untreated structure
were reduced by a factor of about five.
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Appendix A
NUMERICAL RESULTS
and Un based on an assumed mode norConsider the numerical evaluation of U
malized at the center of the panel (a - .5)?n Actua In energy values would have to be
factored by the proper number to reflect true displacements.
Curves of
(nA) *(s),
n
and e"(a) are plotted in Figures 9 to 11 based on calculations using a Transfer
Matri• Technique (4].
The data only includes five points for each bay so that the
curves are somewhat approximate.
Specific integrals involved in the present analysis
are given in Table 2.
It would be possible to determine numerical values for U
based on a one inch
displacement at the center of the panel iZ desired; however, p
.Ž%at figure is not a
particularly useful parameter in this analysis, so only the ratios oZ energies will
be considered.
The same curves are used to evaluate Usnj and Table .3 shows the
values used in the evaluation of Usnj.
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TABLE I
Measured Data for Undaxj>ed Structure

mode n

1

0.0693

0.0087

0.0061

on

2.011
30

0.599
69

0.2118
37

n
A (.5)

1.1

3

TAB3LE 2
Data for Theoretical Vodes
??.cde n1

3

J
Jtn

(a)j 2dA

0.245

0.258

0.280

2 (A)ds

-

67.%

58.5

50.0

36,500

39,%30

45,888

0,

10; (i]da

I

0
on/U

(N - .16)

.990

.990

.999

on/U

(N - .32)

.973

.973

.971

.48)

.950

.950

.948

on/U n (N - .64)

.923

.924

.920

on/U

(N - .80)

.890

.893

.888

.96)

.853

.855

.849

on Unn (N -

Uon/Usn

(N -

Appendix B
EVALUATION OF C n
n
48L 3 J(l-v

JHn
Cn"

5

+

5n)

2

)

6
1

Usnj

(.1)

i-i

i-i

where the surnations shown in the denominators are over the central regions of the
2
panel only so the sin W6 terms can be dropped from the analy3is since they are
Using this approximation, the e.approximately 1 at the centers of each span.
pression for C reduces to
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r

Cn

5

2

* J48L3J(1-v

5

6
)

I

U

(sn.2)

Li.
Evaluating the constants

•

sAbrtituting
%
Eq (13)

gives-

51r.

Cn "

5'..;•i

6
1.387to9(a )12

+433

Recognizing that H
from Table 3, it ig

+

3912.5[#

(

(A ))2)

is the value of the integral in Eq (10) and taking the values
possible to determine the values of C as below for <<l.8"..

C1

-t

5(45195)
wo 9-s-

+

+

+ 4
C5 C" 5(52409)
_

(3.4)

-0.790

434

-5(47386)

5

434

ndz(209.8)

07-y•-•-f(184.6) 434 7

(10
(140)

(3.5)

0.808

B)
(.6)

- 0.6
0.767

_

[n()]2
W A
ha. to be evaluated numerically.
i-Ia
these evaluations are given in Figure 20.

Results of

For other values of A, a

TABLE 3

Numerical Values for the Stzain Energy in the Stringers
Based on Theoretical Modes
Stringer
_

2

3____.o41

-2.4
7.99

1.3711(&12

.045
3912.510 (A)1 2

1.387[10(1)W

2

,5 (A)
3912.51# 5 (6)1

-6.65
61.3

.045
7.93

4.4

-3.42

-4.05

26.8

16.2

22.8

1.89

6.12

.069

.045

5.14
35.6
.052

-2.4
.7.99

.045
7.93

-4.05

-3-42

4.4

22.8

16.2

26.8

18.6

39.12

39.12

18.6

-1.65

-0.61

-0.61

-1.65
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6
0

10.58

7.93

.10

0.517

... .........
_____

.

.10

3.78

..

0

61.3

.052

..

5

4
0

-6.65

10.58

-2.1
1.38714;(A)12

5.14
35.6

7.93

.022
2

.o45
0

0

0a)0

Xu ber

0.517

.069

3.78

.022
1.89
-2.1
6.12J

V

1'

X Le Ct
0

W0

I

1

20

0

0

I!
0"
------

0

02

Figuro 20.

04
VALU[S

06

'0

08

Or ),/j

Variation of C

with coverage

AZ'Z->ndix C
EVALUATION OF Uo/U
U

and Un are givon by Eq (23)

with and without RIC II,

rvspctive-y:

}

6!

Uo.n
UOn

43,T, (I-V2)

.
3

Eh LHn
48L3(.(I

+ 6I Usn +

V2)

where

J

-n

Ehn

(A-2)

BEhL

(]+

(tn(S)l2 3in

2

(C.1)

{n

40L3(1-vli)'ii.

48L3(l_-2)

n

J-1

onj

jddtda

(C.2)

LEG II
Dividing nuumerator and denominator by Eh

H 48L 3 (1,
on .
Usn

Now,

3

t/48L3 (1-v

2

1

2

) and simplifying results in

6

i

+ 48L 3 (1-_,
n +

)
Z

Usnj + (A-2+Be/x) [n]

(C.;,
.

again recognizing that
5
n-

n

and dividing numerator and denominator by

(C.4)

n
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4
Is

(C.5)

Cn/
Cn/A8 + A-2 +

Uon

Usn

ie/x

Values of Uon/Usn were calculated for several cases and are listed in Table 2.
Appendix 0
RESPONSE OF THE SKIN STRINGER STRUCTURE ON THE SHAKER
Let the structure be made of a material of effective complex modulus E(l+in_).
Let X exp(iwt) be the input of the shaker at the frames where t~he frames are as.umed
to reiain rigid and let W(x,y) exp(iwt) be the response of the panel relative to the
Expanding W as a
frames so that a moving coordinate system is being c)nsidered.
series of normal modes results in
W(x,y)

(D.1)

Wn~n(x/L) sinny/*
W

=

n
The equation of motion becomes
D(l+ino)V4W
or

pw 2 W

D(l+ino )VW-

and,

pw 2 X0

(D.3)

for the n th normal mode,
w

D74fn(A)sinwa
Substituting Eq (D.1)

where n
of normR

fn

(D.4)

sinwa

into Eq (D.2) results in
- o2l Wn()sin•rS=

4
V41D(l+inn) Wn()sinw6

is the value of no appropriate to the n th mode.
modes also gives

Xn
n

Io

(D.5)
as a series

0

(D.6)

sin• 6d~d6

n(a)
fo

(D.7)

X0

0

substituting Eq- (D.6)

J

pw 2 Xo

Expanding X

Xnf(x/L)sinfy/Z

X0

Now,

(D.2)

= 0

+ Xo]

-p2[W

J 10

[on (A)]2sin2-,rdAd6

into Eq (D.5)

2
S(l+in) W pw o WAsinita

and using Eq (D.4),
-PwjW4

-

48

(A)sinit a
non (A)sin?6r

(D.8)

and performing a term by term comparison,
(1+in

2

on

)OW. W

nn

-

2
PW W -w2X
n

(D.9)

n

therefore,

anXO(/W )2
-

n=~ ln
+inon

(0.10)

(W/ n )2

and using Eq (D.1),

"W=Xn (W/W n )2
n

l+inon -

The actual displacement at any point is

(W/wn),

[1

=

and

U = W + X.,
2

h/4)
(Wn

{+]

U

n Wsin-.6

l+ir.on -

n

D.1

n (A) sinr 8

(D.12)

(W/Wn )2

and since both U and X a."e harmonic functions of time, and U and X are the output
0
and input accelerations as would be measured by an accelerometer:
U

U

X

X0

2n (()sin.13)
1+inon - (W/W n)2

an (W/Wn

i
n

undamped resonant
ý
, the
If 118n is much lens than 1, then resonance occurs at w =
The amplifi,..ation factor for the undamped panew at resonance can then
freq ency.
be expressed as
An (•)

-

=

I

+o -non(A)sin"'
inon
~
1 +

a nn

~snon

n(.14)

Sin

since

n~n(Asinv8

(6)sin,!T
non

is

When the amplification factor at the

much greater than 1.

center of a panel is considered, the sine term in Eq (D.14) can be dropped since
If additional damping is added to the structure, Eq (D.14) becomes
it will be one.
An (a)

ns

B
o

SIMWILS
A
An()
a
a

Dimensionless parameter,
equation (21)

see

Dimensionless parameter,
equation (4)

see

b

'--Bosin 6/2,
6 - tan-l n

Resonant amplification factor,
see equation (D15)

C

Uniform torsion constant of
stringer cross section (in4)

Thickness of damping material
(in)
Bo cos 6/2, where

Cn

where

Dimensionless parameter,
nequation (41)

see

PT

C ,5

6 - tan-I n
B

(D.15)

nsn

-

Dimensionless parameter,
equation (22)

see
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Warping constant of stringer
cross section with respect to
axis in outer surface of skin
(in 6 )

D

Bending stiffness for
Ehli12 (1-,2) (lb-in)

kin

Length of vircoelastic layer

Z"
D

Bendin4 stiffness of panel in
region Ii with damping treatme.t z)plied

D~n

Energ iissipated per cycle in
damipiny treatment (lb/in)

Dan

Total eneray dissipated per
cycle in th. damped structure
(lb/in)

Don

Energy dissipata
treated structuz-

E
ED

In the un(lb/in)

Young's mojulus of structural
materinl (psi)
Storage mcdulus of tha equivalent free layer damping treatment (psi)

e

ED/E

G

Shear modulus of the stringer
material (psi)

U

Moment of inertia of equivalent
free layer damping treatment
about the neutral axis of the
4
panel (in )

"

'A a sinha cob -

b cosha sinb

m

Mode number in

the :" direction

N

Ratio of thi'ckness of equivalent dam;ing layer to thickness
of panel skin

n

Mode r,;-,er in the x lirection

R

a cosha tinb + 6 sinha cosb

T

2 cosha cosb + M + 2

t

Half the thickness of a constraining layer (in)

Transverse displacement of
panel relative to fixed area
(in)
U nTotal strain energy stored in
Usn damped structure (in-lb)

Dimensionles parameter, see
aequation (16)
h Thickness of the panel skin
(in)
(in)

I

pn

Strain energy stored in j th
stringer (in-lb)
nrg
tre
n ap

UREG II

Strain energy stored in dt(--

WxXI
Wxy etc.

LI

Distance between effective
fixed points on ends of multilayer damping treatment (in)

t

X

Loss constant for the j th
band-adhesive unit (ratio of
out-of-phase force to displacement) (lb/in)
Length of skin-stringer specimen (in)

Partial derivatives with respect to indicated variable

(i.e.

Storage constant for the j th
band-adhesive unit (ratio of
in-phase component of force to
displacement) (lb/in)

L

2 sinha sinb + R

W Transverse displacement of the
panel relative to frames (in)

Moment of inertia of stringer
4
about centroidal axis (in )
JNumber of spans

(lb/in)

k3

Strain energy stored in panel
skin (in-lb)

Usnj

V

kStiffness or spring constant

kj

the

U

Hn

I

Length of anchored end in
damping treatment (in)

X

see equation

x

Coordinate along frames

y

Coordinate along stringers

z

Coordinate normal to panel
surface

B
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(in),

Amplitude of shaker input
X exp(iwt)

an

Width of skin stringer specimen (in)

Elongation
(24)

et.

Dimensionless parameter,
equation (D.7)

see

Ratio of width of damping
treatment to width of panel

A

x/L

6

y/

Cn
n
nD
non

See equation

A

(37)

Poisson's ratio of structural
material

Loss factor of damping
material

VD

Loss factor of equivalent free
layer damping treatment
Loss factor, in n th mode,
untreated structure

JL'/L, fractional coverage of
damping treatment in x direction

Poisson's ratio of equivalent
free later damping treatrneiit

on Norecl iode shape in
direction

of
Slcp

nsn

System loss factor in n th
mode, see equation (31)

n2

n'

Damped system loss factor in
n th mode assuming zero initial
damping, see equation
(33)

n

2n
Cv2
(l-v•)/(1_v
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AN ANALYsvICAL AND EXPERIKENTAL INWVESTIGATION
OF A TWO-LAYER DAMPING TREATMENT
A. D. Nashif
University of Dayton
Dayton, Ohio
and
T. Nicholas
Air Force Materials Laboratory
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio
The temperature range of an effective layered damping treatment
is extended through the use of two layers of viscoelastic materials having different glass transition temperatures with the
outer layer having the higher transition temperature.
In this
manner, when the inner layer is within its transition'region,
the outer layer is still
glassy and the treatment acts essentially
as a constrained layer treatment.
At higher temperatures
the outer layer is in its transition region and the system responds as an unconstrained layer treatment.
Experimental and
theoretical results are presented for the vibrations of a beam
with a two layered damping treatment.
The treatment is then
optimized with respect to thickness ratios to produce good
damping over a wide temperature range.

INTRODUCTION

material, usually metal, is used to constrain the viscoelastic material thereby
inducing large shear strains and hence
high damping [2].
The effectiveness of
this treatment depends on having a high
loss factor and a relatively low stiffness for the constrained layer.
As in
the case of the unconstrained layer,
this treatment is most effective over a
limited temperature range near the transition temperature.

Many damping treatments utilizing
high damping viscoelastic materials have
been developed for the reduction of vibrational amplitudes in structures.
In
certain applications where plate or beam
like structural enembers are subjected to
a wide-band acoustical environment, the
layered surface treatments are often
well suited.
Of these, the unconstrained layer surface treatment has been one
of the most widely used ibecause of its
effectiveness and simplicity of application [l].
To introduce high damping
into structures by this means, it is
necessary to use a viscoelastic material
that exhibits both a relatively high
Young's modulus and a high loss factor,
Unfortunately, most available viscoelastic materials have a high modulus on y
in the glassy region, where the loss
factor is very small, and a high loss
factor in the transition region, where
the modulus falls rapidly with increasing temperature.
The effectiveness of
the unconstrained layer damping treatment is thus generally restricted to a
narrow temperature range around the
transition temperature.

To overcome some of these difficulties and extend the temperature range of
an effective layered damping treatment
it has been proposed to apply a damping
treatment composed of two layers of viscoelastic materials having different
glass transition temperatures with the
outermost layer having the higher transition temperature.
When the inner
layer is within its
transition region,
the outer layer is still
glassy and the
treatment acts essentially as a constrained layer treatment.
At higher
temeratures the outer layer goes into
its transition region and the system reapot.ds as if an unconstrained layer
treatment were applied.
This technique
thus admits the possibility of inducing
damping in structures over a much wider
temperature range than that possible
with a single damping material treatment
in either constrained or unconstrained

A variation of this damping treatment is the constrained layer treatment
where an additional layer of a stiff
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layer configurations.

*

Rotation of cross section

The analysis required for this
problem includes the two limiting cases
of a constrained layer and an unconstrained layer treatment as specific
cases.
The analysis is carried out considering the shear deformation, flexural
stiffness, axial stiffness, and damping
of each of the two layers which are
treated as linear viscoelastic materials
and is an extension of the analysis of
Ross, Ungar, and Kerwin [3] to include
all of these effects.
The analysis then
allows the optimization of a treatment
of any two specific materials by varying
the thickness ratios of the layers to
obtain the highest damping over a required temperature range and for a given
frequency range.

p

Mass density

a

Normal stress

r

Shear stress

W Frequency
a

Reference frequency

&

Wave number

*

Superscript denoting dimensionless quantity

ANALYSIS
The equations of motion for the
three layered Leam are derived by
writing the separate equations for each
layer and combining them while insuring
continuity of displacements and tractions at the two interfaces.
The base
beam is denoted by subscript o, the two
additional layers by subscripts 1 and 2
as shown in Figure 1.

This paper presents a detailed
analysis of the vibrations of a beam
with a two layered damping treatment for
wrbitrar mwolateria lapropereand goe
arbitrary material properties and geomespies.
The results are then applied to
compared with experimental results for
several geometries.
The given treatment
is optimized with respect to thickness
ratios to produce good damping over a
wide temperature range.
SYMBOLS
E Young's modulus

_

Ut
G

Shear modulus

h

Thickness

I

Moment of inertia

*

Bending moment

N

Axial force

Q

Transverse shear force

t

Time

V

Transverse shear force

w

uAxial
displacement
Transverse
displacement

x

Cartesian coordinate along
beam axis

6

Log decrement

n

Material loss factor

12

02

r

I
W,

-4----,

F.M
h,

ULO

No
Vo

Figure 1. Notation for threelayered beam
The base beam is treated according
to the elementary Bernoulli-Euler beam
theory considering axial forces, the
two additional layers are analyzed
taking into account shear deformation
as well as axial forces and flexural

ns Composite loss factor
X

N

Wave length
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rigidity.
Only tran-sverse inertia of
each of the layers is considered.
For
the bottom layer or base beam, the
equations of motion are!

Wv.
-- + o,

,..••

t,h -

Qz - r

I
(=

(14)

0

z
fI
M•zX

(15)

(2)

:)N.

Z +

N.. EjhI!-Lt
,,

(2)

0

,
S(17)

where Vo, N., and M. are the shear force,
axial force, and bending moment rcspectively and roý,
and -e., are the interlaminar normal and shearing stresses
acting on layer 0 due to layer 1. The
axial force and bending moment are related to the displacement components u.
and w. in the axial and transverse
directions respectively through

E. h.

N.

To insure continuity of displacements at
the interfaces
U0

M.= -E,

()

(18)

*

(5)

•

+

= Li,4-j•i,
+hP'z)
(19)
Continuity of tractions at the interfaces
is insured by

(

NX

U, -

-

(20)
The equations

for the middle layer are

P

(6)

o•-

?_'

,-

N,

E, h,

S--G,h.,

-

-c5,'

,

_

i

9)

+

(10)

L. •

(21)

__

_

%-

(
+ E,

.

for

Ex1, _

(13)

(---)

)="
+Eu, !

+

(12)
(,
-•

4

-)

In a similar manner the equations
the top layer are

W-

The system of eyi-tions (1) - (21)
can be reduced by successive elimination
of the variables to a set of four equations in the displacement components/ w,
u, , •, and 'r.,

(8)

-FTI,

W, W

W.

where Q, is the transverse shearing
force.
Denoting the rotation of th3
cross section by -?,the force-displacement relations areE
M,-

,

Finally, thickness changes of the layers
are neglected, thus

(7)

O
o,

('.-

Cr

°-0

hA

(22)

hk.;Iu
WF- 0
+

where the substitutions (18) and (19)
are to be incorporated but have been
left out for convenience in writing.
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where -a is a reference frequency taken
for convenience as
E(
(26)

Several simple cases are derivable
from the general set of equations (22).
The equations for a single unconstrained layer where shear deformation is consideieu are given in [4] and crii. Le obThe
tained by setting h% = 0 in (22).
equations for a symmetrical sandwich
beam [5] are obtained by setting E. = Eo
and h, = h.. To suppress the effect of
shear deformation in the top layer take
(i-hX -- -) i)= 0 while
insuring the product
, which represents the

For simplicity it is assumed that the
two added layers are incompressible,
The
i.e. E = 3G in all the equations.
resulting frequency equation is reduced
to the form
1
•(c,#c
c()
(27)

shear force, be non-zero by taking Gz
as infinite.
The symmetrical sandwich
beam equations can be further simplified
= 0, i.e. by
by taking E.10 and EI.
neglecting the flexural rigidity of the
facings and furthermore by neglecting
the flexural rigidity of the core, E,1,,
which is a valid assumption for soft
core materials [6]..

where the following terms have been defined as
"'+

4)

(j
c

Jo

+ S),,I

+

+-h,/..') +.,kii£(,i2.#,')

j,*

÷44'FA

3

3,I•hA

_,)

__

Jos

expri(-.t)

(28)

(23)

.ep

P,
exp i(

+ x,2h -

+ 3h,h, - -sl 4 7y,' ,

+ Z, r,

Equations (22) are solved for the
case of a wave travelling in the x direction with frequency w and wave number
1. The displacement components are
taken in the form

-

h, + J

+r4

+s

It is to be noted at this point
that the previous equations are for a
three layered beam. of materials which
Damping or
exhibit elastic behavior.
viscoelasticity in the two top layers
is to be incorporated later through the
use of the correspondence principle
once the solution for the elastic case
is obtained.

W-W
U, -

+4,h"
"
"08

-t~)

c

The wave number I is relate-! to the wave
length of the vibration A through
(24)

-

Substitution of the displacements
(23) into the equations of motion (22)
and cancelling the factor exp[i(3x-w)]
leads to a set of four homogeneous equations in the variables W, U, T , and T..
For a non-zero solution, the determinant
Nonof the coefficients must be zero.
dimensional quantities are introduced in
form
the

(£,j,+g,,) + E,/Eh,'+Eh.')1

,
'

E,= EA,.

---

,

+

'4 ,]

-

÷.h,-

,

+4,•,'

E.* E1 /E.
%,
•

h•.1
w'/n'

(25)
All quantities in -he above definitions
(28) refer to the dimensionless parameter gi-en by (25) with the stars
omitted for simplicity.

a"h/h.
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The solution for the three layered
elastic beam given by (27) can be easily
extended to the case of tw:o viscoelastic
layers through the introduction of the
complex moduli

7.0 in long aluminum cantilever beam
with the LD-400 being the outer layer
and the 3M-428 being the inner layer.
The thickness of the aluminum beam 'as
.064 in.

(29)

and through the introduction of a corn-plex frequency in the form

S---

_

_

_

(30)o

where S is the logarithmic decrement
and where free vibrations becc:ne free
damped vibrations of the form
eXP (ijt)

_

e-p(---,(

)

(31)I
I

Solutions to the resulting complex
frequency equation are obtained by sotting the real and imaginary portions
equal to zero identically and solving
the two resulting equations simultaneously.

.'I

1

I

"_-

The special case for zero wave
number
or infinite
is derivable from
equation wave
(27) length
by taking
theI
limiting case as x* approaches zero.

- fO......

O

I

Neglecting x*' and x*4 terms compared
to unity leads to the solution
tj 0 = c,'_X
(32)
((32+h*+h))

.
Figure 2.
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Mechanical properties

which is the elementary beam solution
and is derivable independently by assuming plane section remain plane and
perpendicular to the deformed crosssection.
The
withequations
e theatidons were
werean solved
sold nuerin
ome-

of LD-400 !71
For test purposes, the complex
modulus apparatus and its associated
electronic equipment were used as illustrated in the block diagram of Figure 4.
With
the specimen
clampedforce
in the
ing fixture,
a harmonic
of mountcon-

calp y with the aid of an
IV 7094 crngputer using complex Fortran IV language.

stant amplitude was applied to the
driving transducer by the oscillator.
The output signal was sensed by the
pickup transducer and then plotted on
the recorder after being amplified.
A
frequency response spectrum such as that
in Figure 5 was obtained in this manner
at various temperatures.
The frequenoies at which each of the modes of vibration occurred were measured and the
composite loss factor-)7
in each mode
was measured by the hal?-power bandwidth
method.
The composite loss factor s
was then determined as a function of
temperature for a frequency of 100 cps.
Experimental results were obtained for
several different thicknesses of damping
treatments over a temperature range from
-30'r to +160'F

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
In order to demc,-strate the effectiveness of this two layered damping
treatment, two viscoelastic materials
with different transition temperatures
were selected.
The first
was a viscoelastic material known as LD-400, manufactured by
the Lord Manufacturing Company, Erie,
Pennsylvania, which has a transition
temperature of approximately 80 0 F. The
second was 3M-428 adhesive, supplied by
the 3M Company, St. Paul, Minnesota,
which has a transition temperature of
approximately -40°F.
The mechanical
properties of these two materials are
These
presented as Figures 2 and 3.
materials were applied as a two layered
damping treatment by coating them on a

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The problem of optimizing the
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did not vary with frequency at a given
temperature and the values taken were
those corresponding to 100 cps.

thickness ratios for best damping over
a broad temperature range and over a
given frequency range is not a simple
one.

ilft5
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Figure 5.
response spectrum
Figure 6 shows the sensitivity to wave
length (and hence, frequency) of the log
decrement or damping for two combinations
of thicknesses at several different
temperatures.
I I
,,I

I

Figure 3.
of 3M-428
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Block diagram of
Figure 4.
experimental setup
Frequency sensitivity of
Figure 6.
two-layered damping treatments

A large number of calculations were
carried out with the aid of an IBM 7094
computer for various thickness ratios
and frequencies (or wave lengths) at a
number of different temperatures, i.e.
for different combinations of mechanical
In all
calculations it was
properties.
assumed that the moduli and loss factor

It can be seen from these typical results that the choice of "optimum'
thickness ratios cannot be clearly defined. For simplicity, it was decided
to choose thicknesses which would give
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and are presented in Figures 8 and 9
along with the theoretical predictiona.

the beat damping over a wide temperature
range at a fixed frequency of 100 cps.
Results from a large number of calculaticns narrowed the possible range of
optimun thicknesses in which the total
thickness of the damping layers also
The darrping at
had to be considered.
100 cps is shown in Figure 7 for several
thickness ratios.
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ratios on damping"'
It

is

immediately obvious that the damp-

•

ing due to two layers in the initial
arbitrarily chosen thicknesses as shown
by the solid line can be improved by
choosing other thicknesses.
There is
litt'le
to choose between the two curves
for h,* = 0.1 and h,* = 0.2 for the same
the resultiz are insensitive to
h,*, i.e.
the thickness of the middle layer in
this
range.by The
overall h_*
damping
increased
increasing
from can
I to be2,
however, this increase of damping comes
at the cost of nearly doubling the cornbined weight of the two damning layers.
It
was shown
decided
fron the7 theoretical
results
in FigF8re
that the combi..
nations h*
- 0.1 h**
1.0 and III* - 0.1.
h.* = 2.0 provided high damping over an
acceptable temperature range.
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Two cantilever beams were coated
with the two layers of damping material

-

described above in the thicknesses."There i
mentioned.
The experimental values of
the composite loss factor were obtained
over a wide temperature range at 100 cps

Figure 9.
11*
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Experimental results for
hi*
2.0

-0.1,

It is seen that there is cxcellent
agreement between experimental and theoretical results,

temperatures.
It can be stated though,
that if the difference is too great, the
damping in the intermediate range may
decrease to an undesirable level.
Calculaticns should thus be carried out to
determine the effectiveness of any specific damping treatment of the type
proposed in this paper.
The analysis is
presented here to allow the calculation
of damping for any combinations of geometry and mechanical properties without
the necessity of making assumptions regarding relative magnitudes of damping
or stiffness and is thus broadly applicable.

The results of this analysis and
the associated experiments indicate that
the technique of damping structural vibrations by applying a two-layered treatment of viscoelastic materials having
different transition temperatures provides a high degree of damping over a
wide temperature range.
This is illustrated in Figure 10 where the results
at 100 cps are presented for a single
uncon!jtrained layer of LD-400 and for
the same layer with an additional thin
layer of 3M-428 in the middle.
T
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DAMPING OF PLATE VIBRATIONS BY
MEANS O

ATTACHED VISCOELASTIC MATERIAL

I. W. Jones
Applied Technology Associates. Inc.
Ramsey. New Jersey
The purpose of the investigation reported herein was to establish
theory for examining the effectiveness of a viscoelastic coating for
damping shock response in an elastic plate. The developed theory
centers around L governing differential equation and boundary conditions for a sinmply-supported rectangular plate with an attached viscoelastic layer. The solution of this equation leads to response
formulas for determining the amplitude of lateral motion for a general shock input and then for some specialized cases, namely, a
concentrated impulsive load at the center and a concentrated step
load applied at the center. The formulas are applied to an illustrative example which: (a) illustrates how they can be used on a practical problem, and (b) shows that damping of shock response by this
concept is feasible in a typical case.
INTRODUCTION
The attachment of viscoelastic material
to elastic beams, plates and other structural
components for the sake of damping vibrations
or reducing noise has become a widespread
practice over the past decade. In these applications the input has been a steady-state force,
pressure or edge motion. The present investigation has studied the application of this concept to problems of shock response reduction;
that is, where the input is a suddenly applied
force or edge motion and the response, naturally, is transient.

the design of layered plates for vibration damping one essential objective is to arrange and
proportion the layers so that the deformation of
the viscoelastic layer will be shearing, or distortional, rather than dilatational, to as great
an extent as possible.
The foundation for the results reported
herein is a governing differential equation for
the flexural motion of an elastic plate with a
layer of viscoelastic material attached to one
face. The mathematical and physical details of
the derivation of this equation are withheld from
this paper since they are contained in a previous
publication by the author. The equation is presented herein with only its underlying assumptions and limitations given.

The mechanism of layered plate shock and
vibration-damping is simple. The structural
(elastic) and dissipative (,viscoelastic) layers,
being bonded together, are forced to undergo
motion of the same amplitude in the transverse
direction. Therefore the motion of the total
plate is restricted by the viscoelastic layer, in
which energy dissipation oc2curs. The viscoelastic layer is generally a rubbery or plastic
material. Shear dvformation in such materials
is usually accompanied by a substantial amoint
of energy dissipation. On the other hand, these
materials have little or no dissipative capacity
in pure dilatational motion. Consequently, in

The results of the solution of the equation
are response formulas for calculating the transient response (specifically the deflection timehistory) for a plate struck at the center by a
sudden force. The transient solution to the problem was obtained by the use of Fourier series
and the so-called principle of elastic-vlscoelastic analogy; the latter technique involving
Laplace transforms.
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The equation is solved for a plate With
simply supported boundaries. Response expressions for step force loading and also for
impulsive loading are derived, and the effectiveness of some actual damping materials is
explored in a numerical example.

Ak

coefficient of kth component
of response function

D(m, n,t)

magnification factor
wave parameter

+

1"

2

LIST OF SYMBOLS
x, y, z

t

V2
overdot, ()

m, n

rectangular coordinates; x and
y lie in the reference plane and
z is normal to it
time

undamped natural frequency
A

damping coefficient

Vk 2root

•2I$x2 +d2 /&•y 2
derivative of (
to time

mode numbers

of characteristic equation

4)

) with respect

damped natural frequency

PROCEDURE

asterisk, ( )

coefficient of Fourier expansion
of ( )

a, b

plate linear dimensions

hi

thickness of i

r

distance from reference plane
to interface between layers

The plate being considered is composed of
one layer of elastic material and a second layer
of viscoelastic material. The equation of motion
for the plate was derived by the use of the principle of elastic-viscoelastic analogy [3] . The
procedure employed for applying this principle

tth so

layer

is as follows:

Ei

Young's modulus

T, T

retardation time, relaxation
time

i)

First, derive the equation of motion
and boundary conditions for a perfectly
elastic two-layered plate.

Hi)

Next, obtain the Laplace transforms
of the differential operators in the constitutive equation for the viscoelastic
material.

Sstiffness constant, E/1-JJ 2
Vi

Poisson's ratio

Pi

shear modulus

iii)

shear coefficient
•i

transformed viscoelastic operators.

density

q(x, y, t)

applied lateral load

Q(x, y). q(t)

space-dependent and timedependcnt parts of applied
lateral load

w(x, y, t)

plate transverse displacement

wst(X, y)

transverse displacement of
perfectly elastic plate under
static load

W(t)

ratio of dynamic to static
transverse displacement at
center of plate

Finally, apply the Laplace transform
to both sides of the equation of motion
for the perfectly elastic plate, substituting the elastic constants of the layer
which is to be made viscoelastic, the

The first step of this procedure, obtaining the
equation of motion and boundary conditions for
a two-layered perfectly elastic plate was accomplished by the author in fl] following previous
work by Ren and Yu [2J . The main difference
between the theory derived by the author in r]
and the earlier theory of r 21 is that the authors
theory was developed specifically for the solution of practical damping problems, and thus
embodies several simplifying assumptions that
the more classical theory of
does not. As
a result of these assumptions the equation led
to formulas that are adaptable to engineering
problems.-

r2]
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EQUATION OF MOTION AND BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS
The plate cross-section is shown in Fig.
1, The thickness of the upper (structural) layer
is hI. The lower (damping) layer has thickness h 2 . The reference plane is arbitrarily
located at a distance r above the interface
between the layers. The x and y axes lie
in the reference plane and the z axis is normal to it, as shown. The nomenclature used
in this part of the analysis is thc same as in
[ 21. The theory embodies the assumptions
that the structural material is thin, stiff and
elastic while the damping material may be relatively thick, soft and viscoelastic. The theory
neglects coupling of extensional and flexural
motion (an effect determined in [2j to be negligible)and shear deformation in the strujctural
layer, which is also negligible in practical
cases. Shear deformation is included in the
viscoelastic layer where it is of importance.
As the theory is intended for situations where
flexural motion predominates over in-plane
(thickness -shear, thickness-twist and extensional) motion, rotatory and in-plane inertias
are also neglected. The assumptions stated
above, when applied to the plate geometry, result in the following: (See Fig. 1).
i)

Normals to the reference plane remain straight and unextended after
deformation.

ii)

Normals to the reference plane in
layer I remain norna'.l to the reference plane after deformation, while
in layer 2 they need not.

iii)

There exists a plane (the reference
plane, z=0) which is iindeformed.

Statements (i) and (ii) imply that the transverse
shear strains in layer 1 and the transverse normal strains in both layers are -ero. While it is
known that in general a fixed neutral (undeformed)
plane does not exist in a vibrating two-layered
plate with layers made of different materials,
it has been shown that the coupling between extension and flexure is negligible in practical
cases, on the basis of this and some other assurnptions an approximate neutral plane location is
determined later,
The problem as outlined up to this point
leads to two coupled differential equations in
two variables: w, the lateral deflection and
V12, the rotation angle in the damping layer. A
single uncoupled equation in w, the lateral deflection, was obtainable by eliminating JV2, but
only for the case of a simply supl.orted plate.

In deriving t'•i- equation it was assumed that
the material o, layer 2, the damping material,
is incompressible. This is known to be a reasonable assumption for actual damping materials,
and it simplifies the equation since it implies
where Eis El/-Y2 and ja is
that E2 = 4P 2
the shear modulus. Also, the shear ccefficient
in the damping layer, P2 ,is assumed to have
its "engineering" value of unity. The following
sixth order equation results from all of the discussed assumptions:
4h 3
h3
h
2
2
6
w
21 -r)] + pr
h
-(_ 2
[LL + h
2
23
1
3
1 12

+$.irh1
1"l2

+ (-4

1 2

2

2

2
h 22) V )(ohliph)
22
111

3 ,h,4

2

1 -C r)3+ 4,(r
+hh
!_-_.),"

w

(1-4 h,2 V2
3
(1)

Eq. (1) reduces to the equation for a singlelayered plate of thickness h. if we let h 2 -- 0.
In that case, r- h 1 /2 see Eq. (3) and ez obtain
the famihar equation
E hl3
•1 12V-w +plhl w
12(0-j )

(2)

q

The stated assumptions are satisfied if the reference plane is locAted according to the following equation: .
(1 E 2 2
h
2

-

(3)

e h

2h2
(1+
i-- C
The boundary conditions of simple suppnr, Žre
satisfied if:
2
J 2
0
at x=0, a:

at y=O,b:

w

-2
W

0

dy
VISCOELASTIC MATERIAL PROPERTIES
It is shown in linear viscoelasticity theory
that the Laplace transform of the shear differential-operator (in the case of an incompressIble material) completely defines the material
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behavior. There are a number of tests from
which this function can be determined, Fuch as
tests, constant
tO9:
stress relaxnat:n tests, c
strain rate tI.s' and simuso:,!al input tests.
V'athernatical functions (exponentials, etc. ) can
be employed and their parameters adjusted
so that the functions agree to some approximation with experiments. The functions chosen
are often those describing the behavior of discrete element models composed of linear springs
and Newtonian dashpots, which are combined
into one-dimensional arrays. One of the simplest models employed is the so-called standard
linear solid model, shown in Fig. (3). Its stressdeformation characteristic for shear, as given
by the Laplace transform of its shear differential operator [7J is:
I + To
1 + Tp

'P(p) = 'u

shown in [33 that the roots of the polynomials
of Eq. (7) must all be real and negative.
The accuracy and validity of viscoelastic
representation by discrete element models has
been studied by several authors. The common
approach has been to study how various models
respond to stresses which vary sinusoidally
with time. From a knowledge of their behavior
under sinusoidal stresses, their behavior under
any prescribed loading can be inferred by Fourier synthesis. The major conclusions reached
in these studies, which are generally in agreemeat, can be summarized as follows 15, 63
i)

more complicated models are required.

(5)

ii)
where T is a retardation time; T is a relaxation time and the material properties )u, T and
"F are related to the model constants of Fig. (3)
by
GL.
GI+ G2

T__

(6)
G2

T

GI+ G2

RESPONSE OF A SIMPLY-SUPPORTED ELASTIC
PLATE WITH AN ATTACHED VISCOELASTIC
LAYER
For a simply-supported, perfectly elastic,
two-layered plate, the response problem is completely defined by the equation of motion and the
boundary conditions, Eqs. (1) and (4), respectively.

The general expression for the transformed shear operator can be written as

-

k
kbkP

The existence of only even spacial derivatives in Eq. (1) and its boundary conditions
makes it suitable for spacial solution by a
Fourier sine series. Application of the standard Fourier series technique reduces Eq. (1)
to an infinite number of uncoupled equations in

( k=O(7)
K
k

1

k

the Fourier coefficients. Denoting the m, nth
coefficient by w* (m, n, t), the solution can be
written as

k=O
It has been determined that for real
materials, the orders K and K2 of the polynomials of Eq. (7) must either be the same, or
It is also
K2 must be greater by one 3

The simplest models to possess most
of the general features of real viscoelastic deformation are the three-elemrnt
models; however, due to the fact that
there are only three material constants
with which to curve-fit the response of
an actual material, and thepe are usually not sufficient for wide time of
frequency ranges, the use of these
models is limited to a restricted range
of time or frequency. For wide ranges
of time or frequency the results are
qualitative, at best. Nevertheless, the
three-element models are a realistic
approximation to the observed results
over a frequency range of perhaps one
decade.

More complex models can be constructed
by combining more and more springs and dashpots, The theory presented in [17 , of which
the present paper is a summary, implies the
use of any finite number of parameters (relaxation times and retardation times, for example)
to represent the viscoelastic behavior of a
material. However, when a large number are
attempted, even the simplest of problems can
lead to mathematical and numerical difficulties,
For this reason most stress and vibration
analyses have been limited to two, three and
four element models.

K2

Most real viscoelastic solids do not
behave even approximately like Volgt
or Maxwell bod;es. Except for certain
compounds of low molecular weight,

w(x,y,t)
67n=1
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.
mb

w-(m, n,t)ain T'ý
a

sinn7
b (
(8)

To obtain a solution 'or w (m, n, t) with layer 2
viscoelastic, the aforementioned principle of
elastic-viscoelastic analogy is used. Replacement of the elastic constant for layer 2, P2, with
the corresponding viscoelastic operator, U2 (p),
yields the transformed equation for the plate
witha viscoelastic second layer. Then to obtai
w*(m,n,t), the inverse Laplace transform of
the equation is taken. For convenience the cc._fficient w* (m, n, t) was factored into wstO(m, n),
the m, nth component of deflection under static
load for a perfectly elastic plate, and D(m,n,.t),
the m, nth dynamic magnification factor. After
application of the Laplace transform technique
and much algebraic manipulation, the two factors were obtained in the following form:

equation:
K+2
F

rH/P 2

k
k_2(

P
1/2
-uP2 J+EK)I.1

nh 2

2)(lhl.h2
2)

(13)
is the m, nth undamped natural fre-

where f

quency, that is, the m, nth natural frequency
if the plate is perfectly elastic, and

(9)

J+ CIK] q*(m, n)

kk)

k=0
T
Tde complex conjugate roots of eq. (12) are
denoted (- 6 + i W). Other definitions applicable to Eq. (10) are

*

Wst(m, n)

)a!+ a
k+

where

( _ Z 2+ (n 17 ) . 1/2

we h e

L-a

.6 ýP 2J / p 2 j + CLK )
where

H

4h 3
2
j 3

K

L 13

r

6 is a damping coefficient. Formulas

for the magnification factors for some special
cases have been derived as follows:

2

-2
32

I +4h

(14 )

b+

2

h2

+ h22
+

h~1 3 h 2K
rh (h2 76++

+h(--

If the load q(x, y, t) is applied as an instanshock, or impulse, then

tano3

D(m,n,t) = •

Q2

Ak

k=0

fe

slnwt

(Ao,-k)2+dt7.
(15)

and q *(m, n) is the m, nth Fourier coefficient of
the applied load expansion.

+ (X0-k)e Akt(l-e-

The formula for the m, nth magnification factor,
which is
K
2
t

D(m,n,t)

=

E

Ak

k=O

2

j

Finally, assume that the load is a concen(~t-i

q(r)

(10

sin W(t- r)

(10)

-(A
0 - k) (t- r)
1-e

cosW(t- r)33dt

contains several quantities that require
explanation. The coefficients Ak are given by

Ak

e

(),o-

-;kk (t- r)
+

-o"Ak)t cos(xjt)

trated force, P, striking the center of the plate,
(x=a/2, y = b/2). Then the response at the center of the plate is given by

K
£1 aJ
a(-'0(1) k-)2

a(b .%z
-LfH/(p

w(bt)'

K

am,

2

+J+E
K)J D(m, n, t)

n= 1, 3,.5"""n

IL'V'

1=0

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

,4 k

A numerical example is solved to demonstrate the application of the theory, and also to

where the XkIs are real roots of the polynomial
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static or dynamic response.

investigate the effective,.ess of representative
damping materials applied in various thicknesses to a rectangular steel plate. The plate
is simply -supported and has the following geometric and material properties:

The decay rates are observed to increase
with the thickness, stiffness and damping capacity of the attached materials as expected.
The applicable equation for the driving
point response due to an impulsive loading is
Eq. (16) with D(m, n, t) given by Eq. (15). The

6
a = 40 in

E 1 = 30x 10

b = 40 in

Y,

psi

= 0. 3
2

hI = 3/8 in

4

1

y•l ý 7.40 x 10"4 lbsec /in

In the example, the viscoelastic behavior
of the damping material in shear is represented
by the standard linear solid model described
previously. In accordance with the theory, the
material is assumed to be incompressible. Thus,
its viscoelastic behavior is completely defined
by its transformed viscoelastic operator for
shear, Eq. ( 5 ), or by the three parameters
•.i, the elastic shear nnodulus; T, a retardation
time; and T, a relaxation time. The elastic shear

plate characteristics given in Table I were substituted into these equations and the respcnse
time-histories calculated and plotted by computer. A comparison of sample results for
m, n=l with those for m,n = 1, 3; m, n = 1, 3,5
and m, n = I to 7 indicated that the series converge fairly rapidly and that the m, n= 1, 3 solution gives a fairly good approximation, with the
m, n=l terms giving the dominating contribution.
The effects on response of the attached damping
materials were
i)

a reduction in amplitude

moduli of actual damping materials vary over an
extremely wide range, from about 50 psi for
some rubbery materials to 200, 000 psi or more

ii)

an exponential decay of amplitude
wiLh 'ime

for stiff plastics. In the present example, representative values are taken as ,u= 100 psi, then
10, 000 psi and finally 100, 000 psi.

iii)

iv)

Pairs of numerical values of T and 'T are
used which correspond to light damping, (Tz
0.0041 sec. and T = 0.00334 sec. ), and heavy
damping, (T=0. 0090 sec. and T'= 0.00152 sec.),
in the frequency range for this problem. The
materials is assumed to
density of the damping
2
be 1. 4 x 10lb sec /in4.
The damping mater-

introduction of an out-of-phase component
a change in natural frequency

The peak value of w/I for the case where a
heavy damping material was applied in three
times the plate thickness is 0. 0098 for the
plate with damping and 0. 0165 for the plate
without damping, indicating a reduction of

ials are applied in thicknesses of one, two and
three times the thickness of the basic plate. The
various cases described above are summarized
in Table 1.

Fig. (5) shows time40. 6% due to damping.
histories of the responses for this case and
two other cases where the same material is
applied in thicknesses of one and two times
the basic plate thickness, i.e., h 2 /hI= I and 2.

The static and dynamic characteristics of
the plates, (i.e., static deflection influence
coefficients, natural frequencies and decay rates)
are given in Table 1 for the m- 1, ri= 1 mode. As
the response series converge fairly rapidly, the
first term, the (1, 1) mode, gives a fair approximation to the total response and indicates trends
which hold true when the higher mode contributions are added,

The response of the undamped plate h 2 /h 1 =0 is
shown for comparison. In calculating these
responses we let m and n equal I and 3.
This example has thus shown that a good
damping material, applied in a thickness three
times that of the basic plate, reduces the shock
response by a very sizeable amount.

of
the term Ws*t t(1,I1)
Examination
texamdutioninsatidtion
ofetem
(1th1vealreveals
the reduction in static deflection due to the addi-
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DISCUSSION
Mr. Ungar (Bolt Beranek and Newman):
I am struck by a problem. That is, that some
of the e.•citation that you have used has a very
broadrband spectral character, whereas you said
that the model that represents your material
only applies to a very narrow band. How difficult would it be to generalize your analysis,
say, and to use empirical data to represent
material properties, say, measured data for the
material since you eventually have to do numerics anyhow-use actual material data in the
numerical calculations?
Mr. Jones: Well I do not know if that could
be done easily with the formulation as it stands,
As far as I low, numerical data are usually in
the form of shear modulus or loss factor as a
function of frequency. My analysis is really in
the time domain, so that there would have to be
some conversion. Of course, I could have done
an analogous type of analysis in the frequency
domain. Maybe that is what will have to be done
in that case.
Mr. Arenz (Loyola University of Los
Angele): With regard to incorporating time
de-p-eont vnscoelnstic material properties, there
are theoretical relationships to convert from a
frequency dependency to a time dependency of,
say, modulus of elasticity, and the loss factor
is also involved. I think it could be incorporated
as a time function which might be used in your
equations.
Mr. Jones: Yes that is correct. If emperlcal &dta
were used, I think there would still have
to be some curve fitting to ascertain that the
variation of properties with frequency is fairly
close to that of the model used.
Mr. Foster (University of Missouri): Will
your equations be in your paper when it is
published?

Mr. Jones: Yes.
Mr. Foster: Is the viscoelastic material
a plate that is attached through the surface
tractions to the other plate, as the previous
speaker did?
Mr. Jones: Yes exactly the same as the
plate that has been called unconstrained layer
or free layer plate.
Mr. Nicholas (Air Force MVIaterials Lab.):
Would you care to comment on the use of the
standard solid model? The reason I bring up
this question Is that the model that you chose
exhibits lower damping at the higher frequencies,
and since this is a transient problem, I think you
might want to put in high damping at high frequencies. You did seem to have high frequency
components In the response, or is this just an
arbitrary choice?
Mr. Jones: It was fairly arbitrary. It was
chosen more for simplicity than for realism.
The formtlas that I derive in this paper permit
the use of any number of spring-dashpot elements, and therefore any number of independent
parameters to describe the damping behavior.
Mr. Nichol=s: At the beginning I thought I
understood you to say that the energy was dissipated in shear deformation of the viscoel•stic
layer, did you not mean extensional deformation?
Mr. Jones: Actually I think it is a combination. There is some shear deformation in this
type of plate if the free layer is thick enough.
Mr. Nicholas: Usually you get the most
shear deformation if you constrain it. Unless
you go to a real high frequency or high thick- nesses it iB mostly an extensional deformation.
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The equations for stress and stress resultants (moments and
forces) are derived for a rectangular sandwich plate with
orthotropic core and faces through the extremization of the
These and the dynamic
complementary energy integral.
equilibrium equations are used to obtain the equation of
moticn for transverse vibrations including the rotatory and
Tne panel consists of two membrane type
shear effects.
orthotropic and distinct faces and one soft orthotropic
The method of development can be used for any
core.
number of faces and cores; only the constants will change
The frequency equation
when considering additional layers.
for the free transverse vibrations of a simply supported
plate is obtained by assuming a double trigonometric
The natural frequencies are tabulated
series solution.
for a selected example to illustrate the effect of face
orthotropy.

to study the effects of orthotropic
cores on the free vibrations of simply
The present investsupported plates.
igation is also based on membrane
faces and weak core construction;
however, the faces and the core are
considered to be orthotropic.

INTRODUCTION
Vibrations of sandwich plates
with isotropic faces and isotropic or
orthotropic cores have been considered
Yu [1] considered
by many authors.
the one dimensional case, including
transverse shear defornation and
rotatory inertia, for faces and core
which are assumed to be isotropic.
Cheng [2] presented the flexure theory
for isotropic membrane type faces
Liaw and
and weak orthotropic core.
Little (3] extended Cheng's theory
to a plate composed of any number of
isotropic faces and orthotropic cores.
Falgout (4] used the method of superposing bending deflections and deflections due to transverse shear to
derive the differential equation of
free transverse vibrations of plates
for isotropic faces and cores.
Jacobson [5] used Cheng's assumptions

The sandwich plate under discussion consists of homogeneous and
orthotropic membrane type faces of
different thicknesses and materials.
The transverse shear stress carried
by the faces is negligible and the
normal stress is uniformly distributed
Thus, the
across its thickness.
flexural rigidity of an individual
The core is
face is neglected.
considered homogeneous, orthotropic
and thick relative to the faces.
The entire transverse shear stress
is carried by the core and is uniformly
All
thickness.
distributed across its
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other stresses in the core are conThus, the plate
sidered negligible.
falls within the membrane face The
weak core category 12, 3, 6].
analysis is within the scope of small
deflection theory.
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by Equations (27),
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ixy
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number of half waves in
x and y directions,
respectively

ANALYSIS

Dy
ay'

,My

=

bending moments perdt
width

The stress-strain relations for
the ith orthotropic face are defined

Mxy

=

[7] as

Qx,Qy

-

twisting moment per
unit width
shear forces per unit

e. e.

a.
:Lx

width
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The stress resultants at any section
may be expressed in terms of the
stresses and plate dimensions, shown
in Fig. 1, as
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where Eqs. (9) through (11) indicate
the absence of forces in the x-y
plane.
The static equations of

--

Plate geometry
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I ixy
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The strain energy of the faces
and core may be written In terms of
the stresses in a manner similar to
that of Liaw and Little [3].
Eqs. (4)
through (8) and (12) through (14) are
as the constraint conditions in
conjunction with arbitrary Lagrange
multipliers.
Thus, the modified
energy can be written
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The first integral in Eq. (IS)
is the strain energy of the faces
written in terms of the stresses in
the upper face with the use of Eqs.
(9) through (11).
The second integral
is the strain energy of the core.
The
third integral defines the constraint
conditions where X through A 5 ,ag,
and w are arbitrarO Lagrange multipliers.
The line integrals represent the
work done at the boundary due to the
!eneralized displacements w,,, w2P
a 1 0 E2IW1, and 7,
1
The complementary energy is
variation of
minimum when the first
V with respect to each stress and
stress resultant vanishes [8].
The
minimization-of Eq._(lS)_jields wi w - w, a,. a 2 a, 8 = 8 2and
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THE EQUATION OF TRANSVERSE MOTION

The dynamic equations of
2equilibrium
of a differential plate
(20)
element including the effects of
transverse and rotatory inertia are
(21)
am
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The constants Dx and D are the
flexural rigidities in the ýrincipal
directions of orthotropy, Dxy is the
twisting rigidity, 1/S and /Sy are
the shear rigidities of the core, w is
the transverse deflection (positive
downward), and a and 8 are the
rotations of a cross section about the
y and x axes, respectively.
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a set of equations that is reduced
by the use of Eqs. (4) through (11)
to the following equations:
Mx

- t f e* + t
1 1
2

(33)
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P
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where I is the mass moment of inertia
per unit area, P is mass per unit area
and P is the transverse forcing
function per unit area.
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their derivatives by
Eqs. (21) and (22).
The resulting
equations are then used in Eqs. (32)
and (33) to obtain the following:
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Equations (34),
t35), and (36)
are three equations in three unknowns,
namely Qx, Qy, and w.
These equations
are solved to obtain a differential
equation for the transverse deflection
in terms of the forcing function P.
This is accomplished by considering
these equations as algebraic equations
with Qx, Qv, and w as three unknowns
(9].
Solving for w by means of
elimination or by deter-inants one
obtains the following equation of
transverse motion:
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(DXDyy
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Equation (38) is a general
equation that may be reduced for other
cases of simpler sandwich construction.
effect of rotatory int.rtia can
be removed by setting I equal to zero.
If the faces are isotropic, then

+

a'w
+

P

at 2
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+The a2
(
+
Sx - 2 ) - I]
2
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ay
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y-
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Dx - Dy - H.
Further if Poisson's
ratio
v is the
same for
then Dxy
H(l-v)/Z.
Theboth
corefaces,
is

)
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isotropic when Sx * Sy, and the effect
of shear on deformation is removed when.
Sx - Sy - 0. When the faces are
isotropic and rotatory inertia is
neglected,.Eq. (38) becomes similar
When
to that given by Jacobson [5].
considering the static flexure problem,
all terms involving time must be
Equation (38) then becomes
removed.
similar to that given by Cheng (2]
when the faces are chosen to be
isotropic and of identical materials.

e*

NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF A SIMPLY
SUPPORTED PLATE
When-the forcing function P is
equal to zero, Eq. (38) represents the
equation of motion for free vibration.
The following assumed solution satisfies the boundary conditions and represents the free oscillations for a
simply supported plate.

.A different notation for the
elastic constants is used by Libov and
Batdorf [9), and Plantema [10].
These
constants are defined by the
following:
1
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The substitution of Eq. (50) in
Eq. (38), and neglecting rotatory
inertia, yeilds the frequency equation
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where E.,.E, are elastic
V, vv are Poisson's ratios in the
The
x, y irections, respectively.
above constants are related to those
used in this investigation in the
following manner:
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If the rotatory inertia effect is
not neglected, then the frequency
is a lengthy cubic equation
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As an example to illustrate the
effect of face orthotropy on
_
a
plate with the following dimensions
and properties was selected:

CONCLUSIONS
The equation of transverse motion
of a sandwich plate subject to the
stated assumptions is derived.
The
effects of shear and rotatory inertia
are included.
This equation may be
reduced for plates of simpler construction, i.e., for any combination
of isotropic or orthotropic faces and
a core.
Further, the equation may be
used for the study of static flexure
by deleting all time dependent terns.

a - b - 36 in.,
t

-

t

1

h -

0.4 in.,

GxzG

- 0.1 in.,
2

18 x 101 psi,
=10 x 10•

psi,

yz
e

= e

ely .

= 1.6 x 10'

e

This analysis, by including face
orthotropy, may prove useful in view
of the 'icreased use of reinforced
plastics, fiberglass, etc., as facing
materials.

psi,

1.6 x 10' psi,

2y

e* - e* = 0.16 x 10' psi,
1

G

2

-G

0.55 x 10' psi.
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These chosen constants yield a degree
of orthotropy DxiDY -1.
The values
of e
and e
were then increased
to yield D./D. - 2, and DX/D - 3.
Resulting natKral frequencieý computed
from Eq. (51) are given in Table 1,
where

-/-
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THE NATURAL MODES OF VtBRPTION OF BORON-EPOXY PLATES
J.
J.

E. Ashton
D. Anderson

General Dynamics
Fort Worth, Texas

An analytical and experimental study of he natural frequencies and mode shapes
of square boron-epoxy composite plates is presented. The plates considered are
laminated plies of orthotropic boron-epoxy material. Since the laminations are
symmetric about the mtd-plane, the plates are considered analytically as anisotropic homogeneous plates.
Tae analysis Is based on the Ritz method, using
Hamilton's principle. Fully fined boundary conditions are considered. The e-xperimental program utiliz-ed six plates each fabricated of eight plies of boron-epoxy
material. Natural frequencies and Chladni figureshave been determined for each
plate and compared ao the analytical predictions. Excellent agreement was observed.

INTRODUCTION

The natural frequencies and mode shapes were
calculated for each of the plates tested, using lamina properties as determined from sandwich beam
tests.
The plate stiffness quantities were calculated from the lamina properties and orientations
using the theory of laminated plates. Excellent agreement between the analytical sa-d experlmental
results was observed.
A minimum of six and a

The advent of the widespread use of fiber-reinforced composite materials has wideoed interest In
the natural modes of vibration of composite plates.
This paper presents an experimental and analytIcal
study of the natural frequencies and mode shapes
of square, flat boron-epoxy composite plates.

maximum of eleven of the analytically determined
shapes were Identified experimentally.

The plates considered are laminated of plies of
orthotropic boron-epoxy material. However, since
the principal axes of orthotropy of the plies that
make up the plates are not maintained pa.rallel to
the plate edges, the plates are mr-thematically
equivalent to generally anisntropic plates. Dynamic
analyses for such generally anisotropic plates are
not available in the literature, and an analytical
technique has thus been developed. This analytical
technique is based on the Ritz method, ustrg lHamilton's principle. The assumed deflection series uses
a 49-term expansion of characteristic functions of
unit length beams. Fully fixed boundary conditions
are considered. The analytical solution yields both
natural frequencies and characteristic shapes.

ANALYTICAL FORMULATION
The method of solution used herein Is Hamilton's
princ iple, w Iththe energy solution obtained by means
of the Ritz method.
Young [I] has used this technique, using beam characteristic shapes to aoproximate the deflected shape, to obtain soluIons for
clamped Isotropic plates.
Basically, the same
analysis procedure Is used here, extended to indlude the effects of anisotropy.
The solution Is obtained by equating the potential energy of the plate (shown in Fig. 1)inbending
to the kinetic energy of the plate and requiring this
equivalence to be stationary. That Isthe solution
l, obtained from the requirement:

The experimental program utilized six 13x
13-in. plates fabricated of 8 plies of boron-epoxy
composite materia!.
The edges were itx-d to prevent translation and rotation. The natural frequendies and mode shapes were determined by mechanIcally shaldng thi plate fixture at discrete frequen cdes with activated aluminum granules spread on
the surface.
Frequencleswere recorded andphotographs taken of the node lines at the resonant frequencies.

V - T

stationary -alue

where
V = potential energy due to bending
T = kinetic energy of the plate.
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the ort.otroplc elastic consts-ts of the layer ad
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The po'tntfl enerry due to bending, for the
plate shown in F[Sure 1, can be written a& fol.lew:

V/2

*o.C22k

+ C2

sn2

k

kC+

[

J6

=(Cl 1 k + C22k
2

W = normal deflection

sin

k

2

-

C12k

2k

66 k).

+ C6dk

(fln 4 Qk ÷cos 4 k)

and a comma denotes partial differentiation. S~where

[D x
12

3
[M]~
where [D] is a fully populated symmentrc matrix.
I the plebe in Figure 1 is fabricated of u plies of
an orthotropie material, the elements of the [D]
matrix can be written as follows [2] :
1
S)k

(h

21

1-

I

For anlsotropic materials:

V21 Eý
-v12 21
E2
T-v,2y21
-

C22

2
Ce
66

-hl)

G12

whereEl, E 20

-V=
=
1. 21 T2'

G1 2 are the elastic
1

constants of the orthotropic material.
Sbstituti~ng expression (3) into expression (2),
the followfng r b ult is obtained:

•."

•I
A

Wy

1

"2f
Figure

2

Layer Coordinates and Orientation
for laminates6

f

4W, • 1D6
W,xx
+ D66 WDry)
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w2 .

+ n2

+212

dx dy.

W,= y

T'3*i, klnkrtlc eLL-rri is given2 by the follow'ng eaIn

where P,
w

Ia

Wr1

-zd

Zj(x) d -

1 0

maza, &Dfaty
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In order t-, rndA olsitlon for W thz cbeys conto vxp4ý,ded In the followlr4 form:
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1Z(X)
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61JoZ(.
-lTe integrali, above harabeon given in Th~crcoce 3.

)

Zquattoas (9)ddln1e a dftre" seci- 07.rvJ
problem. The solutlon of this b'n~tn~.
yiledstihe nnaraIfregienclem and the,ýcor.o~c
ship"e.
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four ýt-S

The Sk)ow. analysis bas been pro-ýrtncrnia for an
MhM 360-65 dig"M.~ comnputer. Thin prcramn has
beeniused to prmdlct natural funia
and

WVIM thO BAaIuned Seri-a4 (8) for the deflection,
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EXJMIENTAL fNVESTIGATM1O
Sixtipwu5 were tasted, each havial a different
c-ombtoa±Iooof laniriAorienta±I~oro.
Tha cor-1f!ýuratloea ame given in Table Iton terms of thie princIpa 1
axi of orthotropy ofthe laminas. The paneiri were
fabricatea of NMARMCO 5505 boron-epoxy prelinpre-ga.Ated tape (NARIMCO Materials Diviý,sioa of this
Whittaker Corporatlon).
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Each panel was In turn clamped into a relatively
stiff frame constructed of 3- x 3- x 3/8-In. struc tural steel anales welded at each corner (Fig. 3) .
A 1-in. wide, 1/2-In. thick steeclamTDingbar fastencd om each side of the frame with 3/8-in. bolts
on 1 1/4-in. centers gripped 1/2 In. of each edge
of the panels. This reduced the unsupported span
of the p els to 12 x 12 In.
ti

..

I

. ••

.phased,
-A

,major
..- "S
:a*, i

S"-~'

Figure 3

With the granules on the surface of the panel,
the input frequency was slowly Increased tntil the
motioa of the granules Indicated a resonant condition. The frequency was then U-ed to produce the
most clearly defined model pattern, the frvquency
recorded, the power cut off, and the pattern photographed. The upward frequency sweep was then
continued untilthe next resornace was ecr4nrtered,
tuned In, and recorded. This was continued through
the frequency range of interest. The same procedure was repeated with the shakers oppositely
with the shakers attached onthe other
axis of the panel and at opposite corners of
the frame during In-phase and out-of-phase operation. Other shaker conditions, after the Initial
sweep through the range, repeated most of the modalpatterns. However, some modes not previously
excited became so because the node lines colcided with the shaker attachment points.

DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

"

A setof natural modes from the fundamental frequency -p through approximately 1000 Hz was de-

Mechan•cal Vibration Test Setup

The clamping frame was suspended above two
rubber cord.
electromechanical shakers on soft
The shaker heads were attached to oposing sides

termined for each panel conf•guration. The modes
characdemonstrated an interplay of tio dominart
teristics, geometry and stiffness. Configurations

of the frame through mechanical fuses attached to
rigid angle brackets bolted to the sides of the frame.
The shaker attachment brackets w ere located In turn
on the major axes of the panel and at the Panel corners to prevent overlooking modes whose =n-c lines
correspondedwIth particular shaker attachment locatlons.

A and B had the major stiflresses coincident with
the major geometric axes (specally orttrpc)
and the modes were rectangular. The other configuratlons involved varying amounts of anisotropy,
with Panel Frepresenting the extreme of all 45-degree la:,up. Generally, the lowest frequencymodxn
were foundto be geometrically controlled. The effect of anisotropy, which causes a skewing. and
bending of the modal patterns, became more pronounced as the frequency was Increased.

hed
were attche
Th shake

soffpee

taoo

The shakers used were two 100-pound force electromechanical shakers driven by a common power
supply. Synchronization of the shakers in phase or
180degrees out of phase was accomplished by a selector switch. Frequency control was accomplished
wita a variable frequency oscillator.

cocd

ntt

The six to twelve lowest natural frequencies and
characteristic shapes of the paells h..ve been calculated with the anisotroplo plate analysis procedure described above. The laimina properties,
based on General Dynamics sandwich beam tests
[4], were taken as follows:
E2 = 2.7 x 106
E1 = 3. 1 x 107

When excited at a natural resonance frequency,
apanelwlll vibrate in a characteristic mode shape.
The shape Is visualized by sprinkling a loose material on the surface of the panel. This material
is bounced off the moving areas of the panel and
accumulates on the node lines where there is relatively little motion. At frequencies between resonances, there are no stationary node lines and the
loose material bounces randomly, forming no pattern.
Activated aluminum granules were found to have
allof the properties required for the loose material.
The granules used were much coarser than sand,
yet were light and resilient. Their light coloring
provided an excellent contrast, for photographic
purposes, against the black color of the panels.

=
G
.75 x 106
12 = .28
The densit was taken as . 192 x 10-3 pound-second 2 /inch 4 .

Matched sets of experimentally photographed
node lines and analytically predicted node lines for
56 natural modes are presented in Figures 4 through
9. The observed and calculated frequencies are
given in the figuren. The agreement between predicted and observed nodal lines Is excellent. The
agreement between observed and predicted frequencies Is fair.
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In addition to the matched natural modes, there
were several unidentiflable resonnnt mod.5 w•ithin

CONCLLUSIONS

the frequency range considered with the nalysfs
procedure. These are assumrd tobe mode:s aa:iociated with membrane or in-pIlrne stress which un -

Experimental invetigation confirom,- that tbia lnerr energy mnalynis proceduro yield3 iiccuri!'e predictions of the natural vibration mc:le sh2ens snd

doubtedly cxtit in these pancls. Some effecta can
also be expected from frame resonances which
are believed to be above 500 Hz.

frequencies of laminated boron-epoxy pliats. It al,3o
demonstrates that the effects of anLotrcpy cn thedynam!c response are often quite pronounced.

The experimentally determined frequenclea versus the analytically predicted frequenci•s for the
identified natural modes are shown In Figure 10.
The predicted frequencies average sporoximately
10 percent higher than the observed frequencies.
This effect is probably due to the assumption of
full clarnping at the bouodaries for the anaiytical
predictions, since the experimentally imposed
boundary conditions provide less than rizid fixity.
Umfortunately, the specific contribution of this effect would vaury from panel to panel, depending on
the tleitening of the clamping boltýi and the panel
configuration.
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NATURAL MODES OF FREE- FREE ANIOTROPIC PLATES
J. E. Ashton
General
vL'narnics
Fort Worth, Texas
An analytical study of the natural frequrncles and characteristic shapes of freefree plates is present(ed. "Ehe platea consildered are rectangular and laminated
The principal axes of or-hotropy are not maintained parallel
of orthotropic plies.
The analytical solutions are obtained with the Ritz method
to the plate edges.
using beam chrracteristic shape2s to approximate the delected shape. Sulutions
are presented which ,-lustrate the effect oA varying (1) the orientation of the plies,
(2) the stacking sequence, and (3) the dc •ree of orthotropy.
q

INTRODUCTION

la

The Pdvent of the widespre.d use of fiberreinfored composite materials has renewed in-terest In 'he analysis of plates compooed of lam-

- -

inated orthotropic materials. T:his pa-p-!r presents
an analysls of the natural frequencles and charic-

A

teristc shapes of free-free rectangulair plates.
The plates considered are laminated of orthotronlc
material, but the principal axes of orthotrupy of
the laminas are not maintained parallel to the edges
of the plate. The influence of aninotrrpy on the
dynamic frequencies and characteristic shapes is
investigated, as Isthe effect of varying the stacking
sequence and orientations.

b

4

___

Figure

ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE

Plaie G-eometry]

W transverse deflect'on
and a comma denotes partial different'ation.

The i•ethod of solution used in this
is Hamilton's principic, with the energy
obtained by means of the Rita method.
A
series of beam characteristic shapes is
approximate the deflected shapes.

analysis
solution
3(1-term
used to

For anfsotropic materials
[(M]

[D]

[x]

(2)

where D Is In general a fully populated matrix
of stilfness coefficients which cnn be defined in
terms of the elastic constants )f o-eth'lropic
laminas and related orientations of the principal
axes of orthotropy.

The potential energy due to beading, for the
plate shown in F~gure 1, can be written as follows:
a b
T
v = I
[M] [X]d. dy
(1)

Substituting Equatiorn (2) into Equation (1) and
exprmsstug the curvatures In terms of deflection,
the potential energy can be expressed in terms of

where
Mx
I r.

integral over the area involvia-S the stiffness
term.; and the deflection.

=an
plate moment resultants

r

rx,
Splate

1

curvatures =

The kinetic energy Is given in terms of the de-

flection by the following extpression:

x

,
2W,xy

T

*This Paper not presented at Symposium.
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,,
2
1/= (

2
Wdxdy

(3)

where
a

p = mass density
h ý plate thickness
w -angular frequency of vibration.

0J

An approximate solution can be obtained by
equating the potential energy to the kinctIc energy
and requiring this energy balance to be (approximately) stationary. In the present analysis, the
deflection is assumed In a series:

Z (x),

,

,
*21J

1

=j Z((x)')

where

the functions Zi(x) and Z1 (y)
oiX

of free-free
were taken as the characteristic shapes
these functions only
Although
[1].
beams
vibrating
approximately satisfy the boundary conditions of
zero moment and shear on the plate boundary, they
allow the edge to deflect and take any slope, and
thus provide a good approximation to the true free

J)od
x

I

Q

parameters to be determined.

dX

.Z*31,

f3ij

In this study,

dx

I

Wij6 6

stj

ZJx) dx

ZI(x)

"liij

Z(!,

W

,Z
611

J

Zj (a) dx

Z (x) dx

edge boundary conditions.

The integrals are tabulated in Reference 1.

The condition

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(5)

V - T = stationary value

A wide variety of rerults has been calculated
to illustrate the effects of anisotrcoy on both the
natural frequencies and mode shapes. Thirty-six
The
terms have been used for all calculations.
comparisons presented below are restricted to
square plates (a = b) so that the effects of anisotropy, and, in particular, the effects of lamination
angles and sequence, can bF observed with a minimum variation in geometry. The natural frequenfinedcies are
such
presented
that
in terms of the parameter Ade-

can be approximately satisfied by substituting the
serles (4) into expressions (1) and (3) and differentiating the energy balance V = T with respect to
01J. This results in the following systems of simultaneous equations which can be solved to give the
natural frequencies and related mode shapes:
V~

6

6

aalk

where
d

dk

a

o aT

2

ph

LI8ak

2;

3im

=D

D
a

+ D22

lim

(6)

D4,
3kn

12

=

1+ D

4 4

S11 =-

-12-1
pa

(7)

taken to be .3.

+ 4m

akn

E2h

where E2 is the smaller of the two principal elastic moduli. The major Polason's ratio term (v 1 2 )
for the orthotropic laminas considered here has

ab
+ 2D 16 *

6zni4kn
"6imbeen
+ 2D 2 6 (4im 46n

2

2

Orthotropic Layers With Varying Orientations

4,).

The first four natural frequencies and mode
of plates composed of a single layer of
orthotropic material with the principal axis of

1shapes
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22..r,

------

22Ný

Figure 2 Characteristic Shapes for Variable
Orientation
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Table 1 EFFECT OF ORIENTATION FOR
A SINGLE ORTIJOTEOPIC LAYER
,

orthotropy at angles of 0, 22.5, and 45 degrees
with reepe.t to the plate edges have been obtained
for the followir-, material property ratios:

00°

22.50

450

kl Anlsotrople

22.1

28.9

1Orthotrplc
A2 Antsotropo
Orthotropic

22.1

46.0
45.5
65.6
.

30.4
65.1
54.9
14.8

1r!entation

"-2

72

"The

[D] matrix for these plates is easily comnputed with the following formulas [2]:
3
(8)

h3

--

D1 3
wher•
=

266)sn2 -s2 9
+2(C(122 + 2C

l11 coo-4
o4
0
cOB2

4

+ C 2 2 sin

C 1 2 = (C 1 1 + C

A3 Anisotropic

134.7

A3

Ort3hotropic

134.7

148.3
318.6

158. 5
203.4

C24 Anlsotropic
14 Orthotropic

317.0
317.0

320.4
324.2

245.7
ý4ý. 4

- 4C 6 6 ) rmin 0cos 0

22

Effect of Alternating Lamrnitione

4
+ C 12 (sin 9 + co049)
4
C 2 2 = Cul aIn Q + 2(C

12

To illustrate the effects of laminating mult.ple
plies at alternating + a angles (wlth respect to
the plate edges), seversl 4450 lnminations have
The material property ratios
been consider-4.
used here are the same as used for the results disThe plite stiffness ratrix (D&for a
cussed above.
plate composed of n plies At + a constructed with
midplaýc symmetry is ldeeztcal to the matrix for a
plate composed of a single ayer at + a , except
for the saniotropic coupl-ig terms D1 6 , D26.
These terms can be computed as follows:

2
+ 2C 6 6 ) sIn 9

cOs29 + C2 2 c°s4e
)sine• 33

CC2C)= (C11- C12 -

+ (C

12

3

-C22+ 2C66) sin3 cos
3

S= (C 1 1 - C1 2 - 2C66) sin B cose
C22 + 2C 6 6 ) sing

+ (C 1 2

-C C
co
C66

41.8
41.8
.. . ..

2

1

(C 1 1 + C22 - 2C 1 42 - 2C 6 6 ) sin 9 .
o20 " C6(sin B + COS4)

16,26

n
-

1,

(Cr

6 2

3
k ftk

_3

(10)

and
_

_

1VV12

where the hk are described In Fig. 3 and the (Clj k

_

are given, for each lamina, in Eq. (9). For a +.45
-b 0 as n becomes
laminate, DI1 = D6 aMd D
/D
is prepeuted vs. n In
large. The ralo
Fig. 4. The first four &4ural frequencies have
been calculated for n = 1, 4, 8, and the limiting
The frequencies are
(orthotroplc) case, n--o-..
listed in Table 2 and the mode shapes are shown In
Clearly, the plate becomes effrctively
Fig. 5.
stiffer for alternattig plies.

' 21

*E2
21

12
V12

C 12

r- , 12

C866

G

V12

E2

21

12

'21

-2

axis with respect
•to
0orientation
the platte of¶principal
edge.
The natural frequency parameter X Is presented"
for thece orientations inTable 1. Also presented
in Table 1 Ure the analogous results neglecting the
anisotropic couplin~g terms D16, D2 6 ( orthotropic
analysis) as hWn been frequently done in the past.
Clearly, these terms are quite significant except
at 0 degrees (when they are alwaya zero). The node
lines correaponding to these frequencies are presented in Figure 2. The effect of anisotropy on
these shapes is also quite significant.

L

',A

Figure 3 Layer Coordinates and Orlentaztoc
for Laminates
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Table 3 EFFECT OF VARMTAONZ3 IN EI/E2

1

A2

A3

A44

30.4

54.9

1-3,5

2V5.7

7.5

29.3

50.6

151.2

194.6

5.0

27.7

46.0

140.6

142.4

2.5

24.4

40.7

84.4

129.0

1.0

16.7

35.9

54.7

112.4

-2

.

10.
.

w.4.2

0
4
4.
HWERd V; VýS n
CONCLMIONS
•lycls of the natural modoe
The result ofan an

Figure 4 Variation of DM6 Va N for - 450
Dl

of vibration of free-free laIzninttd plieat lnrdlcate
that the natural frecuuewlea and the char.-ct•,rlat1c
shapes d such plates are vtrcri7ly 2cat'-d (1) by
"the oriela±Son of the pracipal awzea of orthotropy
of the hamrnas, (2) by the rat*o cf the principal
elastic moduli, and (3) by the selckin'7 ccquence.

Table 2 EFFECT OF STACXLNG SEQUENCE
FOR A +-5 PLATE

j

1L a
30.
11
r An n a t+4549

~- 15C

+45

30.4

5.4.9

158.5

?745.

4 @+45

57.9

59.8

239.6

295.

8 @±45

63.9

92.?

254.4

4,63.2

oo_+45

65.1

108.8

203.4

548.4

1
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(Orthotrcplc)

Varisaions cf El/Ei
The results previously presente ccnaidered
that the ortbctropic !amtnas were strorxly orthoe
ction, a +45
trziplc, I.e., EI/E2 10. In t1.3se
one-ply plate Is ccnadered for decreasing values
of the ratio E,/E 2 ; in particular for values of
EI/E 2 = 10, 7.5, 5, 2.5, and 1. In order to converge In a consistent manner to the isotropic case
when E 1/E 2 = 1, the ratio G12/E, h." been varied
linearly with E1 from .5 when Ei/Eo = 10 to .3 8 5
when EI/E2 = 1.
The first four natural frequencles are rjrespent•d
for thase values of EI/E, in Table 3. The associated mode shapas are arawn in Fig. 6. Bth the
frequencies 2nd mode shapes make a corhinuoue
transitien from the highly anisctropic case to the
isotropic case.
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ACOUSTIC TEST OF BMCN FI1ER REINFORCED COVPOSITE
PANELS CCNIOUCTED IN THE AIR FC.CE FLIGHT DYNiAMICS
LAbORATORY'S SONIC FATIGUE TEST FACILITY
Carl L. Rupert
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio

This expcrimental program was performe7d in support of research in
The principal
airframe application of advdrced ccomosite material.
objectives were to determine the effects of fiber orientation on
the response chiracteristics of a series of boron-epoxy panels when
exposed to a high !¶tensity sound environment, and to evaluate their
sonic fatigue resistivity. The panel specimens were installed in
the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory's Small Scale Acoustic Test
Facility and subjected to grazing incidence irgingement at sound
pressure levels ir increments up to 160 d3 (re .C002 dynes/co 2 ).
The pronounced nonlineir re-sonse of the parels is discussed. Representative strain levels are presented. Strain distribution patterns obtained using the brittle coating technique dre shown.

INTRODUCTION

DESCRIPTION OF TEST SPECIMENS

The demands of modern aerospace design
stress the need for n.-:w materials with superior
elastic properties, better strength-to-weight
ratios, and extended high temperature applications. An examole is the recent ,"d rapid
development in advanced types of fiber reinforced composite material which has generated
considerable interest. Particular emphasis
has been directed to boron-epoxy systems and
their potential application in flight vehicle
structure.

The specim"ens werp 13 inch square flat
panels of .040 inch nominal thickness, laminated of eight plies of boron fiber reinforced
corposite material.
In this type of con!truction, each ply is essentially orthotropic as
it is comprised of boron filaments aligned unidirectionally and intedded in an epoxy matrix.
The matrix material was Narmco 5505. The boron
content was 501 by volume.
However, the panels were considered to be
anisotropic as the angular orientation of the
orthotropic axis of each ply Is varied in
sequence during the 8-ply lay-up. The orthotropic axes are not necessarily maintained
parallel to the edges.

This paper presents some of the results
of an experimental acoustic test program conducted in the Air Force Flight Dynamics
Laboratory in support of research in airframe
application of advanced composite material.

The six test configurations are listed in
Table I. Note that the sequence of ply lay-up
is syrm-etrical about the center line. Two
configurations, the All 0* and All 45%, were
included for academic reasons and not to evaluate their potential strength. All specimens
were installed fo- test with the 0* reference
axis oriented vertically.

The test program objectives were (1) to
determine the effects of fiber orientation on
the response characteristics of a series of
boron-epoxy panel specimens when exposed to a
high intensity sound environment, (2) to obtain
fatigue life data, and (3) to photograph strain
distribution patterns from each panel configuration using the brittle coating technique.
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SALSAETEST OiAM&
men-r
SONIC FATIGUE FACILITYj

Fig. 1

-

Small scale acoustic test facility

Fig. 2

Siren room and test set-up
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TA3LE I
Fiber Orientation for P-Ply Panel Specimens
Outer

Center

Ply

Line

I

ý

00

90,
0 o

0.
0 o

+45*

-450

+45.

00

+45*

-450

+22.50
+450

-22.5'
+450

Outer
•_Ply

900
0'
-45'

900

00

900

00

00

00

0

0 o

+450

-450

+450

-450

+451

00

-45'

90'

90,

+67.5'

-67.5'

-67.5'

+45

+45'
+

+45'

+67.50

-22.5'

+22.50

+450

+450

+45'

TEST INSTALLATION
The source of discrete frequency excitation required for the program was providad by
the Small Acoustic Test Facility (1) shown in
the cut-away of Fig. 1. It is epiipped with
two sirens that produce a maximum power output
of 50 kw over a freouency range of 50 Hz to
10 k Hz in two overlapping increrents. The
sirens are coupled to an 809 cubic ft ter-nination chamber by a 16 ft catenoidal horn.
Immediately downstream of the sirens is a onefoot square test section in which sound pressure levels (SPL) up to 174 dB* can be attained
and in which the panels were installed singly
for exposure to qrazinq incidence sound energy.
The test set-up (Fig. 2) show; the panel installed in a specially designed fixture which
in turn is clamped to the side of the one-foot

OPHONE
12"

12

section.

Instrumentation was kept mininel.
Strain
gages were located perpendicularly to each panel edge on centers, plus a rosette in the geometrical center of the pinel.
Sound pressure
levels were monitored ',y a microphone positioned near the test panel ds sho'wn in Fig. 3. A
pulsed frequency signal was recorded from the
siren to provide a frequency tracking reference
for response amplitude analysis.

TEST SECTION
/-.

During preliminary check runs
on a
"practice" panel it was discovered That an increase in the siren air temperature of only 10
to 15 degrees Fahrenheit could cause the panel
to expand and buckle while clamped in the fixture. This tendency to "oil-can" was resolved
by heating the panel while it rerained loose
in the fixture and then torquing it while hot.
Upon removing the heat, the panel retained prestressed in the fixture so long as the siren
air teaerature did not exceed the pre-heat
temperature.

-ade
cLAMPING FIXTU-A

Fig. 3

2

*All SPL's in this paper are referred to 0.0002 dynes/cm
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Upstream view of test section
showing specimen installed for
grazing incidence exposure
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Fig. 4-

Comparison of
damped linear
and damped nonlinear systems
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"i.e., by

sweeping the siren frequency from
approximately 70 Hz zo 550 Hz while holding
the sound pressure level constant. Each sweep
"run was monitored by a recording oscillograph.

. .

In addition, all gage and microphone outputs,
and the tracking signal were stored on magnetic
tape for later analysis.

u
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w
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The most significant aspect of the response
data pertains to the matter of strain linearity
respect to increases in sound pressure
level. To make this phase of the test more
meaningful, a comparison is made between the
damped linear and damped nonlinear
response curves. These are shown in Fig. 4.
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Typically, the damped linear system
resonates at a natural frequency which essentially remains constant regardless of any
increases in the magnitude of the exciting
force.

•
5W

Fig. 5 - Response of 0*/+45*/-45'/90*
panel during frequency sweep
at constant SPL

In a damned nonlinear system, the
restoring forces are not proportional to the
displacement. The example shown typifies a
'hard spring" system. (A "soft" system would
bend the other way.)
This swept-over appearance of the nonlinear response curve is
explained thus: as the excitation frequency
is gradually increased, the vibratory amplitude
also slowly increases from A through F and
continues to near B at which point a very
slight increase in frequency causes the amplitude, after a transitory hesitation, to suddenly
"Jump-down" to C at which point stability is
regained and progress toward 0 is resumed.

RESPONSE TESTING
Sweep frequency data were required to
determine the linearity of strain response for
increases in loading, and to select the maximum responding mode of vibration for later
Consequently, response runs
tests-to-failure.
were accemplished for each panel configuration
at SPL's of 140 d8, 146 d8, 152 dB, and 158 d8,
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Family of response
curves for a damped
nonlinear system at
varying levels of
energy input
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This concept of ncnlinear response can be
expanded to include a family of curyPs, one for
each level of energy input, as shcnn in Fig. 6.
In general, the effect of increasing the exciting force is to increase the response
amplitude at all frequencies while extending
the resonant peak. A plot of the loci of
vertical tangents to the respcnse curves defines
the region of instability. The natural frequency of the nonlinear hard-spring system
follows the jDper boundary of this area. This
is exemplified by data recorded frcm the
0o/t45*/90* panel for each increment of loading,
and shown in Fig. 7, demonstrating that the
natural frequency shifted upward by 33 Hz over
This
an 18 dB increase in sound pressure level.
is a typical example applying to all panel
configurations.

Conversely, with a gradual decrease in frequency
the curve, starting at 0, is retraced through C
to near E where the amplitude begins to
hesitantly blossom and the "jugp'" phenromenon
i, again encnuntered, this time from E to F
where stability is achieved and the amplitude
retraces the curve toward A. Thus, for any
frequency falling between F2 and Fj there are
two values of amplitude which exist while
amplitudes within the shaded area are not
attainable. (2, 3)
The pronounced nonlinearity of the boronepoxy composite panels is evident in the Strain
versus frequency response charts, one of which
is shown in Fig. 5. This is representative of
the strain gage output from all panel configurations and demonstrates the "jump" effect
that is peculiar to a hard-spring system, during
increesing sweep frequency.
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It was prefe-,able to select a f atigue test
loading that, for all Danel configurations would
induce failure without accum-ulating an excess!train levels observed during response testing.

...

it

was estimated that 160 dB would be sufficient

failure as planned,

' •

at a sound pressure level

of 160 d8. However, it is necessary to examine
and accouilt for those test variables that may
have influenced the results before attem•pting
to evaluate fatigue life.

Fig. 9 -Ply separation in edge of
+450/-45°/+45°/-45° panel

For example, over-torquing the test fixture
caused the pdnel specimen to distort.
This,
when combined with the preyiously described
tendency to oil-can made panel installation a
time consuming and sensitive procedure, and
repeatable boundary conditions improbable.
ENDURANCE TESTING

It was first thought that failure could be
detected visually while the panel remained installed in the test fixture. However, Postfailure examination of the first
several
specimens revealed that damage in the outer
plies was propagating undetected from the points
of incipiency in the clamped area under the
test fixture. Thereafter, all specimens were

An additional objective, obtaining fatigue
life data, was achieved to an extent commnensurate
with the limited number of specimens available,
i.e., a maximum of four each of three panel
configurations, and three each of the remaining

configurationsi
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Fig. 11

10 -Closce-uo of b-okcn
filamýents in Cla~ied
area of +22.5'1-22.5'1
+67.5*/-67.F* parrel

Exa-iole
. extensive dartage
incurred before failure was
detected

are

routinely removed from the fixture at reg~ular
inspection intervals and the suspected areas
examined by ficrosco- e if failure was not

The re-minirg specimen c lfailures
assifications
into e1t.her of two
grouped
w
ply separation as shown in Fig. 9 or failures

otherwise evident,

in or near the clamned area which usually
progressed through various stages of damage
before detection. An exam-ple of near-incipient
failure is evidenced by broken fila'ents in
Fig. 10 while in Fig. 11 the outer plies of the
specimen had chunked-out befo:e failure Mas
detected.

By definition, if the resonant frecuency
fell-off by 10, during an endurance run. a
failure was suspected and generally fou-l to
exist, though subsequent examination often
revealea the extent of damage to vary from
severe to nea'ly undetectable ply senaration.
To the other extreme, detection of an incipiency, sometimes only several broken filaments,
by microscope during routine insrectici
intervals also was technically classified as a
failure. Consequently, "time-to-failure" by
itself is Jr'big,.ous and a function of the type
of failure and how far it had prr'gressed before
"Time-to-ditection" would be more
detection.
appropriatf though less meaningful.

Because of inconsistencies and difficulties
in detecting specimen failure, fatigue test
data are not presented. However, an estimate
ef relative specirmen strength can be derived
from a comparison of the response data.
Presented in Fig. 12 are load curves for
three of the configurations (+22.)'/-22.5'/
+67.5°I-67.5°, +451/_45'/+450/-45', and 0*/90*/
0*/90*) which fell within a spread of 200 microinches strain. This spread, also represented
by the shaded area in Fig. 13, is bracketed by
the three remaining configurations. Above the
shaded area are two "no-life" configurations
(All 0* and All 45') with strains approaching
2030 microinches at 160 dB, while the configuration that consistently exhibited the lowest
strain was the 00/-45'/-45'/90' speci-en.

After establishing an SPL of 160 o3 at
the start of rach run, it was considered good
practice to explore the region of maximrum
response in order to search-out the knee of
the curve. This was done to avoid tuning-in
the specimen too fine, experience having shown
that an upward drift of several Hertz ccu'd
cause the amolitude to wander off into the
critical "jump" area.

Comparative data were to have been obtained
from an isotropic s•pecimen.
A sinqge aluminum
panel of identical geometry was available at
the time of test. This panel was inadvertently
failed while recording response data at a sound
pressure level estimated at 152 d3.

Specimen failures were predictable only
with regard to the two panel co:,figurations
(All 0* and All 45') in which the orthotrooic
axes of all plies were aligned in the same
direction. The failures in each occurred
parallel to filament alignrent as anticipated.
As an example, Fig. 8 shows the All 0' configuration split cleanly in two places along the
zero (vertical) direction.
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Fig. 12 -Co•parison of load
curves for three
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panel configurations
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Fig. 13- Comparison of load
curves for three
panel configurations.
The curves of Fig. 12
fall within the
shaded area.
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3.
In accord with recerm~endations based
on prevailing temperature and humidity conditions,
select a coating that will provide the required
strain threshold sensitivity.

STRAIN DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS
The brittle coating method of strain
analysis was successfully employed to obtain a
graphic record of the distrfbution, direction,
location, and pattern progression of tensile
strains induced by successively applied loads.(4)

4.
Dry the coating according to specific
instructions for the type of coating used.
An
overnight cure was typical.

Briefly, the procedures and techniques of
the brittle coating method are reviewed:

5.
Assuming the specimen to have been
successf.illy loaded in the planned manner, it
is necessary to "'ring-out" the strain pattern
in the coating by some process of crack
detection.
The process used in this program
was the electrolyte penetrant/electrificd
particle method which has the advantage over
dye-etchant tectniques in that the process can
be repeated for successive loadings without
damaging the coating.

1. Clean the specimen surface thoroughly
until completely free of all dirt and grease,
using recommnnended solvents that do not leave
deposits or other residue,
2.
Spray the prepared area with a specially
furnished aluminum under coating to provide a
uniform background for the strain sensitive
coating.
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Fig. 14
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The initial approach, holding the SPL
constant while trying to search-out the
resonant frequency, proved unsatisfactory as
it was difficult to achieve a prorource,
resonance of brief duration anu to predict a
load increment that would develop the strain
pattern in well-spaced stages.

6.
If the resultant strain nattern
appears satisfactory, obtain photooraphs.
Wash-off th.Ž pattern and repout the loiding
process.
The series of brittle coatings used in
this program had a nominal strain threshold
sensitivity o' 500 microinches pe- inch when
dried and tested at reconrnded t•,-eratures,
and a craze sensitivity of 1tU nicro~nctes/inch.
Since the coating sensitivity is affected by
te.p.rature change t30 microinches/inch per
degree F), a drop of only 12°F oftei ruined the
coating. (5)

A more reliable technique, sýown graphicallv in Fig. 14, was to select a frequency for
which unstable amolitudes -ere known to exist,
and while holding this frequýncy constant,
slowly increase the SPL, driving the amplitude across the lower boundary of the region
of instability at which point the panel resonates quite abruptly due to the "juv* phanomnenon.
This procedure was successfully used
to produce a series of strain patterns in
progressive sta~es rc- each of the s.x panel
conf"gurations.
All patterns were developed
for the fundamental response.

This tendency to craze proved critical as
the spraying/drying area was subject to drafts
and normnal day-night ter'erature fluctuations,
Consequently, the only effective curing
procedure evolved was to coat the specimen at
provide a protective wrv-oing,
the test si'e,
and isolate the area during overnight cure.

A representative selection of strain
pattern photographs is presented for corp9arison
in Figs. 15 through 20 showing the general
progress of pattern developtrent for each configuration.

Merely loading the specimen, a process
which entailed its exposure to siren air flow
(relatively cool), often triggered the craze
This was resolved by ocerating the
tendency.
siren air supply system for a sufficient time
to preheat the air above roos arbient before
installing the specimen in the test section.
The necessity of rigid control over coating
cure temperature and test temperature cannot
be over e-mphasized.

Obtaining quantitative strain 7easu-ements
by the brittle coating method was not a part
of the program and consequently, the procedures
involved are not treated in this paper.
However, the cracks in the coating occur
no'ral to the principal tensile strain, and
relative strain levels are indicated by crack
density.

A set of well defined strain patterns is
dependent on resonating the panel at the
initial load near the strain threshold sensitivity of the brittle coating and chonsing
succeeding load increments based on tne degree
of pattern progression.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

life predictions are not urdertaken. A single
aluminum specimen, intended to orovide cor'parative data, failed during a response run of
brief duration at an estimated 8 dB belcw the
fatigue test level selected for the composite
specimens.

1. It was clearly demonstrated during
response tests that the boron-epoxy comoosite
specimens respond in a maenner typical of a
"hard-spring" nonlinear system. This beh3vior
was pronounced in all panel configurations and
is attributed to rrerbrdne stresses resulting
from l3rge panel deflections.
In addition, a
comparison of strain data frcm the response
tests pro-ided a basis for estir"ating relative
specimen strength.
I

3. Strain distribution patterns, from
satisfactory to excellent, were photographed
for all specimen configurations.
The patterns
were nbtained from dynamic loadings using the
brittle coating method. It was de'onstrated
that this technique can be successfully applied
cnder adverse test conditions if appropriate
precautions and procedures are devised to meet
the requirements.

2. Since it is not certain to what degree
the endurance data were Influenced by inconsistencies in detecting failure, specimen
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STreNGTH CHa, IACTZP2STICS OF
JOiTS IŽCORPOPfATLNG VISCOELASTIC MATZitIALS
W. L. La Barge and M. D. tamoree
Lockhced California Company
Burtank, California
This paper describes an analytical and exoertn-ental investigation of
the load carrying capability of structure incorporating a constrained
layer of viscoelastic material. Included in the study are the effects of
the viscoelastic material on the bccMLing strength of panels under
comprossion loads; on the strength of joints urd:-r static tension loads;
and on the fatigue resistance of Joints under axial and lateral loads.
The objective of the investigation is to develop procedures for estimating the very impcrtant stress concentratcn factor of structures
incorporating viscoelastic material as a function of the local detail
design s. that its Influence may be properly evaluated in optimizing
the structiral design. '7he work described herein is a portion of a
research and e-velopment program being conducted currently for the
Air Force Materials Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.
The purpose of the program is to develop methods of fabrication and
evaluation of sonic fatigue resistant aerospace structures incorporating viscoelastic mater-.ls.

The reduction in vibratory response level
is an indication of the potential increase in
sonic fatigue life of the structure that should
be attalnabl( with viscoelastic dampLng. Actually, this potential is usually not realized
because the adaition of the viscoelastic material, mna "sand-;vtch", for erample, chanv-es
the load transfer mechanism locally (particularly in the area of rivet or other attachments)
and modifies the local effective stress concentration factor. Next to the response level, the
stress concentration factor is the most potent
factor in determining the fatigu, life of a panel
or structure. The analytical determination of
the stress concentration factor is very difficult
except for the simplest of geometries and recourse must be had to experimental
determination.

INTRODUCTION
One of the major problems confronting the
designer of modern high performance jet nircraft Is that of sonic fatigue. The obvious
need to minimize strucbiral weight of aircraft
has res•ulted In highly effIcient design concepts
from the standpoint of strength-to-weight ratios. This type of structure is especially susceptible to 'atigue failure when suujected to the
high intensity acoustic fields of modern'jet engines. It, therefore, becomes necessary to
optimize the design of the structure from the
standpoint of strength and weight when the
acoustic loading is added to the other design
loads.
One of the mezns of reducing the vibratory
response level of structure due to acoustic excitation is to increase the amount of damping
in the structure. The additional damping can
be obtained by an "add -on" damping device;
(for example, damping tape) or it may be designed into the structure. The most common
way of doing the latter Is to use laminates panels wi.th a constrained core of viscoelastic
material.

This paper describes an analytical and expyerimental investigation of the load carrying
-capability of structure incorporating a constrained layer of viscoelastic material. Included in the study are the effects of the
viscoelastic material on the buclding strength
of panels under compression loads; or. the
strength of joints under static tension loads;
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and in t. fatiguýe resistance of )oints under
xxPal ind latcral loads. The objective of the
inl. tion Is to de•.elop prce dures for estimatin? Qhe very imp,,rtUnt stress concentration
fa1w:,r -'( stacture.n incorporating viscoelastic
matorial as a function of the local detail design
sr thAt ittz ir.1nence may be properly evaluated
in op• nd••-Tij.. te structral design. Optimiza-

Ikam Del~.lection along y-Ais

o

Edge Fixty Coefficient

a Stress
Subscripts
f

ti.n of the structural design can proceed only
when all of the design loadings are known and
ti~etr effects on the stmrcture can be estimated.
Lnhercnt in the determiation of the optimum

Face Plate
Core

-

S Solid Beam

of course, are the man facturin, con-

din,

v

str•int.; neceswary to permit the fabrication of
flight quallty hardwaxe.

v

Viscoelastic Beam

STRUICTURAL ANALYSIS

The work described herein is a portion of a

program hein, conducted Lurrently for the Air
In this section analytlcx esslons are
Force Matertils Laboratory at Wright-Patterson
derived for an idealized viscoelastic b•arn snbjected to various loading conditions. Az,:!caAir Force Base. The purpose of the program
and evalof
fabrication
Is
Init reduces he exesresstant
aeroae
struc-aproprate
u to ndeveiop
f oncmethods
fate

trres incorporating vilscoelstic materoals.

LIST OF SYMBOLS
Diameter of Fastener
E

Elastic Modulus

F

Lateral Force

G

Shear Modulus

The

sions to forms applicable to solid

expressions are us~ed in contunction With test
data to assess the effective edge ftxty cc-fficleat and the effective fatigue and plai•ci
stress concentration factors that exist at the
edges of the various viscoelastic beam dl,ýOgstudied.
Critical Buckling Lriads

The idealized model of the sandetch

eaom

considered in this analysis consists of tv' face
plates of equal thickness bovded to a vscoelas-

tic core. The Internal loads produced In the
face plate3 by external forces are derived
using the principle of virtuwal displacement

I Moment of Inertia
K Stress Concentration Factor

whereby the variation of the total energy assoelated with the beam must vanish. Thus

N

Compression Load per Unit Width

P

Axial Load

R

Effectiveness Ratio

U

Strain Ernergy

where U is the total strain energy assoclnted

V

Potential Energy

with the Internal loads in the be-am and V is
the total potential energy associated with the

b

Beam Width

d

Core Thickness

i

Beam Length

n

Number of Fasteners

t

Face Plate Thickness

u

Face Plate Deflection along x-Axis

6(U +V)

=

0,

(1)

applied external loads.
The strain energy terms which are ineluded in the analysis are those assoclAtxd

with (1) extension and compression of the face
plates, (2) bending of the face plates, (3) henIng of the vIscoelastic core, and (4) shear of
the viscoelastic core. In general, for most
viscoelastic damping materials (3) aboe vw.ll
not contribute signilicantly to the total energy
of the beam. It is left in the analysts, how.
ever, to facilitate checking. The total strain
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enpr~j a-at-d

-ith the v15toehatic begn

beam, are sn-.all coyrn,-cd to Vhe

Shogn in F!g. I c•n be w-1tjcn

VU

2U~

V.

dtatance between the c•mntr of thie
core and the center of the face p1atins.

~2v SxU3

U4

(2)

V2

r~;j jrp j;,ic: at~ Z Ctt~
.;11Th
c orjz
preý;slon load,
jends of
the beam is
___-i

=

(7
(d).

Nb

0"H
,--•-

Throvugh the use of Eqs. (1) through (7) and
the a;proprtate bounLdary
condiflona, it can he

, ,sho-wn

that the Critical buckling• load pe- unit

width is:
Fig. 1

-

Idealized viscoelastic bNam
Nb? Gd

The subscripted ener
terms on the rightN
hand side of Eq. (2) refer to the strabi energies int1t,•]d
a beam
of unL~crm
cross
section itabove.
can be For
shown
that the
str.ain

cr

energy terms of Eq. (2) are:

a

UtfO

1x

"rd 2

(4)

U d

=

Gdb

2

V 2 E2t

•ff4

The critical huc-ling load of a solid beýam

v)

Id + t.

W

b2

of thlckness (2t) Is determined from Eq. (8) by
2floir.i. the shear modulus of tie core to go to

(5)

nfinirdt7 (G - -) and the cora hilckness to go to
(d - 0). The bucklln7 load equa on thus
reduces to the Euler equation

Nzero
:

+•bb

2

'II

&Z-,

1

N

1+-

where

a

u

N
a

2

dv

~

0c

=•

8Elf.()

Implicit in the derivation of the above

strain energy equattons are t1he assumptions:
(1)

loads are distributed uniformly
across the vridth of tNe beam,

(2)

the eatension and compression of the
face plates, due to bendLrn of the

Comi-aring Eqa. (8) ai-d (1), it is note-d
that the core material effects the critical
buckling load in two ways. First, the core
material introduces shear and ,addc beendin
rigidity to the beam and scoAd, it alters te
attachment characteristics (edee fLb-ty coefficient, a) of the beam. The shear modulus and
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2

bendirg modulus of the core are prop.rties 1f

the material and are assumed independent o[
tebarn desizn. The edge fixit- coefficient,
on the other hand, is assumed a function of the
design cocficzuration of the beam as well as the
attachment. Values of a may vary from unity
for pinned-pimned edge conditions to 4 for
clam1ed-clamped edge conditions.

f
Tlhe n4ximum stress in a solid beam of
thickness (2t) is determined from Eq. (11) by
allowing the shear modulus to go to Wnfinity
(G - -) and the core thickness to go to zero
(d - 0). The equation thus determined is

Bending Fatigue Stresses
The maximum stress developed in the face
plate of a viscoelastic beam due to bending is
derived using the same idealized model and
analytical procedures as those used in the
derivation of the critical buckling loads. Identical strain energy terms are considered.
The potential energy considered is that due to
the lateral force (F) applied at the center of the
beam. The energy associated with this loading
condition is
x RFvi

Vb =

Fe t

K V8=&
FT

Ef E1

j

Comparing Eqs. (11) and (12), two effects
of the core material on the maximum stresses
are noted: (i) the core material introduces
shear and adds bending rigidity to the beam,
and (2) the stress concentratlon factor aspociated with the attachment is altered. As pointed
out earlier, the shear modulus and bonding
modulus of the core are properties of the material and are assumed irdependlent of the design configuration. The stress concentration
factor, like the edge fixity coefficient, is
assumed a function of the beam and attachment
design configuratiom.

(10)

Tension -Compression Fatigue Stresses

Sd

In the derivation of the ecuation for the

(t + d2

stress produced
an axial
fatiguelngload,
it is
assumed
that the by
a.•al
load earn
capability
of the core can be neglected and the net area
of the face plate material is fully effective in
transferring the load from the face plates to
the fasteners. Basee on theseasmtini
can be shown that the axial stress is given by

c C

+

____a_

22EfLf + Eclc

St"v
d +-

= K

~lTanh)j()

t

(12)

K

Using Eqs. (1) through (6) and Eq3. (10)
and the appropriate boundary conditions, it cvn
be shown that the maximum stress at the outermost fiber of the face plate is

TV

1/2

-4

•(

(13)

-r
V(bn

t

where t' represents the total thickness of the
face plate material along the centerline of the
fasteners. (See Fig. 2 for the assumed load
distribution for the two basic viscoelastic
beam design configurations considered in this

Swhere

study. )

lb

2

1f + la,

For a solid beam, the axial stress is

+t2,
½t(d÷t)
-o

(14)
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TEST PRCGJU%31

T!,e prlmary
t"~!c rimerizn epr.gn

_________

_________________________typical

L

rI

ýjvanitage

~'

t
t

~

-

(a) Visocasi,.^eam wlthout insert

FACE YI-'resezL

I

I\

\

\

Mb Viscoelastic beam with insert
-

Assumed axidal load distriL¶Itlon

Unlikze pzevicms castmdcund

the core.
materhi- Lf!,ect3 only the stvess concrntrnat1in
factors fr. Zqs. (13) an~d (241). To smnclify *he
notatIon, the satme syintol (:Q has bzeen UZed
for the stress concentratton factors in Eqrp.
(11) Txuh(14). They are, of course, not
eoual. The stress concentraticn fac~ors in
wiethose in Zq.(3 zi(4
to aia.1fatinie.test

r

x

1be

were chosen as recre"_ntatIve densfor the
specimens. They are shown Jn Fig. 4.
the configurations Incorporated

AidStatic SrseForof
The analysts for the streso -oroduced by

V

In fh~

-"dn?11
tPaProgam Vas rý
7rhlch
of feasiblle aicattyp:? stu-:cre
t
t~learrafa!p
could be u-';,d to carry
loads and at th~e same tinme
m'.xinu
n,
adof the d rnpln; !rctrtc
allorded
by Lhe viscoelastIc'nat-ertil undinr stucdy. The
eIc conil Urntlonl ctlosen was2ýa awci cn1Iurat~on wil-i a co-,,!txr-!-,c1 Y7coe!aette core.,
The srpi- en fc - r
were fa:rca-tsd fror.
7024-T5 clzd zeirnlmum Ft'eet sloc5% and the
vlscoelastlc core fro:ni a p~'rtaecomnpound. Tw typs of attachrnenti use,,d i air craft sb.-icture are r .ýresentzd. The first Is
where a contlnucus n':in i3 attachod to mrrort
struct-ure and tha ssco.:d Is whe2re the edge o'~
skin panel I~s athnac?%ýd. S-,reclmner3 which -repthese attnchmn,ýnt locations are refnrreýd
~to as
1ot.rju
eam and butt JoL-t sp-ecimensg,
msd
sch tbat
test specimens wiere
Lhe test loads approntImat-ed the lcn~dtng of a
10 Inch flat plAte which m!i'ht he used on km
airplamne as surface s-truc.ture In a hl',h nol::e
level environment. The va-rious tesrt specimen
designs are shown in Fig. 3. AD-5 round heoad
rivets w~ere used to attach all test specimensq,
except the static tenision specimrens, to the test
fixtures. Steel 1/4 Inch screws wee used a-s
fasteners for the stntfc tenslon zn,,cL'nens
cince t!.e fh-a stzer-ýih of theo riveti vins Insuf' Icient to Inzmare a. fal~lure of tlhe temrn
ec
lImen. All fa1_steners, fnsýtener s7sncitig, and
eeige di-stanuces were chosen to croniorm to
st,6ndard design practices applicable to aircz :Jt structure.

~*

Fig. 2

w2h If-ir!t~
c to tlxe

\Jrespectilve!y.

ZM9The

L t (flp)

~

are subdivided into two grcups.

an xda~t static load is idantica to the analysis
for the stress produced by an
fat_-fat:e loAd
ecacot the stress corcentrat.ton fictors are
~plastic stress concentration factor isea csf
Latlgme ctres3 concentratlon factors. Thus,
Eoqs. (U3) and (14) are nolcioexcort for L,,e
interpretation of the st-resýs concontrat Ion
factors.

The first

group consists of a contirucu3 viricoelastic
layer which runs the len~tb of the Lbeam (Conflgurations Mfand WV). In the second grup

(Conf!,Turations V and VI) an al'r

mmrrn
lnzort

replaces the viscociastic core aLo th-dgem
of the beam which Is a'ttzclhed to tlhe tert fl;xture. To simplily fabricat-ion, the inserts9
were bonded to the face plates vrit% the samne
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TABLIý I
Test Spv•cmnen Allotment

Joint Test
Core
Thlckness

Sp, clc•n
Con!f I-ur atcn

Comp.re sgon
)

.
St,,c
Tenzion

Fatigue
Bending

TensionButt
Joint

Continuous
Beam

7-

67

7

6

7

Compression

p

.

It

I

V

j

.05
02.,

I.o5"j

-

3

f

-

I_

.___..
3-

I-I

6

A total of 124 specimens 'was tested durm n. T
r ag
testiprop
t11test
iCnill.ur
t ent of spec iT he a .Uotm
irg
the
mens is shown in Table 1.

bondirg matertil uzed to bond the core
V!3cce.asic
the pintes. Two
material to
V)I ..
t r of the design
lx-am.
Sbeam desizens (Con•.qrat~cn• fli ad V) were
unti only rrechxiiattached to the taet .";Iire
e7ý!-ns
:e
(Con!Lu cal fastaners and t-vo ol t
wyl
w
as
benzUid
antd
V'_,)
t,,ere
IV
rations
riveted to the tet flz2re. For r-ost of the
speclinens the core thic-ness and face pLz
somr,
eone of the
thickness is .02 inch. Howe
fatigue test specimens were fabricatd ustg
.05 inch core material so that the effect of
varying the core thfcAuess crnoid te evaliuatd.
The remainting two desin con!,-.iratlors were
used as control specimens. TTh'y7 were fabricated from .05 inch luminum shet. The
thickness of the control sr-acimens was chosen
so that the strength characteristics of the
viscoelastic specimens vrtthout Inserts could be
compared to tLe strenrth of the control specimens on an equal v;eiht basis. One of the
configurations (Cordl'aradon I) v"rs attached to
the test fixture by me-ns of mechanx!cal fosteners only while the other (CoPSi,-rntion II) vwq
borded as -. l, as riveted to the test fleturs.
For the sake of brevity, confiurations 1, IV
and V1 ,will often be referred to a. bonead
specimens and configurations I, ILU and V as
unbonded specimens,

Test Procedures and Rles-ilts
Six test specimens were subjected to cornprersdon losds using a static tezt machine.
The lateral deflection of the center of the specimen was measured at various load levels.
The results of the tests are presented in Figs.
5 and 5 In a form niggested by R. V. Scuthwell.
In the Southwell method, the ratio of the laterRl deflection of the beam to the compression
load (S/P) is plotted a•gainst the lateral deflection (6). The inverse of the slope of the curve
is the critical buickling load of the specimen.
Pn3ns
In the static tension test, nine rec
were tested to failure in a fifty thousand pound
static test machine shown In FIg. 7. Each
so.cimen was loaded to failure at the rate of
(OC0 lb/min. The fallure lco.ds determined for
Lhe specimens are listed in Table 2.
Thirty-nine specimens were subjected to
tension-compression fatigue loads In the
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TABLE 2
Static Tension Test D4ta

in
es
Fi.

ina5
odled

ound
Ultimate
o
T

1e
o
statc te(sb)

Mode
fatl.Fue test
-compr-ession
Fig- specimen
8 -Tension
in a constantinstalled
ampliStde, axtsl load fattgiut test

-iure

cimachine
information.

S1 n

Cotrlt~-te

Testing continued until the

Tetn

conne

h

Control

C3ST-1

94,1

SnoratonIni

(Type I)

C.ST-2
C3ST-3

960)
9300

Skin
Skin

specimen failed or until ten million cycles
were accumulated, whichever occurred first.

20 Mil V.E.
without
Inserts
(Type MIt)

fS-I
IIS-2
MIS-3

49CI0
40!0
4060
4 6

Skn
S1In
Skin

20 Mul V.E.
with Inserts
(Type V)

VS-i
VS-2
VS-3

8400
8140
840

Skin
Skn
Skin

During testing, difficulties were encountered in the application of high compression
loads which buckled some of the specimens.
In order to eliminate this problem, clamps
were placed at the center of the specimens as
shown in Fig. 9. The clamps provided effective support to control buckling of most of the
specimens but did not affect the axial fat!gue
carrying capability of the specimens. The
cyclic loads and cycles to failure determined
for each of the specimens tested are plotted in
Figs. 10 and 11.

L_

_load

constant-amplitude, axial load fatLgue test
machine showmn in Fig. 8. Lcadir, Wa3 applied
at the rate of apprordnately 30 cycles per second. The load consisted of a mea.n lo~id and a
cyclic load. The mean load. ;as equivalent to
a net area stress of 5, OC-0 psi for all specdmens while the cyclic load, which was held
constant for any one specimen, was varied between specimens to determine stress-life

Seventy specimens were subjected to bending fz-tigue loads in the servo oprrated test f•xtare shown in Fig. 12. Fatigue loads were applied at the rate of appro,'dmately 8 cps through
a loading bracket attached to the specimen.
The ends of the specimens were attached to the
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test fixture by joints which were free to rotate

77

and allowed the beam to slide freely within the
joint. Fig. 13 illustrates a typical Wtt joint
specimen installed in thetest fixture. The
photo is a double exposure showing the beam at
two deflected positions. A constant-amplitude
cyclic load was applied to each specimen.
Loading continued until failure occurred or until the specimen was exposed to approximately
one million cycle-,. Plots of cyclic load vs
cycles to failure are presented in Figs. 14
17.

-7-77-7through

DISCUSSION OF TEST RESLTS

W

I:I

...

in this section the test results are discussed both in terms of applied loads and in
terms of the resulting stresses. The first

jthe
Fig. 9 - Close-up view of tension-compression
fatigue test specimen showing support clamps

[
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enables comparisons to be made of the load
carrying capabilities of the test specimens;
second permits evaluations to be made of
the effective stress concentration factors
which are required for analysis. For the
purpose of comparing the load carrying capabilities of the various configurations an "effectiveness ratio", Rload, is defined as follows
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Tension-compression fatigue loads unbonded epecimens
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Fig. 11-Tenlsion -compression fatigue loads, bonded specimens
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Fig

-Close-up

of butt joint specimen

undergoing bending fatigue test

.

Bending fatigue specimen instioled
12
in a servo operateud bending fatigue
test fLxture
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Fig. 14 -Butt joint bending fatigue loas, unbonded specn, ens
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Butt joint bending fatigue loads, Londed specimens
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Lomad carried by the viscoOlsic sp-cinmmt_____

"Rload *

dar
specimen

~t~

oto

7T1"elfetivc-nEss ratio for each confIrguration
,will drpeýnd upon thiŽ t-pe of lo~ading, and In the
case o' fatigv ,x lozdling, will also depe,.nd upon
the levels of the me~an and varying loads.

-

Comrsion Tet
The critical buickinlg, joad of the control
sp~ecimen can be calculate'd from Eq. (9). If
the specimnen Is a
mdto have clazrz~ed
edges so that the ed,ýe fix-Ity coeffic.'ent (o) in
the etquzition is equal to 4, a critical buchling
loAd of 103 lbs. Is calrulated. This value is
co-p-ared with the test data by constructing a
straight line thr7ough Ute in-at data shown in
Fig,. 5 Naith an Inverse slope. of 103 lbs. The
calculated value Is "een to be, in good agreement with the test data.tstfire

Fig. 1S

The test data for the viscoelantl specimens are plotted in Fig. 8. The inverae of the
slope of Vie line construrted throuigh t~he data
determines a critical bur.2ln,7 load of a~proxlmately 60 lbs. Th1us, for critical buckling
loads, the vilaccelistic beam has an effectiveness ratio of 2pproxiirltely 60% cornparc-d to
the control bezmn of the same weight.
The analytical eanpress'on for the critical
bicklirg load assotlat~ed with the visnoelastie
beam Is given by Er'. (8). The value of aIs
e stablisPhed by the 0ccg constrainta of the beam.
UIt Is asanumed that the shear moduluis of the
polyTurethane core In SO~ psi and the critical
bu&Jinagload per unit vidth Is 24 lb/In, as detersained In the test, the value of a Is found to

-

Typical compression

elaptic. specimens were a combirvatior. of a
bearing failure of the specimen behind the fasterner holes and tearing beetTeen the fastener
holes. In ehe case of the viscoeelastlc spedimens with inserts, the tearing, extendead
thr-ough the face plates and insert.. alonrg the
same line.
The effective-teas ratio for static tenmsion
loads are computed from test data listed In
Table 2. For equal weight specimens (i.e.
those without inserts), the effectiveness ratio
is approxtimately 50%. The addition of Inserts
to the viscoelastic specimen incre*ases the effectiveness ratio of the Joint to approximately

be 2.25.
Two typical compression test failures are
shown in Fig. 13. (lee of the specimens shown
to a buckiled control sp~ecimen and the other is
a buckled viscoelastic specimen.

85%.

Tharee specimens of each of the joint configuratlons I, U7, &ad V were statically loaded
in tens1on to failure;. Typical failures obtained
are -0hown In Fig. 19. Failures of the control
specimens were a combdination of teaqrn.3 of the
specimen betvreen the fwftener holes an,.d te-ArIng betveen the holes and the ed~as of the

Using an ultimate allowable stress of
60, 000 psi for the face plate r'aterWa, Eqs.
(13) and (14), and the results of the static tension tests, the plastic stress concentration
factors associated with each design are determined. They are 1. 2 fnr the control
specimen, 1. 7 for the viscoelastIc sr-scimen
Without Inserts, and 1. 5 for th~e viscoelastic
specimen wit~h Inserts. For equal weirght specimens it is evid-ent that the v-iscoeiasttc core
increazes the plastic stress ouncentration factor significantly. The addition of t-e Inserts is
beneficial altlhotigh It dices not produce a stress
concentration factor equal to that of the control

pLaW~.

specimen.

Static Tension Tests

The failures assockiated with the visro-
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(a) Screw head side

(b) Nut side

IS-I

Control

MIS-2
VS-3

ViscoeIastic without inserts
Viscoelastic with inci tc

Fig. 19 -Typical static tension failures
Tension-Compression Fatigue Tests

At these lower load levels the $:cea.tic
joLnt confIuratlon appe•ars to have litt!e effect
on the cyclic load level required to prod-luce
failure.

Failure modes assoclated with the unbonded specifenp under tension-compression
fatigue loads were of two general t-pes - rivet
failures and skin failures. Typical examoles
of these failures are shown in Figs. 20 through
22. Exam1nation of the rivet failures reveaed
that for the control specimens the primary
mode of rivet failure was shearing of the rivet.
For the viscoelastic specimens, rivet bendbn.•,
failures were the most common mode of f.ilure for the specimens without inserts, while
rivet failures due to bending and shear w',re
both common modes of failure for the specimen
with inserts. A-l rivet failures occurred at
the interface bet'ween the loading, bn- and the
specimen. All s.dn failures consls;ed of tearing of the face sheets betvween the fastener
holes. In the cases where inserts were used
in the Joints, the inserts tore alcng the same
line as the face sheets. Referring to Fig. 10,
it is noted that at load levels for which the fatigue life is less than a.oroximately seven
hundred thousand cycles, the rivets fall. At
lower load levels all failures are siin fallures.

The effectiveness ratio of the untorde
viscoelastic specimen. for tonsioncompression fatlgrue loads is deterr.ined by
comparing the allowable loads far tle -,rcoelastic specimens with those for the control
specimens. For a Wife corrts".-,-d!-r to ore
million c7cles, the effectiveress rato Is approximately 35ý.
All of the bonded specimens ethlited the
same failure mode, i.e. failure of the face
plates. Examples of this failure mode are
shown in Figs. 23 ai-d 24. Most of t1e falilures
occurred in the outer skin aloag the insine r.dje
of the rivet heads. Ore of the :lnecmivna,
fa'ied in the face plateq along the edge of the
insert.
Comparing the test remilts presentd In
Fig. 10 with the test results pre:erented In Fig.
11 for the bonded viscoelastic speimrens, it
131

47'

Fig. 20 -Tipical tension -compression• fatigue
(alluresq oi inbonded control specimens

().2Ic

iceaccr

..
(b) .05 hIch viscoelsti

core

Fig. 21 -Typical tension -compression fatigue
failures of unha:nded viscoelastic
specimens with inserts

Fig. 22 oTypicAl tension-compT+,sson fattgue.
failures of unhanded viscoelastic
speeirners without inserts

appears that bonding the specimen to substructure
makes the rivet loads less critical
increases the tension -compression
te vicolad
fatiue
rsisanceof
stfuanceof hevsco
elastic-• ldresign
elasiccont•,ratinsload
dsig
improves the load carrying. capability

In the aru'dysia, of the tenslon-eorpression
fatigue specimens, It is ass,•;med t.at e~dttlro7
S-N fatipie data 2-pp.licable for corvertlonm1
structure can be used In L"e des!711 of viscoelastic specimens. Thc cyclic norn~ral fiti-ge
streýss qssociated w~th each specLmeii was cztlculated using Eqs. (13) and (14) and UR cyclic
test dits. T"_ com-rmted stresses assocrated with the un~botr•;?d sp•ertmens are plowemd

of the viscoelas*!c specimen with in-

in Fig. 25.

serts more Vi•n that of the specimen
without inserts.

stress concentration factor associated wtIth
specimen desh~ns, axial S-N curves for Z024-

(1)
(2)

(3)
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In order to a~sess the value of the

Fig. 23

-AylIr~Itro~alp-C1!t':
faires of bo"'nd vt1

F~g. 24

tii~.o.r~C~rt-,
of bor.6d A .~
sp>ecim~ens with 1w;eats

-Typical

scfailures
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The effects of the viscoelastic layer on the

T3 aluminum for various st.ess concentration

load carrying capability of the rivets are demonstrated in Fig. 27. Specimen failures which
occurred at load levels correspondirg t-o a life
of seven hundred thousand cycles vere typically rivet failures. The sandwich constauction
used In the viscoclastic specimen design produces bending stresses in the rivets which,
along with the shear stresses, produces a
higher apparent stress concentration factor in
the rivet of the viscoelastic specimens than in
those of the control specimen. The data are
inconclusive in determining the effects of increased core thickness and the use of inserts
on the fatigue characteristics of the rivets.

factors are included in Fig. 25. The S-N
curves were obtained from MIL-fl)BX-5.
Based on the data for which skin failures
occurred, the stress concentzation factors for
the viscoolastic specimens are signiflcantly
greater than for eruoal wel- ht control scpecmean. Moreover, the effective stress concentration factors aiscclated with the viscoelastic
specimens with inserts appear to be greater
than those for the specimens witlh•ut inserts,
This aporent anomaly is an Indication that the
inserts are not completely effective in trnnsface plate loads to the
ferring the a~xýt
fasteners.
The calculated nominal fatipgue stresses
associated with the borded test specimens are
plotted in Fig. 20. Also included in the figure
are S-N curves for stress concentration factorn of 2 and 4. Comparing the test results
pigs. 25 and 23, it appears taat
presented in

Bending Fatigue Tests

bonding the test specimen to the support structure decreases the apparent stress concentratios factors for each of the viscuelastic desl-n
configurations.

skin failures are shown in Figs. 28 through 31.
The significant differences between the modes
of failure of the spec'mens are the locations
'of the failures. The unbonded control speci-

{

In the bending fatigue tests, ",tl specimens
e.:zhibited the same failure mode, failure of the
skin across the width of the beam a-way from
t~c fastener holes. Typical examples of the

5AT'ARFAMCI5S-.7

- 5000

(KSI)

2A - Vi3CCEASC W*TVOUT
INSE-rS - .0C2"CM
OSLMiS - .02" CCRE
2 - VSCOCEAS-,0C V.
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Fig. 26

-

Cyclic net area axial fatigue stresses, bonded specimens
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0-
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Fig. 27

-compre ssion fatigue test, ma~tiniur

-Tension

"N

2:

;:I;;.

rivet load, unboomcd specimens

"T"

(b) Bonded

(a) Unbonded
Fig. 28 -Typical bending fatgue
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fa-ilures of control specimens

4,,

(b) Butt joint
IMl B2-6 .02 inch viscoelastic core
MIB5-2 .05 inch viscoelastic core

(a) Continuous beam
.02 Inch viscoelastic core

Fig. 29 - Typical bending fatigue failures
of unbonded viscoelastic specimens
without inserts

''>

IV B-6 without Inserts
VI B2-2 with inserts

V B2-2 .02 inch viscoelastic core
V B5-4 .05 inch viscoelastic core

Fig. 31 - Typical bending fatigue faflures of

Fig. 30 - Typical bending fatigue failures

bondesd viscoelastic specime"s .02 inch core

of unbonded viscoelastic specimens
with inserts
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mens and vlscoc'r.stlc sr.cirnons wv,.ncmit In-

factor associated with tbe visc~rrlh-stic, scl-

serts failed along a line In front of Ute
io2c
of
the ri-'et heads. The un
. r,
scin••
w"•ýtý•h
Inserts failed alorg, th e '
of t ' .1!'7er!_%.
The bonded spcimens all faied at the
of
c!4r

wens with Inserts and . 02 inch sore is kqr;

t'-. the stress concentra.tion fcý.ac-fr of (h%
specimen with the . 05 inch core.

the brod line.

Although the d~ata Indicate the above
trends, it is noted that scatter does erist and
tends to obscure many of the d1i1erences which
may exist. It is of interest to note that data
are more consistent for the continuous beam
specinens than for the butt joint specinl,,ns.
Also, for the butt joint specimens, there Is
considerably less scatter for the bonded specimens than for the unbonded spectmons.

From the standpolnt of load carrying
capability several trends are indicated by t he
test data shown in Figs. 14 thrcd Iih16. First,
referring to Figs. 14 and 15, It apeears Phat
the resistance to b..ndlg fati,•;e loads of each
of the three bonded conflhzUratIcns is less than
that of the unbondcd specimens of the co,-responding configuration. Referring next to
Fig. 14, it appears that for the unoanded butt
joint specimens, the additlon of the inserts
improves the lending fatt'e lond resistl;ce
of the viscoelastic specimens with core thicknesses of both . 02 inch and . u incO. Atlo for
the unbonded butt joint specimens with inserts,
the beInding fatigy.e load resistance 2ppears to
be significantly greorrr forý'ý-',c!i:nors wvith
.02 inch core than for the speý::;.asns -,•;_h a
.05 Inch ccre. The correspondir; setatement
for specimens without inserts annears to be
true only for the higher load levels.

CONCLUSIONS

Nominal face plate stresses were calculated using Eqs. (11) and (12) and the betidng
fatigue load data discussed above. Spectmen
deflection measurements were made during the
bending fatigue tests. The measured deflections were used to determine eqijivalent beam
lengths, which were then used in the st.'es3
calculations. The calculated stresses for the
specimens vs cycles to failure are plotted in
Figs. 32 through 35. Also shon in the fibre
is a reverse bending S-N curve for 2024-T3
clad aluminum. The curve is for an unnotched
specimen and has been extended from one hundred thousand cycles to ten thousand cycles,
The trends observed in evaluating the bending
fatigue load resistance of the specimens can
be restated in turns of stress concentration
of the data shown in Flg;s. 32
factors by3. means
T.
fts.
through 35. The stress concen-ration factors
of the bonded bitt joint desigfn configaratlons
shown in Fig. 35 are greater than those for the

1.

The critical bxckling load of tge viscoeelastic beam tested is aaproxtnrately FO2,
of that for the control beam of the same
weight.

2.

The use of inserts In the vlscoelastic
specimens increases the ultimate tensile
strength of the joint from 501b to 85%ý of
that of the control specinens.

3.

The resistance of the joints conrt,!ntng
viscoelastic material to tensioncompression fatigue loads is, in general,
considerably less than that of the control
specimens. For the unbonded specniens,
the inserts have little effect on the fatigue
life of the Joint at the low load levels.
Bonding the specimen to the loading fixture provides a significant improvement
in the tension-compression fatigue resistance of the joints containing viscoelastic
material and at the same time increases
the effectiveness of the insert.
The scatter of test data makes it difficult

4.

to evaluate the effectiveness ratios assoeLated with the various viscoelastic design
configurations for bending fatigue loads.
However, in general, they are signtficantyghrtnfotnsn-o
reso
iy higher than for tension-compression
fatigue loads. Bonding the specimens to
te loading fixtures changes the faIlure
location and reduces their resistance to
bending fatigue. The Inserts, in general,

corresponding unbonded design ccrflgýur2tlna
shown in Fig. 33. For the unbonded viscoelastic specimens, the inserts a pear to red~uce
the stress concentration factors associated
with the . 02 in-h core design and the . 05 inch
core design. Also, the stress concentration

the joints.
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DISCUSSON

Mr. Un•ar (BIot rranek _d Ne n,:
You are tejingr us 'hat viscoelastic insert•a are
not good even If you hrave a fatigue problem.
Some of the data that yo'a have shown, of course,
showed that addirg viscoelastic material reduces
the fatigue resistance. What did you keep constant? I know that you had a constamt load

As a matter of fact we have alrendy chgem milled
some specimens to try to increase this fa•igue
resistance and have hid some succens with it.

amplitude durtng any given test, but did you

subjected to bending loada?

Of course there is the problem of fabrication.

Mr. Laier (Barry Controls): Were the
first specimens which you sh1eid in the slides

design your sp-ecimens to have a constant stress
amplitude os well?

Mr. LaBarge: Yes-The first specimens
were bending spicimens.

Mr. LaBTarFe-: No we did not. I forgot to
mention that we did destgnT the specimens with-

Mr. Laler: And these were not set up as

out Inserts and the control specimens were designed such that they both had equnl weight, so
we hold that constant. For the specinens with
inserts thIs was lust an attempt to see if we
could quickly lncreoase the fati-Sue resistance of
the specimens withmut adding too much weight,
When you add the inserts you have to accept this
weight penalty. They did not turn out quite as

Mr. LaxBe: No, they were not eq-xl
stiffness. The contTol and the specimen without inserts were equal weight specimens. In
the paper we present analysis to predict the
stresses in the specimens and we al.o dlscuas
the effects of the viscoelastic matprials on the

well as we had anticipated, and at the present
time we are looling into a chem mill process.

KT associated with the stress concentration
factors associated with the joints.

equals stilness sections?
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~ne ~o~tP'rIn cl~stcisolallon
of
vibritllon. 7Thisýa_'e !
iin
;oehai
which
emnploys
l-cf:Lsk
H
avr~ic
tuatlon, hag been reduced
to practical oio'
hvr
a-d 1icrs-:yben
applied In the
solutlin of prroblems- for
':~cn ts
isolation 1-chnigues have proven
inadgucie.
he thnorerioz'l tý.sI3 fu-r teonýe ation of the isolatIon
systm
issd
i dl ,iocud~n
cosdriat
of systemn stability.
Exprimten',al dab,' areý -rov'illod fct us ilrec.Jonal singleP-n'ass Isolation
systen, configuratilons t-)t crovide liiein-solatfic~, broad-band
isolation, single-notch isolattcn, ci'ndnotch and broad-bend
isolatlon, multiple notch iii~oand
notch, Isolation with automatic
frequency trackinq. l*'s re-sulls qemnp,'.ssizo the untque performeýnce
clharacteris'tics of olcrhda
iiclsovion systemns, Including isolation
of ultra low-f roguj~c*c;lrai
zero :stattoc and steady-state relative
defletions, res'ponse substantia~l, I
~csend-rnt of t,t.e weight of the
This ps'

och~anical

Isolated body, and the ability t0 tailor Vthe frregu,,ency response characteristics to satisfy a wide rance of sper.!fic reguýirpnents.

INTRODUCTION
Vibration Isolation systern may be categorized as active or passive, depe:)nd1n on
whether or not external power is; renuircd focr
the isolator to perform its function. Active
Isolation systems are servorrechanisms comnprised of excitation arid/or response, sensors,
sensor signal processors, and actuators. The
sensors provide signals proportional to dynamic
excitation or response quanltites: the signal
processors modify and combine sensor signals
to create a command signal; and, the actuators
apply forces or induce mnotions In accordance
with the comr.snd signal,
DePending upon the nature of the fee~dba-ck
and the actuation me~chanitsms, ,active isolatlon
systems can generally be classIfied as electromechanical, pure fluidic (pneumatic orhydrau1ic), mechanoflulidc (mechanopneumiatlc or
mechanohydraulic). electrofluidic ("elctropneumatic or electrohydraulic), electric-fluid
(elec.trically conductive or magnetic fluids),
and electrodynamnic [I]*. Altheuoh any of these
types of active isolation systems may ba
suitable for a specific problem, the electro______________________mass

*Numbers In brackets designate Referencas
at end of paper.

hydraulic isolat-on system offers a number of
advantages that make It applicable to a w~de
range of vibration ard Shock ISOIAtton
problems [1-97J. The infcrmnation prespnted In
this paper represents some of the results of a
continuing corporate research and development
program oni active isolatlon being conducted by
Barr/ Controls.
Schematic diagrams of the electrohydrautic vibration isolation systems constdered in
this paper are illustrated in Fig. I for vibrition
excitation a(t) of the foundation. The pujrpose
of the isolator is to reduce the level of vibration response x(t) of the isolated mass. The
mass m for the isolation system shown in
Fig. l(a) is connected directly to the hydrau-'
Ito actuator rod whereas, for 'he Isolation
system shown in Fig. 1(b) , the mass
mn Is
.con~nected Indirectly to the actuator rod by a
flexible mechanical coupling (passive isolator).
For the purpose of this paper, It Is assume.,d
that the unidirectional single-mass isolation
systems are linear and ex ' cjc-ce translaitional
vibration only. Furthormroro, both the Isolated
and the foundation are assumed rigid.

constdtratIm fdaental
to the desIgn of
,..•electh-dra
c' lsolatimn systems Is the
"reqiArnent for system stability.

~LlNOM.ENICU
~

IAjTT'

S!,cwn In p

essare

tie uni'ls of tV'e

parar-eters in terms of force (F),
-..-

time (7).

.

length (L1, and

Capital leters are used to designate

the Lapalce transform of time-depndv-t

variables denoted by low case letters: e. g.

P - P (s) - z~~)

"

.....
---

=

average actuator area

V

=

nominal actuator chamber volume (25 )

=

bulk modulus of hhydraulic fluid (,/12)
leakage coefficient for piston(T/fr
La
an actuaor p---T

-

__"

(W?)

A

-

1

"a

= natural frequency of mass

--

Q
-a

am

2.A

(b)

fraction of critical damping
of mass and actuator,
dimensionless

m
Fig. I - Schematic diagrams of
electrohydraulic isolation systems
(a) without and (b) with a flexible
mechanical coupling (passive isolator)
The electrohydraulic Isolation systems
considered in this paper employ acceleration of

.

mass (FT 2/1)

Ca

=

stiffness of flexible coupling (F/L)
3
/L
•L
acceleraton feedback flow gain -- /- T

Cv

=

relative velocity feedback

the isolated mass and relative displacement

flow qlflL

between the mass and the foundation as the
primary feedback signals. These signals are
modified and combined in the servoamplifler to
produce a command signal that operates a
servovalvi to control the flow of a relatively
incompressible fluid to and from the hydraulic
actuator (double-acting cylinder).
The servoamplifier consists of active electronic networks
that perform amplification, attenuation, differentiation, integration, addition, multiplication,

TT
relative displacement feedback
r
flow gain---/L
0

Cd

Ci

=

integral-displacement feedback
3

3L

flow gain(-/LT)

division, frequency response shaping, and
compensation functions. Consequently, the

p

=

pressure (F/I?)

flow through the servovalve can be made a
function of a wide variety of parameters, such
as Jerk. acceleration, velocity, displacement,

q
a

=

flow (I?/Tl
displacement of foundation (L1

time-integral of displacement, etc.,

=

whern the

effect of each feedback parameter is controlled
independently by adjusting its gain.

y

Feedback control systems are susceptible
to instabilities that occur in various forms,
such as steady-state limit cycle oscillations
(hunting) and transient oscillaticns with amplitudes that Increase in time. Therefore, a major

x

.

8

=
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displacement of actuator rcd (1.)
displacement of mass (L)
(x-a) - relative displacement of
mass W

(Y-a)

z
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Subsitituting Eq. (4) or (5) In Eq. (3) and simnplifying termns, the following roelations for avervfl
valw- flow for the two isolatlon systoms shown
in ri;s. l(a) and l(b), respectively, are
obtainod
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These equations for averkage flow throuqh the
valve may be written in Laplace transform
notation, as follows

flexible coupling

C

ý+(A"

fixed elemnent
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STIPUMlD TIRMRoqACAL ANALYSES
T s

Simp~liflod &fyses of the elec-trohydrau-

lIf, IsolAtl'on system- r-my b'q performned by
and
assuming incor-,pre-s~Ibie 'low (0 ~
0 and Ca - 0).
zero i~ae(C,
wa~)

and unity trensfer functions for the servovaive
land feedbaý,ck trensduct., . Theýse assumptions
-are
valld for vib~ration at frequencies considerably less than the natural frequencies associated with the actuator. servovaive and
feedback transducers. As discussed later, the
flexible coupling between the actuator rod and
the Isolated mass is emplydticiv
Improved high-freq-uency vibration Isolation,

T R(S)

~CA

C
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C
*C

Ats
+ *C

-C a
+ (C + A)3
v

+C

(l

C
d

Tho form. of these equations are identical tio
those that apt;ly for a passive Isolation system
where the isoiator Is a penralel combinatidn of
a linear spring and a viscous damper. T"he
feedback gains for acceleration Ca an-I
relative displacement Cd determine the
natural frequency w-- in a manner similar: to
the mass and stiffness parameters in the
viscous damped passive Isolation system,' as
follows:

Consequently, for the present low-frequency
analyses, the flexible coupling stiffness kc
*and, therefore, the natural frequency wc are
assumed to be infinite. With these assurnptions, the average valve flow Is given simply
by

ab

'Pd

(')
In addition to establishing tha fundamental roles
of the feedback parameters and the feedback
parameter gains, the sirmplified low-frequency
analyses seorve to demonstrate the capability of
achieving extremely low Isolation system
natural frequencies, zero static and steiadystate relative deflections. and cons iderable
flexibility in shaping the frequency response'a
characteristics.

.(13)

Furthermore, the effective fraction of critical
damping C Is given by
C+

A
(14)

The ability to select feedback gains; Ca
Cd over a very wide range (compareda to
the limited ranges for the mass and stiffness
counterparts of these parameters In a passive
Isolation systen) Is the basis for being able to
provide extremely lwntrlfrequencies of
electrohydraulic Isolation sys te ms. Furtluer-

~and

S
RASIC SYSTO E74SMCNE
appropriately processing the acceleraBynai
onanreaiedisplacement fedaksgas
in the servoampllfer, the flow through the
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The resultQ
As a resonance-froa ltAuation systemn with
greater d "-rees of hiqh"-freqrency isolation
provided for Increasingly greater valum-s of
In practice,
acceleration feedback gain C,,.
It Is untikely that pure accelorition feied!ba-ck
can b-s employed bec-euse of the, eucnilt
of the system to voltago or cunr-.nt rftthat
may cause large undesirlod displacoments of the
Isolated mrass. This dlfflculty can bi rerr;dleýd
by the addlition of a s-mall iamount of relative

displace-ment feedbick to prov~da position
control without materially altering the Isolation
characteristics .
Applying Routh's stability criteria DlII to
the charaicteristic equation for the closed-lomop
respionses given by Eqs. (11) and (12), the
isolation sy:7tem Is stable for Ca. Cd ý' 0
and C. > - A. Therefore, high gain ecceler-ation feedbanck m~ay bo employed to achieve a
nat-ural fre-quency virtually as low as deslredJ
while maintaining a stable Isolation system.
It should be noted, however, that linear
electrohydrzaulllc Isolation systems of the typoeC
described above. may exhibit large dynamic
deflections In res*,onse to shock excitation
because of the extremiely low naturil friquencios that can be achieved, To avoid this
sltuatloh, nonlincar electr-onic compensation
can be introduced Into the acceleration end/or
relative displ4;cemnent feedback loops to
substantially charge the3 loop gain for relative
displacements exceeding an established linciar
range of operation £4]. This has tho effect of
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Eq. (9) for valve flow can be .nodifced to
include Integral-displacem-ent feedback contr.)!,
as follows
(CSaX+vs4+C&+C
/)
CsX+C,,
a
+ dA C/)
I

17
(7

C61,?
where the -integral-displacement gain C,
ard T is the time constant of an integrator in
ho relative displacement fpeebaýck loopq.
Combining Eqs. (8) and (17) result!, In the
followli.g third-order equation of motion:

c s 3X +I(C + A)s
a

I v

+ C s +
d

C, I

0 (18

i

Solution of this equation for the absolute ann
the relative transfer functions is as follows:

TA(S)

T()
TR(

(C + A)? + C dS + C1I
c.5
C S- + (CV +
aAa
d

C

s

c
+ v~ +AS+
A) ,

CG_

7

(19)

(20)

a

Application of the final vatlue theorem ( 12) to
the solution for relative deflection given by
Eq. (20) for the case ?f unit acceleration stop
indicatas that tha static
excitation a(s) - 1/s
and steady-state relative deflections are zero,

as follows

H

limit •
t-* 8(t

8S

lmit
S-0sAs

limitTR(s)
a

j(0 0(1

Applying Routh's stability criteria to the characteristic equation for the closed-loop responses given
by Eqs. (19) and (20), the isolation system is stable for Ca > 0, Cv > - A, and (Cv +A)Cd > CaC.
Therefore, Incorporation of time-Integral of relative displacement feedback provides a means of
eliminating static and steady-state relative deflections while maintaining a stable isolation system.
Eq. (9) for valve flow can be modified to include a first-order lead compensation network
Ts!(Ts + 1) in the acceleration feedback loop, as follows

C r
Q Ia(75

+05X + Cvs A+ CdAJ.2)

(22)

where T is the time constant of the lead compensation network. Combining Eqs. (8) and (22) results
in the following thdrd-order equation of motion:
CJs X+

(Cv + A)s + (Cv

A +Cd )s +CdCd

(23)

Solution of this equation for the absolute and the relative transfer functions is as follows:

TA (s)

'-' r

(CV,+ A)1s 2+ (Cv+A + Cd1})s + C(
+(Cv+ Js+A)Y
(Cv +A
Cd'r)S,+ Cd

-Caav s
TR(s) = Ca1.Ss + (Cv + A)1.sa + (Cv+ A + C dTs + Cd

(25)

Application of the final value theorem to the solution for relative deflection once again indicates that
the static and steady-state relative deflections are zero. Routh's stability criteria applied to the
characteristic equation for the closed-loop responses given by Eqs. (24) and (25) Indicates that the
isolation system is stable for Ca > 0, Cv > - A, and (Cv + A)(C, + A + Cd) >CaCd. Therefore, use
of first-order lead compensation in the acceleration feedback loop serves to elimlnate static and
steady-state relative deflections while maintaining a stable isolation system.
The addition of Integral-displacement feedback control or lead compensation in the acceleration
loop does not materially alter the vibration isolation characteristics, since relatively low values of
gain Ci or high values of the lead compensation time constant T" are generally employed. However,
a radically altered transient response characteristic results for step accelerations and, to a lesser
extent, for other forms of transient excitation. In addition to eliminating the static and steady-state
relative deflections, the peak transient deflections of the isolation systems are reduced. It is
Interesting to note that, for ramp acceleration excitation a(s) = jo/s' where 10 is the constant value
of Jerk excitation, the isolation system has a constant value of steady-state relative deflection given
by -jo C&JCi and
respectively.

-7o CaT/Cd for integral-displacement feedback and acceleration lead compensation,

NOTCH ISOLATION CHARACTERISTICS
There are instances where it is desired to obtain both resonant vibration control and a degree of
vibration isolation greater than that provided by the basic electrohydraulic isolation system, as

expressed by Eqs. (11), (19) and (24). For example, a high degree of Isolation at a partdcular frequency may be preferred over broad-band isolation characteristics. Networks for shaping the
frequency response characteristics of the electrohydraulic isolation system may be incorporated In the
acceleration loop, as the following discussion demonstrates relative to achieving single-notch and
multiple-notch isolation characteristics. This type of electrohydraulic Isolation s, stem is particularly
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Single-Notch Isolation
A very hi.gh degree of vibration Isolatlto;n may bi obtis,ed at a dscrete frequenoy by Inccrpohaving an und.mprýd rescnance ch.racteristc In the ao:eltog
nh.
nt'rk
rating a fequency response s
which applies
+nW/(s
+
wn),
n
eration loop. One such net.vork is represented by the transfer function
for a simple undamped second-order osclilator. This network provides an infinite gain in the acceleration feedback loop at the frequency w = wn, theteby/ resulting In zero tranzmisslon of vibration a!
demonstrated below.
Modifying Eq.

(9) to include the second-order oscillator network in the accilsratIon loop gives

-, C 7(j -r .nv
Combining Eqs.

(26)

Cd&l

,s2X+C+

(8) and (26) results in the following third-order equation of motion:
Can2 s2X+ (CVA)

0
+S+CdWn2A-

A),n

s3+Cds + (

(27)

Solution of this equation for the absolute and relative transfer functions is as follows:

TA(S

(Cv +A)s+Cd (s +n)
+ (C a Wn4"•d-'•,
Cd+
tc+

(Cv + PJ S•

TR(s) = (Cv +A) s

+ (CaiWn

Cd)SJ

(28)

+)

w n• 4.
9C

+*(Cv+A)w

d Wn-

S+Cd •n

(29)

Upon substituting s = ijw, these equatlons indicate that the absolute transmlisibility is zero and the
Consequently, this formnof the electrohVdr'1ulIc Isolation
relative transmissibility is unity for w• tW1.
system Is Ideal for the isolation of vtbrntion excl-ttion having a single discrete frequency. An addltional advantage is the relatively small relative defections that occur in response to shock e~rcitaticn.
Routh's stability criteria applied to the characteristic equation of the closed-loop response. given by
Eqs. (28) and (29) indicates that the isolation system is stable for Ca, Cd > 0 and Cv> - A.

Multiple-Notch Isolation
Notch Isolation zharacteristics may be obtained at more than one frequency by usinq several
second-order oscillator networks arranged in parallel in the acceleration loop. The frequency
N
2
which
(32 + w,;)
response shaping network Is represented by the transfer function Z÷u/wn) [,
represents the summation of N single-notch networks having arbitrarily spaced natural frequencies,
and a gain relationship of w-½/wn to provide equal p,-rcentaqe bandwidths of each notch. This network provides infinite gain In tho acceleration feedback loop at each notch natural frequency W-i .Afn,
thereby resulting in zero transmission of vibration as demonstrated below.
Modifying Eq.
loop gives

(9) to include

N

parallel second-order oscillator networks in the acceleration

"Nt IeWn\
w

)

I
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s2X + CvsACdA]

(30)

Combinin~g Eqs. (9) and (30) results In the ,oloin
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(31)

Solution of this equatio:n for the absolute And relative transfer huncticn is as follo7ws:
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transfer functions, This simplification was
introduced to demonstrate clearly the basic lowfrequency response characteristics of the
electrohydraulic Isolation system. As a
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(32)

Blokdigram
,

are sfftofn

finxed.

and 3 for the electrohydraulic Isolation systemns
Illustrated In Fig. I(a) and 1(b), respectively,
where H represents the transfer function for
Isolation system fixed elements ard G

I--

A.W

Fig. 2 -Block
diagram of electrohydraulic
Isolation system without a flexible
coupling (passive isolator)

Fig. 3 -Block
diagram of the electrohydraulic isolation system with a
flexible coupling (passive Isolator)
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relatively low. The natural friqulncy of :he
servovalve is generally between SO and 2";) Mi,
and the effective natural freq ency of the mass
suppor'r.d by the actuator witho,-t a fl~xiln
coupling is also generally between 5 ari.d
203 Hz. The fraction of crltlcel dami-'nr, for the
mass and actuator system generally rin ,,n
between 0. 1 and 0.3, deoenring uqnnwher
the da,-cIng Is provided by the a tuator se:al
alone or whether significant damping due to
leaka-ýe exists. Accelerometer3 and dbsplacement transducers can qenorally be select-3]
that have relatively high natur.al frnctr,
(e.g., above 1000 Hz) ane, therefore, bopresent minor influences on stability.
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or,,n-loop transifor function, dflrw-1 'follows:

T3(s) =

C aG 011VX
£(34)

The flow from the servovalve for t.-e op
condition Is

Q

sv

where

X = A since

-H•.(,

Cdd-d

a(s)

Is ,s•"•d

-P

)

zero.

Combining Eqq. (35) and (711).
?
hr X
ftc7
in terms of E, and placing tuhi result in
Eq. (34) gives the followinq general enrl tcn
for the open-loop transfer furction:
C G 11Has'
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L
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1
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The open-loop transfer function for the IsolatIon system block dlaqram shown in F!g. 2,
which does not include thu flexible coupling,
is obtaincd by setting wc
Pelative velocity feedback is not sho-,n
in Figs. 2or3 or in Eq. (36) since it is ,-r
7!
ily obtained by differentiation of the relntiv,
displacement signal by use of a netw•rk havilnq
the transfer function
Gd ' I

O
(
C+Cd

__v_5

s

(37)

where r is the time constont of a lag compensatlon network employed to wash Out the
velocity feedback signal for frequencies qreater
than W=-/7.

A form of mechanical compensation may
be obtained by connecting the mass to the
actuator rod through a flexible coupling, as
shown by the schematic diagram In Fig. 1(b)
and the block diagram in Fig. 3. Since the
stiffness of the flexible coupling is in series
with the actuator stiffness, the effective
natural frequency of th6 actuator and mass is
lowered to less than wc. Therefore, a lowstiffness flexible coupling can be employed to
attenuate the acceleration !nop gain and at the
same time offer passive vibration isolation at
higher frequencies (see Experimental Results,
Figs. Sand 7, for example). However,

The dynamics of the acceleromretr,
displacement transducer, and snrvovalve can
be represented as a damped second-order
transfer function, as follows

2

e

e
W S
e

Peferring to Eq. (36) with a - j,. th,)
open-loo: phase angle for the uncor.;qnertd
system (Ga = Gd- 1) at frequencies aepprcaching zero is +130P . At Jntermedlat; froqunicla
(wi< Wa, wsv)where tho value of the di;oicoriment feedback -ns
term th
becomes
small conpared
I=
pnloppdý,rý
to the other terms, the ooen-Iocp phave eroie
app.roaches +9LP . For higher frequencies, the
phase angle Is lagged strongly by the dynamics
of the servovalve and actuator ( -18Go phase
lag for each element), thereby resulting in a
phase angle less than -18e' and a total galIn
far in excess of unity, which indic,)tes that the
system is grossly unstable. The system can ba
stabilized by using low-frequancy lag, laglead, quadratic or a combination of these
compensation networks, as represented by Ga
In the acceleration loop, to lover the acceleratlon gain below unity at the frequency where
the open-loop phase angle is -18T . These
compensation networks can provide adequate
stability for the system, but at the sacrifice
of vibration isolation at high frequencles (see
Experim,4ntal Pesults, Fig. 5 for example).
Lead-!aq and pole-cancollatlon comDensation
networks cannot be used since they require
excessive gain and the natural frequencies of
the system fixed elements vary with excitation
amplitude and actuator position because of
nonlinearities.

(3S)
e
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drive the servovalve torqgue motor. The &-ervovalvP connected to the actuator by a mranif1old
regulites *the flow of hydraý"11c fluid from a
hydraulic power supply (rot shcvrn) that has a
3.' gpm flow capacity At 1500 psl pressure.

eltctronic comnenseaion natwinks generally are
still rt-quired to ach,.ieve satisfactory rnarmIns of

stabililty.
DZPERIM.ENTAL RESULTS

The p-rformance of the vibration Isolatfon
system was measured in terms of the absolLte
transmissibility, which is dsflned as the ratio
of the harmnonic vibration response amplitude
of the isclate-d mass to the amplitude of
harmonic vibration excitation Imposed on theý
foundation. Vibrntisn excitation was Imnoosv!
on the isolation system foundatilon (the structural frame) by use of a specially modified
mechanical shaker over the frequency range of
0.02 to 10 11!z, and a standard1 electrodynamic
shaker over the freque~ncy ranga of S to 500 Hz.
The vibral-on response of the Isolated rigid
mass was neasured by an exter-nal DCDT at
low frequencies and a plez"electric accelerometer at high frequencies.

A pholtoqraph of a stn-.ile-rrass lahoritor-/
xearlmontal mtordel of the electrohlydraulic
vibration- isolation system attichfý'd to a vib~ation shak-ir is shown in Fig. 4. The h-drauli~c
act-uator, servoaccelerometer, direct current
differential transformer displaciment traensducer (DCDT1). se m'valve and flexible
coupling are standard commercially available
compoor.ents, whereas the servoanpl"iier (not
sho-vn) is a custorm assembly empoiying
operational amplifers and various types of
flrequency response shaping netw.,orks and
compensation networks.

Open-loop transfe-r f'Unctions were mecasured by disconnecting the acceleration feedback signal and, in its place,, substituti~ng an
external excitation signal iron an oscillator.
The magnitude of the open-loop transfer
function represents the ratio of the amnplitude
of the disconnected acceleration feedback
signal to the amplitude of the external signal
substituted In its place. The phase angle of
the open-loop transfer functilon represents the
phase difference between the disconnected
acceleration signal and the externally applied
signal. The displacement loop remained
closed, thereby maintaining the actuator In its
null position which was required for testing
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purposes.

~Experimental trans m ss Ibility curves are
in Figs. 5 to IS with system paramn~eters selected to provide l.1mited -band Isolation,
broad-band isolation, single-notch Isolation,
combined notch and broad-band isolation,
multiple-notclh isolation, and notch isolation
with automatic frequency tracking. For each
system tested, open-loop transfer functions
(mnagnitude and phase) were measured to determine the margin of stability in terms of gain and
phase margins ( 133. The gain margin Is define-d
as the additional gain that just makes the
system unstable; that Is, the magnitude (db) of
the open-loop transfer function when the phase
angle is -13d~. TPhe phase margin is defined as
the additional decrease In phase angle that just
makes the system unstable for a un!-ty gain
(0 db magnitude) of the open-loop transfer
function: that Is, the phase margin equals 180?
plus the negative phase angle corasponding to
a magnitude of 0 db.

Fig. 4 -Photograph
of the laboratory
experimental mo-del of the electrohydraulic vibration Isolation system
Tho hydraulic actuator (S-inch stroke,
2-1/2 inch bore) is supported within, a rigid
sttricture1 frame that houses four linear bearing
and shaft assemblies for constraining the
motion of the rigid payload in vertical translation. The isolated weight was 150 or 250 lbs.,
depending on the. Isolation system configuration,
The overall height of the isolator (18 inches)
was selected for convenience in conducting
experimental research,

The servoacceleromneter (force-balance
type) attached to the payload mass provides
the acceleration feedback signal and the DCDT
connected between the mass and the structural
frame (representing a rigid fo~indation) provides
the relative displacement feedback signal. The

LI?¶ITE0-BARD tISMAT10f3
Trans mis sibility curves for limited-band
isolation are shown in Fig. 5 for the electrohydraulic isolation system with no flexible

sarvoamplifier processing these feedback
signals provides a flow command signal to
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curves for limited-band isolation systems
,

employing second-order lag and quadratic
compensation

6 - Ex e-Imental Bode diagrams of
fg.
open-loop transfer function for limitedband Isolation system with quadratic
compensation

coupling. The isolated weight was 1S lbs.,
and an electrcnic resonance was created M,
0.5 Hz with a resonant transmissibility of 1.4.
Second-order lag and quadratic compensation
were employed in the acceleration loop to
stabilize the isolation system. The transmissibility curve demonstrates the lirnited bandwidth of Isolation that Is provided by the
electrohydraullc Isolation system with no flexIble coupling. A transmlsslbllitv less than 0.5
was provided ot'er the frequency rang- of
approximately I to 10 Hz, and the systern with
quadratic compensation generally provided
better isolation than the system with secondTlhe hydraulic resorder lag compensation.
onance in the region of 150 Hz is pri:.arily due

_

V_

-

to the hydraulic fluid compressibility effects.
The degree of amplification at the hyd:aulic

T.,

resonance is a function primarily of the

actuator damping characteristics, and ;asslvep
isolation of vibration Is provided for frequoncies
greater than 200 Hz in accordance with the
passive Isolation characteristics of the hyd-aulic actuator.

*

IL•4•Iv

The open-looc transfer function for the
Isolation system with quadratic compensation
is shown in Fig. 6 In the form of Bode diagrams
(magnitude and pnase angle v arsus frequenoy)
Determination of the gain ;--d phase margins

Fig. 7 - Experimental transmissibility
curves for broad-band Isolation systems

from the Bode diagrams is as Indicated in Fig. 6:

with elastcmer~c (fc = 10 HZ) and helical

the gain margin is 8 db and the phase margin
is 4Sý .

spriLg (f! .

3 hz) flexible couplings.

provide hlgh-frequency vibration isolation.

The

BRi0AD-BAD ISCLATION

Isolated weight was 250 lbs. ,.and an electronic

Transmissibility curves for broed-band
isolation are shown in Fig. 7 for the electrohydraulic isolation system with flexible
couplings (passive isolators) employed to

resonance was created at 0.5 Hz with a resonant transmissibility of 1.5. An elastomeric
isolator was employed to achieve fc = 10 Hz
while a helical spring was used to achieve
fc= 3 Hz. The tansmissibility curves demonstrate that lowering the stiffness of the flexible
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Fig. 9 - Exprimental transmissibil!ty
curve for a si le-nozfh isolation system
with the notch antiresonance at 5 Hz

/

k i

at 5 Hz. Approximately 99 percent isolation
was provided a' the notch frequjency and thenominal bandwidth of the notch (measuared at a
trens-issibility of 0.5) was 100 percent. A
resonance condition existed at approximately
2 Hz, wfth a resonant trsnsmissibiiity of 1.2.

-

LiL.

-~

The gain margin of the single-notch !solatlon

I

1I

system was 10 db and the phase margin was 94•.

,

iWIi
I

_J

Transmisslbillty curves for single-notch

,.J~J

isolation systems with various notch ban.w.idths

with resonant transnm.issibilities ranging between
1. 5 and 2.0. For frequencies greater than

are shown in Fig. 10 for a notch frequency cf
Hz, at which greater than 99 percent Isolation
was prcvlded. The low, medium and high gains
in the acceleration loop result in bandwidths
(meas.ared at a transmissibility of 0. 5) of
nominaily 10, 50 and 100 percent, rescectively.
The higher the acceleration loop gain, the
greater the bandwidth and the higher the resonant transmissibility, which had values of
1. 05, 1. 15 and 1. 2, respectively, for the three
increasingly greater values of gain. rurthur-

is Hz. the transmissibility Is essentially the

more, for a given notch frequency, an Increase

"EQuEc•Y(}OW
Fig. 8 - Experimental transmissibility
curves for broad-band isolation systems
with flexible coupling (fc = 3 Hz) and
resonant frequencies of 0.05, 0. 1 and
0.5 Hz

same
for all threensmstnsi
three systems.
sae

It
is interestingtho
to
Ity
Iseintereting
note that passive isolation systems with 0.05,
0. 1 and 0. S Hz resonant frequencies would
exhibit static deflectlons of approximately
320 feet, 82 fret, and 3 feet, respectively,
whereas the electrohydraulic isolation system
The gain margins
has a zcro static deflection.
0argin
fras
for the 0. 035,0. 1 and 0. 5 Hz resonant rmargin:
quency systems were 10 db, 9 db and 8 db,
respectively, and the phase margins were 3e
30( , and 90' . respectivrly.

nant
frequency
thegain
isolation
system,
in accelerati
.;i of
loop
decreases
the which
resohad values of 3.5, 2.0 and 1.75, respectmvely,
for thae three increasingly greater values of ga3r.
The margins of stability for the three singlenotch isolation systems were as follows: low
gain, 28 db gain margin and 10T• phase margin:
mediumhgain, 140db gain
andon0nt
and high gain, 10 db gain margin and
margin.
ase
m
94* phase margin.
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Transeinssiblllty Curves
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for

H

nol ntch at
isolation, with and withoutt a s
5 Hz, are :;•own in Fig. 11 for thel,'troor
hydraulic isolatoon

,er•c

system with coasto

10 Hz).

t
flexiblte coupling

Theis

d

lsolat
o

weight was 250 ibs. r and an electronic reso-

th
nance was created at 0.n5
transmis

bility of

1.s.

wri
The

a res!nHnt

.

transm-ssibnlity

characteristics of the broad-hand isolation
system were previously discussed wt_
uig.'
7. The transl0
rH t Ilsblyt
reference to
Curve providing Combined notch and broadband isolation characterIictics Is esstntially
the same as without the notch, except In the
region of the notch frequency, at which
greater than 99 percent Isolatlon Is pr-ov.ded.
For the broad-Dand isolation systen without
the notch, the gain margin was 5 db and the
phase margin was 50° whereas, for the
isolation system providing combined r.tch and
broad-band Isolation, the gain m.rnarqn was 5 db
and the phase margin was 33 . Consequently,
a slight decrease In the margin of stability Is
associated with the addition of the single-notch
Isolation characteristlc.

L
-

rig. 12 - Experimental transmissib'"ty
Curve for a multiple-notch isolation system
with the notch antiresonances at 5, 10
and 20 Hz
and the frequncles assoclated, with the threo
notches &-e related harmonically. At S. 10 and
20 Hz, greater than 99 porcent Isolation Is
provided and the nominal band-wldths of the
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(r e5sured at a trAn
his~bllity of 0. 5)
was 8 Per-co',.
No a3voarevt reýnAnce condltlon
i
XFted Ind the
ws
-a ey-aP
to Of less thAn uOrtl
b,;wrn
the notch fequ"CnICS.- Kowe-7r, 'o r~
ITUP-Cles 7gro,,er
the5~
. hligest nolc'.
cy
tjrs i--r
sbil!ty Cx ed'unity with a hydraulic r't,r~rc
0Urfing
In thc' reloICn of .I 50 Hz. The
gain 7mi;jn of the three-notch Isolatlon systemr
OotCh•

was

,db and 0he phase margin was 6S,.

Fig.

The trans'nissibllity curve shown in
13 is for a three-notch Isolation system,,

that It co Aes,cnds to the fr

ency of v.bratloe
excitation. Th-, inolate•l w-;ht was 150 lbs.
and the bandwdth of tohe noýc (easured at a
transmissibility of 0. 5) wAs 8 p•rcent.

.

I. Lo-

/

"Eus=

-

___.__

-I.

I"

14 - txperimental transmissibility

_Fig.

curve ffr a notch isolation system With
automatic frequency tracking using a
frequency-dete-7tlon network In the
acceleration feedback loop

whereuc
tKIe

Fig. 03 - Experimental transmis.sibility
curve for a multhple-notch isolation

system with the notch anteresonances
at S,

7.5 and

nd.
Hz t

where the notch frequencies are not related
hýarmonlcally And the notch bandwvidths (mo,sthrd at a tprnsmisatlyblty of 0.t ) aren

8 percent.
and 11ri

i

At the notch frequencies of 5, 7.5
Theý1
Hz. greater than 9ot prcent isolation

Is provi8de.
A resonance condition
wxisted
for
tcr Isolation
where the resonant
frequency was 3.5
the rfsonann trans-r.nu
missibility was 1.05.

az

fystetm,
tnd

For frequencies greater

than a
nproximately 20 Hz, the transmsssh
curve Is esoentnlaly that showydn in Fig.

i
12.

T
The4in

tbility

feedbc_

b

cV
o

i

t

c

gailn margin of the thre-otc
notch
Isolation system
was 8 db and the phase margin was 7m .
a

Ffg. it - Experimental transetoksstbiloty

curve for a notch Isolation system with

NOTCH
ISOLATIONTRACKING
Wcit, AMtoiaTIC
FREQUENCY

automatic
tachometerfrequency
feedback tracking using

Transmissibility curves are shown In

Theo transmissibility curve shown in

Figs. ]14 and IS for single-notch electrohydraull isolation systems with automatic notchfrequency tracking capabiliti. The automatic

Fig. 14 was obtained• by processing the acceleration feedback signal t~hrouqh a frequencydetection netw•ork t•o obtain the, control signal

frequency tracking Is achieved by employing a
feed•back

required to adapt the notch frequency of the

signal propor-Uonal to the frequency

frequency response shaping net'ork to the

of vibration eycitatlon to drive an adaptive
single-notch electronic shaping network to

zfrequency of vibration excitation.

Tlhe notch

automatically tracked the excitation frequency

continuously change the notch frequency so

over the frequency range of aDproximately 1.0

to 25 Hz, with greater than 90 percent isolation
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-11IIprovtIA, untguesolu, on to a
of vlýbratlon li~olatlorr protllems.

T'his pr~i-p'r has rnporta'd on the eslt of
RZ7
a theoreticaýl ad exp-rlrnental invet;1.,atlon of
sos..
isolaotion
vibratiUon
elpctroh~draullc
Only singic-mass Isclatinn system ccn:-!7a
tions wtere consld-rrd and, white the VPtheoryto-SA
2
asumed a rigid isolated bodAy and foinda-tion.
2
consida~ration of flex~bilit'y of the isola-ted brod',
and foiindat~on were inher*ent In th-3 exeS-na
studies. In pr?ctice, the isolatted body and
foundatiorl structuril resonances -,u!;t be con~3.
bcaseofthirefec
sidre
With accoleýratlon of the isltdmass
ntbetween the n-sr sad
and relative dcr
the foundation a.s the prftiary fcsdbaick signals.
it has been demýonstrated that isolatilon of uit-a
4.
low-frequency vibration Is feasible. Resonant
fte<,uenclas substantially less than 0. 1 Hz can
be achieved while providing a zero static
deflection. Purely active systerni can provide
limited-band isolaition. sIngle-notch sltoRpr
..
rrulticle-notch isolation and notch-isolation
with autornatic frequency tracking. 8rcad-band
isolation and comb'ined brond-band and notchAFLT-727(C
1i~olatllon con be provided by inserting P.
anical flexible coupiing (passiveiolor
betwoen the Isolated mass aind the actuator rod.
6.
The flexible couplinq provtdni rechanica-.l
pensation that attenu,,tes the accaierntton loco
gain and offers passive vibration isolation at
high frequencieis. For t~his active-passiveAD8G4)
~
isolation systemn, Isolation of vibrat~on Is
ctiete lw-fequncy"Isolation
provdedby
mans n
regiorr whare the flexible coupling Psssentially
has a unity tr.3nsfer function, while the flexible
coupling provides isolation In the high -frequency
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DISCUSSION
are
o
ivodil surveys and, we nre
ff:rrccd doan to
the 1/2 cycle or bel,.er irtoc ntioio
em We
are loi
) sir sp.'i
7--h ch y our r, peoIe
have been working, on. How wc-ll o&;anced are
you on this system to try to tirolt'ý such a big
structure?
M~r. 1fiirain

(

rIi

That1 is, it h,?n d~lffe"rt stliffness characteristics
ntepu
~ l~ d~rc~ticns. Tbds is appcarent when youa think of 11t-cauiae if you put a force
on top of this iysten w*ý accele~ration feedback,
the force bc-gIn. to crreate an acceler. licn of t,*e
mass, the3 accelleration Is sensed and fed hack;
and in this sen~se the acceleration feedback acts
as a mass xrultipilor. ThPerefore the mass will
respond very little to forces applied to it. 1-aw
an alternative to acceler-ation feedback woulOd be
force feedback, i.e., p-Lt a load cell Ln series
with the Isolator and fe'cback force. W'hen ytou

:We

~ ~~ve

h&il

kdr. R~uzzicka: At the pmresnt tlix~e most of
tvavork has been with a sf-,7Le rnas unidirectionel systemn. rae lc~zicai estpn wc-ld be as
foilotrs:- systems roq-uirinjg tbroe resof
frecdom which would be basiezlly pit11ca, roll and
yaw; then the six de~gree of I cdonm prct1emn,
on which we are working theoreticzlly. We have
got a computer program, sot up to analyse, for
examnple, cross coupling effects in oix dlegrees
of active control.

do this you get, a bilateral

stiffnes.o charactcr-

Istics; that is, the cbaracteristic is the same
w~hether it is in the plus or the minus direction.
There are some cases in which you would like
softness in two directions, and in otlher cases
you would lilme sc;Ttness in one direction and
stiffness in the ot~her. I intlended to ma~ke this
point in the second paper because this to an example of the case in which you would like a
unilateral characteris-tic, In the pilot seat you
would li-e a very seAt stiffnesn pointirg at the
environmennt; that is, one wants to 1eoolte the
pilot from the vibrztion coming fromn the frseBut it must noc b elso. for the pilot looking down, lIflt were, you could very easily
drive the syitem. If you push a halI1.cycle on
1/10th cycle system It Is going to wart to move.
was a half-cycle systeam. For the pilot
pushing pedals and apylyirg- control forces these could very well driv.e the system which
would be undesirable. For this Ppplication with
the acceleration feedback, the system 2ppeared
very stifl to the pilot. To put numbers on this,
the stiffness needed to get a half cycle system
for a 250 lb payload Is about six lbs per inch,
and that Is the stiff1ness that this isolator presented to the aircraft. The stilffness presented
to the pilot was 50,000 lbs per inch. We are
approaching if you like, a mechanical diode that
is, It exhibits zero imped-ance in one direction
and infinite impedance In the other direction.

The second paper this moranig will show
you a typpical application which is a siný.zle directien application - the icoblaion of a pliot seat.
To dat.e these have been primnarily unidirectional
applidations,
I
~lage.
(Tl'e following statement was made by Mr.
Rozick~a later in the programa to amplify his reapons ;e to che question. Ed.)
i
~This
The question had to do with what sort of
stiffness characteristics do you get out of
electro-hydtraulie isolation sy-stem. It Is intere~sting3 that you can have eith.:r bi-lateral or unilateral ntiffne.is characteristics. All passive
devices are unilateral, that Is, you get the same
chiracteristic whether you purh themn in the plus
or In the minus direction. For example if you
load a spring in tbe plus direction and run aloaddeflection test, tutrn th~e sprirwg over and ran that
test 2aftin you get the same identical characterirtics. With acceleratio-n feedback one obtains
what we are calling unilateral characteristics,
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Peter C. Calcaterr.3 and Dale W. Soc.ub-ezt
Barry Controls
Divis ion of Farry Wright Corpocratlo-n
Watertown, . Massachuisetts
lliyof
pro otling pilots
V
inwas ccnductl:Žd to evaluatR the f
An
from- the vertical d~vninnc excitations exp-crienced during lwaitehichspeed (I.iH3) flight ty riens of active !sc'lation techn'lques. Perfonnancespeifiatinsfor candidats isolation systems were evclv-Ed bhased on definltion of the expeýcted dynamnic envireor.-ent, human tolerarnce lpvels, and cockpit
clearance. Required vih-it'.cn isolation and maximum relative dispIncemen't
v3lues were postulated. Analyses of existinig Isolation *echniques Indicated
that, for theý seleýIcted dynam--ic environinent typically expercience;d dujring LAHS
flights in the vertical directioni (i.ea. , combined vibrat on and sustained acceleratlon, excitations), pe-vi;,ve systerns cannot provide the re~ulred degreo of
1utaeosl
.imting the maxiMum, relative
viýbrntion Isolation while
displacement to the desired vnlues. Varlous active isolatictn techniques were
evaluated. An active hydraulic systemr was selected, amnploylrng accelerat~on
and displacem!rent edbc
mneanis,-s. Anilyses were conducted to define
the type of compens7,tion and lcoop gains requtred to provide the desi-red Isolation, limit the dynamic dsf!!ectlcn', and maintain system Stability. A laborator/
mnodel for exzocr'iir.entai research was dLeslgned and tested. Test results show.,
that the developed active? hydraulic Isolation technique pro'ildes the vertical
isolation and displacem-ent control postulated to be required fcr pilot protZection
during LAliS flight. In addlItion, the system exhibits zero static deflection, and.
is essentially insensitiv-e to forces applied at the isolated p.aylold, and to
human-body resonance coupling effects. Recomnmendatitons are made regarding
human subject performnance evziluntlon tcests, consideration of inuitiaxial
dynarmic excitations, and furt!he-r rese-arch efforts required prior to the application of similar active lsolat'lcn techniques In operational systems for a given
a ircra f.
INTRODUCTION
Advances in military aircraft performanceý
have given rise to dynamic envIlronments which
can cause decrements in human sensorimotcr
and cognitive functions. Occurrence of paini,
discomfort, fatigue and other subjective
responses to the environment togqether with the
task difficulty have a becaring on human performnance. Tae tactical necessity for low-altitule
high-speýed (LAF.S) flight requires tha)t pilots
perform precise term in-follow Ing, navigation,
target identification and aircraft control tusks
during exposure to levels of dynamitc excitation
considered to be in excess of tole,-able limits.
Successful generation of design criteria to
provide the necessary protection must then be
based on the results of research in three major

areas: (1) development of techniques for
protecting the pilot againat the complex accelerations encountered during t..M-S flight; (2)
evaluation of the ability of the pilot so protected
to perform the various tasks required by the
mission: and (3) consideration of operational
requirements, such as weight, applicable milltary aircraft standards and compatibility with
cockpit space, and p~lot-control interface. The,
investigpition reported herein deals with the
first area of research.
A laboratory research model utilizing an
active hydraul~c Isolation system was developed.
built and tested. System selection and des;ign
were based on: (a) dynamic environment

*The results presented herein were obtained in part during an investigation conducted for the
Aerospace Mec~ica' Rubc-irch Laboratories, Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, under contract
AF 33(615)-2955.
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choracteristics typical of those encountered

study. In the region from 3. 5 to 33 Hz, two
levels were chnsen. The lower level (0. 3g
vector) is indicarive of the acceleration expe.rlenced at the cockpit of existing aircraft. it
is antvlazd that ftu7neration aircraft
will exh1bt
,he
high le-els of excitation
(2; vector). Fig. 2 shýw•s the character and
level of the ramp-sustained accelerations
selected for the Investtgation. These accelerations were chosen based on typical aircraft
loadings exzerienced during terrain following
maneuvers £1, 5, ii].

during LAHS flight; (t) analysis and evaluation
of various shock and vibration Isolation techniques; (c) lnits of tolerable acceleration
levels for seated human subjects; and (d) maximum allowable dynamic deflections of the
isolated mass. The feastbilty of utilizixn
active hydraulic isolation techniques is dernonstrated on the basis of the response of a rtgidmass payload, so isolated, to combined
sinusoidal vibration and ramp-sustained acceleration excitations in the vertical direction,
Further uses of the model in the
laboratory will allow evaluation of the pilot's
ability to perform the tasks required by the
LAHS flight mission while being afforded the

degree of vertical acceleration protection
dictated by human tolerance limits. Evaluation
can also be made of the Iffect of additional
protective devices such as seat cushions and
body and head restraints, Results of such
human subject evaluation tests and consideratton of specific environmental and opera3tional
requirements will determine the direction to be
followed in adapting the active hydraulic isolation system approach to a particular aircraft.
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The dynamic environment associated with

EXISTING AIRCRAFT

L

low-altitude high-speed flight is a complex

one [1-13]e*. It can be characterized in terms of
periodic and random vibrations and transient and
sustained accelerations occurring separately or
simultaneously in the vertical, horizontal and

10.

angular directions. Although newer aircraft
have wing loadings such that the flight is
smoothed out during gust encounters, acceler-

to
FREO0u¢Cyr
Fig.

ations perpendicular to the flight poth of the
aircraft excite the normal banding modes of the
structure. Low frequency harmonic vibrations
are generated due to flexibility of the structure
and distribution of aerodynamic pressures over
large portions of the aircraft.

FUTURE GE•JR;EICNr
-

1.

)

VertIcal stinusoidal vibration

excitation levels selected for lowaltitude hlgh-speed flight

Random vibration

excitations are experienced due to atmospheric
turbulence and buffeting. Terrain following
maneuvers result in relatively fast rates of
change of acceleration, followed by sustained
accelerations during clim-b (or descent) occurring
over a period of several seconds. In order to

F

O"I-'

]F

-""

-

evaluate the feasibility of applying active isolation techniques for protecting pilots during LAHS

flights, the dynamic environment was defined
by the Vibrations and Impact Branch, Biodynamics
Division of the Aerospace Medical Research
Laboratories, WPAFB, in terms of vertical
sinusoldal vibration and ramo-sustained accel-

0
0

eration, occurring both separately and stmul-

taneously. Application of the techniques in the
more realistic complex environment would follow
the successful solution to the simplified problem.
Fig.

I

2

3

C

Fig. 2. Level of ramp-sustained acceleration excitation selected for low-altitude

1 shows the levels of vertical

high-speed flight

sinusoidal vibration selected for the feasibility
** Numbers in brackets designate references at

end of paper.
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The ability of man to toler-8te a 9 1ve?n
environn-.entrn ust be, bosed not on!y or, ;hy~:,Ia
injury r1i
but also on paltn, dr'ol
and porfor---nce rc-quircments aa cci1ý:ýd Niihl
spcc1.ic E-j7cs which he Is to c~iimy out while
being~ sut-~eclcd to that ervr,-!,e.t. For the
caSe of IAHES fllebt, limatod s beiv
and
p-rformance data is available fc-r nctual (4-71i
and simulated ý'8-123 flights. More exti~ve
data Is avallabie on the levels of accelore-tion
which can be tolerated by humnan svbjeýcts in
the lrlboratory under sinusoidal viralu
E13 - 21 -, su s ta Ined 3ccele7ra tions r 13 2 2- 25 3
shock and im "act (26-28], and combined
rectilinear and oscillatory acce
F~n
29.
The tolera nce level dazta, as reProrted byVarious
experimenters, show considor3b1:
varjibililty.
The type a~nd duration of CXCItotlOn, f7r-2TuenCy
at which excitation occurs, r.~r''ra Ir. codtos,
physical condition of thi- individuni, anticipatton of the excitation, and theý relative degrne
of control of the test Penvirorment by the? subject,
Influence the individual's ability to sustain a
given level of excitation without pziin C7
discomfort and/or be able to pea-fcnn gi-:e,ýn
tasks. Vihe data show, however, th.-3t the
response of the human body to unidiroctionnI
sinusoidal vibration can be deftned it) ters
of

~

0
ki

Oil

.JLJ.JJ..U

LO

V
FRCO.1%CY WOZ

Fig. 3. Selected valuea of tolerable acceleratlon for seated human subject under
vertical sinusoidal vibration

the frequency of the excitation.___________________

Mechaonical representation of th" human1
body by means of lumped parameter systems
composed of mass, sprring and damping elements
helps in understanding an~d describing the
response of the human body to dynamic excitations [30-36). Below approxlrnatsly 2 Hz.
the body acts as a rigid mass. In the- rectons
fromn 4 to 15 Hz, resonances occur. Duringg
human subject testing, pain and discomfort in
the back, abdomen end chest o-ccur In the
fre quenncy rspa from 4 to 10 Hz; and dreqradation of visual acuity and tracking capabIlitnes
occur in the frequency range from 6 to 15 Hz
due to head motions. Taking Into consideration
(a) the frequency ranges where body rasonances
occur, (b) the subjective response tolerance
levels; (c) levels above which perforrmance
deteriorates; and (d) existing specifications
(V/ADD "Vibration Tolerance Curve for Mi4litary
Aircraft, -)[13], the maXimum Accelerntion
levels shown in Figure 3 were selected for the
inve~stigation to correspond to approximately
one hour tolerance for a seated subject in the
vertical direction (z-axis).
The maximum allowable relative
deflection between the Isolated mass and the
source of the excitation was selected to be
+ 2. 5 Inches under either vibratory, transient
or combined dynamic excitation conditions,
based on evaluation of expe~cted clearanckes
between a seated pilot and cockpit envelope,
Fig. 4 shows the allowable isolatlon
system transmissibility based on the selected
sinusoidal vibration excitations and human
tolerance limits. In the region from 3.5 to
33 Hz, two levels of allowable transmissibility

0

______

FIM

0.1

ODIATU

LO

&AmCRPI

toto

Fig. 4. Required values of transmissibility
based on selected vertical sinusoidal vibration excitation and human subject tolerance
levels

are shown, for existing and future aircraft,
respectively, which correspond to the two
levels of excitation selected for the Investigation. For frequencies below I Hz, a martmum transmissibility of 4 was selected based
on the maximum Input level 0. 25 inches single
amplitude, and the portion of allowable
deflection over which the system is linear;
namely; I Inch either side of the null position.

Critical dynamic environment during
1AHS flight occurs for conditions of cornbined
vibration and suStained accelerations. The
values of transmissibllity shown in Fig. 4 and
the maximum relative deflection of 4 2. 5 inches
serve to define the recuired isolation system
characteristics under separate sinusoldal vibrations and ramp-sustained accelerations,
respectively. However, the essential requirement of the approach to be selected is the abilIty to provide vibration isolation while simultaneously limiting the relative deflectiona under
the combined excitation conditions.

Active elements can be Introduced to
generate a force proportional to the integral of
the relative displacement, such that the static
deflection is elhminzted and the mass is returned
to its neutral position during sustained acceleration excitations. There!fore, the vibration
isolation characteristics of the system will be
those of a I Hz resonant frequency system
during the greater portion of the duration of
sustained accelerations. However, the performance of such a system .with integral displacement feedback is affected by changes in
supported weight. In addition, for a non-rigid
payload such as a human subject, coupling
effects between the human body and the seat
will affect the performance of the system.

Feasibility evaluation of the approach
was based on analysis and performance of the
system with a rigid mass payload. A range from
210 to 270 lb was chosen to be representative
of the total expected pilot, personal equipment,
seat structure, a.nd restraint mechanism
weights. A nominal rigid load of 245 lbs was
selected for the active system design and test.
Selection of system design, though based on a
rigid mass payload, included consideration and
evaluation of the effect of human body rnechanical characteristics on the system performance,

The required protection and motion
limitation can be attained indeoendent of the
dynamics of the isolated mass by means cf an
active system which generates forces to control
the motions of an actuator as a function of both
the relative displacement between the mass and
the source of excitation and the acceleration of
the mass. Of the active isolation mechanisms
considered, only those employing hydraulic
elements exhibit capabilities for fast spped of
response, are linear and relatively incompressible, and can be designed to respond over
the frequency range of interest. Although
hydraulic components are commonly used in
control systems, such systems provide primarily
accurate position and force-displacement
control C44-474. What is required Is position
control and sinultarneous isolation of vibration
excitations. An active hydraulic system, incorporating acceleration and relative displacement
feedback, was selected to provide the specified
vibration Isolation and displacement control
under the combined excitation conditions.

SYSTEM ANALYIS AND DEVELOPMENT
A variety of isolation system techniques
were evaluated dr,ing the investigation in light
of the postulated design and performance
requirements. Linear and nonlinear standard
;assive elements [37-39J, and a variety of
active isolation mechanisms (i.e,. electrically
activated fluids, pneumatic and hydraulic)
[40-47 ] were considered,
Passive systems both linear and nonlinear, employing either conventional or relaxation damping mechanisms, cannot be designed
to satisfy the requirements of + 2.5 inches
maximum deflection
under
combinedcceero•
vibatin
snusida
levels
ad the
sstaied
of sinusoidal vibration and sustained acceleration, while simultaneously providing, on the
average, 80 percent isolation from S to 20 Hz
for the duration of the combined excitation
conditions. The degree of vibration isolation
shown in Fig. 4 can be attained by a passive
system having a resonant frequency of I Hz.
The static deflection of such a system is
approximately 10 inches. Even If the static
deflection were eliminated by use of an auxiliary spring, a linear passive 1 Hz resonant
frequency system will deflect 30 inches when
subjected to a 3g sustained acceleration. Nonlinearities in the spring element can be introduced to limit the deflections under sustained
accelerations, and the dynamic deflections
would thus be limited to the desired values.
However, the vibration isolation requirements
would not be met, since during conditions of
sustained acceleration, the system would
exhibit the isolation characteristic as.,ociated
with a resonant frequency much greater than
1 Hz.

Analyses were performed, using analog
and digital computers, to define the required
andfdidital
type
of feedback comp
efin
and comp'ensation
theqired
mechanisms,
and the associated gains to achieve the desired
performance while maintaining system stability.
Development of the system block diagram and
associated open and ctosed loop system trans er
functions Is discussed In Appendix 1. Transfer
functions were deiined for the accelerometer,
servovalve, actuator, and flexible coupling,
based on the expected and/or known characteristics of each component. The predicted
vibration transmissibility was calculated from
the absolute value of the system closed loop
transfer function ix(j w)/a(jO) I. The predicted
system stability was defined in terms of the
open loop transf
defunctin
open loop transfer function B(ji)/E(jw).
A series of development tests were conducted to define actual system stability margins,
develop feedback mechanisms, and evaluate the
final system design. These tests included low
and high frequency sinusoidal vibration using
mechanical and electrodynamic shakers, and
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y r-e-,ns
si- n~~r~in
nap-'sustain;d
di~~ev-OPe:d
of a snthcsiz~d cxciltation te
to mciesure t!*- re~nC1c the, sys-e-1 to tranl-

.

Skeflt exctat~ors.

~con*Thct(eJ withF
Fir.a I systr'm testing '~
.5
a245-lb) rigid r-,ss piycw~d h'.nni
The pprforenice o~f the syrten' with thc, rigid
mass served to .Yrity the fedsibDiltv cf en'p~cying active isoation techn~zoues to prrovl.de thýe
postulated dc7ree of protection during '.;HS
flight. Test rvsuits wtrE ol-ta~n,ýd 1cr virr~ou524
levels of vitratic iflout, verlietion in oid
wAeight, anid "or conditi~rns of cormhtned vb~
tory and sustained accelerations.

-

17boratory test model; active
hydr-aulic isolation system with metal seat

F.g. 6.

stability margins. for the laboratory mode! equivthose attai~ned with the rigid mass. It
is anticipated that the laboratory t'est model
With the seat structure wvill bepused cy the
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory to conStu,! es on human subject response and
performance, dnd evaluate Seat anid body

1.0ý

Iatentlto
.1

~-- ~-.-~

-

Iduct

j

restraint systemns.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION',

Fig. 5. Active hydraulic isolation
system with rigid payload
In order to arrive at successful genera-,
tion of protective design criteria for LAi-S flight
missions, the ability of the pilot to perfor-n the
required tasks while being afforded the degree
of Isolation provided by the active hydraulic
isolation system must be evaluated. To allow
use of the active isolation system appro,3ch
with a human subject, a laboratory test model .
was developed by replacing the rigid Mass with
a seat structure. The model, Shown in Fig. 6.
consisted of a 33. 5-lb metal seat plus a 145-lb
rigid weight. Modifications were made on the
rig'd mass system gains and feedheck compen-

The active hydraulic isolation system is
a multiple loot) feedback control system designed
to act as a very low frequency vibration isota tot
and pbsttlon controller. Figs. 7, 8, and 9 show
the system with rigid payload In pictorial.
sche'mati,c, signal flow and block dia!7ram form,
respectively. It consists of feetack transa servoamplifier, a servovalve, and a
.ducers,
hydraulic actuator with flexible coupling.
Signals from the transducers proportional to the
acceleration of the mass and the relative
isplicemenit between the mass and the excitation are modified, sumrmed, and compensated
in the se~voamnplifier to deliver a signal to the
servovalve. Fiow from a hydraulic power source
is supplied to the hydraulic actuator as a
furictlcn 3f the signal delivered to the servov-alve.
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Fig, 7. Schematic representation of the active
hydraulic isolation system with rigid payload

Actuator forces err. thus-gsnerated to:
(,,)I Ilit
the accele ti:M eAluprienced by the
mass: b limilt the reiative d.lslacement.
between *he nnass and the exciltaton -source;
and (c) return the -oass to its neutral
position aflei the onset of a Sustained
to.'..
Tvvo feedback transducers tare Lsed. A
Servoacce 'erometer caoat-te of responclung from
to frequencies atbove those of inteýrcst,
the acceleration feediack sign.,l. The
function of th-, acc~aierometer is roprv'-y -;,. A dilfe~ential transfurmer ;ererates the relative displacemnent signal. Ov,7the frequency rangc of irnterest, the transfer
functio.- of the displacemnent. t~ran~'1uc,._r is unity.
The accelerat~on and displacement

signalIs are ted into a servoamplifier wherein

they are transformed and suirnmed to generate
he flow command sign-il suppit-d to the Servevalve. The servoampitfier consists of five
sections. The first sect :.ri consists of two
solid state operaitional ampltifiers dnd circu;itry'
to convert the current lioaW froci '.he

INPUTe5II~~e

Fig. 8. Signal flow diagram of the active hydraulic isolationý sy'stem'

Fig. 9.

Block diagram of the active hydraulic isolation system
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res oa n' fregu ency with :c)d, a rd s y ste-n r.'-i
r
s ionolý1 c t:;pi rovcr
a cc Ir rom (t( r to a vlOc
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funottvn
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ený .1? :e'tcl
oAt
C: %-,asdesiqn':,d to c
moJeov ith a rnotel seat wa:s delf:e, int~s~r
signal to. tn!-;rF th(. r~quicd (isa'~ttest
of measured openr lo-op transfer function and
1Oh,? s~~ciS,ýCzln
~qeo~
control at
V.linl
anSmInislbihty values for sinusoir.al vjbra3tjGos.
~ p~lr
.
consists
~ ~ ~ tt ~ ~ ~ ofoeslI
and circuitry dc, eneid to a~ttr,u-ite thr' ,i tive
rnfrFnto
pnLc
Sse
A
displacemcnt signý,l at hin, fre,ý,i-ncier.
rnfrrrz>
pnLc
Sse
%--s
comrpensator cf tro. nfer function G,
A5'C<n
3pproxi naton of tho expected mri
to ýoIirte on the rv!:)ivr
deigc
slem e
of stablihiy for the cctive isolV4:,on S',
ment signal and provirde theOc~ato' and
nid and
determinied by measuring thr'
e-n
control rtqaiir-i to
l
differen tiali
phase of the open loop transfer !uri**ton
return the ;s'iylo to its ncutral ceosit~con durtnq
pe:rfcrred
T~/~wmesretwas
.T'%s
conditions of sustalined acceleraýticn. Theýthird
the'
by disconnectingq the aclrmt~from
section consis-tS of three cp-n-ratioriil f)-rnlifnrs
servoamplifler (see Fig. 3), lnlectif:.n a CCoMmrr~d
and circuitry dcsigncd to ~orrý a droad-ard
zign.31 equivalent to E from an osc-latcr. and
funiction genierator to change tlhk gain in theo
observing the phase and magnitude rniationsrdos,
displacement loop as a function of disparcrnent.
betw-een th? returned acocreratlon sign,3l n, end
A compensal,)r of trainsfier function G,* A'a i
the commziand sigrial E. Tie nna,,ninude of -he
designed to operatia on zhe relativE -!iSrolacement
signal levels used for the command signal was
signal and pr-wvide pronortional and ciffhrenttla,
maintained as near as p~ossibje to tavoltare,
displaccement control for relative citsula:ernents
levels cbserved during norma-3 closed locp cz-erin e-cess of k 1 inch. T~he fourth stection conation to ensure that any system nonlinei-,rittv
sists of one nperatlonal am-plifier and ciruunitry
wit;h actuating signal leve! w.ýould be ::roperly
designed to bum the ,-n&nitdaccelere,~on
in the measurel orsr, loop transferend relative displaue;.-rf it signals. A ecP~-Incorporated
function. Polar plots were mrade from the
tor of transfer finctioo Gr ,%as detiqn-i. to
measured vaiues of the system open loop transfer
o, ?rate on the s;,mmation 1.) attenuate the
functions.
combince signal at hich fr~.qunnc~es. The fifth
and final section is a constant current differVibration
ential amplifier used to drive the servovalve.
This cmplilfsr provides a current signal Pro~orTwo vibration testing machines were
tional to thie voltage output of the fourth section
used during development testtir.. of th-e isolition
described ahove. The amplifier acts~ as 3 current
system. A low frequency mechanic;,l testing
source and thus compoensates for the inductance
capable of generating a maximumn double
motr
th serovave.machine
of te i trqu
exc; tat!on level of 0. '25 In. vas used
ofotr
he i orue
te srvvale.amplitude
over the frequency range of from. .). 1 to I5 H--.
An electrodynamiic vibration mar- ne, rca-I3hle
of generating the input levels sh..,.vn In Fig. I
for frequencies above 10 liz, and !imited to a
maximum double amplitude displacenment -'vel
of 0. 4 in. from 5 to 10 hz, was used for high
frequency development testing. Final system
testing was performed on an electrohydraulic
h
fgnrtr
aal
vbainmcie
vibration levels of Fig. I over theýentire
frequency range (0. 1 to 100 Hz).
yt.,rsos
Teectto..
rS-)ts
ye.
vibration levels at low frequencies lb. .ow 5 Hz)
were rneasured by utilizing a rectilinca- potentiometer which yielded an oiutput volta':e proocrtional to the relative displacemeýnt Lotweeni its
attachment points. Piezoýelectrtc accelerometers3
were used for the measurement of the input and
r~sponse vibration levels at frequencics above
Hz. Vibration signals obtained from the
acceleromreters weia passed

The servovalve is a t!ti-stage flIow
control valve Nhicn can deliver a .,iaxmrum
flow of 30 Ln?3/sec at a vcalve pressure crop of
1,*000 psid . The transfer function of the
yG.The
sevvleisrpeete
servovale is re.00prsene byrinG rss.
dorking acting.
in.0 spsi
is a
actuin.tore
2.5inglbodyre. 5 li CIn.stroerdouble acjuting.
needle valve cusnitons. The actuator uses
special seats and packings for minimuri
friction under working pressure, The flexible
coupling is an elastonieric' element of dynamic
stiffness selected to yiell,. a resonantTeexiaon..,
frequency of 16 Hz for a system payload of
245- lb. The dynamic characteristics for the
actuator and coupling are shown in Appendix 1.
The o;yste 'n hydraulic and electrical
power requirements are: (a) 30 In.'/sec at
3, 000 psi Maxim..-n: and (b) 115 volts AC,
2SO a, 5-400Hz.5
250
a, 5-400H~*piezoeler-tric

through a sharp cutoff low-pass filter set to a
c toff frequency four times the vibratcry excitation frequency. TransmIssibillty values were
calculated ?s the ratio of response to Input.

TEST PROCED7JRES
Duigthe investigation. individual
ytmdvlpettssSre
n
Durionng
to define the required loop gains and compensator characteristics. Final system performance
and stability characteristics for a rigid payload
were determined in terms of measured open loop
transfar function, transmissibility N-lues for
sinusoidal vibration, variation of S, .er

ahfeuny
vbainlvla
Sustained Acce!erat:c-.n
To generate the ramp-sustained accelerations shown in Fl~ure 2 would require use of
a centrifuge. Since no such test facilities *ere
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It is shown th.3t, on the basis of the
simplified, unidirectional rM'f~nition of the
dyninnic environ-rent. the pe2rformance requi-em rents associated vith the protection of pilots
from the ceertnsexce-rienced during IAHS
flight cond'ti ins cannot Le me.t %-,itha pa Ssive
isolato)r. Havi;-,g estalitsh' d! the reed for
active isolation techniques, the proc*edure used
to develop a feasibie approach followed the
various typical steps required t-. design active
control systems to a set of specifica tions.

Fig. 10. Pol!ar plot of Predicted Systerm noen
writh rigid
loop transfer function BJ)tj
payload

Analysis w*ere in'.tially performed using

a simplified renresentation of an active systemn.
In order to achieve the- degree of required isolation at lowv frequencies and not exceed the
rnaximumn aillwabie dynamic deflections under
sustained acceeliation. 'both accelerattor. and
relative displacement feedba3ck were required.
The chara cteris tics of !:asic components such
as acceleromre.ter, dlsoeacernent transducer,
hydraulic actuator. flexiizle coupling, and servovalve %-ereselected4. Selection was based on
one or more of several criteria, amrong them
linearity over the frequency and dynamic excitation ranges under conztdecation, speed of
response, friction, and reliab~ility. The characteristics of the various bastc elemnents wvere
expreszs, . in termns of transfer functions -hich
did riot : nsider an-, of the nonlincarities
exhibited by real components. Analyses were
then perf,:rmed based on the selected transfer
functions to determine thie type of compensation
and gains required in the sorvoamptifier, which
would result in a stable system and mneet the
specified performnance requirements. Having
analytically defined the required comnpensation
netwtorks, the basic com~ponents were designed
and constructed, and the overall system tested.
Final adjustmenc-ts in the comrpeens.Aion networks
and gains were based Qn actual test resilts.
Adjustment from the cac icla ted values were

4

t
M

_0
-

Fig. 11. Polar plot of measured systemn open
loop transfer function B(jcw)/t'j~,) with rigid
payload
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The dyra~nic response of the
-~ior-ivnnts.
servovaivc varies in viroperti-on to the valve
flo-N
in the region fro-,S to 10 lz the fI ow
require-nents .are a riax,-mu- and the predictedsyste cr rn ac
in this region is oetter than
the nm,,sured perf-rm!ance. In fte region above
0ithe
fioA re;ýuire-nents are minimie
n
the sevn-ovaiye pe-for-nance is better than
prEdicted. O-ther com~ponent ncrnlinearities not
accounted for by the transfer functions used in
the an~iiysis, such as those. exhibited by the

_____

\

couoling and actuator, also contribute

to the- differences betwNeen predicted and
measured values of tranismissibility,.

'.-

Resu its of vibration Pxcitation tests.
with a rigid payload indicate that the vibration
isolation characteristics of the system. are
independent of the level of vibration excitation.
Systrm p-er.1crmance wvith different vibration
levecls is demonstrated by the transmissibility
curves shown in Figs. 13 (a) and (b). Fig. 14
shows the average tranismisSibii~tv baseýd on the
values shown in. Figs. 1.3(a) and (b). Evaluating
the system vibration performance in terms of
this averaged transmissibility is justifiable
since the minor differences which exist LbEt.ýeen
the curves shown inFig. 13 can be accounted
for. alrmost on the basis of experimental error
a lone.

~

--..

ci

~~
to

0

o

Fig. 14. Comparison of required transmnissibilidy for LAdiS flight to measured
transmissibility vith rigid payload

20

The system average tra nsmissibili tya
shcown in Fig. 14 is ^e,l within the requireda
values for existing aircraft vibration excitationIs
kevels, in the region below 30 Hz. For vibration inputs corresponding to future generation
aircraft. the requirrd transmissibility irn the
region-from 5 to 50 Hz is lower thanitheattained
3
transmissibility. Compensation networks in the
'09
~
0
servoarpl'.fier can be designed to result in
06
values which meet the levels required based on
the excitation corresponding to future gener07
ation aircraft. However, the needed loop gains
*
06
would result in an unstable system at frequen.....
c-ies higher than 20 Hz. The finalI selection of
CA
05
system Parameters was based on attaining the
0 %aM "
.required peýrfor-mance for existing aircraft vlb.ra.II..
o"
tion inputs. At the same tim-e, the system was
10
as
02
01
designed to provide the best possible isolation
for the higher inputs. The feassib-titty of the
*~Ct5
approach suggests that with further research
Fig. 15. Effect of rigid payload
and development efforts, the transmissibility
%eight transmissibility in the
requirements for future generation aircraft can
neighborhood of system resonance
be attained, while maintaining safe margins of
stability.
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Epe×trimental response of system with rigid payload to
Fig. 17.
combined sinusoidal vibration and ramp-sustained acceleration excitation
The response of the active hydraulic
isolation system with a 24S-lb ricid payload to
ramp--sustained accelerationr and Combtined
excitation., is shown in Figs. 16 and 17,
respectively. The top trace in each figure
showvs the relative displacement b~etw-een tIhe
payload and the system attachment point. The
middle and lower traces show the payload acceleration resp•'nse and the acceleration excitation,
respectivel) . Fig. 16 indicates that the
maximum deflection under a 3g9 peak, 4-second
duration sustained acceleration excitation with
a rise time of 0. 1 seconds does not exceed the
maximu:.a sequired value of Z. 5 inches.
In
addition, the nyload is automatically returned
towards th,. ýutral position after onset of the
sustained acceleration excitation.

Under combined excitation conditions,
the maximum relative deflection is less than the
required 2.5 inches. The ability of the active.
isolation system to provide vibration isolation
during conditions of combined excitation is
cleArvy shown in Fig. 17. The comnbined acceleration excitation shown in the bottom trace of
Fig. 17 cons ists of the 3 g, 4- second duration
ramp-sustained acceleration generated by the
synthesis technique, and a 0. 125-inch double
amplitude vibration at S Hz, generated by a
mec~hanical vttratlon machine.
The rmaximnum
deflection is a Z. I inches and the maximumn
payload response acceleration is approxim~ately
5g9.
However, as the 3 g level of acceleration
is maintained for 4 seconds, the active isotation system returns the pa~yload to the null
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stability. Fig. 20 shoý-es a copnrirson bpt,ýepn
the measured trcInr'xbility for th-1 sys'em
with a rlgtd payload a-sd with thio seat. At,
frequencie~s lo.wer tMn A10lz, the degree of
isolation attelneJ wit~h eithe~r cystemn is apcroxin-ately the sarre. T'he hlghpr values of transmiastbailty measured -Pith tIe seat for freqz-uenctes alovs .10 Hiz a!-- due to the lower v,.lues o-f
looZp 7ain w-hXich had to be. usPd In Order to
insure the same :-tablilly rna-rins.

position and provides isolation fro-_the slmultaneously experienced vibration. The siorvoampliffier circuitry Aas designed so tro~t whben
tthe payload, after the onset of sustained accelleration, is reti~rned to #,ithin a I Inch of th~e
null pcsition, vilation isolation is poAed to
the poy'ýoad equal to tflat sliown in Figs, 13 and
14. As Indicated in the top trace of Fig, 07,
witnin approxiimately one secotid alter onset of
the ramp-sustained acceleration1 excittt~on, the
reative deflection 8, is within * I Inch of
null. From this tmon . and for th'e euratioi.
of the combined excitation condition, itrc payioed is isolated from the vitration excitation.
The degree of isolation is indicated in the
middle trace of Fig. 17.

f

To allow evaluation of the ictlve isolation techniques developed for a rigid mass *ith
a human subject, a laboratory test nrod-al as
Constructed as shown in Fig. 6, by reptacir'g
the rigid payload .%ith a mnetal seat structure.
Several changes were introduced in the de-ig7n
of the system to insure that the same approxtmate degree of isolation ýnuld be provided as
for the system with rigid payloads, wnile maintaining equivalent stability margins. The seat
exhibits structurat resonances not present In
the rigid meass for which the system was
developed. To avoid instabilities lower values
of loop gain had to be used to compensate for
the seat resonances at high frequencies. A
rigid weight of 145 lb was added and chpnges
were made in the servoamplifier circuitry, to
achieve equivalent stability margins. Tha calculated and measured open loop transfer
functions for the metal seA~t plus rigid weight.
shown in Figs. 18 and 19, respectively. mndicate the approximate phase and gain mar-gins of

-

90

Fig. 19. P'lIar plot of measured system
open loop transfer function (w/()
with metal seat

low

0.04
Q1__________

.1________

Fig. 20. Comparison of measured transmisaluility witt' rigid payload to measured
transmissibility with metal seat

Fig. 18. Polar plot of predicted .ystem
loop transfer function 8(jw)/Ft(w) with
metal seat
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2. Tests cri a Lnb'torat/'mOel
0e~oced
fu.c ex;-er..iental rescarch, shc-it !t>t troa active
rry!raulic isolattci) tc
le
cn n euv 1 to
prnvide at ta"St C) pwc"tv ~~
~~

'

V-e,

of Mit dipar-c'
Fig. 21. Vah
mobility for kcrces applied at t**e

o! the sustained 3ccc e!.Etnon P4 t'c:), wrniýe
il.mnting t"maXL~r-num dnmcdlc~'s
s,ýtane acceieraticn. The rncodei resnarit
so a,.enc'/ Is 0. 5 V2z. with rmLý,"uM t.-rVrsta
fittilty at rsso~nance less than 2.
3. Static deflection of the ro

is rpro.

sonFir-ally, the most significm5r
teristic ,d the active hydro,.)%zic

t

4. Dynamic p!rormancs? of

cinsv*t-i

erd'ls

o
deelŽf, duig th nfsiýn,
described in ter-n of the di"l:,,ýr
21
in F,.
6Dversus frrccuency curve
for the syste.mr Ait'l the rtgid p.1y'c-.-i. Th raiio
as sh-i in A;-;?ýýx:
6/Fo. calculated
defines
the "tril, dls
.-. v.
,
.
payloO'J, where F ý is Ili- ar-4ll -, ' C-j,! e
rlj,,
oidalI force F=- F 0 s in 2 .,:,ap,,ýýý
paylvsd, and 6 is the reI-3tive-, d.;-)!,ciý-;'-_t
1between the
;ayload and th
h~n
~6.rce F.
attaciament point due to Papplic.ition of t

essentially lndeperdert cif Iced, f(-r the, rerqi!
of rigid payloads associated ow~h hcoo-nn sauz,,;ct

fooces resu:ting from appilcotion of foo-t ;ýes
sure on pedals cr other control nmer-~ers. Fo-r
forces whtch are applied to tho paylcid at
frequencies other than approxiot-ay zero, the
effen-t on the system performanre, is nitlb.
Consider. for exzmple, the hmncdcopig
effects. The dynamics of the humnan bo-dly can
be- represented b-y a model having a 5 iiz rer~onant frequency. Let the magnitu ,de of foce
acting on the system at the povlcced atao:I`rl-nt
point due to human-body coupling. effoýCls F, ,
be 100 lb. The dellectlon of thp. systemn ;), due
to such a force applied at a frequcency of 5 Hz
would be less than 0.002 inches. Vlnerefcre?, it
can be stated that the dynamic perfor-_ince of
the active hydraulic isolation system is
essentially unaffected by humnan-body resonance
coupling effects and/or external forces applied
to the isolated mass.

several areas of Inveitigdtlon prInr to firal deftnition cf d!esign critert-C for pilot rro-octite
sy,,stemsa employinq active tsolatt-cn tec!hnlques.
These include: (a) human subject perfor-arce
evsl-.aticn tests wvith the !aborator/ model;
(t) evaluation of system response to multiaxial
and random excitations: (c) effoct of ad~litional
protective devices such as seat cushiors and
body and head restraints,- (d) el!Thots of load and
input Inmpedance on the dyn-Amic profnormance of
the s-ystemn; (a) techniques, frr varylmng systc-m
Pe.rfornlnce by means of dtff:ront lidb-aciz aned
corripensation mechanisms; (1) cc~c~tit gtructural
Inlterface conslIdera tlon.¶; and (9) weiqht, spice
and other operational systrem requtremients for
given aLrcrafts.

CONCLUSIONS

a

displacement excitation. in.

Based on the analyses and results of
the innestiqat=o, the following conclus ions
are made:-

A

average actuator cross sectional area. in 5

8

feedobeck signal fro'm accelerometer,

1. The active hydraulic Isolation system
represents a feasible approach to provide t:-.e
acceleration reduction and displacement control'
required to protect pilots from the vertical
dynamic environment encountered durino low51ituee lr~h-speed flight.

C,

acceleration loop gain, in./sec'

Cs

relativ.e displacenment ioop gaini. /c
In).

C1

relative displacement loop gain for

_q~htS.

S. Dynamnic periormanct' of the motdet is
oa t•>dxy
resnnc-e
essentiady uneffected 1--f
areppied
coupling effects, 3And/or ezttertri f
to the isolated mass.
Dynamic ;etiocr~nnncP of the mo1dalIis
nýder*,dpn~t of vitratory exo~tautori
lev-el, for
the rarqe of vertical vi sr-tirr levt-ls exectod

in. /5e
16>1i.9n

*-11

c,

r

t

aive. •

nc

lee

In.

C

relative veiocity ,op
iz
S
in /Sec

V

actuator cham-ber volume, in?

x

dslcement of su w.rtoe

/ $•..c

mass, v%.

gain for
dlsplacemen.t of actuator rod,

vo Its

E

rkgai,
a,-Wtlngerro
aciuating error s/gnal,

f

frequency, 1 z

F

force excitation, lb

Ga

compensator transfer function,
din'ension'lesss

G,

compensator transfer function,
dcmensionýess

sec'-

e;

constant, drme'-soniess

4S5

constant, dimensionless

buik modulus cf hydraulic fluid, lb./in.8
relative displacement between
sup•ro-ted mass and actuator, in

a

dfferental pressure across
actuator,

lb./i•na

damping ratio for accelerometer.
dumensionless
damping ratio for flexible coupling,
dimensionless

Ca

G3

impensator transfer function.
;imensionless

cc

G3'

compensator transfer function,
dimensionless

C'

damping ratio for servovaivo,
dimensionless

G,

accellerometer transfer function.
dimensionless

-r,

time constant, sec

Gc

flexible coupling transfer function,
dimensionless

T2
,$J

time constant, sec
time constant, sec

G,

servovalve transfer function,
dimensionless
represents

lC.

time constant, sec

CA

time constant, sec

Tc

V-'1

,M,1

supported mass, lb sec2/mn.

w

frequency, radians/sec

"Ov

flow from servovalve,

•a

undamped natural frequenczy of
accelerometer, radians/s$c
undamped natural frequency of coupling
and supported mass radias/sec

i
ma

w

volts
i
s

R

referenne isect.

s

Laplace ocerator, sec-

It

time. sec

undamped natural frequency of
servovalve, radians/sec

Wv

Apperndilx I

ACTIVE SYSTEM OPEN AND CLOSED LOOP TPANsrER FUNCTIONS
This appendix deals with generation of the system block diagram and the associated transfer
functioiis. Figs. 8 and 9 show a schematic representation of the active hydraulic system and the
relationship between the various elements in thd system, respectively. The servoamplifier modifies
and adds slgnals from the displacement transducer and the accelerometer, and delivers a flow corn
mand signal to the servovalve. The actuator, through the flexible coupling, generates forces as a
function of the flow delivered by the servovalve. These forces act on the isolated mass to attenuate
the effects of distrubing excitations.
The flow from the servovalve Qv can be expressed in terms of the relative actiator piston
displacement and the compressibility of the hydraulic fluid in the actuator :4S, p. 37 3.

Qv

A(i - A)+

W
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The

used thro-qh-ut the apoeedi.es are defined in the no,,enc'ature.
%'ibo~s

n, 3sed on
.ra'
3nc d aata for te
d Ly
CC.upling can te rrFsne

t'-e

The acceleration of the isolated rnzas

o

fCxib~e c¢-prz

is descrited in ternms of the actuatot force output by

= APA
i

Nt
Substituting Eqs.

(2) and (3)

in Eq.

used in the System, tMe dynamzcs of the

(!),

(3)

and rerar.;Inq terns,

- a

-J

W+

2 ,7 A 2

(4)
• c

Using the Laclace operator notation, the acceierat'on of the isolated mass is given by

0

Q (s)

62!S
-•

--

I

+

V

-ý

A

+ 528(s)

S

s

+2

(5)
+ IC

The flow command signal to the serv.veh'e Q,1 is the sum of the compensated acceleration
and displacerm,ent signals. The flow from the servovalve in terms of the accelerometer transfer
f[nction GCs). the servovalve transfer fur.Orion G.;(.), the loop gains C, and Ca, and the
compensator t.ansf.r functions G,, (s), G: (s) and G, (s), is given by Eq. (6), (minus sign implies
negative feedback)
Qr(S) =--C

C. (s)Ga(s)K(s)+C. G ((s)8s)],

(s)Gv(s)

(6)

where.
6

C1 (s)

x-a

G, (s)=

Ss+C
rZ s+)I
s±1;

Ga(s) =s

= -(.i's'lJ%)rc

16

1+ C
~sf

(c= s+l

.
_

0 (1

•"•"+

•c•

+.
2Cv v-.-"

Fig. 9 shows the block diagram cf the systeem based on Eqs. (5) and (6). For the system under
consideration
.
,
(10-4 > 10-"). Therefore, from Fig. 9, th! open loop transfer

function,---El,

is given by

=G-' (s)G (S)Ga(s)Gv(s) s'

E--Cs

S17?1

A

G,(S)sss++

C•
A-

C

(s)G3)(s)

(7)

where, from

Eq. (2)
sa

2C

c

W

The system closed loop transfer function relating the system acceleration respons i,
ance acceleration 9, can be obtained from Eqs. (5) and (6) anrd is given by

to the disturb-

S +-Ga.(s)Ga (s)GC,(s)

cl•
SG, (s)G

(s)Ga(S)Gv()s5s

(8)

+ Go(s)s +

G-o(s)G 3 (s)Gv(s)

Eqs. (7) end (8) were solved on a digital computer for the system with a 245-lb. rigid payload,
using the following values of system constants:

C,

= 1.58 sec

A
4.5 sec-1

"C2

=

0.51 sec

T,

=

0.315 sec

"=

-

0.0263 sec

Wv

=

1100 see-

Ga

1

Results are presented in Figs. 10 and 11 which show polar plots of the amplitude and phase angle of
the systemn open loop transfer function -2iLJ-"
and Fig. 12, which shows a plot of the magnttude of
the closed loop transfer function
Fig.
function

Ej1k

as a function of frequency, respectively.

18 shows a polar plot of the amplitude and phase angle of the system open loop transfer

"I

obtained from Eq. (7) for a 33.5-lb metal seat plus a 145-lb rigid weight.

The same

constants as shown above apply for this case except for the fo0owing:
A

=

S=

0.84 sec

0.30 sec

C2
'c 2 =
Wc

=

0.05 sec
113 !ec-

1

Appendix II
SYSTEM ERROR TRANSFER FUNCTION
In this appendix, it is shown how the reference input signal
acceleration disturbnnce into the active hydraulic isolation system.
function I

R(t) may be used to represent an
The system error transfer

can be derived using the block diagram shown In Fig. 9 and Eq. (7) in Appendix I,

and is given by:
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L03

""-(G!,

(5

(C)G(s)
W

The system cl:Is<d icep tuand.,?r fjrceton
_,

C, (S)

"6-'.

* GC(s)5 S +

C4 (S)G (I Gv(;

is given by Eq. (8).

Frcm Eqs.

(8) and (9) the ratio

Is give.n by

A

(10)

A

If a ccmmand signal R(t) equivaient to the dttu:-,ance F(t) is intrL•duced into the system
shown in rig. 9, the mnasured error sigreIl E(t) w1l be equiva.ient to the system acceleration
response R(t) as long zA the ratio
phase angle of

.:

-:Jkis) given by Eq. (10) is near unity.

Values of the amplitude and

're caiculated on a digital co-wutcr as a function of frequency and are

tabulated beelow.

AMPLITUDE AND PHASE ANGLE OF

PHASE

AMPLITUDE

FREQUENCY
Red/sec

H1z

Ratio

db

daree s

0.063
0. 100
0. 158
0.251
0.398
0.631
1.000
1. 585
2.512
3. 981
6. 310
10. 000
15. 849
25. 119
39. 811
63. 096
100. 000

0.01
0.02
0.03
0. 04
0.06
0 10
0. 16
0. 2
0.,0
0.63
1. (j
1.59
2.52
4.00
6.34
10.04
IS.92

0. I00,00r+01
0. 99399E+ 00
0. 99999E+ 00
0. 999ý6r+00
0. 9999¢E+ 00
0. 999Ess500
0.99953E 00
0. 999 13F.+0O
0. 99552Z+00
0. 99738Z+ 0,3
0. 99476Z÷ 00
0. 96811-+00
0. 97033Z+O0
0. 92179EZ00
0. 60306", 00
0. 55093E, 00
0. 20591E+ 00

-0.00
-0.00
-0.00
-0.00
-0.00
-0.00
-0.00
-0.01
-0.01
-0.02
-0. C-5
-0.10
-0.26
-0.71
-1.91
-5.18
-13.73

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.6
1.0
2.9
10.6
109. 7

w) is within 10 percent of the value of the
It can be seen that the system acceleration response MU(1
error signal E( Jw), for values of frequency lower thin approximately S Hz. Therefore, if a reference
Input;ignal R(j w). equivalent to a distur;ance '(J ), is electronically introduced into the system
at the appropriate location (see Fig. 9), values of the measur'ed error signal E(j W) will be equIV3lent
to the acceleration response U(J w.), as long as th. frequency of the disturbance and cf the response
is below 5 Hz. Such a synthesized excitation technique was used for evaluating the system response
to the ramp-sustained acceleration excitition,where neither the frequency of the disturbance nor the
frequency of the system was greater than 5 Hz.
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Appendix III

DISPLACEMENT MOBILITY
Rk'ferring to Fig. 7, the equations of motion governing the actuator and the flexil.e coupling
fur a force disturLance F(t) applided at the isolated mass jl.e.
9 '(t) =
, are given Ly

Y0-1)

Ov :A(!) +
a nd

_-,

• ÷2C

c•+c

(x-_z)

(12)

The acceleration of the isolated mass is described in terms of the actuator farce output and the
app;ied f&rce by

Mx = aPA+F
Combining Eqs.

(11). (12),

and (13),

(13)

using the Laplace operator notation

and solving for x

Q(s) +
(s) =
.

.

.

.

(14)

-I

a. 2C

+ I

cc

As indicated in Appendix I, for the system under consideration
then~~~~
beoe7"

then becomes

I

U
Q,(s)

'

(s) =

;>

M
•-•=•

The expression

ZI/

F(s)

2

(IS)

s•+ WCs c
c

+1I

(15

c
x

Substituting the expression for valve flow
and recognizing tnat since
given by Eq.

Q.

represented by Eq. (6) of Appendix 1, solving for

6 = x- a, x = 6 for a = 0. the point displacement mobility -L-,

-p-.

is

(16)
S

F~ss
ýSj
WC(16)
.•;(s)G2 (s)Ga(s)Gv(s)s' +Gc(s)s + jG2 (s)G3 (s)Gv(s)

The magnitude of the

-•-

ratio ,as calculated as a function of frequency with the values of ccnstants

F
shown in Appendix I for a 245-lb rigid payload.

These results are shown in Fig. 21.
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DISCUSSION
Mr. Denner (H hes Aircraft Co.): Do you
have-anyti
-iie:
-for t-se skid systems
for common sizes of shelters ?

more energy underneath the curve at that particular point.

Mr. Doll: The skid averages out to about
tow weig
per foot,
I lbswhich
end
are aincuiding
little bt the
larger
than the o-

package cushioning deflectior. calrulation which
would indicate that, the orntium linear mount
would have considerably lower deflection than
the equivalent situation which you described.

Mr. Gertel: I trade a fairly short standard

trusions. For a typi.al 12 foo zhelter, it would
weigh less than 90 lbs.

Mr. Dll: Once you got past the flat portion
of the curve there is a cross over point where
the deflection of a linear spring would equal
that of the skid mount.

Mr. Gertel ('notic S•r!em_,): I was curious
about the st.tement you made on the non-linear
and linear equivalents. I believe you said the
non-linear mount gave a lower deflection than
the equivalent linear mount?

Mr. Doll: Yes. If you draw a straLght line
from the origin thru a point on the ioad-deflez-

1Mr. Gerel: The linear mount probably
would- hae-a- hllher stiffness. Based on the
sLrnple packzge cushoning equaticns, the deflection equals twice the drop heighi divided by the
acceleration. Lc.kirg at ycur table, in almost

tion curve before it stiffins up, both systems
would have the same force level, but ths skid
mount would be more efficient. It wcold have

every c23e tVI optinum linear mount wojld have
roughly the same dePlection as your own nonlinear mount.
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Z•7E-AIDED [SICN OF OPCTI-'M SPOCK-TSCLATION SYSTEMS

E. Sevin, W.D. Pilke,, A.3.KA'AlnCwski
lIT Research Institute
Chicago, Illinois
.
a
nethod, termed *r•zc
A cc-nuter-aidýd coti z.t..n
•"rt•for the desnm of a class of multid. ree-o:-rre:c,,
Such systems
isolator shock-Isolaticn systems is described.
linear structural elements intorconare ch-rcterL.,.d by (1)
nected by nonlirear isolator elements End (2) ccnrtratnts and
o performoce index that can be expressed as lincar functicns
Any nnber of deIrees of freeof the system state variables.
dom cnn b, considered and no restrictions are i:-.osed on the
Vie indirect synthesis
nonlinearity of the isolator elements.
method also can be '2sed to determine traeoeff relaticnships
bet-ýeen perfor-,nce inde> snd resncnse constraints, thereby
providin, a qu',ntLtative measure of the effectiveness of eny
proposed isolaitor concept and the theoretical performý,-nce
ipxovevmon targ'.n.
and nonlinenrly in the mathematical representations for both the performance inThe nondex and response constraints.

INTRODUCTION
The design of an optimum shock-

linearity aspect rules out the use of
efficient linear programming techniques:
The implicit appearance of the parameters

isolation system requires synthesizing
portions of an otherwise-specifipd assemblape of structural element3 so that

rules out the use of hipn-speed "g't.ientThe
type" nonlinear pro7rpmning codes.
only alternative is that less efficient,
slower-converging mathemiatical orogramming codes, such as the "pattern-soearch
type, be em-ployed.

an index of over-all systec. pnrfor7arce
or -axicznir"d
is optimized (i.e.,
mized) and seecified constraIn,? on the
system response are satisfied .ind-r the
action of an external shc',c, e.;rion.
This is essentially a vartir:;a-tvpe
problem for which most succ,--7, t. -3te,
has resulted from mathematical program-

In

s

The entire system dynamics must

nonlinear.

Further,

both the perfor.m-

ance index and constraints must be linear
functions of the state variables (e.g.,
di[splacements, velocities, forces).

be solved for each trial set of design
parameters considered.
@ If nore than one isolator is
present in the system, all parameters
contained in all is ola tors maus t be
sought simultaneously.

The method of indirect sy-nthes.s
comprises two distinct phases, (1) TimeOptimal Synthesis, and (2) System Identification. The first phase involves the
determination of the force-time variation
in each of the isolator elements for

e Nonlinear progratmning search
codes are required to execute the performance minimization.

this paper we will consider a

new computer-oricnted approach, called
indirect svnthesis.
It treats the same
generaicla7s or problems, yet holds
promise of avoiding many of the disadThe
vantages of the di.'ect approa.ch.
method is intended for many-degree-offreedom systems whose structural eleThe i solamencs are linearly elastic.
tor elemnents may be highly nonlinear,
thus the over-all system dynamIcs are

ming formulations.
Eten so, because of
computationai difficulties, these have
been !imited to relatively small and
simple systems.
The reasons for this
state of affairs can be understood by
considering the following characteristics
of what might be termed the "conventicnal
direct-synthesis approach" to design optimization:

which the performance index is

The unknown pa-

and the constraints satisfied.

rameters invariably appear implicitly
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optimized

For the

d, finding the
class of svyttcms d
.
trs of solvI
optimum i'solator f't
-lcm whose
in, a linear proqrai,
,r of isodimension dc pn,o.s o'. 7
- 2•-r than on
lators and constraintt
the over-all
the deirees of freedk:, ,
system,
The linear pr .- 'raming formulation is possible sinck- tht, isolator eleof their
ments, despite the po,-i ility
boing nonlinear In thpcr respective state
variables, enter the t,, ations of motion
Whil. it
as unknown functions ,, tine.
i's possible to handle nonlinear struCtural, systems by other means (e.4., dynamic progranin,4), the practical app IIcation of the method for truly large
systems and prosent generation' corputerA
depends on the linear programming ap-"proach,

"

,

.
.

,
.

Repetitive solution of the timeoptimal synthesis phase for different
constraint levels results in a performance

index/constraints

represents
for

that

relationship

,'
..

the best performance possible

the totality

of admissible

'1,,,,

isolator

elements (for the prescribed loading)
When the optimization proceeds by conventional direct-search techniques this
information is generally unavailable
since specific isolation-element configurations must be specified in advance,

.0

Fig.

.S'* --

'

1

-

Multi-isolator, multidegreeof-freedom system

Less general configurations, which are
considered later, are shown in Fig. 2.
To establish a mathematical statement of this general shock isolation
problem we introduce the following nomenclature:

The system identification phase consists of determinin; the open parameters
of some prescribed isolator element. This
is done by causing the response of isolator elements to approximate the ideal
synthesized response, thereby avoiding
the necessity of solving a constrained
In a multi-iscminimization problem.
lator problem, this can be accomplished
Knowledge of
one isolator at a time.
the tradeoff relationship between optimum performanc' and constraint serves to
terminate the i entification process.

u.; j-l,...,J
J
(unknown)

in the J
isolator elements.
= forces

Ck(t u-); k-l,...,K - response functi ns (relative motions or functions of relative motions) at
positions in either a structural
or an isolator element, or a
combination of these, where time
(According to
is denoted by t.
the design requirements, the Ck
must lie within some prescribed
(time-dependent or invaiiant)
say, between
b unding value,
The Ck are referred
Ct and Cý.
to as the "constraint functions"
and there may be K such inequa)ities specified.)

TIME-OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS
The practicality of the indirecL
synthesis method stems from the fact that
the time-optimal synthesis phase is easily accomplished for an important class
This is a
of large isolation systems.
consequence of the linear form of the
defining equations, even though the isolator elements under consideration may
be nonlinear when expressed in terms of
The general
the system state variables.
dynamic system under consideration will
consist of an arbitrary arrangement of
linearly elastic structural elements
interconnected by isolation elements,
The structural elements are assumed to
be the known (and fixed) portions of the
system, and the isolator elements the
The most general arunknown portions.
rangement is shown in Fig. 1:

h(t,u.) - response function whose
mlximum or integrated value over
time represents the index of
performance to be optimized
De(minimized or maximized).
note this functional of h by Q,
If tne
the performance index.
maximum absolute value in time
of h is of prime concern, then
for all
O-5t.< tf;
Q-max h(t,uj)
t
if an integral of the response
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BESI AVAIL~ABLE£ ,OP•

is

the performance
t'
Q-f 'h(tu )dt.

-

then

for shock problc.ms.
However, t"C appropriate solution to the hro
e'ncO,.s P0-ý.stf'on' of -otl'n can he added to h':th
equation.; to inclc:de sitliat)no.• w-;,re
condition3 prevail.
non'ero Initial

J

0

t

Index,

final vaoue of the time

inter-

For co:.putational pucpo)3PF, it may
be more convenient to obtain soluticns
to the oriinr.al system for unit steounit
thanof for
impulses. P,(t),
As .. he ratner
response
a System

,'-1,2,. L - external shock
exctaios.functions
excitations,

f(t)'

to a unit lmpuose is the derivative of
the response •o P unit step-function,
so Rj(t) cpn be conPute' from dRj(t)/dt.
In patticular circumstances,
the
performance index and constraint furc-

The optimum design prohbem for the
general shock isolation system considerthe J
ed thus amounts to determinint.
isolator elv-nents (i.e., the uj) such
that the K constraints

tions may be

L
Ck< Ck tu)

<-(tJ-

k1l, " .,K

are satisfied and the performance
Q,

takes on a minimum (or maxiMum)

index,

both the performance
iodex In and enersl,
constraints
can consist of any

.

J-1 o

Ajku'(~.w
j"
(t

ire known constants.

still

"(tf

(6)

TUU(T)d-t.

k( f

j'lo
The time-optimal synthesis for 5v'wit.h the4e types of performance Intes
dex and constraints becomes a probre- in
linear prograiming where, in discrete
form, we seek to establish the i-cc
qents (1-1.....I)
characterizin- eacn o"
the J isolator forces u;;, scch that Q
is minimized sub,.:-,t
-u
inear constraints

(r)d,,
(
(2)

Ck(zi,•.

CL
kI

As s

...

,K).(7)

:zher

the

form
Q - max hk

kjt-)()d.
(

j

to

J

J
C

Mj'Ckt
+
ok

Ck(t f,u.)->

whe-e the RA(t) are the values of.h due
to a unit i pulse applied at the attachment point of the jn
isolator element,
and ho(t) is an analogous response due
to the applied disturbances f,.(t).
Similarly, linear constrainz functions can
be written as

Ck(tlu )Ck( t)+L f

Sim-

anotherje re nonconstants
Still
another posslble constraint form would
involve the terminal value of a response,
i.e.,
its value at t.me tf
t

t

1

constants.

ilarly, a constraint night be reduced
"
a linear combination of the form

where A-k

involving

JRj(t-r)u
f
J
0

" Ajuj(t),

1

where Aj are piescribed

k.J

the response of the (known) structural
elements to unit forces and the (Unknown)
The response
isolator element forces.
function, therefore, can be written as

h(t,u )-ho(t)+ 2

h(t,uj)

Ck

linear combination of response quantities.
Since we are limiting consideration to structural elements that respond
linearly to either the external shock
excitation or to prescribed forces at
the attachment points of the isolator
elements, the method of superpositlon
applies.
Thus, any of the state variables, or a linear combination of the
state variables, can be w,'itten in the
integral

to special cases of

value.

The choice of nerformance index is
of utmost impo:tance since it establishes the sense in which the isolation system design is optimized.
The choice of
constraints, on tho other hand, restricts
the range of candidate designs relative
to which the optimum is selected,

form of a convolution

reduced

these vcneral forms.
For example, the
response function h could be a linear
combination of J of the isolator forces

ý1)

or

or

-,U

(3)

tI •

tf

(8)

i
tf

Qf

Expressions (2) and (3) assume zero initial
conditions as is usually the case

o
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h(-..

h(-.

(ti~uji).ti

.

(9)

Also, it is possible to have the integral of the absolute value of h as the
performance index and still
retain the
linearit,' in uji required to formulate
the problem as one of linear programming.

programming f r'n. The mechanics of acccmplishin, th~s for a single-degree-offreedom system aLc given in Ref. r2
For the general problem, this task can
be automated by a linear programming
preprocessor (LPP).
The standard linear
programming problem may be stated as:
Find the vector Z that minimizes'-C 7
subject to the linear constraints A
where the components of 7 must be positive.
In essence, the LPP code sets up

The functions h and Ck are arbitrary
in that either can represent stresses,
displacement, forces, or practically any
other physical quantity of interest to
the system.

the X, B,

Details of the linear programmin3
formulation and a code to implement it
are given in Ref. "I'.
Of importance
here is the observation that the size of
the linear programming problem does not
depend on the number of degrees of freedom characterizing the dynamic system.
Rather, the size of the program, from a
computational point of view, is proportional to the quantity 'JK, where I is
the number of discrete time steps used
to characterize the isolator forces, K
is the number of response constraints
and J is the number of isolotor elements.
Moreover, the dynamic analysis is conducted only once to determine the influence-type functions which appear as the
coefficients of the uj in Eqs. (2), (3),
and (6).

C matrices using

the response

output and other essential information.
Such an LPP code that accepts quite general forms of constraints and performance indices is available.
The formulation and implementation, including the
FORTRAN IV listing and users manual,
are provided in Ref. [I].
Step 3 - Linear Program Solver
This step employs existing iarge-scalet
linear programming codes that acce t the
output of Step 2 (i.e.,
the coded A, B,
C matrices) and compute the minimum
(say 7_and
corresponding minimizing
vector
.
The optimum isolator funetions ui, any desired response functions,
and als; the optimum performance Q ' for
the specified constraintscon be subsequently determined from
and Zan.

Time-optimal synthesis results in
isolator functions uj for the optimal
isolators and the mi imum value of Q.
If the synthesis is executed for a range
of values of the constraints, a hypersurface showing the optimal performance
possible for various combinations of constraints can be constructed.
The isolation system designer can use such information to learn if proposed designs can
ever meet the required performance.
Also, a measure of his success at various stages of his design efforts is now
available, since the performance of his
candidate system car, be compared to that
of the best possible.

SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
The second phase in the indirect
synthesis process is termed system
identification.
This phase -•els'ts
in
the selection of design parameters associated with the candidate isolator element configuration that satisfy the
originally stated optimization problem.
This is accomplished by curve-matching
techniques that mold the candidate isolator
force-time characteristics to thei
ideal response ae determined from the
time-optimal synthesis phase.
The design parameters are determined
for each isolator separately, rather than
simultaneously as required by the directsynthesis method.
The optimum isolator
forces u*(t), used as the reference for
curve-maiching, need be computed only
once.
This is equivalent to performing
the system dynamics but once.
th
Assume that the force in the j
isolator element (ul) can be expressed
as an arbitrary alg braic or transcendental function of the relative displacement (xj) and relative velocity (9j)

The time-optimal synthesis process
can be conveniently considered in terms
of three computational steps.
Step1 - System Dv-namics.
Structural- dynamic codes are used to obtain
the required response history of the
individual structural elements resulting
from both the external loading and the
unit impulses at the isolator element
attachment points, i.e.,
determine h (t)
and C, (t) appearing in Eqs. (2), (3)
and (5y and Rj and Rki appearing in
Eqs. (2), (3), and (6'.
Step 2Linear Program Preprocessor
(L
-) h-ee response informaton of step
the form of the performance index, and
the nature of the constraints to be met
must be converted to standard linear

tAvailable linear programming codes indlude CDC Allegro, IBM MPS 360, IBM LP
90, and UNIVAC FMPS.
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between the isolator terminalst re.g.,
Fig. 2(a)7 and the Mj unknown design
parameters -j' Ajl,•j2.'".JM
That
is,
u

uC

the optimal history of uj,uj(t), for the
The same dynamic systiem
3 values of J.
equations employed to compute u*(t) are
used to obtain the correspondin' relative
motion trajectories x*(t) and k(t).
(10)
Knowledge of (u
,x)
Nx permits us to
~~~compare the fr
n~ej
addt

j
-~~~
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2 - Example shock isolation systems

One such form is
N.
cithe
uj_ 2..PJn
n-l

isolator (under the assumption that it
can respond optimally) with u* and to
select the design parameters 4o minimize
difference between the two.
That
is,
from the difference funcdor,

N'
+ E

,J .n

(10a)

n-*

Ajt
M

-

-j

we can select the ;j

Thc opt imum synthesis problem is to
select numerical values for the Mj design

parameters a

(t)

-u

-nj

where the (Nj+Nj) values -,n, and
refer to the Mj values of aj.

for each of the J isolators

C(j

such that Q Is minimized (or maximized)
and the constraints on Ck are satisfied.
Recall that we have already determined
is

-

uj(xj

7~j),

(t

j j
such that

f

2df
0

j

(12)
(12)

minimized.

The relation (12)
can be approximated with a finite sum so that the design parameters are determined by solving

-Additional considerations that arise
when derivatives of uj appear in the
expression relating f rce and relative
motion (e.g., for a spring and dashpot
in series) are discussed in Ref.[1].
This is a situation not fundamentally
different from that considered here.
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the least-square optimization problem**
WY

S

TE-MAL

I (SYSTEM oYNA.-XCS)

)STEP

SDeterine

min
.4
j

(St-ps 1,2.3)

[

) . jC(X*
jUJi
(tiXj

.

~j

(ti),

2\(
1At

system response functions

uit 1- imp ulse

for

IOad tings

STEP 2 (LINEAR PROtM'iM

il

PREPROCESSOR)

(13)

U'*sethe .,esponse functions and the

where
eters
arid it• is ti?: Jqtsgration time
!:tersa- appear
the par
It
interval,
Eq. (l0a)I,
in Eq. (10) [ .g.,
linearly
(13)
becIomes a problem of ordi.iary leastIf they appear
square curva-fitAng:
nonlinearly, the parameters r'ust be de-terrnned withi a nonlinear search Code

and performance indices
tAc.iitruct the A,': matrices that
prozraMde•<ir .,-e rtandard linr
ming Vl-oblen: Find Vi- rector Z
=--Z subject to)
<n'nimizes
E hat

-

A3
STEP 3 (LINEAR PROGT.,M
SOLVER)
Use a linear programmitg code

t o
solve for the minimum
;--. * and
corresponding Z*.
Next, determine
the time-optimnl performance Q* and
optimt trajectories
u*(t) 4 of the

[3.
The

determination

of

tj is

the

step

prnvicusly referred to as molding the
j n candidate isolator's
force-time
to those of the timecharacteristics

optimal response.
problem (13)
parameters

involves each Mi set

ing elsewhere
tem identification
element
lator

in

jth isolator J-i,2 .... J

of

th~se

of

select

appear-

u3(x

far the j h isolator

be the

Compute

matchig(n

same as those obtained
synthesis

since

as functions of xj

the curve-matching

imperfectly,

is

(3w)

aho

rel

n-n+l-

both

the measure of curve- 1

Logic of the
tine
or the

[11.

curve-fitting
mathematical

programming code
a new

if

(i.e..

of the j'h isolator

n1l corresponds to the J n
initial
estimate

The corres onding Q and

are expressible

confIguration

))

Assume arninitial set of parameters

perfect curve-matchin,
A 3 (t)
-iso- tf and for all
t
0•
0 for all
lators,
is realized, then a solution to
the system equations contairin',
the
(ci.e.
candidate £solators with 3nj
uj(x ,j,
) in place of u (t))
will be

from time-optimal

the

ij.'g

the system, i.e.,
sysis performed an iso-

If

Cý(t) will

-.*,7*]

J 1+1

at a time.

xt).

fro-n

SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

The suboptimization

independent

constralnt1

specification of the

where -t refer to the mirmizingfurions

that

performed

set

terd

rou-

establishes

of parameters (9,) n.l
J
toward the

some degree of error will

be introduced into the candidate isolator
trajectories,
and the extent to
which the resulting
performance and zonstraints
are satisfied
will
be affected.
Some indication of how the accumulation
of the individual curve-fitting
errors
will
affect
the final
response of the
dynamic system designed by the indirect
synthesis method is given ii subsequent
examples.

Is H(c ) minimized?
T
Yes

Are all
•

J candidate isolators

synthesized?

Substitute the optimized parameters,
i.e., (3-) Jl...J.
into the candidate system equations and

compute

A flow chart illustrating the over-

o Response constraintsfa

computational
indirect-synthesis
all
The first
process is shown in Fig. 3.
three steps constitute
the time-optimal
synthesis phase and provide the optimal

Iand

of performance
Are both
the oflevel
degree
satisfaction
of the]
response constraints acceptable?

The minimax (or Chebychev)

definition

No
Select other can
didate

of curve fitting,
which minimizes the
maximum deviation being matched, may
also be used in place of the least
square measure of curve-fitting
error

(Eq.

(12)1.

Yes
STOP:
is

[

sy

achieved

a

Fig. 3-Indirect synthesis flow chart
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performance Q ,

the optimum forces

and trajectories
x , xj necessary for the
phase.
The n-loop
system-identification
refers
to the iteration,
for a fixed j,on
the 71. values in the process of minimizing H7)
and the j-loop
refers
to the
determination of the parameters in eachof the J candidate isolators.
The outer-

most loop refers t-

the process

of re-

If a set of parameters c. thnt
design.
results
in a satisfactory
curve n-Atc h
for the postulated Isolator
configuration does not exist,
thcn other candidate isolator
elements can Se used. 1Iis

j+
+
------------------ J+J

14

(t)-(-I

m j÷l 3

- )u,(t)+ -u._(t

+

m j J

.

j

I"

m j+1
1
m]

)

"

j-l,2,..J
subject to initial

conditions

involves repeating part of the system
identification
loop, but does not require
a fresh time-optimization solution.

tvo

soltio
eprsenatie
co-

the important featTo illustrate
synthsis method,
of the indirect
u
two representative shock isolation
configurations
will
be ccnsidered.
The
first
of these is the rectilinear
multidegree-of-freedom,
muIlti-isolator system
shown in Fig. 2(a), referred
to as
Model 1.
The secord type of system
of a single iso[Fig. 2(b)] consis's
lator
interposed between a rigid
(isolated) mass and an arbitrary
linearly
elastic
base structure
which may be some
combination of continuous or lumped mass
members such as sprin.s,
bean~s, and
s h ells.
This
is referred
to as
Model 2.
A specific
example of this
latter
system is shown in rig. 2(c),
is rzpresonted
where the base structure
.'ILhough more
housing.
by a shell-type
oif :ombicomplicated systems consistng
.u. Fig. 2(a)
nations of the types show.n
and 2(b) can be conceive-oj oa
the
general problem shown in Fig. 1), the

essential features of r-Ait.-isolator,
essentidalreeofeatresdof
tiosso
multidegree-of-frppdo,
design can be sufficipntiy
the two problem types
Model

!s.-I~on
system
te
explored with
selected.

1

The problem is to synthesize the J
shock isolators
appearing in the system
shown in Fig. 2(a), such that the absolute value of the peak acceleration of
mM
s minimi'-ed, subject to prcscribed cnnstraints
on the relative
displacement between each neighboring mass.
In the time-optimal synthesis phase, the
J candidate isolator
forces are expressed
as explicit
functions of time; consequently, the equations of motion for the
system represented in Fig. 2(a) can be
written
as the following system of firstorder differential
equations:

(

sock

-(14)

(0;

X,

j=l,2,...J
where the notation
X

X

is

x. -

Relative displacement
across the terminals of
isolator
the jth

x

Relative velocity
across
the terminals of the jth
isolator;uo,
uj/mj+l are
both defined as zero, and
uJ.l/mJ+l is defined as
2
-d y/dt
(the rigid base
input accelriondwhich
input acceleration which
notatio
ofte general
of the general notation
given earlier)

-

introduced.

The time-optimal synthesis response
are obtained by performharacteristics
Let the
ing the three steps outlined.
performance index be the maximum absolute
i.e.,
acceleration of the mass m,,
(see Eq. (4)] wh$•-e
h - ul/mI
fUl(t)
Q - max lm
t

0

I

t

<

<

tf

"ýass

We seek to determine
is minimized, i.e.,
*

Q

such that Q

J-l2

[mi
-

the uj

iniQ]
UjL.J

...

and relative
displacement constraints
for each isolator
of the form

Ix (t)l! :

for all

(see Eq. (2)]
values of Xj.

Ot

are satisfied

tf, j-l,2,...J
for prescribed

To illustrate

of Ea. (3),

the general notation

where, uince th•e bounds on the conutrained

consider the special case

quantity are the same for all t,

parts:
(1) The soluti6n to Eq. (14? due to
only ul(t) [i.e., with j(r)=0O
subject to honogeneous initial
conditions Xl(O) - X2 (0) - 0;

basis for formulating the problem of minimizing Q as one of linear progra-aiing (2].
The solution to the time-optimal
synthesis problem provide£ both the optimum performance index Q and the corresponding optimum force, displacement

t
1 f/'R~t.,)U,)d

aqd velocity trajectories (ui(t),x1(t),
This information constitutes
kxj(t)).
t'e results of the time-optimal synthesis
phase, and is used as input for the system identification phase.
The values
for the system parameters are obtained
by evaluating relation (13) for each
isolator in the system.

o
where R(t-1)
(2)

(3)

- -(t-r).

The solution to Eq. (14) due to
only '(t)
(i.e.,
ul(t)=O] subject to homogeneous initial
conditions XI(0) - X2 (0) - 0;
R(t

-

•

T)

(T)

Next we consider the consequence of
imperfect curve-matching.
An indication
of how the accumulation of the J indiviiual curve-fitting errors will affect the
final response of the system [i.e.,
uq(x ,x ,a) in place of u- in Eqs (14)1
disiJneA'b4 the indirect sinthesis method
can be obtained from analysis of a specially defined system composed of a collection of isolators that satisfy the
linear property

d-

The homogeneous solution to
Eq. (14) (i.e.,
both y(t), u 1 (t)
taken as zero] subject to the
nonhomogeneous initial
conditions;
(vo)it + (do),

The net response Cl(t) is
these three terms:
Cl(t)
-y(t)+y(0)-+(d '+[(v

UC(X +V,k +W,-

(t.iUl(¶)d¶

The relation

0

T(t)

To obtain an explicit expression
for the constraint relation (7) in terms
of the variable uji, a discretization
scheme must be se ected.
For example,
a piecewise constant representation of
uI is:

UUr ) tr)'

r-

where H is the unit step-function.
this expression the constraint Eq.
now appears ais

+

"Y(ti)j+y(0+(do) +[(v )l+
0

(ulr'Ul(r-l)]f
r-l

1and

With
(7)

(t)

- Xt)

(16)

A relationship between the J curvefittinj
errors Ai(t) and the trajectory
error 6(t) can bA obtained by first
sub"stituting
X - Z* + T into the candidate,
system equations; then substituting X•uj - ui(t) into the time-optimal sys-

(O))ti

H('-tr)-T-ti]dt•Xi
oditions;
for i-1,2,....

- 7

defines X as the difference between the
trajectory determined from the timeoptimal synthesis problem and the trajectory obtained by integrating the
equations of motion of the candidate
system, (i.e., Eq. (14) with uc(x ,
)
in place of u;(t)).
The parameters'
appearing in 4(xj,xi,-)
are the res1its
obtained from ýhe se uece of curvefitting problems defined by Eq. (13).

I

:

,j•)+U C(VW,"Ej).

(05)
For example, a linear spring and dashpot
is parallel (Eq. (10a) with N1
N5
I
1
satisfies this criterion.

) +y(0)It

t

-X

)-Uc(x

the sum of

0

+LJ

CU

wi
ii
Teand Cli""'L
--X
The linear
form
1i hic H
the discreti~ed components of u 1't)
appear in both the expression frr-the performance and constraints, pro-vides the

J-l. The response quantity to be constrained is the relative displacement
Xl(t) . Cy(t).
The net contribution to
Eq. (3),
for k-1 is made up of three

*
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into Eqs. (14) with
Stem equatifns [i.e.,
iui
ju•(t)
and subtracting these two
differential equations and initial
conand using (15) to cancel out
like terms.
Thus, the error differential
equation

6
[1 + L-]

[

------------------

+

U

+

S+
j~i' j

-----".uC(6iJ'

a•

i

3j)

+

-

is
mj~+~
1
Jnonhomogeneous

1-

-------------------)mJ
J l'
-] J!

m

Jj

P

--

-=--d,_(t)[
i
+--A.(t+

~t)

•t--%.

mj+l

mj

"n-

j(t)

J

6j rt (t)

J-1,2 .. .2J.

(18a)

The expressions (18) illustrate the manner in whi h the trajectory error 6W(t)
for the jth isolator deerends upon t e
accumulated
errors
experienced
at eachcurve-fitting
isolator
in the
system.
Els. (18) does not depend on the particular performance or constraint definition
(i.e.,
peak acceleration of mass ml and
constraints across each isolator) selected
for illustration, but holds for the general criteria definitions liven earlier.

(0)

In Eqs.

(17a)

-----..---,2,.. -

j-1,2, ....

Utoward

where

(18),

note that,

as the

peak value of each An(i) curve tends
zero (0 < T < tf), the peak value
of the 6 j(t) quintify tends toward zero,
thus indIcating that the indirect syn-

thesis trajcctory is approaching the
time-optimal synthesis trajectory. Con0; 60o

uc0

the contribution from all the n-l,2,
rows of the lower partition of the
term in Eq. (17)

The form of the error solution given by

J-l,2 .... J
(17)
is obtained subject to initial conditicn!

0)J

()dr.
0)i~

n-

1

----

.J

i,--i,-lj

r
j-

+

The total error across the nth isolator

1

(18)

'+n]

c
-

'j+l

0

uc
J+l
mj+I

O
0

O; and Mj+l

J+l
mj+!

sequently, any constraints imposed on
variables in the originally
the stateoptimization
defined
problem
toward
being satisfied
exactly
as thetend
curve

0;

fitting errors get smaller.
Since the system performance depends
upon the 7(t) trajectories, it too will
be affected by the accumulated curvefitting error.
The performance obtained
by indirect synthesis will tend toward
the time-optimal synthesis performance
Q* as curve-fittinl errors tend toward
zero.

0.

Let the variable 6 n(t) denote the solution to Eqs. (17) •ubject to a unit impulse applied in the ntn row of the nonhomogeneous portion of Eq. (17), i.e.,
the second column vector.
(All other
terms in the nonhomogeneous vector taken
as zero.)
Th n the trajectory error
across the jtn isolator that is due to
the expression
1

~t) ~l

mn+1 "n+l(t) "

_ L
Mn

If any of the An(t) functions are
substantially large, the 6j(t) quantity
may lead to candidate system trajector-

ies x (t) - x*(t) + 61(.) that exceed
the o4 igilnalxý impos- d constraints.
Such a situation may be rectified by

+ L1 tn~

+l

Ant

selecting other candidate isolator configurations containing more open parameters that consequently may result in
closer curve fitting, hence smaller

(t)

trajectory

of the nonappearing in only the nth row
homogeneous portion of Eq. (17)
is given
by
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errors.

We start the system identification
phase by assuming the time-optimal synthe
thesis phase is completed, i.e.,
ovtimum force u* and trajectories x
r are known such that the performance
is optimum and the constraints are satisfied.

Model 2
The system of Fig. 2(b) has been
selected to illustrate some system identification techniques for situations in
which a single isolator is interposed between a mass and a general linear elastic
structure (e.g., a configuration of interTwo
connected beams, shells, springs).
different approaches to the system idenThe
tification problem are discussed.
the same as that of
isessentially
first
Model 1, wherein the determination of the
are found
optimum system parameters a
through curve-matching on the isolator
The second approach differs in
force.
that the curve-matching is performed on
the response trajectories rather than on
in addition to providing an alterforce.
nate method for performing the parameter
identification, this second approach
holds the promise of more closely satisfying the response constraints by emphasizing curve-;natching to the response
trajectories instead of to the isolator
Expressions relating the curveforces.
matching error to the trajectory error
is made for both approaches.

The candidate sysFirst Approach.
tem equations are Uefined by replacing
The
u(t) in Eq. (19) with uc(x,x,3).
determinaticn of the optimum parameters
is essentially the same as the general
case, where j assumes the value I in
The
(11), and (13).
relations (10),
effect of imperfect curve-matching for
the class of isolators defin-e& by Eq. (15)
can be ascertained for Model 2 in the
same fashion as for Model 1. The error
differential equation relating the curve
fitting error n(t) and the, trajectory
error 3(t) (where x(t) = x- + 6) is
given by
2 tt
m

(t)

During the time-optimal phase the
isolator forces are expressed as explicit
This leads to system
functions of time.
equations for Model 2 in the form
mrey + r + x] + u(t)

-*
c
+ u (6(t),6(t),a*)

dt
(19)

vo

0

subject to

+ Of R(t-T)u(T)dT

=do, x(0)

(20)

d2,
+ Ui()~t•d

- t(t)

6(0)

= 6(0)

= 0

(20a)

This form is valid for time-varying a
coefficients, since Eq. (15) is the only
assumption made regarding the functional
In the special, but imporform of uc.
tant, case where the coefficients o are
constant, a solution to Eqs. (20) can be
expressed as

subject to
x(O)

(t),f(),a)R~t-T)d

2
d

+

0

t
gyt)
r

2

+* d

(19a)

Since there is only one isolator in this
problem, the nonessential subscript one
on m,x,R, and u have been omitted.

.t

The term R(t-T) is ýý- elastic str-cture relative displacement response [i.e.,
the distance between the rigid base and
the isolator attachment point in Fig. 2(b)]
due to a unit impulse applied at the isoThe term g(y,t)
lator attachment point.
contains both the response contribution
of the base input acceleration alone
and the homogeneous solution (i.e.,
the
response with Y and u(t) both zero, subject to any nonhomogeneous initial
conditions or r and r).
There is nothing fundamentally new
in the determination of the time-optimal
synthesis characteristics for this model.
The only computational difference between
Models I and 2 is that, in the latter,
the calculations involving the unit impulse responses are more involved.

6(t)

g(C)Wl(t-T)dT,

(21)

o
where

r

11+s2mR
Wl(t)

-I

LMs

2

+[l+s

c
mR(s)] iuC(l,s,

iI

(22
-1
The operator x, represents the inverse
Laplace transform, R(s) is the Laplace
transform of R(t), and s is the transform variable on time.
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6(t)

is the time optimal trajectory, and
x
x'(t,7)
is a solution to the Eqs. (24).
Analogous to Eq. (12), Eq. (25) can be
approximated with a finite sum, and the
optimum design parameters are determined

leads to the relation

Equation (21)

t
() x
JWl(t-')JdT
W1

max(

the solution to

0¶as

which illustrates that the upper bound
on 6(t)
is reduced, according to the
peak magnitude of the curve-fitting error,
and in the limit as the peak A(i) approaches zero.
It follows that the timeoptimal and candidate system trajectories
approach each other.
Second Anproach.
In this approach,
Second- Apmathematical
curve-matcning is performed by fitting
the time-optimal synthesis trajectory
x*(t) to a specially constructed version
of the candidate system eouations obtained
by replacing x,x with x^,x*J
in only the
expression for r
m [Y(t)+?'(t)+K'(t)]+uc

(x''(t)'(t),E.0
(24)
2trajectory

r'(t)=g((t),t)
t
+

(f
x (,),X

(t),:T)R(t-T)d-,

2
H'(7*)-

[:'(ti)]

min
a

t~tiJ(

2

7)

Because the determination of x'(ti,'i)
can be rapidly computed from Eqs. (24)
for an assumed set of trial
parameters
Eq. (27) can be minimized with a
search code without much
difficulty.
This approach has an advantage in that the curve matching is performed en the relatively smooth x*(t)
curve rather than on the less smooth
u*(t) curve required with the first
approach.

c7i,

A relation between the curve fittingerror A'(t) (for an isolator that satisfies Eq. (15) with constant 77) ind the
error (5(t) - x(t)-x (t)) can
be obtained in a similar manner, and is
given by the expression
t

0

subject

6(t)

to

f

6J
.'(Q)W

2

(t-')dT

(28)

0

d
x'(0) -d,

'(O)

= V0

where

(24a)

W2(t)fI
2 t)'ms

The notation x' and r' rather than x, r
is used to emphasize that the dependentL
variables of this set differ from those
of the actual candidate equations.
The
essential difference is that a solution
of Eqs. (24) requires solving a simple
second-order (generally nonlinear) differential e uation.
This is a consequence of r
being a known function of
time (depending only upon _).
In contrast, the solut4._i to tlie actual canuidate system equations requires andlysis
of the entire system including th.? structural elements, because the unknowns,

ms 2

-tf
x'(t)

x=(t) +

for r.

F(t)

tf
(25)

2) ~~

-

min.imized,

''(t)

-t
d2

ru(*¶,x*(.r),E)R(t-¶)d¶
(31)

where

= x (t)

K(t,T)F(¶)dT (30)

dt 2*

0
is

f

from the equation V(t)
where

For a candidate isolator_*,configuration, the design parameters a are determined such that

'(T)]12 d-

u(ls,29
R(s)+] uC(lus

Consider another method for performThis
ing the curve-matching on x*(t).
approach eliminates the repetitive interation of Eqs. (24) previously required
to attain the minimum value of H'(a). The
first
step is to construct an integral
cquaLion Of the form

x,x appear in the integral expressions

H 1(7)= f

2

-

x'(t,a),

(26)
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The kernal K(t,i) is constructed so as
to satisfy one of four possible types of
homogeneous conditions,
(1)

x'(tf)=O

x'(O)-O',

x'(O)='O,

x'(tf)=O

t
T(t)=xP(t)

and

Xp meets xP(o)=x*(O),xP(tf)=x
(2)

where

(tf)

and

and

x'(tf)=O

x'(O)=O,
x

(4)

meets

(35)
Sn(t)=f

and

Of)
and

the K(t,T)

The quantities T(t), Sn(t) are functions
of time that do not have to be re-evaluated for different values of a: Consequently, when Eq. (34) is substituted

function

and corresponding xP(t) term for the
first
type are given by
T(t__ -1)
tf

0 < T < t

t(,

t <

into Eq. (27),
the computations for h'(7)
can be made without repetitive integration of Eqs. (24) as previously required.
Equation (27) is then minimized to obtain
the optimum design parameters.
If assumption (33) does :not apply, the more general expression (32) can be used directly
in Eq. (27).
The minimization computing
time of H'(T) will be increased since

K(t , r)
-1)

d
(-))'R("--t)d1jd-.

d2d

(*O
xp meets xP(O)x*(),*Pk0)
the
satisfy
to
and xp is constructed
actual corresponding nonhomogeneous
boundary condition, with F(t) - 0.
For example,

[Un(x(•),(

f

x'U(*0)=0

x'(O)+,

-)d0

tf

xP meets xP(O)-x*(0)'xP(tf)=x*(tf)
(3)

(t,

y(l)+g(y()),,K
0

<_ t

re-evaluation

and Xp ' trx*(t )-x (O)1/tg + x*(OY.
Other kernals ate tabulates in Ref* Ill
Note that K(t,T) does not depend on the
functional form of the candidate isolator hence does not have to be reconstructed for other candidate isolator
"configurations. For this method, the
curve-fitting deviation is obtained by
first
substituting x'-x (t)
and x -x*(t)
into Eq. (31), then Eq. (31) into Eq.(30)
and finally that result into Eq. (26)

of the

integral

appearing

ir Eq._(32) will be required
trial
a.

for each

The relation between the curvefitting error A (t) (for an isolator
satisfying Eq. (15) with constan, a) and
the trajectory error 6(t)=x(t)-x ý(t) is
given by

to

to give

)
f-

3

W

"

3(A

-*(t)
x't
.

(32)

tf
-P(t)+

K(t,T)F(T,x (T),x

(T),7)di

.0

1

Consider the particular case whereinc

where

can be written so that its
unknown design parameters, or functions Gn of the

-i

unknown parameters, factor so that
UC(X',)

,

Gn(EhUn(XX)
n,

(36)

()

o

(rIxj

-f

dr

ft

3 (t

(33)

[

ms2

Ls2+ms2 Rs+l~uCl,s,e )

Note that, 6'(0) = 0 if type 1 or type 2
A'(0)- -0 0
used;A'(0)
are both
i
boundary
if type 3
3 conditions
is used; and

For example, the isolator Eq. (10a)
is one of this type. When Eq. (33) is

and A'(0) - 0 if type 4 is used.
The 6(t) error differs, dependiLg

substituted into (32), tt'(t) becomes

ifrdpnit
ro
Te6t
on which of the four types is selected.
Once a computationtal scheme has been set
up to implement the formulation, it is a
simple matter to experim~nt with any or

6'(t)

-

x (t)-T(t)- YGn(7)Sn(t) (34)
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all of these four kernals.
Our current
experience with the method, based on several example problems, indicates that
the second and third types result in a
smaller trajectory error than the first
or fourth.

these candidates without reanalysis of
the entire system dynamics, a series of
candidate configurations can be rapidly
analyzed.
If excessive curve-fitting errors
result in a set of design parameters
that leads to an unacceptable candidate
system response (i.e.,
the constraints
imposed by the originally stated optimization problem are violated), then in
such situations it may be desirable to
employ direct synthesis.
The indirectly
synthesized parameters may already be in
the same neighborhood of an optimum solution and can be used as intelligent
starting values for the initiation cf a
direct search.

Other System Identification Technioues
The literature contains a variety
of system identification technioues other
than those treated here.
Most of these
methods are concerned -ith the problem
of matching a variable that occurs as a
dependent variable in a differential
equation.
Some of the earlier methods
for parameter identification are the socalled equation-of-motion methods (e.g.,
the Laplace transform method, the Fourier
transform method and the derivative
method) which are discussed in Ref. (4].
These methods are limited in that linearity in the variable to be fitted is
required.
A generalization of these
methods, Shinbrot's method function,
Ref. [5] overcomes this restriction and
has been successfully applied to an isolation design (Ref. [1]) by the indirectsynthesis method.
A more recent technique, termed quasilinearization, (6],
(7],
[8], is also a general identification method whic. accepts nonlinearities
in the var-iable to be fitted.
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The complete success of the indirect
synthesis method depends largely upon
the magnitudes of the curve-matching
deviations (A(t) or A'(t)) experienced
during the system identification phase.
If a candidate isolator has a great degree of flexibility, in that its
response characteristics can be made to
closely conform to those of the timeoptimal synthesis characteristics, the
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DISCUSSION
Mr. Howard (Aerospace_Corp_): Have you

Mr. Howard:

Do you feel you have the corn-

gotten any result.s from more than a one degree
freedom system ?

putational facilities to handle multi-degree of
freedom multi-isolator problems?

Mr..Pilke., Yes, we have results at the
moment
from only a single isolator, but we do

Mr. Pilkey: Yes, the paper refers to a cornputer code developed for the linear programming
problem which will accept any structural analysis
as input as long as it is linear, and it may have an
arbitrary number of isolators. The code is developed, running and debugged.

have results from multi-degree of freedom systerns. Also the paper deals with error analyses
for multi-degree-of-freedom multi-isolator
systems.
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ANALiTIC INV7STIGATION OF KELOWGROUND SHOCK-ISOL\TING
SYSTEMS SUBJECTED TO DYNAMIC D5STURBANCES

J. Neils Thompson, Ervin S. Perry, Suresh C. Arya
The University of Texa- at Austin
Austin, Texas

This paper presents an analytical method used to determine a closedform solution of the response characteristics of below-round circular concrete liner packing systems when subjected to dynamic disturbances. A
mathcmatical model consisting; of a two-degree-of-freedom system with
lumped masses and springs having distributed weight was used to represent th2, system. Plecewisa continuous linear equations of motion were
developed for the trilinear phases of crushing of the backpacking material
and solved by use of principal coord.-ates on a digital computer.
This study showed that lorw crushing strength and large thicknesses
of backpacking are desirable characteristics of backpacking materials.

So long as crushing takes place in the backpacking layer, liner accelerations due to a dynamic nput disturbance will stay below the maximum
input accelerations. An increase in the mass of the backpacking results
in ircreases to both the deformation of the backpacking layer and the
acceleration of the liner, but it acts also as a damping agent in decaying
vibrations in the liner.

the strength of the primary structure be eo_tremely high unless the structure is buried very
deep in rock and has complex shock-isolating
devices to protect the equipment. To avoid
such expensive and complex solutions, more
ateitlon is being given to isolating the entire
structure from the surrounding medium.

INTRODUCTION
Shock-isolating systems for belowgroundprotective-structures have been given more
attention during the past few years due to the
need for developing structures that are capable
of withstanding explosion-generated ground
motions and accelerations. The motiongenerated may be due to close-in nuclear bursts or
detonations of other high-powered explosions,

The purpose of shock-isolating systems is
to reduce the shockwave that reaches the structure by providing a medium of crushable,
energy-absorbing material outside the structure.
The important features of such a system dre
that:

The types of belowground structures most
commonly built have been in the form of cIrcular
rings of reinforced concrete. They are rrsinly
used as calleries and passage,; to serve as
chambers to house equipment and personnel.
Recently protective structures normally consisted of reinforced concrete placed in direct
contact with the surrounding rock or soil medium.
The design criteria generally used for such systems were that the primary structure must be
adequate to resist the external forces. Various
shock-isolating devices have been used to protect sensitive equipment.

1. With e.very shockwave, the energy and
acceleration should be damped through the permanent deformation of the backpacking layer.
2. The permanent deformation of the backpacking layer should not exceed its bottoming
strain from either a single shockwave or from a
specified number of smaller successive shockwaves.

The anticipated serious damage due to extremely high energy explosions requires that

3. The acceleration of the liner structure
should notexceed certain specified limits or
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representation of an actual structure. To
achieve that objective, dynamic equivalent
parameters were used in this sytem. The important parameters involved were the masses
and stiffness of the liner and of the backpacking and the forcing functions. The equivalent
system is shown in Fig. 2.

the input acceleration,
4. For certain systems, required to withstand multiple shots , the backpacking layer
should retain as much as possible its oiiginal
shape.
The broad objectives of the research study
being reported here were to determine analytically the response characteristics and structural behavior of the reinforced concrete
cylindrical liner, as well as the energyabsorbing, backpacking layer. The designer of
.protective structural systems can use these
results to tormulate approximations for developing a design ard to aid in determining the
effects of various parameters on the system..

ROCK CAVITY

M.
.

"
b

Previous research on such systems consisted of experimental work on laboratory
models and the testing of actual systems in the
field. (Refs. 1, 2 and 5.) A few analytical
Investigations have also been conducted on
shock-isolating, energy-absorbing materials
and reported In Refs. 3 and 4, and have provided guidance for the conduction of this
research.
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Structural System Investigated
The structural system investigated consisted of a reinforced concrete liner of cylindrical shape encompassed by a low-strength ,
lightweight concrete backpacking layer. The
parameters of the system were as follows:
(1) A structural concrete liner with radii vary-*
ing from 3. 5'1 to 8.0' and with a minimum percentage of reinforcement (total 1%) with ratio of
thickness to'mean liner radius = 0.2, as shown
in Fig. 1, and (2) a backpacking layer with
thickness varying from 4.0' to 8.0' made of lowstrength concrete with density varyinq from 30
to 50 lbs/cftland compression yield strength
varying from 15 to 200 psi.

d

b

a 6 a

V

k0

0

IN___

1----I d!
0

I

0

0

A,/b

1
1

SECTION X-X
Fig. I

A disturbance function of ground displacement with amplitudes vcrying from one to four
feet and a residual permanent displacement of
50% was used. The period of disturbance function was 400 msec. Corresponding velocity and
acceleration curves were obtained from the first
and second derivations of the displacement
curve, respectively.

Liner backpacking system

-

X",x2

X,.X,

XXx

-

1"

Its",5.

I1

-

To investigate this structural system analytically, it was necessary 1O establish an
equivalent mathematical model, which would
provide a sinmilar response and state of stress.
In the field of structural dynamics, a springmass system'has been found to be a convenient

__

[

Fig.

2 - Spring mass system in
equilibrium position
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BEST AVAILABLE COPM

The stiffness of the liner was established

The structural behavior of the backpac$-ing

such that the deflection of the It .,ped masses
under concentrated loads was the same as that
for the corresponding point on the liner under
circular segmentn.l distributed pressure (i.e. ,
at poi,,s of maximum deflection). The approximate value obtained is given by rq. 1.

ks=
r

.c
3

spring for unloading and reloading was assumed
to have the same modulus es the Initial elastic
stiffness. The paths of loading and unloading
are shown in Fig. 3.

(1)
rI

PATHJ (1)
ATPATH
(2)MNJ

This liner spring stiffness (ks) was as sumed to behave elastically and the same in

UNLOADN

both tension and compression.
The equivalent spring stiffness for the

PATH 10)

backpacking layer was obtained by giving a
horizontal displacement A1 to the liner (thls

U,
PATH (O)

caused deformation In the backpacking layer of
the same magnitude A 1 ), which varied cosisoidal towards the vertical diameter. After
ignoring the secnnd order strain terms and ma"ing the assumption that either the backpacking
layer was fully in the elastic phase or fully in
the plastic phase, the variable .trains were
integrated and from thait expression the total
force acting on the liner was obtained as given
by Eq. 2.

Pe

A1 Er
tp

SEPARATION
Fig.

Ee ro

3 -Assumed st,-ucturdl behavior
of backpacking

and the rest of the 20M uniformly distributed In
the spring k1. The dynamic equivalence in
harmonic motion was 50"S of the static mass but
the -ctual mass of the liner was used with the
understanding that in most cases the tunnel
liner would be used for housing equipment and
instruments. The addi.ional mass for these
fixtures, when moving in phase with the liner,
will add their masses to the liner mass.

(2)

The backpacking material used could be
ceilu!hr or vermiculite concrete. Their strengths
and properties are given In Table I. A typical
stress-strain curve is shown in Fig. 4.

(3)

The mass of the backpacking layer was included in this analysis and was assumed to be

For the range of plastic phase, the unit
plastic spring stiffness was obtained by using
the modulus of backpacking Ep instead of Ee in
Eq.

CONTPACTION

The mass elements for the liner were obtained by distributing the actual mass of the
liner, lumped 10Y, at each end of the spring ks

The unit elastic spring stiffness was obtained
by dividing Eq. 2 by the ground displacement
amplitude A1 and as given by Eq. 3.

ke =

(DEFORMATION)

distributed in the springs 'K and k 2 . Only that
vclume of the backpacking layer was included
in the mass which lies in the region a,b,c,d,

4.

drawn on the exterior dimension of the liner as
shown in Fig. I.

k=
k

The forcing function employed was in the
form of a ground displacement disturbance
by the nuclear blast. This function was

Ep ra°1
p
S Pcaused
2t

fr
.

approximate and was based on a mixture of
theoretical studies made for ideal conditions
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TABLE I
PROPERTIES OF BACKPACKING CONCRETES

Type of
Concrete

Bottoming
Stress

Density Yield
(w)
Stress

(

(y

iyt3

Lb/Ft3

Yieldl
Strain

I

Bottoming
Strain

) % V

y) PS

PSI

20

20

40

2

50

200

330

2

)

**

Modulus
of
Tangent
Elasticity Modulus

Elastic
Spring
Stiffness

Plastic
Spring
Stiffnezs

(Ee) PSI

(ke)k/ft*

(0

(Ep) PSI

ela tc t

)k/ft*

p

40

Cellular

Vermiculite

to
60

40
__

*
**

-. 7 '2
tp

1000

34

226

10000

342

22600°

jtp

__I

tjp

-77..3t_p

Per ft. of width of backpacking layer, See Eqs. 3 and 4 respectively.
Ref.

(4)

The effect of a time lag in the ground motion
experienced by the windward and leeward sides
was found to be negligible and hence was
ignored !n the actual results but was Included
in the mathematical formulation. The displacement on the leeward side is given by Eq. (5b)
which includes the effect of time lag. Instea6 of
deriving separate polynomials for the velocity
and accelerations of the ground, these were
respectively obtained by single and double
differentiations of Eq. 4.

b

/
//
/
CTU AL......

-

STRAIN
NHAROSNING

-

PHIASE

I"DEIALIZED
PH.ASEc

Fig.

ASE

4 -Stress-strain

Develoement of Solution
The lumped mass system shown in Fig.'2

STRESS)

was assumed to represent the actual linerbackpacking stricture as shown in Fig. 1. Due
consideration was given to the use of the two-

curve for

degree -of -freedom system instead of the multi-

low-strength concretes

degree-of-freedom system. The investigations
reported in Refs. 3 and 4 showed that therigid
body response of the multi-degree system
differs to the extent of about 5% from the rigid
body response of the single-degree-of-freedom
system. Excep: for very low amplitudes in the
two-degree-of-freedom system, rigid body
response was always greater than the body
deformation of the liner; therefore, the error involved in the general solution would not be

and actual field conditions. The displacement
curve is shown in Fig. S. To use this displacement curve in this analytical solution, a
tenth order polynomial function was derived by
the method of least-square-fit and is given by
Eq. 5(a).
10
x=
a (t)'
(a)

significant.

1=1

10
x

td = (t
ai (td)i

-

tr)

(5)

The equations of motion for the springlumped-mass sycstem for Fig. 2 are developed
in the Appendix. The effect of damping was
ignored due to the unknown nature of the darripIng coefficient. The mass of stiffness springs

(b)

1= 1
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5 - Idealized wave form for directtransmitted ground nhock

of the backpacking layers and tunnel liner were
taken into consideration. The general solutina
was obtained by the use 'f principal coordinates and is given by Eq. !1, in the Appendix.
The solition in x-coordinates can be obtained
by using the transformation relationship as
given by Eq. 6,
in the Appendix.

continuous in x-coordinates by the use of the
following bcundary conditions:
Initial Conditions (at

In the solution UL Eq. 11,
the parameters
k 1 , k2, mi and m 2 change in value depending
upon the elasto-plastic conditions of ;pr!ngs
k 1 and k 2 a,-.d the contact of the liner wvith the

x (0) = 0+

(a)

x (o) = +

(b)

x (0) = 0

(Cc)

t = 0):

Boundary Conditions (at t =t

backpacking layer. The elasto-plastic conditiuns and the resulting natural frequencies of
the system during those phases are shown in
Fig. 6. Upon combining the change of spring
stiffnesses k 1 and k 2 of the windward and leeward sides respectively, it resulted in nine
sets of piecewise ccntinuc-, equations of metions to provide a complete response,

xn

(t')

=xn (t''

Cd)

X1

(t)

= xn (t')

(e)

(6)

The subscripts I and n refer to eq,,ation
of mr,tions, which provide for continuity between two phases of deformation of the backpacking material.

The solution of these nine piecewise conttnuous equations of motion was made
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the system that were varied included backpacking thickness (tp ), radius of liner (ri} , amplitude of the input displacement pulse (A,) , mass
of the tunnel liner
and the mass of the
backpacking layer (n;). in this paper only the
most important paran-ete:s connected with the
design criteria, such as backpacking layer

,w?
_

1W,•.)

(tp),

-thickness

inside radii of the tunnel liner

(ri) and the amplitude of the displacement pulse
(A1 ) are discussed. The other parameters, such
as yield strength ( 7y), density of backpacking
y
material, and liner stiffness
(ks) = 5,000 kips
per ft per ft width were kept as common
var-

Io) (ulz il-xj)

Slables.
--

"I

Case I. Variation of backpacking layer
thickness (t ).

"

tp = 1.0',2.0', 4.0' and 8.0'

A1
(b)

N

i ,-

}

ri = 3. S'

Case II. Variation of inside radius of
liner (ri).
t = 4.0'

'1.t2)

(A-I 3)
Fig. 6 - Natural frequency and backpacking
stiffness relationship

A1 = 2.0'

Whenever the liner was not in contact with
either side of the backpacking layer, it was assumed that the backpacking layer stayed in contact with the rock cavity rather then with the
liner. The equation of motion (Eq. 9 in Appendix) was modified for the rigid body as given by
Eq. 7 below:
0
•i
(a)

ri = 3.5', 5.0', 6.0', 7.0' and 8.0'
Case IIl. Variation of amplitude of input
displacement pulse (A1 ).
tp = 4.0'
A1
1.0', 2.0' and 4.0'

(7)
"2 + n2 r 2 -0

= 2.0'

ri=3.S'

(b)

The solution of these equations was simple
and the constant of integration was evaluated by
the Initial and boundary conditions.

In order to facilitate the explanation, the
side of the system which first encounters the
shockwave is called the "windward' side or
the loaded side, and the other side is referrad
to as the "leeward" side or the unloaded side.

The solutions for the responses of displacement, velocity, acceleration of liner masses and the liner deformation were computed at
successive intervals of time using a Control
Data CDC 6600 digital computer.

For all the cases studied, the results with
respect to time are shown for the maximum
responses of acceleration (Ki), of the liner
mass (MI), and backpacking layer deformation
(uI) of windward side of the backpacking layer
for different values of yield strength of the
material (ay). The reason that only the response of the windward side of the system is
presented is that the leeward side of the system was not directly put into motion by the
input pulse of the shockwave but by the momentum of the system generated by its !nertiai

Discussion of Results
The significant results obtained from analytical work, as previously described, are
presented in this section. The main study was
directed towards showing the response characteristics of the backpacking layer as a shockisolating agent. Parameters associated with
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forces. The influence of inertial forces was
assumed to encounter appreciable damping, and
consequently the system would slow down or
would stop with time. The internal damping of
the system would also be appreciable after the
shockwave had passed; therefore the system
was studied only for the duration of the shockwave.

in the acceleration of the liner. Another function of the backpacking layer is to curb the
transmission of external forces to the liner.
This action does not take place in the elastic
phase because the backpacking does not crush
and thus does not reduce the forces transmitted.
Also, this results in the liner moving essentially with the ground displacement. For the
elastic phase it can be concluded that thebackpacking layer serves a very limited purpose.

Case I. In Fig. 7 are shown the structural systems investigated. Their results are
presented in Fig. 8 , which show the crushing
of the windward side of the backpacking layer
and the acceleration response (x 1 ) for thewindward mass (M1 ) for different yieicd strengths
(ay) of the material. It will be noticed that the

BACKPA•cXING

During the second stage of the deformation,
which lies between the elastic and bottoming
limit of the backpacking material and which is
larger than the elastic stage, significant reduction occurred in the acceleration of the liner.
As the yield strength of the material was decreased, the resulting acceleration of the liner
also decreased. Therefore, the use of a low
yield strength material for the backpacking
layer is an effective means of reducing accele-

LAYER

TUNNEL LINER

ration of the liner.

07'

The contribution of the backpacking layer
thickness in the second stage was found to be

3 535'

07

0. 7'

twofold. First, the use of a larger thickness
reduced the liner acceleration. The second
effect was found to be that the larger thickness
permits a larger range of material yield
strength compared to the smaller thickness.
Therefore, for materials tiat ch,2nge strenrcth
with time, the greater thlckne.-s provides a
longer period of usable life.

0o'

The third stage whirh the backpacking
layer might undergo lies beyond the bottoming
limit. During this stage it was noted that the
acceleration of the liner stayed below the input acceleration but the external forces were
transmitted to the liner which negated the
"furtherusefulness of the backpacking.
Summarizing these staees of behavior of
the backpacking layers, we find that in the
elastic stage only the net force on the liner

Fig. 7 - Case I - Structural systems with
variation in backpacking thickness (tP)

was reduced; in the plastic stage both 57cr=:
ration and net force on the liner were re<,: •d.
In the bottoming stage, only the accele-:'Lcn
of the liner was reduced.

backpacking layer undergoes three stages of
deformation as the shockwave passes through
the system. The first stage of the deformation
was up to the elastic limit, which was recoverable with the passing of the shockwave. On
studying the acceleration of the mass M 1 , in
this stage, it will be noted that its value exceeded the input acceleration (Xl), or in other
words , the resulting liner acceleration was
greater than the input acceleration. With the
increase of the yield strength of the material
and/or of the backpacking layer thickness, the
range of deformation in the elastic stage increased, but this did not cause the reduction

Case I1. It was noted in this case tat
systems with the larger radli had the same
effect on all three of the main characteristlcs,
namely, acceleration of the lIner, defcrrmat1ir)n
of the backpacking layer and available range of
yield strength of material were similar in nature
as discussed in Case I.
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Case III. One purpose of this case was to
determine the relationship of results when
different magnitudes of input displacement pulses were applied to a single structural system,
Associated with these input pulses are velocities and accelerations. The magnitudes of
these quantities are shown in Fig. 9.

effective. The magnitude of range of yield
strength was the same for all Values of pulses,
thus indicating that the responses o,' the system were linearly proportional to the magnitude
of the shockwave applied.

In Fig. 10 are presented the results for
these forcing quantities.

I. Low crushing strengths and large thicknesses are desirable characteristics of backpacking materials for use in shock-isolating
systems.

Conclusions

The effect of variation of the Input pulse
on the acceleration of the liner was qualitatively different but was quantitatively in proportion to their variation in certain ranges of
yield strength of material. This proportionality
also existed in the peak crushing of the backpacking layer. The other effect of this case
was that as long as the peak amplitude of the
pulse was less than the botirming limit, the
backpacking layer never crossed into the
bottoming phase. The resulting effect on available range of yield strength was similar as in
Cases I and II. The higher magnitude pulses
caused larger ranges of yield strength to be

2. For the imposed damaging accelerations,
it is necessary to design the backpacking layer
such that permanent crushing will occur if the
external forces that are transmitted to the liner
are to be reduced.
3. Crushing in the backpacking layer will
not exceed the bottoming limit as long as the
magnitude of 'he input displacement pulse is
less than the : r-duct of the bottoming strain
and the thickness of the backpacking layer.
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4.

d.

Liner acceleration from a dynamic

An increase in the deformation of

the backpacking.

input disturbance will stay below the maximum
input acceleration as long a3 crushing in the
backpacking exceeds the elastic phase. It is
possible for the liner acceleration to exceed
slightly the input acceleration for short periods
of time if the backpacking remains in the
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elastic phase.
5. The maximum crushing deformation in
the backpacking layer varies inversely linearly
with the yield stress of the backpacking
material for the same output.

APPENDIX
6. The deformation of the liner is reasonably small during the crushing phase of the
windward side of the backpacking. However,
if the bottoming phase is reached in the sub-

The symbols adopted for use in the following formulation are given at the end of the
Appendix, The equations of mction for the sys -

sequent pnases, the deformation would be

tem as shown in Fig. 2, as well as their solu-

sufficient to result in failure of the liner provided damping resistance is negligible in the

tions, are also presented in this section.

The kinetic and the potential energies of

system.

the system measured at the equilibrium position are given by Eq. 1 , assuming that the
velocity varies linearl -long the length of
springs.

7. With an increase in the thickness of
the backpacking only, the results indicate:
a.

A decrease in the acceleration of

the liner.
b.

K.E. = I/2M 1

12 = 1/2M 2 "22 + 1/2

An increase in the range of useful

yield strength of the backpacking material.

0

c. An increase in the deformation of
the backpacking.

Xl + (x 1 " •:/)

+ l// Ta.

8. With an increase in the inner radius of
the liner only, the results indicate:

a.

de

•

r

.
×i</,z,
e

0

t2

A decrease ir the acceleration of

+ 1/2

[ x. 2 + (x
x2)e/!Z]jd,
2

2

the liner.

b.

2

I

P. E. = I/

An increase in the range of useful

yield strength of the backpacking material.

k (x1

+ 1/a k2 (•

of
An increase in the deformation

- Ri)z +

I/Z k.

(x 2 -xl)

2

- xZZ(1)

c.
the backpacking.

Equation 1 when employed in Lagrange's
equation, assuming a conservative force field,
resulted in a pair of equations of motion. The
effect of damping in Eq. 1 was ignored because
of the unknown nature of the magnitude.

9. With an increase in the amplitude of
the input displacement pulse only, the results
indicate:
a. An increase in the range of useful
yield strength of the backpacking material.

Equation 2 is a set of linear differential
equations of second order and it is evident that
coupling between them is due to ks and mi.

b. An increase in the acceleration of
the liner.
c.
liner.

An increase in the rattling of the
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(M

m

+
1+..J±s)3
3
(ks)x

x

+

k, Xl

2 =

Gmr
b s) •

-

66
6 _i x 2

+k) 5

H [u

-

ml x 1
+ -m2+
3

+ (2

(k

(k 2 + k.) x 2 = k 2 x2 - m2

s)

function of the matrix H is given by Eq. 8.

(2)

.6

These equations can be solved by the use of
principal coordinates (normal coordinates) such
that the equations of motion will appear in a
diagonalized form and can be uncoupled. The
equations are arranged first in the matrix symbolic form as shown by Eq. 3.

)d-H=0

=

(80

2 •-

Equation 3 can be written as given by Eq.
4 by multiplying by M- 1 and defining a dynamic matrix by H =M-k:

]+

(1

From eigenvaiue.- \iJ , eigenvecors can be
obtained which will I rm transformation matrix
[u] . The matrix [u ] when employed in Eq. 7
will diagonalize the ms.trix H. Now Eq. 5 is
rewritten in erpanded forms with the definition
Sij 2 "

(3)

(Ci

K (x

M (M] +

rul

In order to obtain the modal matrix Lo ,
and the natural frequencies of the sy. temr, the
the homogeneous part of Eq. 5
determinate
must be zero.of Therefore, th3 characteristic

2 - (k.) x,+

x2

Comparing Equations 5 and 7, then
=.
andru] is a modal matrix.

H

M- 1

(3

(C

le + aj j jr j =

1

c4 1 x

1,2)

(4)

(=

Wherein

+ c2j Xl + Z3 j x2 +
(9)

ZiJ are known constants made up

of the mass matrix.
Introducing principal coordinatcs, Eq. 4
appears as given by Eq. S.

[r-

+ A (r

-

(Q

The general solution of Eq. 9 consists of
homogeneous and particular parts. The homogeneous solution is simple and is given by Eq.

(5)

10.
r =A. Sinau:

where A is a diagonal matrix with %ij as its dingonal elements.

S
2
2=

Since (x ) and frt] describe the same
physical system, these coordinates can be
transformed into each other. Assuming a linear
telationship, this transformation is represented
by Eq. 6.

fx)

=Ek J

)=

[u]

Jr]
(U)

(a)

('3

(b)
(c)

(

-IH[fi]fr

+ Ci [

(6)-l

1

(C)

12)

1

j t+B 1
10

(6)

= [w] "IM'

t

The particular solution of Eq. 8 can be
found by the use of Laplace transforms. The
resulting solution is as follows:

1

-- aa1

Cosu
W

1

t

i + i

p =l

p + 1)
j

Cos (p-I1) ,r t (i-p-l)]

Substituting Eq. 6 Into Eq. 4 and premultiplying it by [u]-l, Eq. 7 is obtained.
fri +[W]

o

+

r1 (t) =A Sinj

01

+ B COSW jt

2(w )p+l

(7)

+ c Zj
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10
i=l
E (i) (i-1)ai
(iQ'PI)
p=0
i=2

(i-p-1)

Cs (p- 1) .fj
j) p+i

fC

hm

= compressive strength of the structural concrete in the liner.
= thickness of cylindrical tunnel
liner.
= ordinate of mass of liner on hori-

I

=

Lk

for unit length.
= general spring stiffness of back-

h
SC

10

j

lj [

i+l

a1

i'I
Co
2

(i-l+l) !

p l

(P-)

t

(i-p+l)

(,Ijj)p+I

packing layer.

10
%and
14j
Z4j (i) (i-

+

kekp = s.ring stiffness of backpacking
layer in compression in elastic
p-laastic-)phases respectively.
nd plastic
k = liner elastic stiffness.

i-I
-l
ii-p-)

I

kl,k2

i-p- 1

d
0

j

I,

=

m
ms

=

A1

=

AsA's
*
=

c
cij

d
d'.
7
E

=

Ee

=

E

=

E

=

f

=

=

=

mass of backpacking layer.
= total distributed mass of liner
spring ks.
ml,m2 = total distributed masses of back-

Symbols and Notations

A

spring stiffness of windward and

spring lengths of windward and leeward sides of backpacking layer.
M
= mass of liner.
N12 = lumped masses of liner.
2

(11)

The first and second derivatives of Eq. 11
will give velocities and accelerations in rcoordinates. The general response can be obtained in x.-coordinates by the use of Eq. 6 (a,
b, and c).

'area

=

leeward sides of backpacking layer.
= length of equivalent spring of liner.

(i-p-l)

Cos (P-I) ,(j jj) P, I

b

zontal diameter.
moment
of inertia of liner thickness

=

packing layer springs ki and k 2 .
tctal horizontal pressure of

S s.Pe

of cross section.

maxispum amplitude of input
Adisplacement pulse.
constant of integration of
"Jth" equation.
area of tensile and compressive steel reinforcement,
unit length of cylindrical
tunnel liner.
seismic velocity of rock
media surrounding the cavity.
coefficients of particular
solution obtained from "ith"
and "jth" equations.
effective depth to steel reinforcement.
concrete cover.
modulus of elasticity of
structural concrete,
modulus of elasticity of backpacking material in compresslon.
modulus of backpacking
material in compression in
plastic phase.
modulus of elasticity of reinforcing steel.
yield strength of reinforcing
steel in the liner.

backpacking layer on liner per unit
length.
radial pressure of backpacking layer
on liner per unit length.
= "ith" coordinate in principal axes.

;j
rrio r
rt
td

=

tp~te

=

tr

=

=

u
ul~u 2

=

xI ,x

2

=

xl,x

2

=

=
y
6
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d

meeat, inside and outside radii
respectively of liner.
inside radius of rock cavity.
time period of input displacement
pulse.
thickness of backpacking without
deformation and with deformation
at central angle 9 respectively.
transit time of shockwave traversing rock cavity diameter.
deformation of backpacking layer.
elastic deformations of crushing
deformations on windward and leeward sides of backpacking layer.
displacements of lumped masses
MI and M 2 respectively.
input displacements on windward
and leeward faces of rock cavity
due to shockwave.
maximum input acceleration.

= specific weight of structural concrete.
= horizontal deformation of liner.

~

strains of backpackinq material at elastic and bottoming
points respectively.
c-ntral ang;le (polar coordinates) .
'igenvalue of I, jmodasl
columns .
cornpression stresses of
backpacking material at yield
and bottoming points respectively.
radial stress in backpacking
at angle.
natural circular frequoncy of
dynamic system, radians per
second.
natural frequency of " ith" ,
"jth" mode of system.

_b

2

=

kij
ý7b

7r C)
I

±

ii

-

d

-

dt
2

-

+

=

d

slightly greater
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GAS DYNAMICS OF ANNULAR CONFIGURED SHOCK MOUNTS

W.F. Andersen
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Sunnyvale, California

A rigorous analytical solution of the gas dynamics phenomena of
annular configured shock mounts has been achieved. The results of
this study are of particular interest in shock isoltion applications
where the rattle space thicknes.,-to-diameter ratio is small, on the
order of 1:50. The specVfic case forwhich the solution was developed
and applied was in the lateral shocksupportportion of the Poseidon
Fleet Ballistics Missile System. The solutions for several shock
inputs have been obtained, and experimental verification of the
analytical results has beekn produced. It was found that loads on the
missile from the air effects were of the same magnitude of those
from the lateral support material. Other important findings included
pressure distributions affecting missile buckling strength and high

freouency oscillations affecting missile components. In addition, a
simplified mathem2tical model is presented, consisting of linear
spring, mass, and damper elements, whichadequately duplicates the
forcing function response of the gas dynamic effects of the special
case considered.

INTRODUCTION

is often necessary to model the system mathematically and show through analytical means
that the system will function adequately. To accomplish this, the system components must first
be modeled and tested separately, then combined
and tested with the design input.

Recent trends in the shock hardeningof large
missiles have been toward the use of a shock
mitigating material such as flemuble fo,-m or
elastomer structure in the annulus between the
missile and its container. The space efficiency
obtained with this kind of lateral shock isolator
makes it an attractive choice for retrofitting
larger diameter missiles into existing launch
tubes or silos, and for cases where costs are
sensitive to container diameters. There are two
primary design considerations relating to the
shock mitigation properties of such a system.
The first is the stiffness of the foam or elastomer structure. This may be controlled by
changes in polymer formulation and/or struttural properties. The other consideration is that
of air compression and gas dynamics. Gas
dynamics effects are an important feature offany
shock isolator employed in an annular space
envelope where the thickness-to-diameter ratio
is small.

This paper deals with the modeling of the
gas dynamics effects inherent in an annular configured shock mount. The specific case analyzed
is the lateral support portion of the Poseidon
Missile System. The Po.ieidon ( C-3 ) lateral support system as shown in Figure 1, consists of a
series of elastomer pads placedaround the missile in several annular rings. The basic Internal
structure is that of a pre-buckled column as
shown in Figure 2. The pad is normally free
breathing, except during shock when the inertial
effects of air have to be considered.
During relative motion between the missile
and launch tube, the air trapped in the annulus
will be compressed on one side and will be expanded on the other side. (Hereafter, the locations around the missile will be referred to as
indicated on Figure 3.) To relieve this pressure

In order to demonstrate the acceptable performance of a complex spring-mass system, it
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Figure 1. Poseidon (C-3) Lateral Sujpport System
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Figure 2. Pad Constrliction Details
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is the rna1mum alfn pressure to wtich the misails can be subjee~ted. The dynamic eff ects of air
have a Wlae effect on both of the~za 1httral ahoc'k
conatraints; therefore, time and iflort vrnxa devoted to understanding and predicting V,.3c!i'ecta
of air =zder shock loading. Ga3 dynarrics thiozry
in co-njunction with coriftifraticn pnarmotzrs
'was Incorporated into an Airflow~ Ana.17fiis ~vhich
'was used tpredictturegiurprofilsan dforcon.
To check the validity of the M2-flow AnalynI3,
tests vere run at the Partial Full-0cale Teszt

differential, air will flow from the presaurized
r&ueAc?1reint r h egio f
laton will be created clue to wave reflection, and
ilb p
thus an ozcill.tr focn ucio
plied to the rnlaile. An a regult of the9 com"A.-ration of the 8boci% mitliatiori pads, the process
for equilibrium of air prnosure is qjuita coniplot.
Du3 to the constrction of the mi::s;ll,

trio

limitations are prevrmt duriny shocla. Tlbe first

is the accelera tion of tha missile, and the seccond
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Machine (PFSTM) facility at Hunter's Point,
San Francisco, and then the Airflow Analysis
and the PFSTM tests were modified until satisfactory agreement was obtained. The next step
was to use the Airflow Analysis to predict the
response to the design shock input. The analysis
is complex and time consuming even though it is
carried out on a high speed digital computer.
For this reason, a simplified mechanical model
was developed which accurately duplicated the
force-time history from the analytical gas dynamics solution. This simplified mechanical
model was then used for the total shock model
and allowed many different cases to be run
economically.

The constraints and assumption, mentioned
previously were incorporated into a computer
program "AIRFLOW" topredictpressuredistributions and forces as a function of time, Figures 4 and 5 show an element of the annulus and
the vectorial equations used to derive the final
differential equations on Figure 6. The equations
are a modification of those proposed by Shapiro
andTheromodynamics of Com__namics
in The
pressible Fluid Flow for one-dimensional flow
with area change and mass injection.
To obtain the solution, the pad and the space
where considered as separate control volumes
and the equations of continuity, momentum, and
energy in conservation form for each were
written. An isothermal state equation was assumed for the pad-space combination, and an
empirical mass injection momentum loss equation was used for the pad.

AIRFLOW ANALYSIS
Gas dynamics theory and the configuration
parameters (diameter of missile, thickness of
annulus, elastomeric pad design and spacing,
etc.) were incorporated into an Airflow Analysis.
Of the features included in the analysis, the
mass injection characteristics (see Figure 3),
where air from the pad is forced into the horizontal stream of flow, have the greatest effect
on the final results, as they directly control the
amount of mass transfer, the speed of wave
propagation, and the magnitude of pressure build
up. The effects of mass injection can be increased
and decreased however, by proper vertical spacing of the elastomeric pad segments. This is the
primary design parameter used to vary the total
force-time history of the dynamic air effects,

Integration of the differential equations on
Figure 6 was accomplished through the use of a
Runge-Kutta numerical integration technique.
The spatial derivatives were calculated by the
approximation
;f
f1.
-,
_
,
-

To assure numerical stability, the time steps
used for the Runge-Kutta routine always satisfied the Courant stability criterion,
(Ou + C)> - < 1.0
for one-dimensional flow. However, a rigorous
stability analysis involving the mass injection
and area change terms would probably show a
more stringent stability criterion, but by stepping time in smaller increments, this difficulty
was overcome. The Airflow Analysis was then
ready to be checked with experimental data.

Because the pads have a free height which is
less than the sum of the initial clearance and
the maximum missile excursion, a reservoir or
void is created on the trailing edge as illustrated
by Figure 3. This effect is achieved mathematically by allowing the horizontal annulus to expand
when missile excursions create a void.

PARTIAL FULL-SCALE TEST
MACI-INE-PFSTM
The experimental tool used to verify the Airflow Analysis was a shock test apparatus called
the Partial Full-Scale Test Machine (PFSTM).
It is a drop test machine sealed to represent a
60" vertical section of the missile, elastomeric
liner, and launch tube (Figure 7). To conduct a
shock test, the missile-launch tube assembly,
supported by parallelogram linkages, is raised
to various heights and then released to impact
against a concrete and steel buttress. At impact,
an approximate step velocity is imparted across
the annulus, and the frame or launch tube is
latched into place. The missile segment is then
free to respond to the force from the elastomer
segments and the airflow effects. During the
tests, data is collected by displacement, acceleration, and pressure measuring transducers
and recorded on a high speed oscillograph.

A number of simplifying assumptions were
made to allow the airflow analysis to become
manageable. These were:
1. The shear columns have no effect on the
vertical flow in the pads.
2. The control
height.

volume has a constant

3. The flow is frictionless.
4. The effect of bending the flow into a
circular path is neglected.
5. Axial symmetry is assumed about the
90° - 270 axis.
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RESULTS
The relative disnlacement-time results from
a IPFSTM test were u2ad as taput to the Airflow
Analysis in order to test the validity of the configuration phenomena ar'! gas dynamics thEory.
The pressures at vario',.'; azLmuth.s gneratedby
the Airflow Analysis are plotted with respect to
time and are compared with those obtained at

Figure 9 shows the pressure-time h I s t o r y of
fora
vrious locations around the missile
PFSTM test. Also plotted on F!gure 9 are the
curves generated by the aIrflow anysis.
Figure 10 shows the displacement time history.
Note particularly that the pressures are not in
phase with the displacement, consequently, an
integrated force-deflection curve of the air-

PFSTM. A typical cross scction of the testcon-

flow characteristics is very unusu2i as illus-

figuration is show-n on Figure 8.

trated by Figure 11. The hysteresis loop Is very
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large, thus a large amount of energy is dissipated
by the effects of the air flow.

0

"Thepredicted pressures on the trailing edge
azimuths do not agree with those recorded during
PFSTIA testing. The reason for the apparent
anomaly is that during testirg the seals on the
n3tralin
edge azi'uts did not function properly,
and ventedair to the atmosphere. The correlation
for the other azimuths however is good, thus
to the conclusion that the Airflow Analysis is able to reproduce test data, and should
therefore be able to be used forpredictions with
other shock inputs.
When the design input, was used, similar re-
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sults were obtained (Fibure 12). Once again the
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peculiar phasing effects are prominent. Figure 13 shows a partcularly significant pressure
profile which occurred at 16 milliseconds after
impact. This pressure profile has an effect on
the missile analogous to seppin., on at can.
The effect only lasts a few milliseconds, but
could aggravate the bxciing strength capabilities of the missile. The inteqrated pressures
gave a force-time plot which had very nearly
a full cycle of force-time history (Figure 14)
for only a half cycle of dlzplaceanent time history.

SMASS PER UNIT TIME
LEAVING THE PAD
Wm'm

h

=

f (P -P

T =- EQUATIONS IN FIGUR• 4 ARE SUITABLE
FOR SOMTE TYPES OF INTEGIRATION ROUTINES, HOWEVER FO1 TZE INTEGRATION
ROUTINE USED IN TaMS STUDY, THE EQUATIONS HAD TO BE REARIMANGED AS IN FIGURE a.

MATEMATICAL MODEL
As mentioned previously, the gas dynamics
approach to modeling the air pressure force
response, altough accurate, would be cumbersome and time consuming in the total shock
model. To overcome this problem, a simplified
math model producing the force developed by the
air pressure was desired.

Figure 5. Definition of Terms

THE REARRANGED SIMULTAEOUS PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIOn S TO PE SOLVED ARE:
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Figure 6. Final Differential Equatlon
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=
=

hy + (h-tb )L3 for hi>he,
hy
for h<h0
free height of the pad
-h-\

WHERE C( = 0.04

0L

/____

Figure 7.

_L-4-_____..

,.

Partial Fu.!-Scole Test Machine (PFSTM)
draulic system shov.'n on Figure 15 as an effecti'e
an.logy to the system in consideration. The
launch tube-m'.ssile LonfIguration is a complex
pneumatic system where the compressibility of
air has distinct effects, but since theforce-time
curve is very near a sine wave for the first
cycle, the hydraulic analog is relatively good.

Figure 14 shows the int,:qrated force from
the air pressure as obtained from the- "AIRFLOW" program. it is interesting to note that
from a very non-linear process, a continuous
curve, approaching a sine wave for the i.rst
cycle, is generated. The smooth shar- of the
curve is probably due to the integration of the
pressures around the missile, as integration
usually provides a smoothing effect. The shape
of thle curve obtained strongly su.gestsa simple
spring-mass-damper system to produce forres
similar to the one shown. Classical vibration
theory provides direction by suggesting the by-

The forces developed by the dynamic effects
of air only occur as a function of relative displacement. To include this constraint inthe math
model, a linkage (Figure 16) was used to insure
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Note specifically the ability of the mechanical
model to reproduce the characteristic full cycle
of force-time hLstory for the hall cycle timethe good agreement
displacement
obtaneed, it is history.
felt thatDue
t~he to
mechanical
model is

AIR ENTRAPMENT SEALS
•_4 I"

adequate for use in the complete shock model.
ELASTOMiER PAD

14CONCLUSONS
The results of the Airflow Analysis developed
in this study show an important aspect of the
lateral shock capabilities of any shock mitigation

system v.here the thickness-to-diameter ratio is
small. The Airflow Analysis provides valuable
information as to the pressure distributious
applied to the missile and the forcing function
response of the air-now characyoristics. The
simplified mathemtical model adequately represents the dynamic effects of air and reproduces all of the important ba-ic phenomena. It
is useful for the specific case involved, however
when different shock prcfiles are used, when
different pad contfirations are considered, or
when the basic dimensions of the system change,
the constants of the mathematical model will
no doubt have to be changed.

*

Figure 8. Typical PFSTM
Test Assembly

that forces could only be developed during relative motion. Assuming an inlinitesimal displacement, the point connecting the spring to the
InLkage has the same velocity as the relative
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A SCALE MODEL STUDY OF CRASH ENERGY
DISSIPATING VEHICLE STRUCTURES

D.J. Bozich and G.C. Kao
Research Staff, Wyle Laboratories
Huntsville, Alabama 35806

The objectives of this paper are to show that the energy
dissipation mechanisms of motor vehicle structures can be
simulated by scale model experiments and that the experimental results can be of significant value toward the formulation of an analytical model. The crash models were
designed to represent a one-tenth scale passenger car using
gravitational scaling laws. The scale weight of the model
can be varied to represent actual vehicle weight from about
2,500 to about 5,000 pounds. A scaled mannequin and seat-restraint system, and rest:ained cargo were added as options
for a few of the experiments to study the effect of the range
of energy dissipators on their responses. Accelerometers were
attached to the model structure, the mannequin and the cargo.
Tests were conducted on a ballistic
pendulum at several
different drop heights to simulate impact speeds up to about
40 miles per hour. Three types of barriers, namely, a small
area barrier (SAB) , a medium area barrier (MAB) , and a
wedge barrier (11B) were used during the tests. Five basic
scaled energy dissipating materials were used to construct
several different types of energy absorbers to simulate
multiple structural zones of a vehicle.
This paper offers an approach to study the energy absorbing
characteristics of motor vehicles as well as to set preliminary criteria for the design of more efficient structural
systems for absorbing collision forces.
INTRODUCTION

systems and testing.

The crashworthiness of a vehicle
structure is closely related to, among
other things, the amount oC impact energy
which can be dissipated through structural deformation. In order to ach~eve
this objective, vehicle structures should
be designed to deform effectively during
impact collisions so as to reduce g-loads
on occupants. Analytical models for yehicles, as well as component structures
are needed to predict responses and to
provide design information for vehicle

A recent study on structural responses of vehicle structures [I] has
revealed that the peaks and valleys of
deceleration response curves actually
represent the successive collapse (or
failure) of structural components which
react to impact collisions. This finding leads to a hypothesis that the reacting structural components act as
energy dissipating mechanisms (or energy
dissipators). The problem is reduced to
finding suitable analytical models to
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represent multipie energy dissipators
rather than to deal with the more complicated motor vehicles,

sponses. The analytical model uses the
elasto-plastic deformation characteristics of energy dissipating materials to
obtain responses of medium area barrier
impact tests. Satisfactory comparisons
between analytical and experimental resultz were obtained.

The objectives of this paper are to
show that the energy dissipating mechanisms of motor vehicles can be simulated
by scale model experiments and that the
experimental results can be of significant value toward the formulation of
analytical models. Since scale model
experiments can be conducted with a high
degree of accuracy and repeatability;
this advantage would greatly enhance the
reliability
of analytical models. On
the other hand, scale model experiments
cannot be used to simulate all the structural characteristics and crash environments of impact collisions. Therefore,
cautions must be exercised in choosing
the desired crash parameters used in
crash testing.

This paper presents the feasibility
of using scale model experiments in formulating analytical models, and in simulating effects of barrier size, shape,
and impact velocity to the responses of
scaled elements (i.e.,
vehicle, trannequin and cargo, etc.); it also illustrates the effectiveness of "programmed"
structural deformation techniques in
reducing deceleration response.
DYNAMIC MODELING AND SCALirC LAWS
The state-of-the-art in dynamic
modeling has been well treated in many
text books and the literature. Ref. [2]
is particularly good and one of the
better sources for a complete treatment
on this particular subject. The theory
of dynamic modeling is, therefore, not
presented here, but rather moderately
reviewed.

In this investigation, scale models
were designed and fabricated to represent
one-tenth scale medium range passenger
cars using gravitational scaling laws.
Two types of model vehicles were used
in the experimental tests.
The first
model was designed to simulate deceleration response only, and had a scale
weight of 40 pounds. The second model
comprised a scaled vehicle, mannequin and
cargo; and had a scale weight of 43.6
pounds. Both mannequin and cargo were
equipped with restraining wires to represent respective restraint systems. The
objective here was to study the relative
effect of the range of energy dissipators
on the mannequin and cargo responses.
Accelerometers were used to measure and
acquire the impact response signals.

The use of scale models for simulation of complex or expensive engineering
problems has been found to be particularly valuable in several respects:

Tests were conducted on a ballistic
pendulum at severae different drop heights
to simulate full-scale impact speeds up
to 40 miles per hour. Three types of
barriers were used during the tests;
namely, a small area barrier (SAB), a
medium area barrier (MAB), and a wedge
barrier (WB). Five basic scaled energy
dissipating materials were used to construct thirteen different types of energy
dissipators to simulate multiple structural zones of a vehicle. Over one hundred and eighty tests were performed.
An analytical model was developed in
an attempt to predict model vehicle re-
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(i)

to obtain experimental data for
quantitative evaluation of a particular theoretical analysis,

(ii)

to explore the fundamental behavior involved in the occurrence of
little-understood and particular
types of phenomena,

(iii)

to obtain quantitative data for
use in prototype design problems,
particularly when mathematical
theory is overly complex, or nonexistent,

(iv)

to obtain qualitative and quantitative data with minimum expense
and effort.

Two general types of dynamic modeling techniques are recognized.
Geometrically similar modeling is widely
used and its technique is well developed
due to less complexity in relating the

ing laws require the length and width
of the model to be 1/10th those of the
full size automobile. However, if the
vehicle model's weight is 1/100th that
of a full-scale automobile, then the
material density of the model should be
ten times greater.

model and the full-scale prototype.
Wind-tunnel tests of aircraft and aerospace vehicles are well-known applications of this technique. A skew model
is a distorted model of the prototype
that gives a possible amplified response
of a portion of a structure, which is of
interest to the investigator. Skew modeling is generally less popular in model
testing because of inherent complexities in the basic model-to-prototype
relationship, such as less accuracy
in predicting the prototype's dynamic
behavior from the model's. A geometrically similar model was used !or this
experimental study.

TABLE I
Table of Gravity Scaling Laws

Geometrically similar modeling
branches in several directions; each of
which has scaling laws which depend on
the items or quantities that are oL
interest to the investigator. The quantities,
to name a few, may be stress,
strain, frequency, force, acceleration,
etc.
It has been found generally, however, that complete geometrical similarity between the model and the prototype is unattainable and dissimilarity
between some less important quantities
must be accepted. The vehicle model for
studying crashworthiness must satisfy
laws of similitude dealing with acceleration - and consequently, the human
deceleration tolerance and structural
behavior as well as geometric similarity.
Gravity scaling laws (also known as
Froude's law) therefore were apolied
throughout this experimental study. These
scaling laws were used because the model
vehicle and a full-scale automobile will
both experience
deceleration
levels
in g unitsthe(lgsame
= 32.2
ft/sec 2 ) ,

Numerical Ratio
foro 1/10 Scale
Mo•delI

Quantity

Ratio of Model
toPrototype X)

Acceleration
Area

I

I
0.01

Deflection
Density

X
1/N

0.10
10.0

Energy
Frequency
ru3
Length
Mass

X2

0.01
31r-

X
)2

0.1
0.01

Modulus of
Elcst;city
Strain

1
1

1.

Stress
Time

1
--

-1
0.316

Velocity
Volume

0.316

°Unlty oly when density ratio is made to equal 1/)A.
In many practical cases, density ratio can not be
controlled.

upon impact. Let the geometrical (length)
scale factor be X , then Table I summarizes the essential ratio between model
and full-scale prototype parameters. It
can be shown that some less important
parameters, such as Young's Modulus,
stress, and others, are not scaled. However, they were of no significant importance to the experimental crashworthiness model program.

The average American automobile
weighs approximately 4000 pounds, and
occupies a volume of approximately 500
to 700 cubic feet. The material density
(made of steel and void) is approximately
5 lb/cu ft. The vehicle model, weighing
37.7 pounds, is made of steel which has
a known density of 490 lb/cu ft. The
"density" of the model vehicle volume is
or about ten times
about 49 lb/cu ft,
that of an average full-scale automobile,
thus satisfying the gravity scaling laws.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST MODEL ELEMENTS
An automobile model was fabricated
for the experimental crashworthiness
study. A geometrical scale factor A of
1/10 was selected. It was shown in the
previous section that the gravity scal229

Two types of crash simulation models
were uied in the experiments. The type
I model, as shown in Figure 1, was used
to simulate vehicle response only. The
type II model, as shown in Figure 2. was
used to simulte, respectively, the motions of the vehicle, the mannequin and
the cargo block.
Statistics of these
two models are listed in Table 11.

TABLE II
Statistics of Crash Simulation Models
T

.

Width
Overall Length

5.9in.
20.25 in.

Thickness

9.75 in +
40.0 lbs

Vehicle Weight

.

5.9in.
18.8 in.
1.3 in?
37.70 lbs

Manneqidn

-

1.35 lbs

Cnrgo

-

4.51 lbs

40.0 lbs

Total Weight

43.56 lbs

+ Boitom to top of channel

J
Lii....The
*Base

same gravity scaling law applies
to the mannequin. The material density
of the mannequin should be ten times
that of a human being. A human being
comprised of solid, liquid, air, and
visco-elastic components has a specific
gravity of approyimately 1.0. A commercial material, having a specific gravity
of 10.0 could not be found, therefore,
a compromise was made and the mannequin
was m.ade of brass which had a specific
gravity of 8.6.
The material was also
chosen because it was easily machinable.

-.

-D

..

Figure 1. Type I Model

The design profile of the mannequin
and the construction of the joints
(specially designed for seated position)
were guided by the research report of
Ref. £3]. The width of the body, the
extremities, head, and neck dre so prothat the mannequin has the
same weight distribution as that of an
actual human being. The mannequin weighs
pounds, which is 1/100th of an
adult's weight (male and feThe legs and hands of the mannequin are free to move within the same
effective limitations that a human may

1

Cl
•portioned

4

E;

-

,1.35

(-'K,;average

N .male).

!7

-

experience

_

.

Figure 2.

plate only

.mannequin

in

a forward

seating position.

Figure 3 is a photograph of the final
assembly.

]

The material elasticity is not proportionally scaled in this mechanical
mannequin to that of a living body. The
entire body is known to be elastic in
nature. The internal organs, suspended

Type II Model
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and inter-related within a body framework can be considered as a multioledegree-of-freedom system in dynamic behavior. The natural vibration friquencies, the material elasticities, and the
material damping play important roles in
the study of human deceleration tolerance during an abrupt change of velocity.
Obviously the mechanical manneauin does
not attempt to simulate the biochemical
nature of the human body under dynamic
loads; rather, it is primarily intended
to study only the flexing of the extremities, and the "jacknifing' of the upper
torso of a human body under abrupt deceleration.
..

S,

j

S*

(ii)

Time duration lasts from 0.1 to
0.25 seconds.

(iii)

60 to 90 percent of the area under
the curve is contained in the
early half of the time duration.

(iv)

Peak deceleration ranging from
20 g to 150 g are commonly found
depending on the vehicle's initial
impact velocity, type of vehicle,
and the struck object.

Therefore, it is important to be
able to simulate experimentally the deceleration-time curve, peak decele.ation,
and energy distribution during an impact
collision of the vehicle mode; and later,
perhaps, to control and to improve the
deceleration-time history and the energy
absorption characteristics of an automobile design through the evaluation of
the model test data.
In order to achieve

similarity of

the deceleration-time curves of the ve-

S(.
.i

..

hicle model and of the full-scale prototype, several energy absorbing materials
and their com:,inations were used to rbsorb crash energy of the vehicle model
upon collision with various types of
barriers. Five types of materials were
selected. They are as follows:

]

•

Materials

I

...
Figure 3.

..

Fiber Glass
Styrofoam .
Acoustic Tile
Paper Honeycomb, load parallel
to cell
Aluminum Honeycomb, 350 psi
strength, load parallel to
cell
Aluminum Honeycomb, 350 psi
strength, load vertical to
cell
Aluminum Honeycomb, 150 psi
strength, load parallel to
cell

[1...

Actual Size of the 1/10
Scale Mannequin

A 2.5 inch cube, made of Brass,
weighing 4.51 pounds was fabricated to
simulate a cargo load of 450 pounds,
carried inside an automobile or in the
bed of a pickup truck, etc. This load,
when used, was restrained only in a
forward direction by a piano wire, which
breaks at a predetermined force of 320
pounds.
Most head-on collisions display deceleration time cur'ves which are characterized by the following:
(i)

Symbol
F
S
T
P

A3P

A
3V
A.p

The elements were cut to give a nominal size of 3" x 6" x 2". Three different elements were put together in series
to form an energy-dissipating block, of
size 3" x 6" x 6". The elements were
separated from each other by a 3" x 6"
x 1/32" aluminum plate, to ensure that

Several deceleration peaks occur
in the early half of the timehistory during collisions.
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eauh element would not intertere with
the others when the entire block was
being deformed. An extra aluminum plate
was also located in the front of the
energy absorbing block. The arrangements of the elements in a block were
varied. Thirteen arrangemenZs of the
energy absorbing blocks were formed and
tested. Their arrangement,
signations,
and average weights are listed in Table
III. Figure 4 shows one of these energy
dissipators.

ýTABLE

.

'
.
:
,

III

Description of Energy Dissipators
Material
Combinoations

Test Series

Average

Des:gnatlon

Weight (1b)

(Front to Bock)
Figure 4.
P-S- T

.100

0.66

P - S- F

200

0.40

P- F- T

300

0.86

S- P-A

400

0.39

S- F - T

500

0.70

P-F- A

600

0.45

P- T - A
S- F-A

700
800

0.75
0.42

S- T- A

900

0.70

F-T-A

1,000

0.80

F-T-F700
S -A

-' '

S - T-A

A

0.70

800 A

0.37

900 A

0.73

Typical Material Arrangement
of an Energy Dissipator

These barriers simulate the collision of a vehicle with a rigid utility
pole, a rigid corner of a heavy object
such as a bridge abutment or a 45 degree
head-on collision with another vehicle,
and a rigid flat
barrier. Figures 5, 6,
and 7 show photographs of the three barrier designs used in this study.

3P

The deceleration response of an automobile in an accident varies significantly upon impact with various struck objects. Three barrier designs were employed in the experimental study. They
consist of:
A Pole Barrier - Small Area Barrier
(SAB)
A Wedge Barrier (900 Angle) - (eB)
A Flat Barrier - Medium Area Barrier

*

(MAB)

Figure
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5.

Medium Area Barrier

(MAB)

:--:"---

open end of the wooden framewcrk, and
secured slightly by paper tape to the
•eflon floo: and to the sides of the
wooden framework to prevent any prema-

I

tore movement of the vehicle. Upon ima-

pact the vehicle model is free to slide
backward or. the "frictionleas" teflon
floor. The p atform and the initial
location of the vehicle model with respect to the platform are so designed
that the vehicle model hits the designed
. ;rrier at the platform's lowest pcsition, after its release from a predeterAfter
mined initial raised position.
a time delay sufficient to acquire the
model impact response data, the platform
impacts the large reaction mass which is
made of reinforced concrete with a steel
covering and fiame. The scaled barrier
the reaction mass. Figure 9
is welded t
is a photograph ,f the experimental
facility.

IS

rigi. e 6.

()

Wedge Barrier

,"

.

[

J*/

.K • .

7]

.

.

Figure 8.

i

,nx

:.Q7
,
".

~

*-

.

..J

" "

General View of Shock Test

iFacility

Figure 7.

Small Area Barrier

The actual impact velocity of the
model vebicle at the moment of impact
can be calculated from the conversion of
potential energy into kinetic energy,
namely:

(SAB)

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS

V = Vr2 gh

A U-shape wooden framework is secured
on the top surface of the pendulum platform. A 2' x 61 teflon sheet (1/16 inch
thick) forms the bottom floor inside this
The test vehicle
wooden framework.
model is placed on the teflon sheet a
few inches from the leading edge of the

where V = actual

impact velocity,

g = 32.2 ft/sec

2

h = platform drop height,
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ft.

ft/sec

The simulated impact velocity of the
model vehicle is related to the actual
velocity by the scaling laws, discussed
previously.
It can be shown that

late the deceleration-tire history of an
actual automobile crash. Type 1 model
was used in the tests. Ten arrangements
of energy dissipating blocks, series 100
through 1000, the three drop heights.
and the threc barriers formeŽd a IC % 3
x 3 lattice of experiments (that is, a
total of 90 tests). Forward deceleration
of the vehicle model ;;nd the platform
were recorded by a two-channel visicorder.
The deceleration of the platform was needed just to ensure that
there was enough time delay between the
vehicle model impacting the barrier,
and the platform impacting the large
barrier. The mechanical mannequin and
the simulated cargo load were not installed in the vehicle model in this
first
test series.

1
V

ltd

V actual

=

The geometrical scale factor is 1/10
in this experiment.
Figure 9 gives a
design chart of platform drop height vs.
simulated automobile impact velocity,
Three drop height values, 2.0 ft.,
3.5
ft.,
and 5.0 ft.,
were used in the experiments to simulate a prototype vehicle
traveling at 24.4. 32, and 39 mpn, respectively.
.0

2After

a careful study of the test
data cocmiled from the first
test series,
a second laboratory test series was conducted

_____.___

'C

-(2.0

1
0

a few days later

3.0

oin
2.c

wire were tested

.

J

0.

10

on

the 200,

700A,

800A, and 900A series of energy dissipating blocks. The type II model was
used in the tests. Two drop heights
ft. and 3.5 ft.)
and the three
barriers were used to give a total of
24 tests. A scaled seat mannequin, restrained by a simulated seat belt only,
and the simulated cargo load, restrained
a forward dire-tion by a piano wire
restraint, were added to the vehicle
model in this second tst
-ries. The
breaking forces of the simulated seat
belt wires and the cargo restraint piano

_

_

20

0

I

Q

and found

to be 55 and

315 pounds, respectively.
Selection of
these two load values was based on simulating the dynamic failure of actual
and restraint belts
seat belts
full-scale
The eltimated failure
for heavy loads.
loads of the simulated seat belt and the
piano wire were 70 g and 100 g loads,

50

IMPACTSPED, MH

respectively.
Figure 9.

Drop Height vs.
Impact Speed

Simulated
The forward deceleration resoonses
were recorded by a four-channel direct
writing oscillograph (visicorder) for
positions on the platform, the vehicle
model, head of the mannequin, and the
load. High speed movies were also used
in this second series of tests.
A

Iwo laboratory test series were conducted in this program. The first
laboratory test series was designed to give
more insight and knowledge about the
energy absorption problem, and to simu-
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typical molel vehicle impact scene is
presented in Figure 10. Tne stress dlis-...
placement

curves of

the

a

d4ssipa-

energy

,1

54

2
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ting block<s, series 200, 700A, and: 900A
were similarly tested against three desianed barriers, namely, a pole barrier,
a wedge barrier, and a flat barrier. The
force displacement curves are shown in
Figures 11 through 13.

Figure 12. Force Displacement Curves of
Series 700A Energy Dis.sipators
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Figure 11. Force-Displacement Curves of
Series 200 Energy Dissipators

Figure
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2

Dissipator

3

13. Force-Disolacement Curves of
Series 900A Energy Dissipators

ISO

Test results for the pendulum drop
tests of the model vehicles and static
compression tests of the energy dissipations have been reduced to graphical
form. They are presented as followsa.

Figures

14 through

!0..
Z

23 represent

___--

_

the Peak-g responses of Type I-//,/
model.
b. Figures 24 through 26 represent
deceleration responses of Type II
model,

mannequin,

_______

4

and cargo sub-

0___I_

ject to a 32 mph impact velocity

24

with the three barriers.
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Figure lb. Peak g Response - Series 300
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Figure 18.
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Peak g Response - Series 500
Energy Dissipator Subject to
Three Impact Velocities
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Peak g Response - Series 600
Energy Dissipator Subject to
Three Impact Velocities

Figure 22.
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as
as follows:
can be summarized
a. Energy dissipation is,

LS

Sdependent
4.phenomenon
0
24

39

FULL SCALE IMPACT VELOCITY. MPH
Figure 21.

in general,

on impact velocity. This
is demonstrated by the
peak g vs. impact velocity curves,
shown in Figures 14 thrcugh 23.

______as

_____

32

resues

.i.

Energy dissipation is dependent
upon barrier shape. The wedge
barrier would render lower peak
g responses than that of che medium and small area barriers.

Peak g Response - Series 900
Energy Dissipator Subject to
Three Impact Velocities
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c.

Certain energy dissipators. such
as Series 100.
200 and 400.
when interacting with the weAg,
and pole barriers tend to maintain relatively low and yk-t conmcdel
stant pc2ak responses of the-I
vehicle, as shown in Figuros 14,
Fur15, and 17, respectively.
thermore, the responses of the
mannequin and the simulated cargo to wedge barrier impact tests,
as shown in Figures 24 throuGh
26, are com-paratively lower than
that of other barrier impacts;
and the respcnsas of the dummy,
in particular. are considered
as tolerable for humans to survive.
This phenomenon may suggest that the principal energy
ganerdissipating mechanI.srs
ated between these dis;ipator
and the barriers could be utilized to design stz-jctural systers tof esignstructurale syResponses
tems of prototy"?e veýhicle
which would respond in the sa-e
manner as that of the experimental model.

j
d. The one-tenth scale rode
in the tests have shc*'n
factory results in
energy dissipating ir
F,
of barrier collisions.
example, Figure 27 repres.e,..4s a
comparison between the barrier
collision response3 of a 1937
Plymouth [4] and the typ0 I
model with a series 200 en•-rgy
Figure 28 repredissipator.
sents a comparison between the
responses of a 1949 Chevrolet
[5] and the type I model with
a Series 700 energy dissipator.
The similarity of the curves in
these examples are remarkable.
The discrepancy in the early
peaking of the model venicle
can be eliminated by modifying
the material properties of the
energy dissipator.
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PREDICTION OF SCALE MODEL VEtHICLE RESPONSES TO M'EDIU24-AREA-BARRIER IMPACT3

"C3

'The mathematical model used in this
analysis, as shown in Figure 29, consists of a vehicle V of mass In travel..
ng at an initial velocity v0 striking an

P

The front of
infinitely rigid barrier.
the vehicle is protected by a series of
three crushable energy dissipators of
thicknesses Ll, L2, L3 . The crosssectional area A is common to the front
of the vehicle, the three dissipators
and t.he barrier.

I

~C3'

Vehicle Model

Z

VOC2

P3

P

P2

tL2

Figure 29. Analytical Model of the
Scale Vehicle

I

The stress-ýstrain characteristics of
the three dissipating materials are
known; their idealized characteristics
are shown in Figure 30. For the purpose of the present analysis, it is
assumed that dissipator I reache~s its
yield point (ac ec)
collapses to its
11
plastic state (a-i
Pi <
.
and then reaches
thf

ed
tsplsicstte(cI.

'L
S,

Figure 30. Idealized Stress-Strain
Characteristics of Energy
Dissipators

I

Having estimated the stress-strain
characteristics for the three materials
comfprising the energy dissipator under
consideration, the analysis divides the
post-impact behavior into nine phases.
For the purposes of the analysis, it has
to be assumed that one material reaches
its yield point, passes through its
plastic mode and becomes compressed to
its maximum limit, (after which it is
energetically inert), before the stress
has reached the yield point of the next
material. The first material to yield
is denoted dissipator 1. the second as
2. and the third as 3. For a noncollapsible material, it is assumed that

after which it is crushed to its minimum thickness and then becomes inert.
The stress begins to rise again, until
dissipator 2 reaches its yield point.
and so on. We assume that there is no
"stress overlap". i.e.. that

Oc3 >

(In.AIn.)

p 3 > crc 2 > aP2 >0l>0P1

We also assume that c > ec' and that the
P
gradient of the characteristcc becomes
infinite at=
c
L
1
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the plastic mode is very limited, i.e.,
that the maximum crushing limiting strain
is only very slightly greater than the
hypothetical "yield strain."

The final stress at the end of the n-th
increment is nAor. If we denote the gradient of the elastic portion of the
strecs-strain curves at mi, then the
compression at the end of the n-th increnent for dissipator
i
is given by

The analysis of the vehicle model,
into nine phases, each phage
divided
is
being evaluated nu~merically in s-mll
increments of eithcr(7or c. The pfincipal assumption is that the stress is
constant throughout the system at any
given instant in time; that is, that the
same stress is applied to each disripator
in each increment. The nine phases of the
analysis outlined in Table III are:

As

a .-

L.
1
mi

(2)

length of the
the initial
IZ we denote by ZAs the
i
compression at the beginzing of the increment, the compression which took
place during the increment is given by
where Li is
dissipator.

Phase 1
The stress excursion during Phase 1 is
divided into a number (say 25) of increa, where
ments
Ac-/25

n

As.
i

=

nAo-

L.
I m.

XAs.
1

Now, strain energy absorbed is
the general expression

(1)

AE =

'3)
given by

(4)

'AAs

TABLE IV
Nine Phases of the Analysis

I

Stress
-~~

0

aC1

a

a )(____

31

ai

ai 1

4

a

a

5

a

a 2

a 3C-

2

(L2

Inert
P2

Inr

C
o

i_

-

Li

'3

.L.

Elastic

Absorb

Faiing

Elastic

Elostic

bsorb

Plostic
Inert

1

f

C?
Elastic

3

I

C? a

:..
9

{ne

t

I

Energy Trcnsfer of
E
____D.isPtion

Elo~stc

-

Inert

cot Condition of
D*s%7oction

___

C l

6

8

PMcro,;

j

al

2

7 a

'SStrain

.J

fI onitia
Fnl1tc!Firlj
!ni;cl !F;~,oj

Initial Finoiintal
1

12 Strai.n

lStrin

-I

I

Intermediate Strain to be Compvted
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Stationary Stationorv Absorb

$..l

3

Abs.orb

Absoeb

Emit

Emit
InertInr

Absorb

;A.s.orb

Elastic

Absorb

Em i

Plostic

Stationary

Absorb

Inert

Inert

EatcInert

Absorb

Foiling

Absorb

Plastic

Absorb

Elastic

Elastic

Failing

Inert

g

a = mean stress acting,

where

A

area,

cross-sectional

and
and the rate of change of deceleration
as

As = stroke during the increment,
Now we have, for the n-th
increment,
U

(n

Aa~o

S=9

(13)

At

(5)

(3

Phase 2

and hence
AoUA As

AEi= (n
where

(12)

Asi is

yield point
Dissipator 1 has passed its
and is collapsing towards the plastic

(6)

I

state. As the stress falls, dissipators
2 and 3 elastically expand and give up

given by Equation (3).

Analogous to

energy to the system.
Equation (1) we have

The total energy absorbed during the
increment is given by
3
A
~

A-

(7)

E1

If we denote the gradient of the
failing portion of the stress-strain
characteristics as mcl then, using

and this quantity is known. Now if the
velocity at the beginning of the
initial
increment is vo, and the final velocity
(vý - Av),

we may calculate

the same arguments as previously we have

Av from the

for the n-th increment

equation of conservation of energy in
the form

AEt

21
t 2

g

[-

v-

(v% - Av)

(14).

(Co'ci 0'pl)

A

(6c

-)iI

-

1

where we have assigned a negative sign
to m . Thus the energy absorbed by I is
c1
given by

Now the total distance traveled during
the increment by the vehicle is given
by
3
Ast

As.i9

As. =

-(

Thus we may calculate the time occupied
by the increment as
'
At
= -iAt
st

(n --

AoI AAsl

(161

Dissipators 2 and 3 have expanded again,
by
their strokes being gien

and the mean speed of the vjhicle during
the increment is

[v

[=El-

AE

As.

-

L

(17)

where '. 1 = the strain of that dissipator
The
at the beginning of the phase.
energy given up by 2 and 3 is

(11)

the mean deceleration during the increinent as

LE
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=[.l- (n ~A,]AA s. (16)
J
2)
\
tl

Thus,

noting that
Ast = As I - As2

up energy. The calculations are similar
to those for Phase 2.
Ph se

- A 33
(19)

AEt = LE1
we may compute
before

Av,

- Ar2

-

At

g,

Dissipator 2 is

g

its

plas-

tic
state, absorbing energy at constant
stress. Dissipator 3 is temporarily
stationary and inert. Calculations as
Phase 3.

A3
and

collapsing in

as

1

Phase 3

Phase 7

Dissipator 1 is absorbing energy in its
plas'ic mode at constant . stress apl

Dissipator 2 is totally collapsed and
henceforth inert. Dissipator 3 is absorbing energy in its elastic mode
again. Calculations as Phase 1.

Dissipato:-s 2 and 3 are inert and stationary. We now consider the strain
excursion
e
to EL
as being divided

Dissipator 3 reaches its yield point and
collapses towards its plastic state, absorbing energy. Calculations as Phase 2.
except of course, no energy is given up
by other dissipators.

into increments As given by

AE

25 \ Pi

If(20)
L1

Phase 9
Dissipator 3 absorbing energy in

For the n-th increment the compression
"of I is given by

its

plastic mode at constant stress.
Lo 1

=

(

+ nHc

and the energy absorbed
6El =
Noting that
may compute

APl
As1

L 1 - ILs1
is

(21)

given by

(22)

AE

= ANE
and As = As 1 we
t
1
Av, At. g, and § as before,

Phase 4
Dissipator 1 is totally collapsed and
henceforth is inert. Dissipators 2 and
3 are absorbing energy in their elastic
modes, and the calculations are similar
to those preselted for Phase 1.

The analysis permits the calculation
of Lhe complete displacement, velocity,
deceleration, and rate-of-change of deceleration histories, from the moment of
impact, through as many of the phases as
are utilized, until either all the incident kinetic energy has bean absorbed,
or until the dissipaturs are all totally
expended.
Vehicle rebound is ignored
and only the case of impact against a
flat barrier of area equal to the crosssectional area of the dissipators is
considered.
In order to predict analytical responses, numerical computations have
been performed to evaluate medium area
impact responses with Series 200, 700,
and 900 energy dissipators. The idealized stress-strain curves of the energy
dissipating materials are presented in
Figures 31 thro.gh 33. The analytical
results are compared with the following
test cases:

-

Phase 5
Dissipator 2 reaches its yield stress
and collapses towards its plastic state,
absorbing energy'. Dissipator 3 expands
elastically as the stress falls, giving
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Pa.per Honeycomb

S~Fiberglass
4)

StyrofooM'

10

10"4

10-5

Figure 31.

10-3

Strain, in./in.

10-2

10

Component Stress-Strain Curves of Series 200 Energy Dissipator

1000

Acoustic T e-

Poper Honeycomb

'•,umlnum Honeycomb, A

10

r

10-5
Figure 32.

10-4

10-3 Strain, in./in. 10"2

10-

Component Stress-Strain Curves of Series 700 Energy Dissipator
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100

10"

104

Figure 33.

Case ::

10"

10"

Component Stress-Strain Curves of Series 900 Energy Dissipator

I

Series 200 dissipator (paper
honeycob, fiberglass and styroA
foam) at impact velocity of 32

Ii

,

/l

mph. Conoarison between an~alytical and experimental results
for Test No. 206C is presented
in Figure 34.
Case II:

10"

/l..o,•
•

JI

/

I

Series 700 dissipator (paper
honeycomb, aluminum honeyror/b
and acoustic tile) v at impact
o
velocity of 24 mph.
bet/ Comparison

/

between analytical and exoerimental results for Test Nos.n/
701B and 703G is
Figure 35.

presented in

•

Case III: Series 900 dissipator (alumipe
num honeycomb, acoustic tileyomb
and styrofoam) at impact velocity of 39 mph. Comparison between analytical and experimental results for Test No.
905F is presented in Figure 36.

Figure 34.
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-

Comparison of Analytical
and Experimental Vehicle
Responses with Series 200
Energy Dissipator

St2ML"AARY AND CONCLUS IONS
The test

•'"'

--,

.

.~

S,••

/,

levels of W~edge Barrier
Impacts are usually lower than
those of Medium Area Barrier and
Small Area Barrier, and for some
cases, responses are not sensitive
to impact speeds;

0Peak-g

I!

-he
models respond severely to
Medium Area and Small Area Barriers at high impact speeds. The
cargo restraining system broke
loose on series 700A, 800A and
900A dissipators at 32 mph impact
speeds. Series 200 dissipators
with softex composite material
properties performed well to protect both the occupant and the
cargo:

,•W)•

Figure 35.

Comparison of Analytical
and Experimental Vehicle
Responses with Series 700
Energy Dissipator

"'•'.

o Series 100, 200 and 400 dissipators are relatively insensitive
to Wedge Barrier impacts, and
peak-g levels are substantially
lower than those of the other

/groups.

The objectives of this study were to
show that the energy dissipation mechanisms of motor vehicle structures can be
simulated by scale model experiments,

a/

S•'

'

/

/

/
I

I/

and that the experimental results can be
of significant value toward the formulation of an analytical model.
The results of the scale-model experimental study have provided a significant
understanding of structural impact mechanisms; and have shown the effectiveness
of experimental i.odels for simulating
vital crash parameters which may be en-

-,

110. SIC
u
Figure 36.

Comparison of Analytical
Responses with Series 900

"Energy

simurevealed
namely:

data obtained through

"l3ted crash experinents have
"several interesting results,

In
countered during full-scale tests.
particular, the following concluding remarks can be made:

Dissipator

0 The crash model performed remarkably well in simulating collision
responses.

The comparison between experimental
and analytical response curves is quite
Although there exists
encouraging.
certain disagreements in response amplitudes, the general shapes of analytical
It is
curves are quite satisfactory.
believed that accuracy in analytical
prediction could be achieved with improved stress-strain curves,

The response prediction model developed in this report provides
satisfactory agreement in predicting decelerating responses to
medium area barrier impacts.
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* Energy dissipation of the crash
models is de%:.en
nt upon impact
velocity, barrier she-o and
cross-sectional area.
Teat resuits also indicate that the
model irpacts with the wedie-type
barrier demonstrated energy dissipation characteristics which
provided smoother and substantially
lower deceleration loads
to the occupant and cargo than
did the other barriers.
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DISCUSSION
Mr. Hanks (NASA, Lanley): What is the
purpose for this study, do you plan to use this
to study the human effects in a crash?

an analytical model to predict the response of
the vehicle structure.
Mr. Hanks: I was more intrigued by the
small human model.

Mr. Kao: The purpose of this study is twofold. First we try to develop a technique to use
the scale model vehicle to simulate the true or
equivalent collision environment. The scale
model testing prcgram is relatively inexpensive
and you can try it out on a very small size and
can test out all the pertinent test parameters
that you would like to test later on for the prototype vehicle. We ran about 120 scale model
tests in a 10 day period, and collected much
good data. Then we can decide what would be
the most important parameter to look for in the
prototype testing. Secondly, we try to establish

Mr. Kao: We did not intend to predict analytically the response of the human model.
Mr. Verga (Hazeltlne Coro.): I am curious
as to who is budgeting this program? Is it an Inhouse Wyle project or are there auto industries
too'-ung into this and should we look forward to
seeing a crash proof compartment in addition to
the fire wall In passenger cars in the near
future?

Mr. Kao: This program was sponsored by
the Department of Transportation. Currently we
are looking into the possibility of conducting secondary collision type of testing.

*The opinions, findings, and conclusions expressed in this publication
are those of the authors and riot
necessarily those of the National Highway Safety Bureau.

Mlr. Renius: I -mould like to add that to my
knowledge all the automotive manufacturers are
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looking into the same qort of materials applica-

flection or constitutive elfects and distorts grav-

tion for future automobiles.

itational effects. It !s a question of what one approximates. Why, for example, did you think that
gravitational effacts mattered and had to be simulated in making the model ?

Mr. YK2rur (Aerosoace Corp.): What kind
of material propertics did yoi use - dynamic
material properties or static ones?

Mr. Kho: T2o answer your first. question
about the use of human volunteers. I thinlk you
can get human volunteers. In fact we did contact
an association in Los Angeles and learned that
you can get 3 men for two weeks for $5,000.

Mr. Mao: These are the static material
properties. That may be the reason that our
analytical re.sults do not quite 'agree w;th
experiment,

To answer your second question - the true parameter that we tried to simulate was the deceleration versus tinme. That is why we chose the
gravitation scaliing law which gives I to 1 ratio
without any modification. If we do this we have
to sacrifice other parameters. Because this is
such simple modal we did not try to complicate

Mr. Kapur: I think you will get much better
correlation if you use dynamic material prepertles.
Mr. Kao: In the future I think we will do that.
Mr. Westine (Southwest Research Institute):
I have some comments. I have a friend who de fines modeling as the art of skil"Il approximation. Among the things that you approximate is
the strength of the mannekin. How does one decide what is the strength in the muscles in the
man's arm, particularly when you know a real
individual tenses up. What are the load-deflection characteristics of a mannekin when he is
getting smashed. This means of course that you
have made approximations. The ether thing I
wouldnote is that the form of modeling which
you chose usad a true time scale and the model
which you used simulated lumped inertial effects,
gravitational effects and constitutive effects, or
stress-strain effects of material, you did this by
distorting what I would call distributed inertial
effects. You approxima~ed them with lump inertial effects. Why did you pick this form of a model
over what I would call a Cauchy model ? Some
people might call it a mock one, others a replica
model. That form of model simulates distributed
inertial effects, lumped inertial effects, load de-

the other scaling parameters.
Mr. Westine: Tne replica model to which I
referred which simulates distributed inertia,
lumped inertia and constitutive effects would
use scale time as the length ratio and forces as
the square of the length ratio, which you did. It
woule just be a question of how you interpret
time. For example, I noted that your peak forces and accelerations seem to match pretty well
but you seem to have a little trouble with your
time scales. You simulated gravitational effects and I do not think they matter.
Mr. Kao: I agree with you. The reason we
have to take the time into consideration is because the human impact tolerance'limit is inversely proportional to the time duration. The
human can take a high g input for a very short
period of time. Hoveveri he cannot sustain a
low g input for a sustained period of time and
that is why we look into the time factor as well.
Your comment is very worthwhile.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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DESIGN OF FZCO1L ADlPTERb
FOR ARM:0MNT SYSTEMS

A. S. Whitehill, T. L. Quinn
Lord Manufacturing Company
Erie, Pernsylvaria

Placement of guns in aircraft has always presented interesting
engineering problenis.
At one time, it was necessary to synchronize the firing rate with the rotation of the propeller to
prevent the pilot from shooting himself down.
Today's rapid
firing seapons producing high recoil forces demand adequate
protection for the aircraft structure.
The gun on its
supports must be considered a six degree of freedom system.
Proper evaluation of the problem of placing guns in
aircraft must consider the dynamics of the entire system including the stiffnesse5 of the support points and the mztion of the
gun in response to the forces and torques resulting from recoil.
It is possible to make several valid assumptions, however, which
will simplify the analysis without sacrificing understanding of
the problem.
The new approach in designing recoil adapters
views the gunfire as a forced vibration rather than e series of
shock pulses.
The concepts presented reveal new avenues leading
to a significant reduction in recoil dither forces.

INTRODUCTION
Since the advent of supersonic tact'ical fighters, there has been a continuing emphasis on the development of
a more versatile firing platform.
The
Vietnam conflict has clearly demonstrated the need for both missiles and
guns on fighter aircraft to eliminate
any performance gaps wnich one or the
other may possess.

At distances lets than 1.5 miles or
8,000 feet, the pilot will generally use
visual idtntification to determine
friend or foe.
In this case, the infrared homing missile can be used against
the MiG.
Due to acceleration restrictions (the effectiveness of the missile
decreases with increasing lateral acceleration) the pilot must stay on the
MiG's tail
to achieve any degree of success. In addition, in the event of pilot
error, a heat-seeking missile is capable
of homing in on closer, friendly aircraft
rather than the more distant enemy.

Today, fighter aircraft carry both
missiles and guns.
At a range of 1.5
to 5 miles, missiles using radar to
lock onto the target are available to
the pilot.
However, he is often reluctant to use this weapon d&e tc7 the
identification problem at this distance.
Vietnam is one warfare arena
where the chances that a blip on the
radar screen may be a commercial airliner are as great as being a MiG.

Since the heat-seeking missile is incapable of tight, fast maneuvers, the
gun is still
the most effective weapon
in close-in dogfighting.
The chart on
the next page depicts the effective
range of the various weapons in the firing platform of the modern fighter.
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While the gun has clearly demonstrated its value, externally mounted
gun pods on aircraft have the disadvantages of detracting from the aircraft's
ability to maneuver and of costing some
aircraft speed.
While this may be unimportant during missions involving
support fire of ground troops, it could
prove deadly in dogfiyhts with highly
maneuverable MiGs.
The resolution of
this problem involves placement of the
gun within the aircraft structure,
usually in the nose of the plane.

(Mi.)

Generally, a principal system constraint is the allo7,,able recoil deflection.
if the energy is to be stored in
a spring, the linear spring rate can be
calculated from
K = 2E
F
where
K = spring rate of the
adaoter
d = allowable recoil
deflection
The corresponding peak recoil
is

Recoil adapters are of prime imporIf a
tance in a project of this type.
20mm gun were hard mounted, the peak
recoil force per round would be approximately 32,000 pounds occurring each time
the gun fires.
Lord Manufacturing
Company became ii~volved in one project
through efforts in developing an improved recoil adapter to reduce this
recoil force.

Fp;, = Kd = 2E = 12
dA linear spring is considered a 50%
efficient energy storage device, that
is, the energy stored is equal to onehalf its
peak force times the maximum
deflection, or
E =1

In the past, the philosophy surrounding the design of recoil
;,Iapters
has been to treat each firing pulse as
an individual shock problem.
The approach used was to design sufficient
damping into the adapter to dissipate
the energy of the recoiling gun and
return the weapon to its
original position before the next round was fired.

F

where

d

FPK

Fi
FpK

d

This method remains legitimate for
low rate weapons, such as grenade
launchers.
The recoil adapters are
designed with the same principles involved in the designing of shock
mounts.
The energy to be stored and
dissipated is calculated from
E =

F

The corresponding load-deflection curve
is shown in Fig. 2.
The energy storage
capability is proportional to the area
under the curve.

DISCUSSION

-

force

then calculated from

LOAD
(tbs)

2

DEFLECTION (inches)

1
2m
I = the impulse from the

"round

Fig. 2 - Load-Deflection Curve
For A Linear Energy Storage Device

m = the mass of the gun
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6,000 rounds per minute or 100 rounds
It was this development
p?r second.
which led to the treatment of each
burst of gunfire as a high-frequency,
forced vibration rather than an individual shock.

By using a softer, preloaded spring,
the efficiency of the device can he
'ig. 3.
greatly increased as shown in

MULTI-DEGREE OF FREEDDM SYSTEM

LOAD

A gun on its supports should be considered as a six degree of frecdom
system capable of translating along and
rotating about the three principal axes.
However, because the recoil force is
always in one direction, the gun will
tend to translate in that direction and
rotate about the pitch and yaw axes
which are perpendicular to thi recoil
The rotation is a result of the
axis.
torques caused by the center of gravity
of the gun and the canter of elasticity
of its supparts not lying in the line
of action of the recoil forcing pulse-that is, the firing barrel.

(Ibs)

-F
• llpK
nFpk, -

<
92=

DEFLECTION (inches)

This rotation is considered highly
undesirable because it could cause wide
To resolve
dispersion of the shells.
this problem, guns have been placed in
structures to permit transvery stiff
lational recoil rotion only.
However,
if the eccentricities are significant,
the resulting torques must be reacted
by equal and opposite torques somewhere
To prevent the structure
in the system.
from responding to the firing pulse
T'rom each round, the pulse period must
be more than six times the natural
The period of
period of the structure.
a gunfire pulse is usually low (on the
Since the
order of .002 seconds).
natural pariod of a simple spring-mass
system is

Fig. 3 - Load-Deflection Curve
For A Pr.Žloaded Or Bi-Linear
Energy Storage Device
Thus, a bi-linear recoil adapter is
capable of storing the same amount of
energy as a linear adapter with equal
deflection but with a much smaller reFor example, if the precoil force.
load of the bi-linear system is 1/3
FpK, then the maximum recoil force from
the bi-linear adapter will be only 2/3
the peak force from the linear system
assuming the spring in the hi-linear
device has 1/'3 the stiffness as that in
the linear adapter.
To dissipate the stored energy before
the next round is fired, damping is reThe amount of damping needed
quired.
is dependent upon the firing rate of
If the firing rate is low,
the weapon.
the natural frequency of the adapters
could be set sufficiently high such
that the system may oscillate through
In this
several cycles between rounds.
case, the amount of damping required is
usually not too high.

and if T is
period:

'R
one-sixth the gunfire pulse

T = .002 = 3.3 X 10-4 seconds
6
Then, the needed spring rate of the
structure can be calculated from
2

4-2,
•T
g
For a gun weighing 386 pounds, the
structural stiffness needed to prevent
regponse to the gunfire pulse is 3.6 X
100 lbs/in, a fantastic stiffness to
expect from practical structures.
K

As the firing rate is increased, however, the time available for dissipating the energy of the gun becomes
In this situation, the amount
shorter.
of damping required increases which results in a higher psak recoil force.

=

4,

M =

TWO DEGREE OF FREEDOM ANALYSIS
Modern weapon technology has increased the firing rate-: of guns to the
point that, some fire at rates of up to

A diagram of the system to be analyzed is shown in Fig. 4.
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Typical Gun System

NOTATIONS

r = Radius of gyration about "A"

A = Pivot point

f = Firing frequency in

a = Distance between "A"
center of gravity

and the

b = Distance between "A"
firing barrel

and the

c = Distance between "A"
rear support

and the

fn = Axial natural

S=
"'n =

cps

frequency

2-f = circular firing frequency
.jK/M
2-f natural frequency

circular

XAVE = Set back in the recoil direction

AF(t) = Recoil forcing pulse as a
function of time

XDIT = Dither motion about XAVE
SAVE = Angular windup about "A"

KA = Axial spring rate of the
recoil adapters

Q

KR = Radial spring rate of the
rear support

DIT

= Angular dither motion about
QAvE

t = Time (seconds)

M = Mass of the gun

FAVE = Time averaged recoil force

X = Linear motion along the recoil axis as measured at the
recoil adapter

TAVE = Time averaged wir.dup torque
about "A"

SAcceleration

0

Angular motion about "A"

O= Angular acceleration
IA

KE = Free recoil kinetic energy
V = Free recoil velocity

along recoil axis

I = Recoil impulse

about "A"

Moment of inertia about "A"
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ET = Energy stored in

translation

ER = Energy stored in

rotation

A?(t) and resulting in a linear second
order diffoerntial equation with V-~o
unkno-vns.
2
[L
~
b) + X]
W+cC
-

The aaa,
t~on2 involvTed in the
analycia are ma follocrn:
1. The firin~j barol, tliaenIter of.*
gruvity of thý;l
guzn, t~i 0elitic
cc'ntar of tha rcccil e',)~n
vnd tha
r;-.111 ati
t lie
in tý1 a~~Plano.

-ii(a

b) 5E + b Y,ýX

-

(3)

Solutione were asnvntd of t!%'A
foern
2. Vhe syv.itc1 h~
tý--n
of
frc&=r~n 1 c <'h1:-1of tzr'.oletion alongq tlhe ir7il
at---in nnd
.rotation rL-out thn attzcning pin'
through ther rc~coil tdeptnr inner
memnber.

4. The rear ou-.,f~rnh;

rate in thei rz.dtnl ditrection,
rogardleoie haw high.

The differential
utonof -.otion
involvin~g t-ým depen~ent v;ýrinblan X and
0 and one in~o.,mdoqnt varizýbla Aro
writ tont
(t)

+ a;;)

-mO

X AV

+

XDX

sin

t

0

0

+

0

sin

,.t

AVE

DIT

(4)
()

In those equations, X-.,, iz an avnrngn
recoil deflection anYd',.; is an aveIrago angulmr windNvp mbouvA,ý
an~td
0-:~;aza the vibratory or dithzýr .'6to
cu-r~~
on the
rvrg)rjc,)il
ci-ý
flc~ction and the dithir oncillatic~n
about the average windprý~
voy
Thin form generally a rr~i~ with thea
'%p~ea:ance of the oac-1llogrzpph trzacon
of gun m~otion.

3. The recoil anptern tar linieer
springo Nwith little or no
ing.

IEF -0

X -

The sacond derivativegi nrr tah.n
with zom-pact to time. to obtain tho
linaar and angular acolerntion of
the ayston~.

(1)

DIT

X

'

snwt
m

W2

sin

(6)

and
1A -0

- rm

a

A-' (t) +

2

-QI
I

(2)

I +C., YA

tlý*e r~tuation~a ec~n ba con'binad,
alii~inatinq thairc-i forcing pulso
0 DIT

sin

ut

jc 2

-(VaA

~bKA

,t

XZIsi

Substitution into (3) yields:
(a- b) +IA II+C

[j

(7)

kct

+

tL2 M (a -b)3

AVE()
+ bKA

XAVE

Since,
F
x

h

9

0

AV-_

*

-

c AYR

then,

b
c

+

i'2

b F
c.

(10)

KR

(a -b)

KAr

La (a -b)

A msc~ond eclv,Ation cotaining the
Unflownsh of X_ a-'d 9
can be
derived on the ba*YeoC~ft~er~
tion of energy in t~ho cyatzr. ThA
total froe recoil enTgy 1.7e-qual to
the energy storaZ in tran-alation plus
the energy stored in rotation.

2TaIK 7DTFV

A5LZ,

-E

E

+

E
T7

(

+ rj
T

(13)

V

therefore,
Vj

FAVE(14
1

(12)

ER
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1

2*

2A 0

DIT

b F

AV3

(15)

therefore,

Substitution of equations (14) and
(16) into (18) eventually yields2
n 2
'DIT -DI

b F
AVE

4Q

L

DIT
(16)
IA
Another~
Another equation involving the conservation of =mentum can also be written:
I

-

(AV)

+

_

(17)

or,
-

2 (MV

+

(.8)

__A

b

(a - b)

+ r

C~
a (a-b

+ r

~+ .fo

f 2(a-

b)]

"

XD/K c

b

+

N/F(K)Q) t; \

[a,

SAMPLE PROBLEL M

c - 20 inches
KA-

6250 #/in.

r
fn

(19)

(20)
..

ýni) (a

b)}

(21)

+ 4-

lb +/f$

(a -bý)

Second, the natural frequencies must
be located as far as possible from the
firing frequency in all
cases.
When
this is accomplished, the dither motions are then only frequency dependent.
It is also obvious, then, that
the softer the springs in all directions at all
locations, the lower the
vibratory forces will be whether they
are caused by translation or rotation.

A typical gun system might have the
following pnramaters:
#
sec 2
a - 4 inches
1 - .90
in.
b = 8 inches

rAX,

[a21b

2

L2'

%r6M

~

Equations (11) and (19) can be
solved in the conventional manner and
solutions for X.., and
T can be obtamned in ter
systo
ometry,
gun mass and radius of gyration, recoil
adapter natural frequency, firing frequency, and the ratio of the rear support
spring
spring
rate. rate to the recoil adapter

b
I

f

- 20 inches
13 cps

I = 31.6 h#sec
round

Third, the angle through which the
gun rotates is quite
iall;
and for
steady state conditions, the angular
position in space should be the same
for each projectile leaving the weapon.
Thus, for the high firing rate guns.
dispersion on the target becomes more
or less independent of the support
rigidity.
Therefore, when the firing
rates are high, the support spring
should be made as soft as possible in
all
directions to reduce the vibratory
forces transmitted to the structure
while having little
effect on target
dispersion.
On the other hand, for
low firing rates, the angular motions
become large; hence, there is a practical limitation for each system
which must be evaluated on an individual
basis.

A computer program was utilized to
calculate values of XDIT and QDIT versus
the firing rate for several values of
the KR/YA ratio.
The resulting plots
of the data are shown in Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6.
Note that the curves are for
2
XDIT and 2 0DIT which corresponds with
the peak-to-peak values of the translational and rotational dither motions.
Several conclusions may be drawn
from these curves.
First, the motions
are more or less independent of spring
rate eycept in a small trequency band
near the resonant frequencies.
This
indicates that most of the recoil force
is reacted by the mass-acceleration
force rather than the spring deflection
force.
Therefore, the dither forces
transmitted to the supporting structure
at both the recoil adapters and the
third point of support are proportional
to the various spring rates except at
frequencies near a resonance.

SINGLE DEaEE OF FREEDOM ANLYSIS
Although the angular dither motions
of the weapon are quite small, this
rotation can be eliminated if there are
no eccentricities or offsets about the
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120

KIN)

pitch and ynw axes between the center
of elasticity of the recoil aeptera,
tho center of gravity of the gun, and
the firing barrel.
This is dctermr,ied
from equation (21): to maPe eT
- 0,
it is necensary that a - b - 0.
When
thit
is accoc plished, then equation (2)
can be reduced to
XDIT

-

I
16 Mf

This equation, when considered in
conjunction with typical loaddeflection curves of recoil adapters,
provides an indication of the improvement in performance which can be achieved
by considering the adapter for a high
rate gun a vibration isolator.
Fig. 7
depicts the load-dkaflection curve for a
typical recoil adapter system designed
to be an energy-dissipative device.

tust

Fdirections

(bs.)

V

AIff

FA
A

-torques
DEFLECTION4

Fig.

7

(

)

It has been demonstrnted that the
stiffness of the supporting structure
must be so great as to be impractical
in order to prevent gun rotation arising
from offsets between the elastic center,
the center of gravity, and the firing
barrel.
If the eccentricitien cannot
be eliminated, the analysis has shown
that provided the natural frequency of
supports is not in the regior of the
firing frequency, the dither anale is of
e r th
the
same be
order
of magntdewehe
. w, t...Thus,
he
d wh
supports
"soft"
orIn "atiff."

Load-Deflection Curve
Of Low Rate Adapter
-

If these adapters are used in a high
firing rate application, when steady
state firing is reached, the adapters
must react a force (FaV.,) equal to the
impulse times the firing rate.
FX
/
\the
FAVE
I
ulbs..se' Xf
rdsn
sec
r
The gun will oscillate about FAVE
through a deflection X = 2 XDITThe
total recoil dither force transmitted
into the structure is given by
F - FB -

SUMNRY AND CONCLUSIO:US
The design of suspension vyqzai"s for
rapid-fire weapons must consider the gun
and its
supports as a muItl-d urt_ of
freedom system.
Spring ratcs in all
be emsiyred to each
point of support, and it muot be re'cognized that the gun will trnnslate and
rotate in response to the forcss and
resulting from recoil.

Fe

FS.

Again, the average fcrce will b-a as talculatad above. The dither moticn will
also be the sima as civen xbnvow.
The
gun will recoil until it reachs prin
B.
It will then msva forward in counter
recoil until it reachom prlrt A, at
which ti-e the rext round is fired,
causing the gin tc return to 13. Hnwever, as the cu.vas indicat,
the
absence of high darpling .Jn the high rate
adapter results in a much lmvwr recoil
dither force heing transmitted !-to the
structure as compared with that from the
adapters which were designeJ fc..lower
firing rates.

the designer may as wall use 'soft" rupports to reduce the vibratory forces
transmitted into the structure.

FA-

Finally, the engineer munt decide
whether the system loading may be
treated as a series of indepsndent
shocks or a high frequency vibraticn.
This decision is based on such factors
as firing rate, the available weapon
travel, and the maximum acceptable force
If the gunfire can be
transmitted.
treated as a vibratory input, then it
is possible to design a system including
recoil adapters which will result in low
vibratory forces being transmitted to
the support structure and will utilize

An adapter designed specifically for
high firing rate would have a loaddeflection curve as depicted in Fig. 8.

FB"
FAYE
FAVEFA
-

-.

-

-

Ar

LOAD
( b )

parts

Fig.

having greater reliability

and

durability by eliminating friction damoers which may tend to exhibit change in
performance characteristics over time
and have a shorter service life.

DEFLECTION (INCHES)
8

Load-Deflection Curve
of High Rate Adapter
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ýoilcefe Park, Maryland
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U. S. :;a:va],lrnae
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,_r
a
7he

r
oo
brzator, aosorber was apolled
.
lue of thed;IX
,[
..
rlnir
to retuie In a eflnr.ed manner transient vibrations of a one
detrre- of frr', iJs syste-.
Ten rules were dveloc.ed- wh,1c,
re2:ite tD
c1ýe
tlcr, of the roots of the characterlstic e".%atfin. to tie p:.ysical parameters; thre- ff tr~ese ruls.
h--e1
Th

up:an
a.pproxi:,raticn which is
ora->"c.
can te us
iire-tly

often J.stified in engineori.g
to determine the sjrln
and

Jamplng cofficlents of the absorber to a..rcxllmat.x
dcfnr.eJ ideal response.
The conreot of the relat've and
the "absolute influence position" iS intr, duced: these new
definitions refer to a particular positic,, of the roots of
the characteristic equation when only the spring constant,
constant and the damning
or, respectively, the sprinr
coefficient between the masses are variable.

INTR()DUCTION AND PROBL-4 FCR,.fJLATIO:.*

easuring tine, and, second, the step
function force input acting on the
model.
Because of the first
point the
transient vibrations are of specific
interest, and because of the second
point those transients which are due
to a step input are of interest.
The
obvious solution, eliminating the
transients or greatly reducing their
amplitude by installing a suitable
dac
b
t
b
n trass
s and
, amp. r between
the
vibrating
the inertial reference system, is,
in
this case, not satisfact•ry.
Such a
damper, between the model and the
tunnel wall, would influence the flow
around the model.
In other practical
applications in which the amplitude of
the transient vibrations is to be
reduced, the installation of a damper
between the vIbrating rass and the
reference system may not be possible
for design reasons.
The posslblity
that some damping of the main mass mnay
already exist shall not be excluded;
in this case, however, the damping
coefficient is considered to be
constant.

The idea of eliminating detrlmental vibrations of a machine, a
structural part of a machine or any
mass, or to reduce the amplitude of
vibrations with a tuned dynamical
vibration absorber has been known
since 1905 and. is extensively
disctissed in the literature.
However,
dynamic vibrAtion absorbers generally
ire only applied when the force causing
the vibrations is sinusoidal and when
only the steady stAte is of interest,
The following question is now
posed:
Is the principle of dynamic
vibration absorption, namely, the
tra*nsmttin, of the enerny from the
vibrating main mass to a secondary mass
on which the vibrations can be tolerated, applicable to transients?
As is
customary in automatic control theory,
a step input to the system for the
investigation of transients is pitscribed.
A practical example, for which
the transien't vibrations are of interest, is the motion of a model in a
shock tunnel.
Typical for a shock
tunnel is,
first,
the relatively short
running time and therefore short

A pure damper converts the
vibration energy into heat, while an
undamped dynamical vibration absorber
assumes the energy from the main mass
but does not reduce the total energy

*This paper not presented at Symposiurn.
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*of the systen. 7Perefore, wh.en the
vibrst-n enerlT Is large, the dyna-cal vibration absorber 1)'ill influence
the vbration of the main -ass sooner
than a damrer.
This advantage, offered
by a dynamic .vlbraticn atsorber, is
important when the early transients are
tc be reduced in magnitude.
The. tuning of the vibration
absorber is to be carried out in view
of thc following reaulirements:
1. The ,.-n -.ass is to assume
that position which it would assume at
.the time t =
if there were damping in
the system, and if the forcing function
were a true step input.

where X, and X2 are the deflections
from th; position of equilibrium of the
nain and absorber mass, resoectively,
X and X are the second ani first
dlfferentiation of X with respect to
tine t, and F(t) is a step forcing
function having the -Agntude F. and
acting or ml at t > 0. The damping
constants are designated by b and the
spring constants are designated by k.
The initial conditions are:
X, =X.=

x,=x,

,

(3)

.

.

where x is a function of 7 and X is an
arbitrary constant having the dimension
(tine)"I. Let

4. The tine duration 2At ie to be
a maximum.
-Meaningful
measurements can be
obtained at the vibrating aerodynamic
model if these reauirements are at
least approximateiy satisfied.
It then
may be of no importance if, and to
whatever degree, the vibration damper
feeds the energy back to the mainspring
mass system.

0=0.

By introducing new variables the
Eq. (1) to (3) are made dimensionless
as follows:

2. At this position the velocity
of the main mass is to be zero.
3. The requirements 1 and 2 are
to be approached simultaneously during
the tone t*-At < t < t*+At where t*-t.
is to be as smaTll a7 possible.

X:=.O
;=

X

0

=

Equations (1) and (2) now become:
it+,+tX,-

(4)

x-'g

BASIC EQUATICNS AND THEIR SOLU7IONS
The differential equations for the
idealized system (see F.ý.
1) are:

The initial conditions are:

(6

.,,.-

where x and x are the second and first
k•,X, -

',,X 6, X;

(x:- X)-- ,. (X, - X,)

F(t) (1)

derivatives of x with respect' to T, and

a, c, d, e and g follow from the
transformation.
The Eq. (4) and (5) with the
m.:

*-

k(X' -- X;)

•x.&.

X,) -

(2)

initial

conditions

(6)

yield

the

solution in the form
..

. .()
=G()f(*).

(7)

where
" S+

•,•

~

~

~

.-~ [-•.;'+

-

, I k.

~ •"

(

POO()
- ',)(- - P.)4

Fig. 1.- Idealiz-d mechanical system

(8)

F.q.qrisn (10), with the given
coefftl!esns aýnd for the case
b,
o.sy nw be wr'.tten In
t•',e--o~l:.-;In1•

and fý,3) is t)he IAplace tranfim7%tlcn
of 9 (j, the i~r.'tt furnction.
The
cW.ara.terlstl.c
tto- whlrn
is
al
......

ohtainýed by settin:l the d

......nator off

the transfer fu.nction equal to zero,
A, A,

A.fa.

~

n

ccr-, enictnt

fo,:7.'

is:

& A.-

KFr'

-

K

j*i'l

~

a

.

(12)

+I

For the case for whi•h four
poles exist and

different

,one

of those

.- "'",

;-))-

poles coincides with the zeros of the
transfer function, Eq. (7) is rewritten
as follows, (2).
rji)

K, - K,,e-' f K, f',

K,,P,'

K,

"-.( .,,.
',,

,

(13)

_

,(13)
In the above two equations the Rcern
nu'merals indIcate zeros and the Arabic
nu'ioerai! ind.icate polez of the transfer
function: e.g., rTT1
o-riles the diztanco fretn t:-e zem5"T! 'o tre pole. 3
(see F-.. 2).
Tire angle3 are also

(10)

where
K, - 1I4.! ,(,)l
and

If a double pole is present which
does not coincide with the zeros,
Eq. (7) becomes:
,,) K.

#
K,,...

. (11)
Kl,,P, • K, rP,'
. . K•,j N1,,

•.-,'

'•

Zero II
JD,
I9

-

where

K, lim (, p?xf.)•,. (j - it.•31:

Fig. 2 - Ncmenclature for the zeros
and poles of the transfer function

1.2)

and
1
Iin.4:('P.pj(')*

A•
If

dependent upon the position of the poles
and zeros, e.g., , is the suLm of all
angles formed by t~e s ,-?'ents connec..
(k -- 22.4f:

ting the pole 1 with all

1.,2

zeros and the

positive x-axis mLnus the sum of all
angles formed by the se.gments connec-

a pair of poles coincides with

the pole 1 with all

the pair of zeros, (7) becomes an equation similar to (10), however, without
the last two expressions.
This case
may be regarded to be of no further
interest since two sinusoidal expresslons are necessary for beats, and
since the coefficients which belong to
the same pair of poles are complex
conjugates of each other. Also, the
case for which a double pole exists is
at this time of no further interest
because of the factor t with KI1 and
K3 3 in Eq. (11).

poles and the

positive x-axis.
It is interesting to
note that the expression r- r 3 2 , which
is the product of the segmnts pole 3pole 1 and pole 3-pole 2, can be factored in both equations.
The particular
significance of this product, which
becomes apparent at this print, will be
discussed at length later.
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,,,(25)

The time-dependent part of the

Eq.

(12),

~ (14)

(6)
:_1,.)

2

with

.4 • "'"'(15)

''°,•.+R,B-" -,4,,
*

and

is now rewritten,

r.s( ,,,

"B't-•.
+-'2
- "'.•

(16)

.. ,,,.,,.
C3

fA', ....
9 " = n[A.-,- .. ,+

)A,"'
+' + +,).

Jra....

- .-.
J

*

+ 1,- f•.

t-_,
on• •

(17)
()

2

where

(27)

(28)
with
-

___,-_

](18)

B',-"Iz&C :- IA"-

+ 8"

.

(29)

Both envelopes have the same period;
the minima of the envelope C' (see Eq.
(27)) occur when

and

*"o

"-

.

+

1..
(19)

Then:
lie

-.

-__B

1

._A
e-,, '

-"1 < _

H,-%AI.

(20)

=

m.-

(1,, -

)

3

geometry of the poles and zeros of the

A#.-*-"

- "(21)

1,3 5....

(30)
,
The ideal requirements for the
motion of the main mass posed in the
first paragraph may now be expressed
as conditions to be satisfied by the
transfer function.
becomes:

The period of the envelope C follows
from (19):

(

--

The requirement 1

B-.o
.-

(31)

with

The minima of this envelope occur when
'-a.

(•-•-

•

(n=1,3,3...)

The same development for Eq.
yieldn:
.
.}
e'-,"•,

lli,)+
e-,

(22)

The requirement 2 becomes:

(13)
,€.-,,,
•',-.',= o.(32)
+W.
( I +'-."
(23)

with

,U-<

<

The requirement 3 becomes:

"rat

"(24)

" - "'

(33 a)

', .(3

''

(''

i"f 4,

'

&,rK
-,-,

j".

The requirc,-,ent h becomes:

2,

3 )
(

)

.(3' k.

in to bc a ,axlmu:; since this expresSion Is proportional to .1t.
The nu•m-,er17al values of the
exiress~ons (31) and (32) nay directly
be used as a criterion of the motion of
the main ,mars for the type of application considered.
The particular
appllcation of the dynamic vibration
absorber will determine the choice! of n
for the determination of t* and t44.
The period of t;.e envelope, expression
(34), is a measure of the duration 2At,
For any
but not the duration itself.
specIfic anplication, a comoromise must
be found between tre conditions (33b)
and (34) which cannot be satisfied
In the following denisimultaneously.
vation of the eo*ationz for the direct
determination of the tuning parameters
koand b2)at first only conditions
31) Ind 32) are taken into account.
It lo shown that in this way the tuning
parameters are determined and that
within the given approximation, condition (34) is adequately approached.
Consideration of condlticn (33b) will
lead to a less satisfactory approach to
the other conditions.

I

(4Ca)

k'A,

k'

k k,,,
''

(4la)

,',

('2)
If two roots (c-. and C4) become real,
then Eq. (38) t6 (41) become:
k3..)
,

'

DERIVATIO0 OF THE TUNING RULES AND
EQUATIONS

I

[
1,.

,3,)

i' (", e,)
.- "

,

,

k.(,,

.

.,

-

,4,
(40b)

A comparison of the coefficients
of the Eq. (8) yields the following
expressions for the real, imaginary and
absolute values of the zeros (E, n and
R) and for the real, imaginary and
absolute values of the poles (a, a and,"--.

4,4:

(41b)
If all roots become real, then Fq. (38)
to (41) become:

,

(35)

(36)

(39c)
R 2,

,(37)
':l

For two complex conjugate

Eq.

(9)

(

roots of

one obtains:

,,j

.(.

14,) -

.

',
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Rule 1. Complex conjugate zeros of the
trs-ner
function may only exist if the
relative damping constant bp of the
dynamic vibration absorber Zconsidered
is smaller than
as a system by itself)
value.
If the relative
its critical
damping constant has a value equal to
value, then the transfer
the critical
The posifunction has a double zero.
'tion of the zeros is independent of the
absolute damr.ping constant bI.
From Eq.
follows:

Rule 2.

(38A),

=

(46)

-

i

'I.4

X

D
2 (E

(7)

(38b) and (3-%)
A

The sun of the real parts of

(41a),

(45)

and with (42)

all poles is independent of the
relative spring constant k 2 .
From Eq.
f o l l o ws .:

~wlj

,,I-P[lf.

i

.

I

2

2

(48)

where the symbols are definecd as
follows:

(41b) and (41c)
w

W

. -- .

(49 )

4-

(50)

The product of the absolute
RuIle•3.
*vaTlues of all poles is independent of
the damping constants of the system.
D= 2

With the conditions (31) to (34)
given in the section, Mathematical
Formulation of the Tuning Criteria,
and with the above rules, the vibration
absorber could be tuned in a more direct
and error.
Since,
fashion than by trial
in general, none of the systems of Eq.
(38) to (Li) can be explicitly solved,
formulae for the physical constants of
the dynamIc vibration absorber resulting in the tuned motion of ml according
to conditions (31) to (34) cannot be

derived.

.

The process of approaching the
stated requirements by tunirg the two
degree of freedom system so that beats
when
occur will mainly be of interest
b is
the absolute jampliig constant
small.
Also, the mass of tne absorber
m2 will be smaller for most technical
applications than the main mass min, and
since beats are to occur, b will be
smaller than b 2 crit- In this case,
as shown below, the product of the real
parts of the complex poles iS negligible when compared with the sum of the
squared magnitudes of these Doles;
4
consequently, Eq. (38a) to ( 1a) may
One obtains:
explicitly be solved.

A[_F
I'

D (E+ W)]

F

(51)
(51)

_ _,&,-&--

(52)

With the above expressions the motion
of the main mass may now be expressed
explicitly as a function of time and
the parameters of the physical system
For the
using Eq. (12) and (13).
general case, this leads to a long and
complex expression.
For a given problem, it is important to estimate the error c, which is
introduced In Eq. (39a) by neglecting
4 a1 03.

(43)

Let

from Eq.

1then

266

(38a) and (39a)

-•

,), ,"'
(54)

From these three possible solutions
one may conclude as follows:

The largest possible error c may
already be computed from the secondi and
third coefficient of the characteristic
Eq. (9).

In general, condition (58) can
physically not be realized as the
follcwing reasoning will demonstrate.
The compatibility condition of Eq. (38a)
to (4la) for a, equal to cl yields:

To express the maximum error c in
a more convenient manner the following
nomenclature is introduced:

Rule 4. If all the poles cf the transTe
anction have equal real parts,
then

i-.+

-"

Equation (54)
-

,6o)

"

,

4(''1)

ri

V

[b, " ± •,(I

"(.)
.

4,.j4,

-

may now be rewritten:
I -'

,(55)

above-described
by a, << aoproximawlim and
tions Ifaretheobtairhed
2
2
a
<< W
ana if
1 r
, then the
r3 2 *
Ifr 3
a3
3

(61)
must hold true, where n is the ratio of
the rass of the damoer to the main mass.

conditions (31)
as follows:

Setting the absolute damping constant in Eq. (61) equal to zero, one
obtains the simple expression

rllI

lll

and (32)

may be expanded

'13_ ell

4t-,(

W.<+ " ,

.:•,

r.'

(62)

(56)
Le tting

,

r

-M.

,,,in
.

other words,
,I'

(36)),
(,,, ai--

?a,) l

h

(r," -

(57)

1--

It is now seern that conditions (31) and
(32) are satisfied within the given
approximation if

"oi,

(58)

or if
r'

(92)

.

Rule 5. A system having only relative
damping and having an absorber mass to
main mass ratio of equal to or less
than one, can only have complex poles
with equal real parts if the zeros of
the transfer function are complex roots.

M2•0

,,

C2is equal to zero (see

then from Eq.

Condition (59) also cannot be
physically realized, because, as in
condition (58), this would require
r.egative parameters. From the compatibility condition of Eq. (38a) to (41a)
for rI equal to r 3 one obtains:

(5)

or if
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A-P
t

an,1

.

-'t'n

,63)
whre

.ix~r,
S

is

A cons Iderat Icn of t1,P rcoot 1-locu ,lot
of the- characteristic eo'-ticnF.c,-ws
oa~cf'
that for srmall values of b, a
b 2 or k 2 Influences the or~Th'uct r,,r-.
2
much More than the value j2' whýer'ý

r,
theni It
r:
tŽco'-Ait.:7nn r,

a svst-m with only relapolles an-i zero-, of' the
uo n
ttiv"
tr-ýr;s-'fr functic.ýn cannot lie on the
cir-le arudth", origiIn of the
otxplane; their relatinsnhip is

~, ~,

If M has a naximu~n with respect to
a
thae
k 0 or b 2 , then r 3ý 1ý 2
minimum In respe tt t15 k2 or
*
fact that M, does possess a maxlnurn for
system which Is only relatively
damoed follows from physical consideratioii3; nar.ely, I" b e-,_iais zero, thýen
,Lapproaches irnfinif
M equals zero.
ity, x, - X2 bcoezrad
.aan
eqiuals zero. Ncow, consileringr k0 as a
variable, if k2 apprcoaches llnfin-ty,
x2and therefore M e-loals zero.
x,ir k,~ approýaches zero, then the beat
phenomienon due to the motion8 of the
two mass,'s Is lost, I.e., the *'nerzc; isno longer continuously transferred fror,
one mass to th~e other, A.nd ýthe decrease
in energ~y due to the couppling b2
becomnes smaller.

'.a

It

Th-, conIltion (6)Is only to be
aL-roaohi.cd as Indlcatel by the arrows,
Jn-ubie- pole would occur,
as eteiea
and, 1-n this ca:se, toe solutions (12)
'1) ani tY'.er subsequent developan. ~i
The q~uestion
ment oudnot !!o valid.
in which way Is condition
i, z
nc~0:5
t:) tv avproached. Tine actual task
is to elinirnate the vibrations of the
7-aIn ras s. To acco7.plish this by mas
ofbento of a two-frass system, it be.es
oorantthat the vibrations are
1s7,p'.i as much as possible in order f-or
-' minic::a of the envelope to approach
tne' eventual final position of the main
in order to
as soon as possible.
-7as
exract a maxim=n amount of energy from
tý,.esystem with variable b2 or k2
duringr the time t2 - tr

From the second part of the- condition "YD) olo ,withiin the
approximation stated 'n.this section,
that

~Ifltx
~(65)

Employing 'Eq. 1115) and (4C) to- set'

m~ust be a maximtim with respect to b2
or k2 . The integrand of 7q.
5 is

.

-

(the exceptiornal case for r 1 =r 3 Is
excluded rince it was alrea~y co';ered
In Rule 6) ore obtains:
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ý.i7.1 t...I
•.-,, St¼
,.-

• .' .

!f

" I
t!
te

-.;7) hodslýu.
r:r,73ust
o
r.,

Th
Im;nortance
waý a r--1v,

r-

* r&~:Iin F; 112.

1

1

t-'r-•,
sna2ler r-,
5t'~.•d'
p. •of
nO-,
.nain .",,•s3.
The 'W-'.th(,5 -7" ,,-n

Influence of r-, r-,,,
which Is led aT.y-~r

V e

da .

...- ,z

is

• )
where

For a s.'.-.,
only relatl-;ely darpe-1, an
aqcurat- tunln• for the- a,:sol'te influIn thIs cae,
a dI,,l.
-nce nosIt~o'i
role

var'aLle

,,l

nl&,

by s-tt~r,,

_

For *he in'estigated examole the
2
values are:
m,= 0.a142Li 1 S
"
r,2= 0.ý-13_1
2,L
kC=,
s-3 k = 3556¢
and

&,A

b1

S.12441 k

s

The values of

0.0023: 0.01613:
b 2 are 0.16i;
0.Ci42:3 (arbitrarily chosen) and
o.1i:%c k___ (calculated w~th E•.
or.

A con.parison cf EF. (67) with (62)
and nnting Rule

v-'•7zbl

APLT.•l.•17-

.
If the product of the real
B-ul"
1
parts of the roots of the characterisUt: equaitlon is negliiitle when conpared
to the sum of the squared magnituies o:f
Sthese roots, th!en the relative influence
position will be apprrachtd if
,

is

k, and lettIng b2 equal the
(l+n
n
value 71ven In -q. (rn).
K2

follows:

(67)

(;5)

,'a;,,.
4

at
also. then the riostll"n of the rtses
whilh r'I r,, '• a -'ni--u-- is called
the
Position.

From Eq.

*~4

, t

u.,on he "rr.T
th" syste.r'.

''ant

f'~

,

larir
the
of t*he

h further lescrIoTo si, pli:.,, th'
cf the
tion of the vs . ,n, the ositlor,
at
ton e'-v-a•-At
roots of the
be~c',a
which V-o pr"-Iu)t r•, r,,
-"h relatlve
,,n•,,u,, by varvln1 n
w'11 be callci the
s.r~n< contt
If the•
r-latIve lnflu-,nce' ;nztion.
relative

o) If b1
bi rt,
then
o~cnIs
Infl
uence pos
If

arpr V
..- cei

(67)

1 yipids:

if the product of the real
Rule 0]
parts of roots of the characteristic
elCuatlon is negI•,1bl_
whet. ooored
t) the sun of the sluared mna. ities
of these roots, then the rclative
influence position i.:ill be approached
for a system which has only relative
di:npin6 If the roots have equal real
parts.

(67)).

Fi.ures 3 to 0. show the dlsplacemnetn and velocity (dotted line) of mass
1m. For carts (a, of these opictures
k9 was tund a•ccordln, to Rule 8 and
Rule 10 (FiC. 6a), while for parts (b)
k2 was tuned to r-ve exactly the influ-or Dart (c) of the
Once positiO.
figures,

k,

-was obta.n..d

.with Rule

4.

the roots of the characIn this cse
teristic
eiuation h-ave equal real parts.
(The figures were obtained by sinulating the systems on a FACE analog
cooputer.

For the case for which the relative damnping constant (the dampln'ý
constant between mass 1 and m-ass 2) b,
is adjustable also, the damping and
spring constant values resultlng• In the
influence position (in this case, the
aosolute Influence posItion) nay be
obtained by applyIng Rules 4 and 6.
The results are given in Rule 10.

Table 1 gives the nar-erical values
for the product r?, r-:o and for the
four stated reul •eoe:ýts (the first
sinlnrum for the conditlicns 2 and 3) of
Fig. 3 through 6; Table 2 shows a comparlson between the true values of the
ch.aracterlstlc equation (accurate to
fiv-e decIoal places) and the values
obtain-ed by r.eans of F•. (L3), (h44),
(47) and (15).

Rule 10.
If the product of the real
parts of the roots otfthe characteristlc equation Is negligible when
compared to the sun of the sluared
magnltudes of these roots, and if the
real parts are of the same order of
/t
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- 0.04233 kp s/cmn
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TABLE 1. MLmerical Values of the Product r,
Require.-ýents 1 to 4 for ther Vibration
R

renurcqsnt.
2
Er (32)
1
n

1

r3 I r1 2

Requirement
1
Eq (31)
n - 1

3

0,59190

0,19185

O,30313

oc6r37

3b
3c

0,55183
0,71395
•
0,5580

0,18605
0,35033
0,11865

0,2.777
0,22233
0,21:41

0,06593
0,05635
0,07239

4b

0,)5080
0,66981
0c

0, 14669
0,60409

0,23357
O, 04-.,47

0,52451
0,52429
0,53242

0,09a88
0,07603
0,18404

0,32537
0,21276
0,21476

0,0204h
O,0001
0,00017

vibmt.Iron

5a
5b

5c

6a
6b

6c

TABLE 2.

r-

I n'-

Rejrlr-t.

ard of the
3 to 6

2

Puir.

uieareiit
4
(34)

'Žnt

3

3

t--p

tv

1

r
n

1

0,13732

,06r62
0,06r69
0,0%.-4
0,07230

O,137'7
0,11832
0,13733

0, 072%ý2
0,05331

0,07232
0,05367

0,1373?
O, C',7,4

O, 1417
0,12637
0,22342

0,08?722
0,0C -753
O,O8455

0, ,-/PO744
0,0.7
0,c03512

1.41"
,
O,13.o.

0,01?02
0,00010
0,00C23

0,21522
0,31205
0,30789

0, 22
0,31251
0,30Or0

0,127119
0,355C0
0,3453D

Roots of the C-karacteristic Equation for the

Vibrations Sho'-n ir iig. 3 to 6
3A

!A

E:

(47)

3A

3

!.A

exact

Eq

(4')

exact

Eq (44)

exact

0,02362
0,02355
0,01603

0,00839
0,00846
0,C 1`01

O,OC.S4O
0,0GP47
0,01539

1,09157
1,09251
1,22195

1,09235
1,09330
1,22503

0,80025
0,e0153
0,5E69`

0,7f
0,•0S5
0,68C,"14

0,04372

0,04392

0,02970

0,02560

1,OB587

1,0943

0,7'£61

0,7 3=3

0,04375
0,03621

0,04385
0,03649

0,02867
0,03621

0,C2857
0,03593

1,09020
1,02,27

1,09510
1,03327

0,7'? 5
0,62417

0, 7)-.3
0,62176

5a

0,07594

0,07750

0,06391

0,06225

1,07892

1,09733
-

0,

5b
5c

0,07713
0,06918

0,07863
0,0(218

0,06263
0,063?3

0,06112
0,06753

1, ?22?
i,o6!52

1,10132
1i,3083,C

5
0 -.
0,77510

0,7 1ý6
0,7 IE7

6a
6b
6c

0,12141
0,16 35
0,15b10

0,16579
0,18419
0,18251

0,19473
0,15294
0,15310

0,15040
0,13200
0,13368

0,09554

1,10012

0,•3366

0,7c9b5

0,994)7

1,11711

0,680150,72 8

Vibration

exact

3a
3b
3c

0,02363
0,02357
OO160:

4a
4b
4c

Eq

(43)

2
i
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A comparison of the given
vibration plots shows:
1.

A difference between the

vibratlons (a) and (b,)Is not notice-A
able as long az b? is small.
Only from
the respective n',er
cal values given
in the tables does a difference in the
motions become arparent.
2.

It is the relative influence
(see (a)
and (b) on fi.7urer)
and not the nole posItIon a. =
whIch
resu.ts In distinct beats, As lcrag as
b is smaller than the b2 required to
give the absolute influence position.
positlon

b

3. 'he absoluite lnflu-ence position i1.the best zosition
of the roots
if rapid permanent dampirg of the vibration of the main mass is desired.
This
fict

is

supported by Fig.

7:

the

-o

relati'Ve damping constant b, for this
svsten is larger than the damping constant necessary to obtain the absolute
Influence position.
t

4op

4. The influence of the sprin;•
constant k: upon the motion of mI is
Insignificcant if the relative damping
constant b2 is equal to or larger than
the constAnt b-) necessary to obtain the
absolute influence position (.ompare
Fig. 6 with Fig 7).

Fig. 7 b
0-.6-3a hp s/cm
(Only the disp~acement of mi is shown)
(a) k 2

The values given In Tables 1 and 2
check the statement 1, 2 and 4. Interesting anu of practical importance is
the close agreement of týe values for
the roots ,f the characteristic equation

-2,.6.35C

krobin

(b)

k2 = 27.35.-, kp/cm

(c)

k2,

29.7ý3750 Kp/c-.

(d)

k2

37. 6 '99ý33 kp/cm

obtained with the &j.
(4-),
(' "),
(217)
andI (48) which are bated on the stated

approximation and the exact values for
these roots (see Table 2).
As shown In
-1. (54), the approximations will
increasingly deviate from the tru-e
value with increasing b2 .
The application of the damper to
reduce transient vibraticns of a modelin a shock tunnel, mentioned in section
i, was experimentally tested
i4).
Figure q shows the iodel and the lever
mechanism to simulate the lift.
When
the hooks

disengaged,

(shown below

the model)

the weight is

.,

'

are

L

suddenly

released and the model swings around

7'

,

its new position of eq-uilibin
h
notilons are recorded with an oscillograph from strain gages fixed to the
The vibration absorber, which
sting.
fits
in the detachable front of the

.
__-_*

?

model, consists
of an elliptic
lead
cylinder fixed by two leaf
springs to
an oil-tight
housing (see Fi4. 9).
The
spring constant may be vpried by
char.ging the length of the leaves,
w iile
the relative
damping constant
depends upon the viscosity
of the oil,

Fig.

272

8

-

Lever mechanism and model

S44

F

-

Vibraticn absorter

Fig.

!n w'!ch the leaden cylinder swings.
Fls1r 0 10 shova the vilbrtlons of the

noýýe" v1 tho--zt,

anJ with. th,,

-

c'e1 vibraticns without (f),
and with, (b), absorber

RF-MECES

presence

the described da,.per.
The tuI n
•
carrie. out with the parameters
;Iven In Fl•. 5; the spring constant
of the di:nper was k 2

10

i.

D. 14. Sallet, "Eiln Scl-vnustill
zur 'jb1t!7,n%.;,,r von Z7nschwingn'
sertiti=.,
16
H.The Uttzart,
T

2.

P. A. Crafton, Shock and Vibration
in Line%-r
3st-ms,
New York, 1ý,1

3.

K. Mjinus,
1961

4.

A. Wei~e,

- 25.2

cm
value is close to that given In Fin. 5b.
The distortion cf the first
three
"-axia of the vibration shcv in
Fig. ICa, and of the first
maximun in
Fig. 1gb, Is due to exceeding the
limitation of the recording device.
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